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This text is dedicated to all of those who have lost their families, friends, 
livelihoods, health and lives while fighting for the truth. 

 
In the end, God wins. 
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Write the things which thou hast seen, and the things which are, and the 

things which shall be hereafter. 
 

—Revelation 1:19 (KJV) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Let your plans be dark and impenetrable as night, and when you move, fall 

like a thunderbolt. 

—Sun Tzu, The Art of War 
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Introduction 

 
 

Evidence has shown that the Coronavirus outbreak was a white-hat 

cover for multiple worldwide military operations. These operations took 

place to bring down deep-state players inside domestic and foreign 

governments.  These operations also targeted those within entertainment, 

the media, politics, drug cartels and The Vatican.  Sex slavery, human 

sacrifice and human trafficking operations were also infiltrated to capture 

and eliminate those responsible, while saving their victims across the 

world, both above and below ground.  

The seeming consensus is that the Coronavirus outbreak was 

originally a deep-state bio-weapon that was designed to eliminate millions 

of innocents, crash the stock-market, increase unemployment, and 

potentially enslave humanity.  However, the white-hats intercepted the plan 

in advance and the black-hat scenario was played out as a cover for the real 

operations that took place.  Among anonymous digital soldiers, this part of 

the operation was widely referred to as—The Storm. 
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The posts throughout this book are a compilation of anonymous 

online drops by civilians, archived from VOAT (an anonymous internet 

chat forum) within the two sub-verses of QRV and GreatAwakening, 

specifically beginning at the end of March and throughout the month of 

April, 2020.  QRV (https://voat.co/v/QRV) is the only Q endorsed sub-

verse via Q posts: 2269 and 2272 that were posted on qmap.pub and 

qanon.pub on September 21, 2018.  At the beginning of this composition, 

QRV had roughly 19,600 subscribers.  Depending on the day, Q was 

making posts throughout this time on 8kun.top.  Then, those Q posts always 

make their way to qanon.pub and qmap.pub.  The Q posts during this time 

are embedded among the anonymous comments from QRV on the 

corresponding day. 

Q has encouraged everyone to archive offline (i.e., Q posts: 672, 

993, 1186).  This text is just one example of such an archive.  These 

predominantly anonymous citizen posts are unedited, stemming from 

thousands of Americans and those in foreign countries across the world 

who subscribe to QRV on VOAT.  These posts are only organized by the 

day of the week and month in which they were posted.  Some posts are 

news reports, while many posts are personal accounts and observations, 

social-media threads, videos, and Anon investigations of politicians and 

public figures. 
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On over 16 occasions, Q has stated; “You are the news now.”  

Therefore, the mainstream media is 100% irrelevant.  The real 

investigations and facts are coming from anonymous citizens.  General 

Michael Flynn himself stated; “We have an army of digital solders... We 

have what we call; citizen journalists.” 

While some may not be familiar with Q, or Q posts, we encourage 

you to look up “Storm is Upon Us” by Joe M on YouTube, and watch the 

videos in chronological order to give yourself a starting point.  We also 

recommend watching the documentary titled Out of Shadows, on YouTube, 

which was published while this archive of online posts was being put 

together.  Then, and more importantly, visit qmap.pub and qanon.pub and 

read the Q posts in chronological order, which begin on October 28, 2017.  

This is a historical archive for the purposes of personal use, 

personal education, and this is a documented history of the lives of 

Americans and citizens across the world during the Coronavirus Outbreak 

in the Spring of 2020.  Some of these posts below from VOAT may be pure 

speculation.  However, with individual thought, recall, and a growing 

ability to connect the dots while thinking for yourself, you will soon arrive 

at the conclusion that you do not live in the world you think you do—and 

there are many digital solders who are attempting to always bring the truth 

to the American people and the people of the world.   
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Timeline: 
 
 
January 7, 2020: 
CDC establishes COVID-19 Response System to track cases in the US. 
 
 
January 20, 2020: 
First reported case of COVID-19 in the US. 
 
 
January 31, 2020: 
President Trump announces travel restrictions from China. 
 
 
February 6, 2020: 
CDC ships first testing kits. 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e42a09 No.8200814  (3880) 
Feb 20 2020 20:59:58 (EST) 
 
Anonymous ID: 6828cf No.8200718  
Feb 20 2020 20:53:44 (EST) 
>>8200590 
They fear an awake public. Each Q Proof proves our strength too. Thank 
you, Q and Q+! 
 
Q >>8200718 
You have come far, Anons (Patriots). 
You are ready. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5T7Gr5oJbM 
Prepare for the storm. 
Q 
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March 2, 2020: 
Pharmaceutical companies begin developing vaccine. 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 14a566 No.8357870 (3891) 
Mar 9 2020 12:05:42 (EST)PainComing.JPG 
Nothing can stop what is coming. 
Nothing! 
Rig for Red. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 14a566 No.8357903  (3892) 
Mar 9 2020 12:08:14 (EST) 
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1236980284744241154 
Silent running is a tactic used when…. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 98c60c No.8358831  (3893) 
Mar 9 2020 13:30:28 (EST) 
https://twitter.com/RainbowFairy12/status/1236943098103713793 
+comments 
Per MSM [Fake News]: 
(person in the basement - LARP) who simply asks(ed) questions on a 
forum [imageboard] that generates(ed) continued [massive (thousands)] 
MSM attacks & WW movement [Great Awakening]? 
Logical thinking. 
Backchannels are important when the 'news' itself is untrustworthy 
[controlled]. 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 98c60c No.8358897  (3894) 
Mar 9 2020 13:34:20 (EST) 
Anonymous ID: 905be4 No.8358859  
Mar 9 2020 13:32:29 (EST) 
>>8358831 
GOD WINS 
>>8358859 
 
 
 
 
March 11, 2020: 
President Trump announces travel restrictions from Europe. 
 
 
 
March 13, 2020: 
President Trump declares a National Emergency. 
 
 
March 17, 2020: 
President Trump orders free Telehealth Screenings. 
 
 
March 18, 2020: 
Department of Defense surges one million masks to hospitals. 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: f933cd No.8509836  (3895) 
Mar 21 2020 21:32:03 (EST) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MK0j765ko4 
Do not fear. 
Q 
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Sunday March 22, 2020 

 
 
 
 
Haven't seen a soul for weeks.  
Abandoned cars all over the freeway out of the city. Only way to navigate 
speedily was on horseback. Did stop by my station to grab a bag of guns. 
Going off after my wife and son since I have no idea what's going on. Just 
woke up from a coma. 
In reality, life in Southern Indiana is pretty normal. Shelf supplies go in and 
out of stock with panic and resupply. I still have to be at work on Monday. 
I am hearing stories of some manufacturers providing paid shut down 
leave. Lucky bastards. My employer won’t even shut down for a Sunday. 
 
No curfew's or stay at home. Bought two new guns in two days. Stores are 
mostly stocked; usually shortage of bottled water and toilet paper/towels. 
Sun was shining; very little chem trails. Planted our raspberry and 
blackberries today. Our ducklings are getting their juvenile feathers. 
Typical spring Idaho day. 
 
WA. No tp for couple weeks. Gov was going to declare lockdown but 
didn’t. National Guard seen out in the county. Lots and lots of trains. 
Seems like twice as much as usual (north to BC south to ??). 
 
Southern California. We were given "stay-at-home" orders on Thursday 
night. I was able to go shopping yesterday (it was my scheduled day off 
from work but my co-workers said they went in). Nobody took the stay at 
home orders seriously. Restaurants were open. The store was packed. Still 
no TP or baby wipes but water had been stocked in waves and there were 
many gallons still on the shelves. I was able to score two packs of yellow 
birthday napkins. 
Stopped by a chicken restaurant on the way home. They were open but for 
take-out only. There was only one other customer the whole time I was 
there.  
Gas stations are empty but open. I was able to fill up for only $2.59 per 
gallon. (California voters literally voted for this because they're too stupid 
to know what they're voting on.) 
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As soon as I got home there was a very loud group of what looked like AH-
64 Apaches flying in a straight line along the mountain range. From the 
Cajon pass toward Highland for anybody whose wondering. 
 
I live a few houses down from a very busy road but it is eerily quiet. I 
never heard so many birds in my life.  
 
Friends who work in and with local government say we are definitely going 
to be under martial law within the next 48 hours. Walmart and some stores 
are giving their employees passes to show to the National Guard verifying 
that they are essential workers. I work in local government and haven't 
heard anything at all. It is assumed I am to be at work on Monday.  
 
Interesting here in the South. Most of us native Southerners are polite. The 
local area in which I live has been on lock-down by the county mayor for 
several days. I went out today and things were pretty quiet. Went to 
Kroger's for milk, beer, wine and cigarettes, saw my usual friends behind 
the counters, said hello, how you ‘all doing, guess won't see each other at 
church tomorrow (this being Saturday). Kroger was stocked pretty well, no 
problems. Asswipe and hand sanitizers had a "One per customer, Please" 
placard. 
Next stop, gas station to fill up the van. I always get out and pump my own, 
even though getting out of the van is a pain. My usual gas station and they 
used to try to come out to "help" me since I'm in a chair and have disabled 
Veteran plates on the van. I disabused them of that long time ago. 
Filled up 50 gallons plus 20 gallons in containers for the generator, hoisted 
each of those filled gas cans back inside by myself -- got some serious 
shoulder muscles, BTW. $1.89 per gallon with my Kroger discount card. 
Ran van through the car wash -- they always give me a courtesy full ride 
wash. 
Back up street to the local Chick-fil-A to pick up a couple of #1 dinners 
and macaroni and cheese. The sometime lefty demonstrators from the big 
city aren't there any more since a few months back when the sheriff 
arrested them and put them in overnight cells with some beaners so they 
could commune with their favorite "persecuted people of color". Sheriff & 
3 deputies 2 guys, 1 lady - Former Marine like me) are all members of my 
VFW chapter. 
Got back home and put on some Creedence Clearwater pristine vinyl’s I 
got from an estate sale -- still in original plastic package. Ran it all through 
my Sansui 5000-T amplifier (which I rebuilt with Svetlana power amplifier 
tubes to produce 1000 watts RMS at 16 ohms to speakers), the same 
company which made the electronic jamming transmitters for the Soviet 
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Army. Fairly large (275 lbs apiece Bose Studio Replicator Model) 
Speakers. 
Decided to start cleaning guns again; worked on my Original Issue 
Browning Automatic Rifle (Rifle, Automatic, Caliber .30, M1919) for 
which dear old Uncle Sam dings me a $200 dollar fee for being fully 
automatic. 
Let's see, what else? Oh, the widow gal across the street came over for a 
visit and brought some great Hash brownies. She's 91 and still bakes fine 
brownies with a liberal helping of Hashish she gets from her cousin who is 
married to a DEA agent. 
All in all, a very nice day. 
 
Mid-Atlantic. 100 miles from coast. Other than shut down and clearer skies 
(few planes flying) nothing sticks out as unusual. 
 
 
 
 
This is really it, there’s no going back.  
The setting will never be like this again in the next several years. Either Q’s 
plan is happening like we’ve all believed, or it’s never going to happen. 
People aren’t going to go through this hell of fear and quarantining again 
without panicking or rioting. It’s now or never. Shills are about to find out 
just how real Q is. 
 
 
 
Prepare your family and friends right now. Lead them to Christ - now 
is the perfect time! Plant the seed and let God do the heavy lifting.  
My atheist stepson, who doesn't like me, called last night and we talked 
about God and his openness to praying. This is the Great Awakening.  
Assure your family and friends that if communication goes out for ten days 
- we will all be okay. We are prepared by putting on the Full Armor of 
God.  
May God Bless and Protect Us All. 
 
 
 
Strangers try and have conversations in public a lot more. I notice 
people trying to chat me up wherever I go. Maybe they’re just lonely. 
 
I'm leaning on husband and he's trying to be strong but I'm so distressed. 
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I tried to spend to today focusing on my daughter and and house work and 
ignoring the news, and it was a pretty good day. Aside from the boring 
stuff, my toddler was singing "row row row your boat" and "shark shark 
shark do do do do", I baked banana bread, played with my toddler at a 
playground/park and collected some seeds from our garden. 
And then in the early evening before leaving work my husband tells me to 
put on the news. We are "not" going into lock down, but all non-essential 
stuff is banned, and lockdown is hinted at being announced in the next few 
days or weeks.  
My husband is waiting on news from work but has likely just lost his job. 
Draconian government have taken much of our freedom and will take the 
last of it soon. My poor toddler spent a lot of summer couped up indoors 
due to smoke and fires, which also ruined our holiday as a bushfire 
suddenly started and we had to flee just before we checked in to our 
accommodation... and now all her activities have been cancelled, with 
forced home isolation a real possibility. 
This and the bushfires have had me so stressed I'm worried about 
miscarriage, premature birth and other damage to my baby. 
 
The world is going to shit - full NWO worst case scenario and I can't think 
of anything I can do to stop it. What my children think of us for letting this 
happen? At least Americans have guns, what hope is there to fight back 
without it? But how could I if I had guns? 
 
All of these Urgent Care Centers seemed to have popped up within the last 
1-2 years? at least in Connecticut. Fuck, there are TWO in my small town 
and nobody ever there? How do they make money? It is almost as if they 
are props or they are waiting for something. They were probably trying to 
create a pandemic in China for this purpose. This is the invisible enemy. 
 
A short lady asked me to get something off the top shelf at the grocery 
store. I did it. She said thank you. I haven't seen or know a single sick 
person. 
 
Old people lining up for groceries at 7 in the morning. 
 
My wife works at a clinic inside of a hospital complex and she was saying 
how boring work is right now because nobody is coming in. 
 
I have two family members in the healthcare industry. The first is a high-up 
administrator and he’s been working overtime. His hospital’s confirmed 
cases went from 3 on Monday to over 60 in three days. He’s in the high-
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risk demographic, so should be working from him as often as possible, but 
the hospital is demanding hands on leadership and is also telling its 
employees not to wear surgical masks because they produce “an 
environment of fear”.  
The other family member is a nurse and she was assigned to a police 
officer that was in the news for contracting the virus early on. He’s in 
critical condition and attended to him as he was transferred to a larger 
hospital. She was decked out in full hazmat gear and said it was one of the 
most terrifying experiences of her life. 
 
Everyone on social media, television, radio, news is talking about isolation 
and quarantine. The problem I have is my entire area is still working and 
functioning somewhat normal. Yeah, they have changed the hours of some 
stores and all restaurants are take out only but no one thinks anything of it. 
My place of employment has 23 people who work in close proximity to 
each other and they don't even care. So is this all a ruse or is something 
really happening. 
 
At this point, if you told me there was no virus and this was just an 
elaborate social experiment, I could believe it. 
 
Denny’s closed and emptied its fridge. I got big bags of sausages, pancake 
mix, broccoli, and eggs. 
 
This panic is totally unfounded. The trucks are truckin, Trains are running, 
farmers are farmin, the only reason store shelves are empty is because 
people are hording and it is absolutely insane. 
 
 
 
 
The problem is that hoarding causes hoarding. 
I would normally just go shopping like normal, but now I see the hoarding 
and know I might not be able to get shit for weeks on end so I need to buy 
more to carry me through until product x is available again. It's a positive 
feedback loop. 
 
I had that experience, just went for a typical weekly grocery run, but then 
seeing bare shelves on segments there's the unavoidable response that I 
better grab a few extra non-perishable foods just in case things are worse 
next week. It's not even a panic thing, but if everyone else is panicking then 
have to take at least one extra step of caution. 
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I live in a rural area. Our super Walmart was almost out of food, but just 
across the street our regular grocery store seemed to have quite a selection.  
My husband went to Walmart first for some juice but found everything he 
needed across the street. People are going to Walmart first to stock up bc it 
is cheaper. But all in all I have yet to see truly any panic here. Most people 
are very polite and going about their business.   FYI Our shelves were fully 
stocked until a week ago when everyone decided to stock up. Normally we 
have issues with shelves being wiped out only when a hurricane is coming. 
This was just like that and only a temporary condition. Once people get 
what they think they all need I believe it will be shopping as usual. 
 
I live in central Florida right across the lagoon from Kennedy Space Center 
and our Walmart was all but empty however there is a Dollar Store on 
almost every corner and they have every thing. 
 
Just got back from Kroger and it’s almost fully stocked. Not a lot of 
shoppers and everyone is polite. Associates are so kind and helpful. I 
thanked all of them. We are going to make it and stronger. Thank God for 
our Beloved President and all who are helping him. 
 
I was thinking about this yesterday. The wife and I stopped at a Sprouts 
location. Tons of cars in the lot. Rice was wiped out, but other than 
oblivious nogs taking up entire isles, it was chill. Then we went to Home 
Depot. It was PACKED. I have never seen this location this busy. Yet...it 
was chill. Just crowded. Getting what went wanted only took time because 
of the crowd. Gal running the self-checkout had us out in less than a 
minute. Probably helps that Home Depot self-checkout ACTUALLY 
FUCKING WORKS unlike everywhere else. 
 
 
 
These insane fools are crossing state lines to buy out supplies. Lock and 
fucking load. They are breaking into houses in a city 50 mi from my 
house. Be careful out there. 
 
I can’t get eggs. period. 
Rice gone 
Frozen veggies (which I don’t eat much anyway) gone 
Frozen Taters...gone 
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Milk. Gone 
Fresh Veggies (potato, onions) gone. 
Pasta gone 
The Prisoners Dilemma. I don't want to stock up, but with the local 
shortages no choice. 
One would think at some point sooner rather than later supply will catch 
up. 
 
AND they are closing the stores earlier and earlier. Supposedly to restock. 
But they are not restocking. They've also stopped or slowed deliveries. It's 
clearly not organic. Someone is telling the stores to do this. The only 
vehicles on the roads are trucks, so it's not a lack of deliveries. 
 
 
 
Rest in the Lord, and wait patiently for him: fret not thyself because of 
him who prospereth in his way, because of the man who bringeth 
wicked devices to pass. 
Cease from anger, and forsake wrath: fret not thyself in any wise to do evil. 
For evildoers shall be cut off: but those that wait upon the Lord, they shall 
inherit the earth. 
Psalm 37:7-9 
 
 
 
Who wants us locked down? Because it sure isn't Trump. Trump says 
"practice social distancing and quaratine yourself IF YOU ARE SICK 
for 14 days".  
The whole "SHUT DOWN EVERYTHING! WE'RE ALL GONNA DIE!" 
bullshit is the response of fascist Governors. 
 
 
 
All of these Urgent Care Centers seemed to have popped up within the 
last 1-2 years? at least in Connecticut.  
Fuck, there are TWO in my small town and nobody ever there? How do 
they make money? It is almost as if they are props or they are waiting for 
something. They were probably trying to create a pandemic in China for 
this purpose. This is the invisible enemy. 
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The propaganda media is gaslighting wanting people to panic. these 
dirty aholes should be jailed immediately!look at fox news Sunday for 
the ORIGINAL interview. Mnuchin NEVER said anything about 10-
12 week lock down. fuckers. 
 
 
 
I am not afraid. Yesterday I had this overwhelming feeling of peace, 
and that I was not afraid of anything. Watching the news, experiencing 
all of these ridiculous lockdowns because, muh, virus, I felt extremely 
calm and unafraid of anything. ANYTHING. 
I am not afraid of a virus where the current death rate calculates to: 14,000 
deaths for 7 billion people =0.000002%. For the US population, that would 
equate to 730 deaths. Over 22,000 Americans have died this flu season. 
And yet, there has been no panic due to the flu. I am not afraid of a virus, 
where in Italy, 99% of the people who died from the virus had a pre-
existing health condition. I am not afraid of a virus that I’m pretty sure my 
husband and I had last month, but we chalked it up to a bad cold. I am not 
afraid of anyone I love dying from the Coronavirus. 
I am not afraid of getting laid off from my job. With the current lockdowns 
and the economy being hit due to them, there’s a good chance I will be laid 
off. I am not afraid. 
If Q has conned us all into believing the bad people would be rounded up 
and held responsible for their crimes, and it ends up that we will all be sent 
to concentration camps instead, I am not afraid. 
It’s an amazing feeling to be unafraid. Either I feel this way because I’m 
crazy surely because I am not panicking like everyone else, I’m dumb, or 
it’s because I believe God has a plan. And if it is that I’m crazy or dumb, 
please leave me that way. It feels so great being unafraid. 
And then Q posted last night “Do not fear”. 
 
 
 
 
Ohio going on quarantine starting tomorrow with #Stayhome order. 
Dude can't make up his mind what's actually ok telling people to 
follow the order one tweet and to go for a walk with your dog it's good 
for your mental health the next. What kind of clown show is he 
running lmfao. 
https://twitter.com/GovMikeDeWine/status/1241800881554759685 
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@POTUS 
@realDonaldTrump 
“As long as I am your president, you can feel confident that you have a 
leader who will always fight for you...and I will not stop until we win."  
 
 
 
 
New York City. Construction.  
...every morning, the workers would show up on the job at 5:45am. Most 
were Laborers. Local 79. NYC. LIUNA. Mr. Trump was always the first 
boss on the site. He saw us. He recognized our faces. He would nod and 
smile at us as he began his day. And once in a while, he would stop and let 
us all know that he appreciated our dedication to the project. We all knew 
Mr. Trump. We all knew we were building his building.  
This was before 9-11.  
Mr. Trump lost a lot of friends in the attack on 9-11. So did we. 
Laborers International stands behind the boss. 
 
 
 
 
I have read many similar reports by construction workers, hotel staff, 
casino workers...all glowing testimonials! This shows who Donald J. 
Trump is a person.  
A Patriot who has always had a deep love of country and family. He was 
espousing the same winning ideas for our country 30 years ago. 
He KNOWS who did 9/11 and soon the rest of the country will know, too! 
We will have justice for all those who were murdered on that day and in the 
years since from cancer. 
I'm sorry for the friends you lost. 
God Bless them... 
 
 
 
He knows and they know he knows and that's why they hate him. 
There's a quote I read recently from a psychologist Olaf Isaachsen, "I like 
you to the extent that I'm comfortable with myself in your presence." That 
is such a powerful psychological observation. They hate themselves around 
him because he sees right through them. They also know he's not fake and 
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that he has integrity about these things. Integrity is a mystery to the DS and 
Demoncraps. 
 
 
 
Defender Europe 20 is just an exercise, SHAEF is the BATTLE waged 
in Europe right now! Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force 
that is popping up in Germany. 
 
 
 
Patriot, appears they are claiming, that SCHAEF Commander will be 
in charge until they transition to the new Govt, question is, are these 
people reliable with their info? 
but great dig and thread. all I can confirm is my normal calls I get once a 
weekly from Germany have stopped. 
 
 
 
That may be a message in itself. Silent running. Lots of European non-
combat military planes spotted flying in USA a couple nights ago, 
Germany's equivalent of AF1 spotted in Las Vegas yesterday. Lots 
habbenin! 
 
I agree Patriot, heard from a source who is pretty accurate and supports 
basically that this is happening. as Q states, future will prove past. 
 
 
 
'Because there are military operations ongoing.'  
'In the case of Germany, they will be done by the new (and old) occupation 
regime ( # ).'  
'Makes sense not to have people on the streets while arrests are being 
made.’ 
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Monday March 23rd, 2020 

 
 
 
I know people that have had it.   Myself - female, 2 male neighbors, 
and a female friend in another state. The 3 of us live in NY. I was down 
for a month - weak, coughing up a lung lol.   
The doctor said my lungs were rejecting pneumonia. It would push in and 
my lungs would either not allow it in, or on the next breath, it would move 
in, and my lungs pushed it back out.  
The 2 men, both contracted pneumonia, and encountered heart problems. 
Both had pre-existing heart problems. I didn't have any pre-existing 
conditions.  
My friend in another state has a pre-existing heart condition. She went to 
ER, and several follow ups, because of her heart. 
But other than that, for all of the stuff going on in NY, there's really no 
cases here.  
Oh, all 4 of us survived.  
Edit: Symptoms: I had a really high fever for a couple of days. The cough 
was the kind I get with allergies. I don't know about my friend, but the 3 of 
us here didn't have runny noses or anything like that. It's really not a gross 
illness. Coughing, difficulty breathing, though, my lungs are strong and I 
could breathe fine. The doctor said I was too happy to be sick. But the other 
three had breathing issues, and heaviness in their chests.  
My fevers were pretty high, but I managed them, and slept a lot. 
 
I have a friend who has it pretty bad. She already had a history of 
respiratory problems and weak immune system, though. She is up in the 
Washington state, and was turned away by the ER, even though the main 
entrance was locked (had to use a side entrance), and the waiting room 
seemed to be empty. She was told to go to a triage clinic, which had 
already informed her to go to the ER. After a lot of back-and-forth 
confusion, she finally found a clinic that would see her. That's all I've heard 
from her so far. I do find it interesting that the media keeps posting photos 
of convention centers, and other repurposed buildings being prepped with 
extra beds...but will those beds actually get filled, or is it just for show of 
panic? 
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Relax, kids were in school just a week ago. I live in Sedro Woolley, Wa. 
It is all hype. Just like your story...nobody died. We are not afraid of 
sniffles or cough. Buy a lotto ticket, your chances are way better. 
 
 
 
I read some poll that 15% of people THINK they have CoronaVirus, 
you see that all the time here.  
I also do not trust the "test kits", much like elections they are only as valid 
as the ones who administer them. The fact Hillary and others are screaming 
about the test kits and how they Want all 350M+ Americans tested is pretty 
good evidence the test kits themselves are part of this planned pandemic in 
some way. 
 
 
 
I think the question here is simple; is this real or a hoax.  
I think the answer is this; it is real, BUT the media and DS are trying to 
create a state of panic, in turn damaging the country, the economy, and 
weaken the U.S. in general. This is and always has been about weakening 
us and creating a situation allowing the DS to take control. They were 99% 
of the way there, but they didn't think she would lose. 
 
 
 
Are we all in agreement, the real virus, the real one that will kill us, is 
awaiting its rollout packaged/tainted with the "vaccine" in some 
warehouse owned and manufactured by our very own Bill Gates 
Foundation? 
Are we all in agreement, the plan was take a minor virus, create a panic, 
then drive the entire herd of sheeple right into the stockade where every last 
man, women, and child will get an injection of the tainted and very deadly 
"vaccine"? 
 
 
 
We all know the US government agencies have been corrupted by the 
deep state global cabal. We all know that the UN is corrupt. Does 
anyone really trust the World Health Organization? Personally, I don't 
trust any of them. If I wanted to create a worldwide panic, I'd release a 
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virus and have test kits sent out that gave a high false positive result. This 
would give the illusion of a faster infect rate and thus allow it to be labeled 
a pandemic. 
 
 
 
From talking to other blue-collar people at my job, they love Trump 
but are angry that he is going along with this charade. 
I try to tell them what his motivations are here but they are not fully awake, 
it's a problem. My workplace has shut down now and I think the anger is 
boiling over from this overreaction by our state govt. Hopefully all will be 
revealed and they will see. 
 
 
 
My neighbor down the street has it. She has been fighting a brain 
tumor for years so I’m sure her immune system was depleted 
beforehand. We’re in Virginia, and she is on a state waiting list to be 
tested. Two of her doctors are 99.99% sure she has it. She’s very sick, 
and trying to stay out of the hospital. 
The sad part is that her kids have been harassed, and their phones are 
blowing up from people they don’t even know. “DOES SHE HAVE 
IT??!!” So, she had to come clean about her condition on FB yesterday so 
that people would leave her family alone. 
On a related note... I haven’t been sick in 10+ years, and now 4 weeks into 
fighting the worst respiratory virus I’ve ever had. Long story short... I have 
not been officially tested, but 6 doctors have examined me and are in 
agreement that it is NOT COVID-19. Temperature has not been higher than 
99. Chest is clear. No body aches, except the ones caused by this damn 
cough. Was in the ER late last Friday night and I was their only patient. So 
now I’m officially high risk in 2 categories to get COVID-19 and have to 
isolate. 
Am I worried I’ll get it? Not yet, and definitely not from my neighbor. If I 
get it, it will be from my daughter her works at a grocery store. 
 
I know NOBODY who has it. I have heard there are cases here and 
there...allegedly 4 in my county.... but this bullshit about hospitals being 
overwhelmed, and testing lines running around the buildings is a flat-out 
fucking lie. 
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In the age of cameras in everybody’s pocket, how come we aren’t 
seeing overstuffed emergency rooms? 
 
Wife works in the biggest hospital in a medium-large city. No Covid-19 
patients as far as she knows, and she has been changed from her normal 
duties to Corona emergency stuff. They've told her to stay home until 
needed at full pay. 
 
Hubby is a dr. They are canceling all elective procedures. However, the 
hospital itself is EXTREMELY SLOW. It's super weird. Basically, "Don't 
accept non-emergency patients," but they have hardly any emergency 
patients. Go figure. 
 
One of my older relatives is caught up in the frenzy. The television set is 
the ultimate authority. What the media is doing to our population is 
criminal. Their influence has ended for many of us but some remain who 
watch the local and cable news and believe what their hear and see. It 
makes me angry that the media can get away with this blatant treachery day 
after day. 
 
I’m in London. That’s complete bullshit. There are no photos or videos of 
waiting or treatment rooms that are anything other than ‘standing at the 
ready’ empty. We have 1200 hospitals in the UK. About half are Covid-19 
‘equipped’. They say we’ve had 5700 cases and 80% of those are mild, so 
it’s overly generous to say that 20% of those are potentially hospitable. 
That’s less than two patients per Covid-19 equipped hospital. 281 deaths so 
far across 40 days. That’s about one ‘additional’ death per 3 mortuaries.  
Of course, the change in people’s behavior is also going to reduce deaths 
from all other kinds of infectious disease that would otherwise be 
populating hospital beds and mortuaries. 
 
Because the optics don’t match the supporting facts (same as it ever was 
with the MSM vs. reality). Now, pause . . . contemplate. The best is yet to 
come. 
 
Yep, I've been asking this too. 
If this is so bad that the MSM says in Italy doctors are having to choose 
who to treat based on probability of success... wouldn't English speaking 
Italians be calling for help? 
Where are the videos? Where are the videos out of Korea? 
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I’ve seen some horror-inducing pics from Italy and china 
but....................... HOW MANY TIMES HAS THE NEWS LIED 
BEFORE? HOW many STAGED videos from CNN have we seen??! 
 
I walked past mine on Friday for some radiological work. And not a soul in 
the waiting room. Northern Utah. It was as dead as I have ever seen it. 
Several friends who are nurses have been sent home because of lack of 
work. 
 
Local news has run ad nauseum the SAME girl for two weeks now. Early 
30s Miss Priss. The last Skype chat she was all dolled up and cheery but 
was “not feeling well”.... Mmmmmkay Miss Priss. Not buying that garbage 
news coverage! 
 
I live in Central Virginia. Good friend is a pulmonary doctor here. Talked 
to him yesterday. He has not seen any cases. He said all our hospitals are 
fine, not overrun and no cases. 
 
Our son is an EMT in an ER outside Philadelphia. It's been busy all winter 
with flu-like illness. He assumes he's been exposed, but he's feeling fine. 
The hospital is chronically understaffed and he's picked up a lot of extra 
hours. He doesn't know of any COVID cases, but they're tested some 
people. I don't think any were hospitalized, as of a couple of days ago when 
I last asked him. He doesn't seem overly worried and he says the ER 
doctors aren't either.  
We've also had a drive-through testing facility set up in our township. It 
opened yesterday. We drove past it yesterday and today and saw very little 
activity. The staffers at the entrance today told us that they'd had people 
come through, but they mostly seemed to be standing around waiting. 
 
Neighbor took her 85-year-old mother to ER, (Omaha, NE), Methodist 84th 
street) week ago Friday. Said it was packed, they had to wait over 5 hours. 
She said she hated having to sit there listening to all the people coughing. 
They sent the mother home, but she wanted to go back next day (may have 
cancer), this time they went to diff hospital, nobody in ER, no waiting, 
great service, in and out. Neither one of these hospitals is the UnivNe 
MedCenter, which is where they have a special bio containment setup (they 
had ebola patients during that big scare a few years ago). There are 6 
hospitals (7 if you count one on the far southern edge suburb), for a 
population of around 468,000. Two more hospitals across the river in Iowa 
(another 62,000 pop). my prior experience is there has always been a long 
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wait in any ER. Even if they put you in a room right away, you are there for 
hours waiting for someone to see you. Seems like if you walk in , and don't 
come in an ambulance, you get different service. 
 
 
 
You're not going to see videos because of HIPAA. However, I'm the 
director of an emergency department and our number of visits has 
dropped significantly. 
Here there is a tent outside of the emergency room. You are sent to the tent 
if you tell them you are running a fever, coughing, sore throat, or have 
body aches. 
I've never been in the tent, but the process goes if you answer yes to more 
than one, exposed to someone with it, or been to own fo the countries that 
have it, you go through the tent. They triage you there. If you need to be 
hospitalized, you are taken directly past the ER to a room in a specific area 
of the hospital. If you do not need hospitalization you are given a document 
on where to get your test results. 
None of them are supposed to make it into the ER, so they will never look 
full. They will send people away without critical issues. 
 
Media is acting like the Storm is happening now, but its not yet. Currently 
2560 people in the entire country are hospitalized, zero in CA and 2000 in 
NY. NY will be hit hard at a doubling rate due to mass transit, etc. The 
national shutdoen will help us meet increases in hospital demand. We will 
need more masks. The hysteria is preparation for what it will be like in a 
month so they can blame Trump in advance. Goto covidtracking.com 
 
If asked they will probably say no news crews are allowed for we don't 
want to put them at risk of getting infected but we know better. My son is a 
registered nurse in the emergency room at Naples Florida and he says we 
never see anyone with the Corona virus and things are as normal as ever. 
Patriots and anons already knew that though. Godspeed to the Patriots who 
are in ops! 
 
 
 
Any footage of the October 2019 "drill" of pandemic by Bill Gates? 
Will be interesting to see if that footage is brought out at the 
appropriate time like other false flags. 
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How many of Hillary's objectives do you seen being tried to be 
enforced by the democrats and media despite the bitch losing? They 
are trying their hardest to stick with their gameplan despite Trump 
being in office. Could you imagine the coronavirus outbreak under 
HRC? We'd all be in FEMA camps already. 
 
 
 
Every time POTUS says VIRUS, or HIDDEN ENEMY...replace those 
words with DEEP STATE CABAL. I use my Trump Translator every 
time he speaks. When you start doing this, you will begin to actually 
hear what he is saying. 
 
Pretty obvious he's talking about the military saving a girl from human / 
sex trafficking. 
He opened up the coronavirus presser with this. 
 
According to the worldwide alert map, there was a Blackhawk crash 
yesterday in Veracruz, Mexico. They were rescuing kidnapped victims. 
One death, 9 injured. Sauce: "The Mexican Secretariat of the Navy 
(SEMAR) has informed of a Black Hawk helicopter crash in the country's 
southern state of Veracruz that left one person dead and nine others 
injured." This is to inform that, unfortunately, a Black Hawk helicopter of 
this institution suffered an accident in the town of Tepecuitlapa in the 
municipality of Tehuipango in the state of Veracruz. More information is to 
follow", the SEMAR said on Twitter. According to Veracruz Governor 
Cuitlahuac Jimenez, the helicopter was carrying 10 people of whom one 
had died as a result of the crash. He said the helicopter was on a mission to 
rescue kidnapped people in the municipality of Zongolica in the southern 
part of the state.A rescue operation is underway at the crash site and, 
according to Mexican Minister of Civilian Protection Hugo Gutierrez, the 
injured people are being assisted at the moment." 
 
When the POTUS said... Something to the effect of ...it’s not Death. But 
very close...whatever you call that...it’s that bad. 
Let's pray for all these Kids Anons! 
 
He didn't specifically say they rescued an American young woman; it was 
open to interpretation. I immediately felt it was Madeline McCann. Idk, it’s 
interesting what dramatic language he chose the second time he talked 
about it. And he said she's back in her parents’ arms. I'm just so happy for 
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whoever was rescued from such awful conditions. I wish this girl much 
love. 
 
Some are speculating Madeline McCann but she's British, although 
rumored to be abducted by Skippy "Who’s your Daddy" Podesta and his 
scumbag brother Tony. 
 
I know!!!! How crazy was that info? Someone on the boards, Voat or 
online will have something. Maybe it was Ray Chandler. Only person I 
could think of off the top of my head that’s been recently in the news 
(online news). 
 
 
 
The media is like toxic environmental waste. These brainless, robotic 
twits that go to work and are told what to say or write have no souls. If 
they did, they wouldn't last in the business. While there are some 
decent ones, if they're on a major network, they have to walk a fine 
line.  
Lately, anyone I talk to, I bring up the media and their bullshit. For many, 
it's almost comforting to hear this message. It takes some of the fear away. 
I've not had one person tell me I'm wrong. 
 
Excellent job, POTUS Trump!! I realize your latest tweet in all caps makes 
sense to access, but I will throw in my opinion as a parent of a clueless 
Bernie Bro. Many in the population are clueless and yes seem to want it 
that way. Most people, however, are more grown up face reality on a daily 
basis and are working and dreaming as you do. We know you can deliver 
on our future. We understand you are fighting for many younger people out 
there with no voice who have been abused cruelly. I think Praying Medic 
had some good advice that the problem is institutional and systemic. You 
could eliminate the bad people, but the sheep will continue to be sheep. 
Free will to be sheep I suppose. As thorough as you are this may not be for 
the few. This necessary change is for the many of us who will strive and 
continue your work into the future. We are here to help and make it 
happen. When you get tired, we will lift you up and keep going. You have 
inspired us so greatly, beyond words. We will help you look out for the 
mistreated that you have been rescuing. We promise to do a better job. 
Thank you for giving us so much. WWG1WGA! 
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It's going to be both.  
Some of the trolls, bots, and shills on here and those who so rudely post on 
POTUS twitter stream are going to be in for a rude awakening. The rest of 
us will be greatly relieved and delighted when people wake up. 
 
 
 
And how many people are wondering why the Red Cross and even 
people on Capitol Hill are begging for BLOOD donations "because 
there's such a shortage" supposedly?  
What does blood have to do with Corona patients? NOTHING. And pretty 
much everyone with scheduled elective surgeries/procedures are being 
postponed. I don't get it - this doesn't add up. 
 
Well it’s going to be another civil war if Americans in the Middle Class are 
left to the curb like trash. This no work and business as usual bullshit in 
Congress had better yield to the will of the people voluntarily. 
 
I was just thinking this! In Australia I keep seeing pleas for blood......being 
a nurse i thought what the hell? I've never giving blood to respiratory 
illness people? Can’t recall ever giving a patient blood for the flu. Very odd 
times. 
 
 
 
If anyone ever felt sorry for those Hollywood types Like Hanx, 
Madonna and Ellen just one look at their obvious arrogance should 
wipe it away. I would love to see them put in cuffs and dragged away. 
 
 
 
Trump also said it wasn't anybody's fault this happened, then he 
said  "well it is somebody's fault" 
 
He has been saying that DAILY for at least the past 5 days. "Hidden 
Enemy". I watch every POTUS press conference. He keeps saying Hidden 
enemy and we are at war, I am a war time president. If people don't 
understand by now that there is something wild going on in the 
background, that we don't know about, then I can't convince them. I enjoy 
the show :) 
 
Yes! So glad others are picking up Potus' comms! 
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This isn't a problem for anons but he is laying the groundwork to awaken 
the normies. 
The first day Potus said 'hidden enemy', I pointed this out to my 
husband...told him did you catch his message?  
He's spelling the message: 
Hidden Enemy! 
We are at war! 
God Bless Our Magnificent President! 
 
 
 
We've got to try to put the pieces together as to the "hidden enemy." 
1) Hospital ships deployed to east and west coast. Who paid for them? 
DOD What service are they optimized for? Battle injuries. Where are deep 
state loci? East and west coast. 
2) Urgent call for blood. Have all elective procedures been terminated in 
hospitals? Yes Are donations down? Yes Where is blood supply/demand? 
Unknown to public. 
3) Are tanks, armored personel carriers and HumVs on the move? Yes 
documented by many anons in video. Where are they moving? Towards 
east and west coast. What does this mean? Unknown 
4) Will the deep state give up easily? Possibly, but not probable. Do deep 
state assets control some military contingents of the US military. Possibly, 
and highly probable. Might an internal armed conflict come in the deep 
state takedown? Unknown... 
The white squall... not all will survive. It will come suddenly, without 
warning. It will be over swiftly. There will be significant damage left 
behind. 
WWG1WGA 
 
 
 
Ok I'll go: Corona Virus Didn't Kill Harvey Weinstein 
 
 
 
Would Weinstein go through withdrawals for not getting his supply of 
adrenochrome? 
 
Anyone else find this extremely suspicious? Two people in the whole 
prison and one of them happens to be Weinstein? And he's been in prison 
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since the 11th, so it would be weird if he had caught it outside and is just 
now feeling symptoms. 
 
He's just coughing a bit so he can try and get into the infirmary. It's just a 
wimp trying to escape reality. If there was no virus he'd have just faked a 
heart attack or something. 
Rapists are bullies, and bullies are cowards. Weinstein is a coward. A big, 
ugly coward. 
 
 
 
Here we go, so she's not so nice after all. 
"Ellen DeGeneres' employees and fans share unbelievable 'diva stories' 
about star 
Twitter is being flooded with stories about Ellen DeGeneres' diva behavior 
towards TV staff and servers - and they are shocking" 
https://www.mirror.co.uk/3am/celebrity-news/ellen-degeneres-ex-
employees-share-21733850 
"Right now, we all need a little kindness.” You know, like Ellen 
DeGeneres always talks about!  
She’s also notoriously one of the meanest people alive Respond to this with 
the most insane stories you’ve heard about Ellen being mean & I’ll match 
every one w/ $2 to @LAFoodBank" 
https://twitter.com/KevinTPorter/status/1241049881688412160 
Well who knew, right? 
 
Remember, Ellen was the one and only talk show to have the alleged 
"security guard" from the Las Vegas massacre on for an interview, and all 
it did was make people question the narrative more. I recall Ellen telling 
her viewers to stop talking about the incident.  
Yeahhhh nothing to see here guys! 
 
Oh, no man, the police spent an entire whopping 15 minutes interviewing 
Jesus Campos after the shooting. Y'know, plenty of time to learn all of the 
intricate details to put together a thorough investigation. 
 
The stories are all describing a malignant narcissist that needs to bully and 
micromanage everyone! 
She is toxic as fuck. All the stories are legitimately describing this 
behavior. 
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She's a monster... I worked at a very high-end department store in Beverly 
Hills that all the celebrities shopped at. We sold these $120 Grapefruit 
candles and the Ellen show would buy like 50 candles a month for the 
studios as it was her favorite. The maker of the candle has an issue one 
time and we didn’t get them in stock for a few months. Ellen literally called 
the store screaming at us. I mean I was used to seeing the bad side of many 
celebrities (they almost ALL suck) but this was really crazy... over fucking 
candles. 
 
If you look up MK ULTRA and Ellen’s name, I’ll bet stuff comes up (now 
that they freed the internet). The reason I say that is because I saw a video 
where they said Ellen was a handler and showed her using hand signals to 
guide Brittany Spears to sit and through conversation. So Ellen probably 
choose Anne and just managed her. Oh the things we are going to learn!!! 
 
 
We are experiencing the Democrat Virus in an election year they will 
do anything to win. 
 
 
Test consistently shows false positives and false negatives. Test does 
nothing but bump the numbers up and increase the panic state. NY has 
done more test than anywhere else in the world. Show me some real 
fucking evidence. 
 
 
Funny how obama can send billions to iran without a peep but when it 
comes to helping Americans, the democrats are opposed to it. Great 
anti-campaign material. 
 
 
The Democrats just can't seem to get any traction on removing 
President Trump. Everything they do makes it worse for them. I guess 
at this point, they are executing a scorched earth play book. 
 
 
 
Biden is so mentally lost; his best option is to hid and shut up. DNC 
already gave him the nomination; Sanders gets a new house. Joe is not 
100%, mentally or physically able to function. 
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James Woods on Twitter: "We are in the middle of an international 
pandemic and the Democrats’ lead candidate has literally disappeared 
from the face of the earth. Is this a preview of how he would lead? It’s 
truly terrifying. “Joe!” #WhereIsJoeBiden #JoeBiden 
#WuhanCoronaVirus /eROCFrXdZ0" 
 
 
 
I have heard over the years that Planned Parenthood is a front 
company for acquiring baby body parts that are later use for selling to 
on the black market. Others for creepy elite rituals etc... Is there any 
validity to it? Any sources to read? 
 
A journalist literally just lost a lawsuit because he infiltrated Planned 
Parenthood and got evidence on video without their consent to film them. 
Its public. Go watch it. Make sure you have a bucket at the ready. 
 
Of course, they are. Why else are they so hell bent on continuing murdering 
unborn children. On 03/21 the Ohio Attorney General's Office ordered 
Preterm Abortion Clinic, the Cleveland (Ohio) facility to stop performing 
'non-essential' abortions. 
The office is accusing the clinic of violating Gov. DeWine's order to cease 
elective surgeries during the coronavirus pandemic. The AG's Office is 
now telling Preterm to "immediately stop performing non-essential and 
elective surgical abortions," adding that the ODH would take "appropriate 
measures" if the procedures continued.  "Non-essential surgical abortions 
are those that can be delayed without undue risk to the current or future 
health of a patient," Fulkerson wrote. "This is an unprecedented time in the 
state’s history and everyone must do their part to help stop the spread of 
this disease." 
 
Democrats push abortion funding. That funding goes to PP. PP aborts 
children and sells their parts to bio tech (both sanctioned and non-
sanctioned), beauty industry (baby foreskin cream?), etc.. PP and those 
making money off the entire shit industry in turn donates to Democrat 
campaigns. Cycle continues. 
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There are apparently a number of our military in Europe arresting 
people. this is still to be verified, but there are twits from those in 
Germany who believe this to be true. 
The virus is in about 144 countries. my personal feeling is the coronavirus 
was purposely started by the deep state. odd that tom hanks and Madonna 
would have "corona" typewriters - gosh maybe that is a hint. IMHO the 
virus was purposely spread & President Trump is working with the white 
hats of the world removing embedded deep state players.  
the US is apparently having European military transport planes flying in & 
out of Las Vegas. casinos are shut down for the first time maybe ever. 
remember the massacre at Mandalay hotel which was supposed to be a 
cover for assassinating President Trump? so there must be a bunch of black 
hats in Vegas. except for the virus, the US msm are not covering other 
areas of the world or other news topics. 
 
 
 
Just as people start to get addicted to the Truth, the Truth will be shut 
off for 10 Days of Darkness. That's when our work begins. 
 
 
 
What is a Cytokine Storm? 
Viruses such as the COVID-19, which target the air passages and lungs are 
the most dangerous. In response to the virus, your body releases 
communication cells known as 'Cytokines' to fight the infection. A 
"Cytokine Storm" results when a body's immune response triggers an 
extreme reaction, causing excessive inflammation -- and prolonged over 
time, not only results in permanent damage to the lungs, it will result in the 
shutdown of your organs. Fluid from weakened vessels will be pulled into 
the lungs, blocking a patient's ability to breathe. This is primarily what is 
killing COVID-19 patients.  
Why The Drug Cloroquine is Key 
The reason POTUS has fought to get the FDA to use Clorquine (a malaria 
drug) as a treatment for the Coronavirus is that it has been show to 
significantly reduce the Cytokine Storm associated with the virus. This was 
a lifesaving step! 
What You Can do to Protect Yourself 
I've done a bit of research on the subject, and there are documented ways to 
strengthen your immune system and reduce your body's inflammatory 
response. The key is to reduce the inflammation while ensuring your 
immune system remains strong enough to kill off the virus. I've attached 
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the document below that gives you the details. Here's a summary of the 
recommendations to strengthen your system against the Coronavirus:  
Vitamin D3 
Provides an anti-inflammatory response while strengthening your T-cells to 
fight the infection. D3 releases peptides that are your body's first line of 
defense against infection. 
Vitamin C (preferably Liposomal Vitamin C, which is easily absorbed into 
your system) 
Can dramatically reduce deaths from viral infections, by strengthening your 
immune cells. When you become ill, vitamin C levels fall dramatically.  
Zinc (preferably ionized form, for better absorption) 
Zinc strengthens your immune response. In Africa, death rates for viruses 
were cut in half using Vitamin C, and 80% when combined with Zinc. 
(Another benefit of the Cloroquine drug is that it enables the body to 
absorb more Zinc to fight the infection.)  
Turmeric/Curcumin (take with black pepper and coconut oil to increase the 
absorption into the body) 
Many of you have read posts over the past few days regarding the low 
incidence and death rates from Coronavirus in India, a country whose diet 
heavily uses Turmeric. Curcumin (the ingredient in Turmeric) is not only 
an immune booster, it is known to suppress chemicals most associated with 
the Cytokine Storm.  
NAC (N-Acetyl-L-Cysteine) 
This is a precursor your system uses to create Glutathione, your body's 
most potent anti-oxidant. This supplement has shown promise in reducing 
the inflammation response in the lungs. If you can't find NAC supplements, 
you can boost your Glutiathone production by consuming high sulphur 
foods such as broccoli, brussel sprouts, onions, garlic and other cruciferous 
vegetables.  
Omega 3 Oils and Foods (fish oil, flax seeds, walnuts) 
These substances reduce inflammation and protect lungs and other organs 
STAY SAFE, STAY HEALTHY PATRIOTS!! 
 
 
Biden...MIA ... young blood transfusion laced with adrenochrome.  
Watch, he'll come back fresh, looking young and won't be making so many 
gaffs anymore.  
Who is to say that he got an ultimatum, win the primaries over Bernie or 
we hold our fix from you? We know who blackmailed him. That 
hilderbeast. 
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They're getting ready to replace him with Cuomo, the plan all along. 
Watch. 
 
 
 
The DEMOCRATS will do everything to destroy AMERICA and 
DONALD TRUMP at the expense of the AMERICAN PEOPLE. they 
are TRAITORS looking to line their own pockets. if shit hits the fan 
they will run to their taxpayer funded BUNKERS BS 
 
 
I keep reading over and over that hospitals are super slow and ERs are 
virtually empty, regular appointments are being cancelled, routine and 
elective surgeries are being cancelled. all of those 'normal' 
expenditures coming from hospital/medical billings will massively slow 
down.  They have got to be giddy as hell. 
 
They won’t be giddy for long. In the next 4 years of Trump's Presidency, 
insurance actuaries will need to recalculate risk after the miracle CURES 
are revealed. The hospitals and doctors will need to reveal their itemized 
fee schedules as new price transparency rules for the health industry take 
effect. Our insurance premiums won't be subsidizing sex change 
procedures for people that really need mental health help. The cost of good 
healthcare and insurance for it, will drop quickly through normal market 
forces for a change. The medical industry will become more streamlined 
and efficient as a result. If there are fewer long term uncurable diseases, 
there are fewer sick people, there will be more beds available, reduced 
staffing needs, ... BIG changes. We will have plenty of nurses and staff for 
a change, just in time for the needs of the coming waves of boomers and 
everyone thereafter. 
 
 
 
Wow! POTUS tweeted 120 countries have the enemy. 
So many ups and downs for the affected countries. Now it is 120. Q Drop 
120 talks about the MSM and narrative. Everything is coming together. 
Post 120: 
Controlling the Narrative 
Anonymous 6 Nov 2017 - 4:51:56 PM 
Why, by coincidence, is there a terrorist attack (or mental health c-level 
attack) within a short time post negative D news? 
Do you believe in coincidences? 
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They think you are stupid. Puppets w/o power. They want your guns. Why? 
No power left. 
Who funds ISIS? 
What email published by WL connects SA/Qatar to ISIS? 
Was HRC connected? 
Why is this relevant? 
Why is controlling the narrative important? 
Do most people investigate for themselves or simply follow? 
Why is the MSM so hostile towards POTUS? 
Who controls the MSM? 
Why, each and every day, is the MSM pushing a particular topic? 
Coordinated?  
Who sets the narrative for the day? 
How is the narrative communicated to the MSM? 
What does the NSA/MI have (at least what you know of) that allows for 
data collection? 
Think Snowden. 
Why is the NSA limited re: ability to capture and unmask US persons?  
Who sets the narrative? 
US persons? 
Who can violate this rule? 
Who cannot violate this rule? 
Why is Adm R so important?  
Who wanted him fired? 
Why? 
Why wasn’t Adm R replaced by POTUS when taking office? 
Why is this relevant? 
Who has the ultimate power to designate classification?  
Who ultimately sets classification? 
Why is this relevant? 
Fantasy land. 
Q 
 
 
 
Very reassuring to know General Mark Milley is conducting 
operations to break up Child and Human Sex Trafficking. 
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PG&E pleads guilty to charges of manslaughter in deadliest California 
wildfire in history More than 80 people killed in 2018 Camp 
Fire (justthenews.com) 
 
PG&E pleading guilty to give cover for the Direct Energy Weapons that 
were actually used to create the fires? 
 
 
 
 
Pay attention to what Schumer and McConnell are saying right now on 
the Floor of the Senate. 
This is a show, designed to look like they’re at odds and taking the high 
road to ensure the American Taxpayers are best represented. All the while 
cutting deals for big business and bond sales to corporations that will 
enrich them immensely especially when we eventually come out of this.  
We matter nothing to them. See it live and in real-time right now.... these 
are our ‘representatives’.... they loathe us. 
 
 
 
You Never Walk Alone. God Walks With You, Always. 
Smile. You are so very special.  
Never think you’re alone.  
You were called, you listened. 
 
 
 
Some Asshat on FBC said "you know the old saying, you can't fight the 
FED." Well, one of the MANY reasons we have this shut down is 
because POTUS is fighting the Cabal DS right now. He's going to have 
them pump as much in as possible, then bring the whole thing down (Video 
Q posted...remember?) and rebuild it with SOUND MONEY. So hang in 
there. They've been screwing us for over 100 years and POTUS is trying to 
fix this in record time. 
 
I think that all changed a bit ago. No Seal of the President on the podium. If 
President Trump is no longer president of the US Corporation, then what is 
he? And did you notice how he is making the state governments stand on 
their own two feet? That's not an accident. HE will be the GREAT 
EDUCATOR, he'll teach us how to be a Republic of Fifty Independent 
States again. 
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Dallas County Orders Shelter-In-Place Starting TODAY. Anon set of 
stringers posted on 8kun a few days ago...Coordinates lined up with 
Dallas City Hall/GITMO. Coincidence??? 
https://dfw.cbslocal.com/2020/03/22/dallas-county-judge-clay-jenkins-
orders-residents-to-shelter-in-place-starting-monday/ 
This is HUGE considering that stringer that showed up on the boards had 
coordinates that landed on DALLAS CITY HALL!!! 
Thread: https://mobile.twitter.com/GitmoChannel/status/124155634515486
7200 
Direct Dallas/GITMO 
coordinates: https://mobile.twitter.com/GitmoChannel/status/12415603230
36979200 
HABBNIN!!!! 
 
 
 
Q drop 142 states that 99% of the public would end up in the hospital 
if they knew the truth. Besides the China flu (which is really a nothing 
burger) these hospitals are going to be overwhelmed with ppl who are 
having mental break downs. They are assembling the most hospital beds 
possible...Q always says double meanings....WWG1WGA stay healthy and 
god bless potus and all patriots. 
 
 
Democrats are trying to take advantage by knowing the Republicans 
are desperate to help people and business stay afloat and are using that 
desperation to shove their unrelated pet projects through. No different 
than price gouging for toilet paper. 
 
 
 
ER Wait Times as a Key Performance Indicator. 
I was just chatting with @CokeorPepe and he posed a question about 
overflowing ERs. I decided to look at the big hospital network in my AO. I 
was surprised to see wait times. If the Wu-Tang was wreaking havoc as 
they say, shouldn't these numbers be through the roof? These times are very 
short for normal too. 
What is the wait time for ERs in your AO? 
4MIN 
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Inova Alexandria Hospital 
3MIN 
Inova Emergency Room - Ashburn HealthPlex 
11MIN 
Inova Emergency Room - HealthPlex Franconia/Springfield 
10MIN 
Inova Fairfax Hospital Emergency Room 
6MIN 
Inova Children's Hospital Emergency Room 
39MIN 
Inova Emergency Room - Fairfax City 
5MIN 
Inova Emergency Room - Reston/Herndon 
18MIN 
Inova Fair Oaks Hospital 
11MIN 
Inova Loudoun Hospital Emergency Room 
3MIN  
Inova Children's Emergency Room at Loudoun Hospital 
0MIN 
Inova Emergency Room - Leesburg 
7MIN 
Inova Mount Vernon Hospital 
5MIN 
Inova Emergency Room - HealthPlex Lorton  
 
 
 
 
Madonna, "We are All in The Same Boat Together, If the Ship Goes 
Down, We are All Going Down Together" 
Unfortunately, Some of the A-List twitters should be followed for their 
comms. You can fast forward to 50 - 55 seconds. 
If they go down, I guess it is scorched earth? Trump to Call the bluff or has 
done so already, or it is very likely live in tyranny forever?  
She posted on 3/22 or 322 
https://mobile.twitter.com/Madonna/status/1241768707631841281 
 
She looks like she is a very heavy user of Adrenochrome. My wife has 
always naturally looked 20-25 years younger than her age, but Madonna 
looks 40 years younger. That is not normal, even with plastic surgery, etc.  
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I wonder how long her supply will hold up. Celine Dion has obviously run 
out. 
 
 
 
PUPPET: Top W.H.O. Official Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus Won 
Election With Communist China's Help; Now He's Running 
Interference For China On the Chi-Com Wuhan Virus. 
 
 
 
 
Hi, 
a family member of mine is under treatment for serious spine issues and is 
getting pain shots in the spine, which keep them able to walk (slowly) and 
reduce pain. We got a call this morning, that all appointments for shots are 
cancelled and that there is an order from the governor (DeSantis) to stop 
giving shots to the people in need. Stronger pain medication is very limited 
since this so-called opioid crisis. This is a fucked up situation (Sorry my 
French)... I called other pain clinics, they are pretty much shutting 
down/limiting business, too. 
On the other hand, my bike store informed me, that they are deemed 
essential and open. So, help me out with some insight here. This is 
ridiculous. 
 
 
 
 
HUGE!!! Anon posting on 3/21 called the Peru Op either BEFORE or 
DURING the actual Op was taking place. Trump didn't address the 
Op until his Coronavirus presser on SUNDAY - 3/22. Q posting 
Anon??  
 
 
 
 
Gemma O'Doherty. 
@gemmaod1 
Is this a US army officer standing in front of a giant white rabbit in the 
NWO Austrian enclave of Gallenkirch linked to the Satanic St Gallen 
mafia? ‘Three in quarantine... put away from the rest of us’ and a big 
endorsement for fresh air and sunshine! #Coronavirus #WWG1WGA 
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The ITV News evening broadcast here in the UK just said 'this is the 
calm before the storm' referring to lockdown about to be implemented 
here. 
It'll be interesting to see if that phrase is used more often over the next few 
days. That could lead Potus use his 'the storm is upon us' tweet soon. 
 
 
 
If Pelosi’s bill is 1,119 pages it should tell you this was not written over 
the weekend. The radical left wrote this months ago in preparation for 
an opportunity to spring this on Congress for exactly a moment like 
this.  
Ask yourself how did they know to have such a document ready?  
The only plausible answer is the Dems knew this pandemic would present 
itself which means they had inside information from the CCP to be 
prepared to unleash such a bill. 
Both the Dems & CCP essentially knew this would destroy the American 
economy and put the country not in a recession - but in a depression 
making it next to impossible for Trump to get re-elected. It would also put 
China-friendly Biden into the Oval, remove all tariffs against China saving 
them trillions over the next four years, and ship all of America’s 
manufacturing back to China ensuring the future of the CCP. 
 
 
 
This lockdown is vividly showing all of America how the greedy Deep 
State could take absolute charge of everything and convert the US to 
socialism in a few weeks once they gain complete power. 
It proves why it's so important to keep them from getting the presidency 
and the Senate. 
 
 
 
WTF: Pelosi trying to inject anti-white racism into Chinese Virus bill!! 
 
 
 
It's time to become educated to the horrors of "Adrenochrome." 
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Most of us that have been on this since the beginning understand the 
complete horror of these truly evil people. Is even hard for anyone 
(seasoned police/military) to wrap your head around this complete evil. 
Now, I have tried to explain it to normies out there (leaving out the 
disgusting child torture) they are not buying it... They tell ME I watch too 
much TV (I don't watch the crap on TV) lol 
I believe a lot of people's heads are going to just explode when it comes out 
(if POTUS let's it come out) 
 
 
 
Ivanka Tweets vid : "We wake up to this Brave new World" (QPOST 
2450) 
https://qmap.pub/read/2450 
2450 
7 Nov 2018 - 1:12:06 PM 
We are going to show you a new world.  
Those who are blind will soon see the light. 
A beautiful brave new world lies ahead.  
We take this journey together. 
One step at a time. 
WWG1WGA! 
Q 
 
 
 
Media asking irrelevant and stupid questions during white House 
briefings. 
Journalists are not the brightest minds out there, or they are just following 
orders. Granted there are a few good ones. 
Many questions go unasked and they keep trying for gotcha moments 
For example, No one asks how long is the course of the disease, and how 
long does it take to fully recover or to succumb to it. (I really want to know 
this) 
Another example, yesterday, the president had to explain how the republic 
works because the journalists were insisting using the defense production 
act. 
 
 
 
Amazing Polly outs Debora Birx, the woman standing behind POTUS 
next to Fauci during some updates. Connects her to Yovanovich. 
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#PelosiHatesAmericans Is Trending On Twitter. 
https://twitter.com/hashtag/PelosiHatesAmericans?src=tren 
Shit on American people and this is what You get. 
 
Pelosi may be the biggest Red Pill of all times.. 
I stopped in a convenient store where I normally frequent. The young gal 
behind the counter was working that I have tried to Red Pill in the past w/o 
success. 
She looked sad, I said to her.. 
“what’s wrong, you okay?’’ 
She responded, ‘’ Damn Democrats are trying to take Trump down, he’s 
trying to give Americans money to help during the crisis. Damn assholes’’ 
 
 
 
It’s Going To Be Epic When POTUS Signs Executive Order For 
American Assistance, Because Demonrats are Seething with American 
Hatred. 
It really burns me up watching these monsters’ parade around in their glory 
watching America melt down. They are back to the sick games packing the 
pork barrel with planned parenthood funding. I mean really? Killing Babies 
is the main priority amidst helping Americans.  
Can we please just organize so we can storm the Capital and Physically 
Recall them and Remove them on the spot and arrest them on behalf of 
American Citizens? This has to stop.  When??? 
 
 
 
Coronavirus Exposes Obamacare Failures Ten years of "reform" has 
decimated our rural health care safety net.  
Obummer Care did exactly what it was designed to do. Destroy the existing 
health care system in order to force everyone into a single payer 
government run socialized medical care. In addition, with rural hospitals 
closing, it forces some people closer to metropolitan areas in fulfillment of 
Agenda 21 measures and ultimately UN Agenda 30. 
I feel bad for the people who have been forced to give up a way of life in 
rural America that may have been passed down for generations just to 
provide medical care to their families. 
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REPORT: French Doctor Reports 100 % Cure Rate Using Malaria 
Drug to Treat Corona Virus. 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: b32e47 No.8537514    (3896) 
Mar 23 2020 18:13:55 (EST) NEW 
“the CHINA virus” 
Worth remembering: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aeVrMniBjSc 
Wuhan Institute of Virology [geo location]? 
[1st biosafety lvl 4 lab – 2015] 
City/Province origin – hot zone [geo location]? 
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-professor-and-two-
chinese-nationals-charged-three-separate-china-related 
“Unbeknownst to Harvard University beginning in 2011, Lieber became a 
“Strategic Scientist” at [Wuhan] University of Technology (WUT) in China 
and was a contractual participant in China’s Thousand Talents Plan from in 
or about 2012 to 2017.” 
[rapid spread] 
https://www.theepochtimes.com/the-closing-of-21-million-cell-phone-
accounts-in-china-may-suggest-a-high-ccp-virus-death-toll_3281291.html 
>End POTUS rally(s)? 
>End POTUS econ gains? 
>End POTUS unemployment gains? 
>End POTUS [A, B, C, D, ……]? 
[weaken prior to P_elec?] 
>Delay US/China trade negotiations?  
[China pref Biden[+VP] as P?] 
>Shelter [Biden] public appearances? 
>Shelter [Biden] debate(s)? 
>Push new/revised P_2020 > vote by mail? [unsecure] 
https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1242071506445885441 
>Push [D] ‘wish list’ [unrelated] items CV Bill [voting amends]? 
https://twitter.com/SenTomCotton/status/1242169734763819011 
What is the mathematical probability this occurs [the ‘time bomb’ 
explodes] at the exact point in time that allows for maximum damage 
[above] prior to the P_elec? 
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Outside of standard deviation? 
WHO BENEFITS THE MOST? 
[Mueller failed] 
[Impeachment failed] 
>Why was it critically important impeachment be rushed in the House? 
[MSM[D party]/Hollywood narrative(s) failed] 
[THE COUP FAILED] 
[D] party leading nominee established [super T] prior to lock-down [take-
over]? [Sanders ELIM_Biden_FRONT] 
Occam's razor simply states that of any given set of explanations for an 
event occurring, the simplest one is most likely the correct one.  
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0cbc83 No.8537834      (3987) 
Mar 23 2020 18:31:36 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/RepAndyHarrisMD/status/1242178705050480640 
PREVENT [[D] party destruction] BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY. 
These people are sick! 
Nothing can stop what is coming. 
Nothing. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
 
COVID-19 Cure is here  
As usual, Trump is right. As a dentist I recently found this information on 
the professional site Epocrates Recent update on #COVIDー19 
(#COVID19 ) Drug therapy Trials: Hydroxychloroquine and Azithromycin 
results of an open-label non-randomized clinical trial. Single-arm protocol; 
36 pts treated w/200mg tid x 10 days; 6 pts received azithromycin (Zpack) 
w/ ECG monitoring. Treated pts had significant reduction in viral carriage 
at day 6 and much lower carriage duration vs controls; addition of 
Azithromycin resulted in significantly more efficient virus elimination. 
(This is from Epocrates guide to drugs for physicians and health 
professionals). In laymen's terms: this is a scientific and controlled study 
that definitively demonstrates hydroxychloroquine (chloroqine anti-malaria 
drug) works by itself and even better and with the antibiotic Azithromycin. 
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This is extremely good news. It means the virus can be effectively treated 
and we all should be able to go back to life as usual very soon.  
There is an abundant supply of both of these drugs. Other drugs will soon 
be undergoing trials as well.  Both chloroquine and azithromycin carry a 
risk of cardiac arrhythmias, hence the need for heart monitoring when 
given together. Another hopeful drug is Gilead's remdesivir which is 
starting clinical trials soon but does not have a history of use like 
chloroquine.  
QAnon recently told us "Do not fear. Q" Clearly he already knows there is 
an effective treatment for the #ChineseVirus so the panic and fear is 
unjustified. The only question is when this will be officially announced so 
the craziness can end. OK, to me it is clear the #Propaganda 
#FakeNewsMedia has no interest in diffusing this man-made "crisis", nor 
do their #DeepStateCabal puppet masters. It is all geared to 
hurt @realDonaldTrump and the American people to prevent his re-
election.These people are sick. 
 
 
 
Professors Are Scared that Online Lectures Will Be Shared by 'Right 
Wing Sites'. 
 
 
 
From TownHall: 
As previously reported, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi came back to 
Washington D.C. last night after a week-long recess and blew up days 
of emergency relief work done by the Senate. She wants to write her 
own far left bill and now we know what will be in it.  
According to a source close to the process on Capitol Hill, in order to move 
forward with any kind of relief package, Pelosi and her far-left Democrat 
caucus will demand the following be included:  
-Publication of corporate pay statistics by race and race statistics for all 
corporate boards 
-A bail out on all current debt at the Postal Service 
-Required early voting 
-Required same day voter registration  
-Provisions on official time for union collective bargaining 
-Full offset of airline emissions by 2025 
-Publication and reporting of greenhouse gas statistics for individual 
flights  
-Retirement plans for community newspaper employees 
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-Federal $15 minimum wage 
-Permanent paid leave 
-Study on climate change mitigation efforts  
The provisions will apply to the companies and business rescued by bill.  
(Also heard abortions must be allowed and money to Planned Parenthood>) 
This report is correct. Pelosi & Schumer are willing to risk your life, your 
job, your retirement savings for a radical, left-wing wish list that has 
nothing to do with this virus. 
Disgraceful. https://twitter.com/guypbenson/status/1242093340704804867 
… 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: b32e47 No.8537514  (3896) 
Mar 23 2020 18:13:55 (EST) NEW2007.jpg  
 

 
 
“the CHINA virus” 
Worth remembering: 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aeVrMniBjSc 
Wuhan Institute of Virology [geo location]? 
[1st biosafety lvl 4 lab – 2015] 
City/Province origin – hot zone [geo location]? 
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-professor-and-two-
chinese-nationals-charged-three-separate-china-related 
“Unbeknownst to Harvard University beginning in 2011, Lieber became a 
“Strategic Scientist” at [Wuhan] University of Technology (WUT) in China 
and was a contractual participant in China’s Thousand Talents Plan from in 
or about 2012 to 2017.” 
[rapid spread] 
https://www.theepochtimes.com/the-closing-of-21-million-cell-phone-
accounts-in-china-may-suggest-a-high-ccp-virus-death-toll_3281291.html 
>End POTUS rally(s)? 
>End POTUS econ gains? 
>End POTUS unemployment gains? 
>End POTUS [A, B, C, D, ……]? 
[weaken prior to P_elec?] 
>Delay US/China trade negotiations?  
[China pref Biden[+VP] as P?] 
>Shelter [Biden] public appearances? 
>Shelter [Biden] debate(s)? 
>Push new/revised P_2020 > vote by mail? [unsecure] 
https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1242071506445885441 
>Push [D] ‘wish list’ [unrelated] items CV Bill [voting amends]? 
https://twitter.com/SenTomCotton/status/1242169734763819011 
What is the mathematical probability this occurs [the ‘time bomb’ 
explodes] at the exact point in time that allows for maximum damage 
[above] prior to the P_elec? 
Outside of standard deviation? 
WHO BENEFITS THE MOST? 
[Mueller failed] 
[Impeachment failed] 
>Why was it critically important impeachment be rushed in the House? 
[MSM[D party]/Hollywood narrative(s) failed] 
[THE COUP FAILED] 
[D] party leading nominee established [super T] prior to lock-down [take-
over]? [Sanders ELIM_Biden_FRONT] 
Occam's razor simply states that of any given set of explanations for an 
event occurring, the simplest one is most likely the correct one.  
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0cbc83 No.8537834  (3897) 
Mar 23 2020 18:31:36 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/RepAndyHarrisMD/status/1242178705050480640 
PREVENT [[D] party destruction] BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY. 
These people are sick! 
Nothing can stop what is coming. 
Nothing. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0cbc83 No.8538300  (3898) 
Mar 23 2020 18:48:53 (EST) NEW 
https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/10/farrell-spygate-could-make-watergate-
look-like-a-third-rate-burglary/ 
The key that opens all doors. 
The 'Start'. 
Q 
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Tuesday March 24, 2020 

 
 
 

Hey you DC nutsacks, nooooo more piggybacking unrelated bullshit. 1 
Bill 1 Idea. If I need a lawyer to understand what’s written, YOU’RE 
NOT DOING YOUR FUCKING JOB. You work for the people. 
 
Look up the missing 13th amendment. The founding fathers knew that if 
we elected lawyers, we would end up exactly where we are today. The 
missing 13th amendment essentially forbade anybody who holds a title 
from holding and elected position. Here's a good starting point: 
www.let.rug.nl/usa/essays/general/the-missing-13th-amendment/ 
 
 
 
Check it out Anons, a book from 1981 called “The Eyes of Darkness,” 
describes a respiratory virus created in Wuhan, which will hit around 
2020. (Dean Koontz Book) 
 
 
 
The interesting thing about Dems holding stimulus hostage? It's 
THEIR constituents that are hurting the worst.   
California, New York, etc.  
If you run an electoral map by county of the US the virus is pretty closely 
following Dems.  
Also happens to coincide pretty closely with highest sealed indictments 
map. 
 
 
 
So, Corona was a false flag to destroy Trump and his success while 
smuggling in legislation to help them commit voter fraud and steal the 
election. 
These people aren’t gonna stop until they’re in cuffs. 
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If this is true, it means that the virus is a real threat to America and that 
Trump is currently reacting to it; he's on the defensive. 
If coronavirus is not a cover for white-hats that they planned, then arrests 
won't happen at this time. 
If Q is saying that coronavirus was released by the deep-state, then I would 
assume it could be proven. If it can be proven, then why don't they just do 
that and end this shit? 
 
Maybe the white-hats knew it would be released, but couldn’t stop it. 
Instead they are using it as cover to conduct important military operations 
and to expose China, the MSM, and the Dems. 
 
I think this has to be close to the truth. - They knew. Q proofs exist to 
support this. - They knew, and they did what they had to do. Military action 
imminent because, - you can't just let them get away with it. The old 
maxims. - Best defense is a good offense. and vice versa. - All they had to 
do was come up with a strong position. - And you attack even as you 
defend. - That's chess. Take the space left behind; or - how has the enemy 
weakened themselves with this attack? Can you imagine the intelligence 
that POTUS probably has right now? - Q warned them "We can hear you 
breathe." - They know every move those crooked fuckers are going to 
make. When this is over, there is NO WAY OUT for them. - It will be 
proven beyond a shadow of a doubt that these people have conspired and 
plotted to destroy our country. They will all pay. Enjoy the show guys. 
 
 
 
Had to get up at 5am to go to Walmart for the 60 and over crowd just 
to get supplies.  
Now I know what it feels like to be a socialist. I want no part of that. 
 
 
 
Dr Oz says the the malaria drug + Zithromycin is a "jaw dropping 
game changer", just as predicted on the x22 Report. 
 
 
 
 
Evil Showing Itself. 
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We have all noticed trolls and mean-spirited people online. And I'm not 
talking about on Voat... I mean FB or IG. There were always snarky 
comments, virtue signaling, bullying, etc.  
I am seeing much worse now.... It is evil being triggered by all the people 
turning to prayer and asking about God. The regular assholes are 
commenting.... But the new element sounds demonic in their replies to the 
nice comments and prayers.  
One in particular is a neighborhood email thing. Someone suggested that 
anyone interested could agree to join her in prayer at 7pm every night. Lots 
of people responded positively except for one guy.  
He is downright scary - posting lots of rants about God being fake etc. It's 
more than that. I'll reply to this comment with what he is saying.  
To my point.... I think we are going to get more of this kind of 
confrontation. This is way more than Orange Man Bad. This is evil. If 
you're so inclined... Please pray for God's protection against this evil. 
 
 
 
Explanation of Adrenochrome, Child Trafficking, and The Plan. 
This is just a very oversimplified look at the key points of the current and 
past few years of happenings and an attempt at tying together the Q 
perspective with real world connections. Let's begin. 
studies show blood transfusion from young people cure diseases and 
literally reverse aging. 
http://archive.vn/SRyo4 
child trafficking is about providing blood for transfusions for members of 
the world elite. 
these miracle health effects do not last very long though... and you need 
many transfusions a year to continue the anti-aging effects. (minimum 
twice per year) 
with so many transfusions in short time, a serious side effect is a buildup of 
iron levels in the blood. your body has no natural way of lowering deadly 
iron levels. edit: (need to fact check plasma vs blood only and iron toxicity. 
the best way to stabilize iron levels from these blood transfusions is a 
process called iron chelation. 
this process is where drugs are administered and it reduces iron levels.  
while there are a few FDA approved iron chelators, they carry numerous 
side effects themselves. 
this is where the adrenochrome comes in. multiple studies have shown 
adrenochrome to be an excellent iron chelator and even provides positive a 
list of interesting cognitive side effects for better or worse. 
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"The catechol group of adrenaline and noradrenaline enables iron chelation 
[50] and adrenochrome was also discussed to have these properties [51]. " 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/332378735_Mechanism_and_im
pact_of_catecholamine_conversion_by_Vibrio_cholerae 
adrenochrome can be synthesized but its natural source is the excited 
adrenal glands of a human being. 
the elites literally steal the blood from children and then extract brain 
compounds to deal with the side effects of the resulting iron accumulation. 
all so they can live ten years longer and look better. 
Trump and the DOJ have severely disrupted the supply of both human and 
child trafficking and adrenochrome supply chains (illegal and legal). 
With the quarantine, you are seeing celebrities without access to a) 
children’s blood and b) the adrenochrome to lower their already elevated 
iron levels. 
They are sick with iron poisoning and a number of natural maladies that 
were masked by the continuing transfusions. 
Barr and the DOJ seek a new order to detain citizens for "indefinite lengths 
of time" during this "Covid-19 emergency" 
The plan is a waiting game at this point. If they just keep these people 
isolated, detain them if necessary and just wait... they will suffer and die. 
Q - these people are sick. LITERALLY 
Q - nothing can stop what’s coming. 
If I am correct, some of the prevailing narratives around about 
adrenochrome may be simple disinfo. they may not be using the children to 
get their supply of adrenochrome at all... they may just need that 
miraculous healing baby blood... or the leaks about huge drug busts of 
illegally trafficked human adrenochrome solid may be true too. I can't 
verify enough to be sure. The theory that "the white hats poisoned their 
supply" is unnecessary if my above breakdown has any merit. Please help 
source more. This is an overwhelming topic and I’ve only scratched the 
surface of presenting the research I’ve done already. 
My key finding is that the adrenochrome itself has a purpose far more 
important than achieving the so-called euphoric effects. It is simply to 
mitigate the insane iron levels of receiving untold numbers of transfusions 
from young children. 
 
 
 
I feel like the monsters at tip top of pyramid get full fresh daily 
adrenochrome from source. Babies, children and all ritually. Next level 
down gets that occasionally but has some regular source to slow aging. 
Each level down gets more diluted and farther from that perfect ritual 
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slaughter. The foot soldiers are just gross pedos, freaks, addicts. We regular 
humans are the food, blood and financial workers to sustain it all, as they 
use the arts to entertain, laugh at us, ridicule us, rewrite our history and 
present their truth in movies. Think vampires and how they romanticize it. 
The very top may not even be exactly human. We could have a human-like 
entity, think Nephilim or elongated head people. (See skulls by the 
hundreds in Peru)  
Regardless, it is an ancient pyramid scheme of blood and power that has 
enslaved mankind for thousands and thousands of years before and after the 
flood. 
Let’s hope we win this time and put these bastards on TV for all the world 
to see!!! 
 
Is this why all these weirdo celebrities are "adopting" (buying) kids from 
impoverished countries?  
Speaking of Madonna: "Earlier this month (2017) Madonna confirmed she 
adopted twin sisters from Malawi and said she is "overjoyed" to have them 
as part of her family" 
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/2901327/madonna-adopted-twins-father/ 
 
HOLY FUCKING SHIT. that fucking fits perfectly. Basically, have your 
own personal blood bank in the comfort of your own home!!!! WHAT 
THE FUCKING FUCK. 
 
This whole virus thing, people being at home bored with nothing to do but 
watch tv is destroying the dems. I have a good friend, she LOVED 
Odumbass and voted for him twice, hated Trump even before he ran for 
president. She told me the other day, that she has been watching the 
president's daily virus updates and she really thinks she had the man all 
wrong this entire time. She says the way he speaks comforts her nerves and 
she loves how he don't take shit from the people asking stupid questions. 
She's also super pissed about what Pelosi and Schumer did about the bill to 
help Americans out. She hates Biden and thinks he's senile, (he is) and she 
used to love Bernie, but she also doesn't want communism. I think we have 
a new Trump voter in her. She ALWAYS votes. 
 
 
 
NY Doctor Vladimir Zelenko Finds 100% Success Rate in 350 Patients 
Using Hydroxychloroquine with Z-Paks. Dosages. HQ is made in ... 
wait for it ... Corona, CA! 
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NY Doctor Vladimir Zelenko Finds 100% Success Rate in 350 Patients 
Using Hydroxychloroquine with Z-Paks 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/03/stunning-ny-doctor-vladimir-
zelenko-finds-100-success-rate-in-350-patients-using-hydroxychloroquine-
with-z-paks-video/ 
Dosages 
https://wearethene.ws/notable/91692 
https://wearethene.ws/assets/images/l0/38/4d/384d62591e1e77d52ddee968
adb4dd53e11f068c5f0982bd471025f1662bc969.jpgJPG 
Hydroxychloroquine is Manufactured in Corona, CA 
https://wearethene.ws/notable/91665 
 
 
 
Facebook Inc. has donated its emergency reserve of 720,000 face 
masks. Why does Facebook Inc have 720,000 Corona Apocalypse face 
masks? 
Because China is running around the world currying favor by offering 
things like face masks by the hundreds of thousands to countries. 
Facebook, like twitter and reddit are representatives of the Chinese 
government. It's the Chinese communist party offering those masks. 
The Jews of Silicon Valley are pushing for communist Chinese rule, they 
figure on having their Jew hand up Xi's ass and contracts to be the Silicon 
Valley and media empire of China. 
And China of course doesn't need them one little bit, but will lose their 
people by fucking around with communist expansion,  
If this were the second world war, Silicon Valley and the entire media 
cartel would be on Japan's side 100% 
 
 
 
Sen. Kennedy slams Democrats: “Some of my Colleagues are acting 
like A-Holes'. People are losing their jobs, savings, losing their 401(k),. 
How did these Morons make it through the Birth Canal?” 
 
 
 
 
Trump's poll numbers rising despite intense criticism of Coronavirus 
handling; increase coming from Democrats and Independents. 
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At least 60 Italian priests have died after contracting coronavirus. 
 
I want autopsy. I want to read it all. No cover ups if it was adrenochrome 
withdrawal. 
link 
  
Anyone know how long the adrenochrome stays in the system? Do you 
think they have to have it every day? I don't think you'll get your autopsy 
results because there's been talk that they were given a choice between 
dying from the virus or facing public trial and disgrace. Being the cowards, 
we know they are they have chosen the virus. As much as we would love 
this all to be blasted out to the public think of the wasted distraction time 
the fake news would have making a tribute story to all of them. Q said the 
choice to know will be yours. I believe all the info will be made available 
as soon as possible but you will have to research the real deep shit and we 
all know how interested the general public is in doing that. Q also said 80% 
hidden and 20% public. 
 
 
 
What was the Obamanation doing during H1N1 and following? The 
known total expense to the American taxpayers thus far for all Obama 
travel is now $70,880,035.78! 
Besides hot dogs and cheese pizza? Roaming the planet at our expense.  
https://www.judicialwatch.org/obamas-vacations/ 
But...orange man bad. 
 
 
 
74 more miles of border wall set to go up in Arizona, feds say. 
 
 
 
To Q team: Public fear is escalating and is in a feedback loop. MSM 
has the narrative and is damaging normies Psyche. It is time to pull the 
trigger on DS and MSM ops for our NATIONAL SECURITY. 
How can we afford to let lies take us any further down the road of 
destruction when the TRUTH is so close at hand?  
The economy is being destroyed in the minds of the people and being left 
alone in the dark is not improving their situation.  
We must take control of the narrative, FAST. 
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Watch POTUS’ tweet. When he says “My fellow Americans, the storm 
is upon us...” 
This may come as early as Friday. Remember, Q has said POTUS will be 
100% insulated on AF1. Right now, he is still in the WH. Operations are 
already beginning, not only in the States, but around the world. This is 
going to be epic. 
 
 
 
Let's get this straight... The Dems falsely accused Trump of a quid pro 
quo over giving aid in exchange for something... Now they won't give 
aid unless they get their agenda in the Stimulus Bill...Got it. 
 
It's a desperate ploy. - They're going to stymie it and make people suffer. 
Then they're going to get a bill passed at the last minute and claim they're 
the ones who saved us all. - Unbelievable these mother fuckers. - Un-real. - 
This is essentially a hostage situation. - Holding the American people 
HOSTAGE during a CRISIS. - Guess I shouldn't expect too much from 
people who hang out in cults and drink children's blood. FUCKING 
DISGUSTING. 
 
 
 
Covid19 = "Insurance Policy" ? 
It wasn't just about removing President Trump. 
It feels as though they're holding Americans hostage.  
They will not provide relief, if they don't get what they want.  
Ultimate ultimatum 
I think Covid19 was their "insurance policy" but they will not win! 
Research how many traveled between USA and China. Feinstein? Who 
else? 
 
 
 
Did you guys notice this in the weird recent celeb videos?  
I noticed in several there is wood, like Ben Stiller with the big chunk of 
wood, Ryan Reynolds in his wood paneled room, Jimmy Fallon in his 
wood room and another one in front of a tree painting. Also noticed 
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Kimmel has a picture of a birdcage behind him in his. And sadly, I can't get 
Madonna's stupid fried fish little ditty out of my head. 
 
 
 
Oh, good gawd, a couple died from taking "fish tank cleaner" 
chloroquine phosphate, media tries to blame it on Trump. 
 
 
 
As a business owner, I've been able to take advantage of absolutely 
zero of the financial stimulus. Has anyone else? 
I have a very small inventory footprint that relied on domestic vendors who 
sourced either raw materials or gross goods from China, meaning I haven't 
been able to re-supply since December. I have 3 months left of my 6-month 
conservative inventory before all operations stop completely, with no 
alternatives being produced domestically or internationally. Zero stimulus 
applies to this. 
Most of my employees can work from home, and none have gotten sick, so 
I cannot take advantage of any payroll tax deferral. I refuse to fire these 
employees, so my bottom line continues to suffer and my cash on hand is 
rapidly depleting while I get bled dry. 
My sales have gone to near zero since the beginning of February as the 
entire economy contracts and every other business I did business with is 
going on it's own life support. 
SBA loans don't apply to me because 99% of them are going to companies 
that are owned by AAA-rated megacorps, either directly or indirectly 
through multiple tiers of subsidiary ownership / shells. Banks basically tell 
me to find an Angel investor instead. The entire Federal assisted SBA 
narrative is complete horseshit, and the only bank that was willing to work 
with me at all demanded 80% ownership of my company as immediate 
collateral to assist in any way. 
In short, the current stimulus in any form, proposed or otherwise, would not 
help me in any way. I have access to zero additional funding, and since I've 
run a profitable business that did not rely on lines of credit for working 
capital, I'm essentially fucked when all of my clients, vendors, and 
potential customers are also dealing with their own financial issues and are 
economically scared. 
This "stimulus" is complete bullshit. It's all going to the wall street bankers, 
politicians donors, and current ever-consuming monopolies. This entire 
situation will hollow out whatever is left of small America, and I don't 
think there will be much of America left after it's done. 
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It was nice while it lasted. 
 
 
 
Judicial Watch: Ukrainian authorities have launched a criminal 
investigation into an HIV nonprofit that receives huge sums of money 
from the U.S. government as well as leftwing billionaire George Soros. 
 
 
 
Please God, Bless President Trump. Keep Him Safe, Sane, and 
Renewed During this Trying Time. Give Him Strength, Vision, and 
Wisdom. Wrap Him in Your Armor. In Jesus Name, Amen. 
 
 
 
Did I miss something? I thought DJT was POTUS, not NY Gov. 
Cuomo.  
If I followed the televised media, which I don't, I would think that NY Gov. 
Cuomo was running the country. He is on broadcast news all day long, I'm 
amazing at how much the man can talk pointless redundant drivel. When 
DJT has a daily briefing, we get "meh", let's cut away and go run a bi-
racially inspired white hatred based commercial. Is it just me? 
 
 
 
Democrat Governors rush to shut down all non-essential businesses to 
destroy economy during Chines flu. 
This seems to be a trend in the making. My governor (Wisconsin) wants us 
all "Safe at Home" with 416 cases of the flu with 5 elderly sick people 
dying. WTF. 
 
Also, expect if anybody dies for any reason including heart attack, car 
accidents, cancer, pulmonary disease, if they test positive for Coronavirus 
the death will be listed at Coronavirus. Or at least there will be many 
people who will want this. 
 
 
 
This "Chinese Virus" Event Has Demonstrated the Following:  
This event has publicly demonstrated that POTUS was correct in the 
following: 
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By outsourcing manufacturing to China we are not an independent nation. 
By outsourcing pharmaceutical, vitamin and mineral production to China 
we are not an independent nation. 
By having open borders, we are not a secure nation. 
Having state lockdowns, demonstrates our school systems are another 
bloated bureaucracy and homeschooling can work by engaging with your 
child. 
Pelosi and others are not working in the interest of the people. 
We are too dependent on the central banking system. 
The US economy is vulnerable. 
Having a state lockdown demonstrates what socialism looks like. 
What else has this event demonstrated? 
Fauci: 'No doubt' Trump will face surprise infectious disease outbreak --- 
Jan 11, 2017. 
Why is Trump keeping this SOB in charge of the INAID? He has been in 
charge there for 3 decades and is an obvious Deep Stater IMO. Is he part of 
the plan to expose (them)? How did he know this before Trump even took 
office? Lots of question and few answers to date. 
https://www.healio.com/infectious-disease/emerging-
diseases/news/online/%7B85a3f9c0-ed0a-4be8-9ca2-
8854b2be7d13%7D/fauci-no-doubt-trump-will-face-surprise-infectious-
disease-outbreak 
Anthony S. Fauci, MD, director of the National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases, said there is “no doubt” Donald J. Trump will be 
confronted with a surprise infectious disease outbreak during his 
presidency. 
Fauci has led the NIAID for more than 3 decades, advising the past five 
United States presidents on global health threats from the early days of the 
AIDS epidemic in the 1980s through to the current Zika virus outbreak. 
 
 
 
POTUS just said in his virtual townhall that he expects America to be 
opened up by Easter. He said that is an important date for other 
reasons. 
 
 
 
 
Any chance the discovery of the Adrenochrome molecule looking like a 
White Rabbit is being set up and timed for the arrival of 'the' White 
Rabbit? Easter?  
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And yes we all know Easter is not about a rabbit. 
 
 
 
Despite everything, the liquor stores will remain open...   
Massachusetts shut down all "non-essential" businesses as of noontime 
today. Funny what's considered "essential"...7-11 can stay open to sell 
Slurpies and scratch tickets, and liquor stores (we call them "packies") will 
remain open.  
Two reasons the packies are "essential"... 
One, the state wants that money. Booze tax in MA is one of our biggest 
revenues. 
Two, they don't want 2 million alcoholics to simultaneously suffer 
withdrawal and flood the hospitals. 
Also interesting to note that all AA meetings are cancelled. 
 
 
 
Can't make this stuff up. President of Harvard tests positive for 
Corona Virus. 
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-professor-and-two-
chinese-nationals-charged-three-separate-china-related 
“Unbeknownst to Harvard University beginning in 2011, Lieber became a 
“Strategic Scientist” at [Wuhan] University of Technology (WUT) in China 
and was a contractual participant in China’s Thousand Talents Plan from in 
or about 2012 to 2017.” 
  
Oh snap, is this the guy that Q fingered, and everybody's been talking 
about, and he's now resigning?  
If so that is huge. 
 
 
 
 
CORONAVIRUS=TREMENDOUS OPPORTUNITY. 
I don't twitter so if you do, this would be awesome to see hit the twitter-
sphere. Clyburn reveals he considers this pandemic a TREMENDOUS 
opportunity! 
House and Senate Democrats have shown to the American people that the 
stimulus bill that would put Americans in a much better position to fight 
this virus is theirs for the stuffing. 
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They are holding the Senate hostage trying to force wish list items that 
have nothing to do with the coronavirus or financial relief for Americans. 
Reported by Daily Wire, Jim Clyburn, out of South Carolina, was referring 
to this stimulus packages when he told his other Democrats, “This is a 
tremendous opportunity to restructure things to fit our vision.” 
This is just sick. Americans will die from this virus, and Americans will go 
hungry, lose their car, and homes. Americans need relief, and we need it 
now. 
According to the Hill, there was a “conference call featuring more than 200 
members of the House Democratic caucus, lawmakers one by one laid out a 
sweeping wish list of provisions they want to see included in the nascent 
package, including a boost in infrastructure spending, an expansion of 
Social Security benefits and funding for states to set up an all-mail voting 
system in the event the pandemic extends into November’s elections.” 
In this same report, the Hill stated, according to a source on the call that 
Majority Whip James Clyburn told his fellow democrats, “This is a 
tremendous opportunity to restructure things to fit our vision.” 
We have a source on the call saying that not only do they see this bill as a 
way to push their liberal policies but also that it is not just coming from one 
democrat leader. Rather “lawmakers one by one laid out a sweeping wish 
list of provisions they want to see included.” 
Speaker Pelosi has again gotten in the way of us delivering an important 
stimulus package to the American people.  
Majority Whip Clyburn then went on record saying: "This is a tremendous 
opportunity to restructure things to fit our vision.” 
This isn't the time to play politics. 
Lawmakers know this is going on, and still, nothing is happening. 
Why isn’t this on every major news outlet? 
Because likely, the same special interest groups that own Congress are also 
the ones that hold the major news outlets. 
It could also be that this stimulus package would right our economic ship, 
and the mainstream media would rather watch the United States of America 
burn to the ground before they gave Donald Trump a win. 
 
 
 
Were all these celebrities tweeting acting "INSANE" for a reason 
setting up a potential defense in court? SCOTUS rules that states can 
bar or limit insanity pleas from criminal defendants....... 
 
I think you're onto something. I think the same damn thing every time I see 
some dumbass acting like a dumbass in public. Need money? Don't want to 
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work? Just get naked in public and yell at everyone. Police admit you to an 
adult mental health clinic for 24hr observation. Overpaid psychologist 
diagnoses you somewhere on the spectrum. BAMN, free government 
gibmedat check for life. It's so common everyone's doing it, so why 
wouldn't celebs? 
 
 
 
I do not care what happens. As long as the flow of (((Adrenochrome))) 
is stopped. 
With extreme prejudice. Throw in public executions for the pay per view 
crowd and we just might make some coin. 
 
 
 
This would be a good time for all the Bernie supporters to withdraw 
half of their money from the bank and give it to those who are less 
fortunate. A little trial run to see how you like it. 
 
 
 
 
Many of us cannot be killed by Corona virus, since, according to Joe 
Biden and his statistics, we have already been shot dead. (i.e., “150 
Million dead from gun violence.”) 
 
 
 
Breaking: Pelosi folds, will set aside her virus bill loaded with liberal 
perks and try to pass Senate version.  
 
 
 
Everything that is happening is a form of trauma. We are forced to 
change and adapt to new patterns around us right now that are 
fluctuating very quickly.  
Everything that is happening is a form of trauma. We are forced to change 
and adapt to new patterns around us right now that are fluctuating very 
quickly. The neural plasticity of our minds is being utilized right now to 
allow us to adapt into a new “norm”. Many are being forced to sit in their 
heads more because their normal tactic of going out and distracting 
themselves from the places in their minds that they fear the most is no 
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longer an option. Any unresolved issues are being brought to the surface. 
The awakening is no longer a choice. Any who stayed asleep for a long 
time will be forced to deal with these issues. If you know of anyone in your 
life that has a habit of avoiding dealing with life’s problems and truly 
growing from the challenges then please check up on them more often. 
They are likely to feel more stressed as they run out of distraction options. 
Connection is our best tool to support those friends. Just talking to them 
will help them feel comfortable to open up to you when they boil over and 
all those things, they have fought to keep inside are forced to the surface.  
When we are forced into this much change our brains have different areas 
flooded by different chemicals and thoughts which can promote completely 
different emotions and patterns than before. It is just as easy to form a new 
and positive outlook as it is a negative one. Practice mindfulness by 
checking in with yourself often and simply observing how you are 
thinking. First, we need to know how we are thinking if we have any hopes 
of changing it into something else.  
It’s a time where we can create an entirely new us. I sit at home and see 
how many memes there are floating around by people saying the quarantine 
will make us go crazy and can’t help but notice that is really a response to 
the fear of being with yourself. In my humble opinion, this is a gift. This is 
a time we can call completely in love with ourselves again and regain the 
control over our minds that was unknowingly given up to the distractions 
we subscribe to. 
 
 
 
Sen. McSally Introduces Legislation To Block Senate Pay Until They 
Pass Coronavirus Relief Package - (We) Are The News 
 
 
 
Chloroquine/Azithromycin 350 patients, zero deaths. 
A NY Doctor shared with Hannity his Hydroxy Chloroquine/Azithromycin 
results. 
200mg 2x daily Hydroxy Chloroquine  
500mg 1x daily Azithromycin  
220mg 1x daily Zinc sulfate 
350 patients  
*Breathing restored 3-4 hours 
Zero deaths 
Zero hospitalizations  
Zero intubations 
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https://twitter.com/RossFairchild/status/1242263727325483010 
 
 
 
Just Friggin WOW! These People are Sick. Nevada Governor Signs 
Emergency Order Banning Prescriptions of Hydroxychloroquine For 
Treatment of Coronavirus  
 
 
 
Larry Kudlow, in the presser, just mentioned POTUS taken control of 
the highly secretive ESF (exchange stabilization fund). MASSIVE! 
 
They are going to fully fund the ESF which controls the plunge protection 
team, meaning they will be 'rescuing' the markets when necessary. But the 
biggest BOOM is that they MAY have wrestled the control from the deep 
state into the hands of the good guys. I don't know yet, but this is big news. 
Even MENTIONING it's existence is massive. 
 
 
 
The Mercy and Comfort are floating prisons designed to hold high 
profile 'corona victims' whose indictments were unsealed. 
Holding these people offshore keeps the operation safe from any violent 
protesting. We are in the eye of the storm. 
 
Mercy and Comfort are the mirror opposite of Pain and Punishment. 
PAIN 
THE PUNISHER 
How many times did they post that. :) 
Pain incoming!!!!!!!!! 
 
Hospital Ship =Taxi to Guantanamo Bay. 
 
Would be a convenient way to round up the bad guys. 
 
 
 
 
The deep state's last bullet, you can see it via the increase in anti 
Trumpers in comments on pro Trumo sites.  
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They are trying desperately to pry Trump's base from him. We won’t allow 
it. There desperation is obvious. I want justice for more than just the elite. 
All the online shills need to be tried for treason along with them. We must 
rid our nation of all its enemies. 
 
 
 
The Ellen Degeneres show had a pedophile skit hosted by Alec 
Baldwin. In it children are touching the genitalia of Disney mascots. 
I'm crossposting this from Pizzagate. 
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/3725005 
This is SICK. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-2oAP_KiiAYouTube 
 
 
 
Joe M. -Why are JFK's grandkids singing "Timber" today? 
 
HOLY FUCK LOOK AT THE YOUTUBE WEB 
ADDRESS......................... 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRFA_LYYesQ 
It fucking says YesQ. Holy shit. What are the chances. 
 
GHWB's Secret Service name is Timberwolf. 
 
 
 
Fauci was flashing masonic "signs of distress" like crazy... 
 
Decode: “The jig is up. I did my best to control this guy, but he was not 
fooled. He is moving forward with the cure and with opening the country 
up for business. Mayday. Mayday.” 
 
Here is one that will freak a Mason out. Go shake his hand with your right 
and then put your left hand over the top of the handshake. It means you are 
signaling you are of higher rank. It freaks them out when a non-masonic 
person does that because we are no supposed to know. 
 
 
 
Trump touts Easter as goal in a "beautiful timeline." 
4.10.20 - Good Friday. DJT day.  
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4.12.20 - Easter Sunday. 
“On the third day He rose again” 
“Easter would be a beautiful timeline” - Trump today at press conference. 
 
Even Bill Hemmer on Fox caught the inspirational side of the message. He 
was surprised to hear POTUS give a date at all, much less one that's just 19 
days away. When Trump confirmed that he thought it was doable, Hemmer 
said, "America's resurrection." 
 
 
 
 
I got drunk last night and accidentally knocked a roll of toilet paper 
into the toilet. Eight bucks right down the drain. 
 
 
 
 
 
SF anon: antifa being activated: 
Overnight posters have gone demanding a people’s revolution against 
paying rent. "Fuck Trump" was spray painted in 5-foot letters across the 
veteran’s memorial hall in Oakland. A few days before I saw a little nelly 
man antifa holding a "Fuck Trump" sign at the freeway on ramp. Folks they 
are coordinating their messaging. They are getting ready for the big push. 
I listened to a town hall by my state senator. Most of it was about how to 
get unemployment if you are an illegal and other charity grifting 
opportunities. But what jumped out was a clear funding mechanism for the 
local commies. Berkeley and Oakland have set up special funds accepting 
private donations. About a third of the money will go to arts nonprofits and 
arts employees. I have seen quite a few of these "arts spaces" it’s all a front, 
the art is shit and usually. heavily political to "promote diversity". The so-
called employees are to a man all radical left activists. I think you can see 
how they are planning to funnel relief money to paid agitators. 
Source: https://lcmspubcontact.lc.ca.gov/PublicLCMS/LinkTracking.php?i
d=294839&eaid=326688&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsd09.senate.ca.gov%2F
&tid=SD9C413863990 
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MORE LIBERAL LOGIC... Democrat LA County Sheriff: All Gun 
Stores Forced to Close, AND Just to Make It Interesting Let's Release 
1,700 Inmates from Jail. 
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Wednesday March 25, 2020 

 
 
 
If the bill includes vote harvesting fuck it, I’ll start rationing a 
subsistence menu first, noooo underhanded bullshit... Hold your 
ground boss man, veto the whole fuckin thing. Take No Bullshit. 
 
Trump has promised us he will win, we'll hold the Senate and we will re-
take the house. This is not a Q drop, this is what the President said. I trust 
him. I also do not understand how he is going to stop massive voter fraud. 
But he knows what he is doing, and am confident he will get it done. 
 
 
 
Britain's Prince Charles tests positive for virus; wife Camilla tests 
negative. 
 
Betcha some random 14-year-old boys will test positive.... 
 
 
 
Coronavirus crisis vindicates policies on immigration, trade and China 
"We should never be reliant on a foreign country for the means of our 
own survival. "America will never be a supplicant nation." 
Defiant President Trump said Tuesday the coronavirus outbreak proved his 
policy arguments on immigration, trade, foreign policy and manufacturing. 
"We should never be reliant on a foreign country for the means of our own 
survival," Trump said during a daily briefing of the White House 
coronavirus task force. "America will never be a supplicant nation." 
Trump said the nation's goals must be to strengthen American 
manufacturing and supplies for American firms and hospitals. 
00:02/00:45 
"This experience shows how important borders are," Trump said. "Without 
borders, you don't have a nation." 
After the coronavirus outbreak was traced to Wuhan, China, Trump was 
early to ban travel from China, despite opposition from Democrats, 
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including presidential candidate Joe Biden, who labeled the ban 
"xenophobic." In the ongoing debate over globalization, supply chain 
disruption--especially for healthcare supplies--due to coronavirus 
strengthens President Trump's argument that the United States should be 
less economically dependent on Chinese manufacturers, according to some 
economic experts. Trump also invoked the Defense Production Act during 
the coronavirus outbreak to accelerate getting supplies to the military, 
energy sector and homeland security programs.  
During the briefing, Trump praised Congress for moving forward on a 
likely $2 trillion stimulus package to alleviate the economic downturn 
related to the coronavirus outbreak.  
"They're working very hard together, Republicans and Democrats," Trump 
said. 
Trump on Monday first laid out a possible timeline for Americans to begin 
a return to normalcy in the wake of severe disruptions stemming from the 
coronavirus outbreak. 
"Ultimately the goal is to ease the guidelines and open things up," Trump 
said during Tuesday's briefing. "We'll be meeting with a lot of people. ... 
Easter as our timeline, what a great timeline that would be." 
He said his administration would assess after the end of a 15-day period of 
nationwide "social distancing" whether to recommend that businesses and 
other public gatherings can re-open. 
“We’ll stay a little bit longer than that,” Trump said Tuesday during a Fox 
News virtual town hall with other members of the White House 
coronavirus task force. “I would love to have it open by Easter. ... This is a 
medical problem. We will not let it turn into a long-lasting economic 
problem." 
On Tuesday, The Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
confirmed the death of an individual less than 18-years-old. The fatality 
marks the first child death from coronavirus recorded in the United States. 
The number of cases worldwide Tuesday is 387,382, including 16,767 
deaths. The U.S. totals are 43,530 cases and 540 deaths, according to the 
Johns Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center.  
During the briefing, Trump noted that American financial markets rallied 
Tuesday as Congress works to pass a coronavirus stimulus package. The 
Dow Jones Industrial Average closed up by more than 2,100 points. The 
roughly 11-percent gain was the Dow's best one-day percentage increase 
since 1933. 
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Gallup: Trump job approval rating matches all-time high. 
 
 
 
How Obvious Does it Need to Be? Bill Gates is a Depopulationite, 
Invested in Chemtrail Programs (weaken the immune system) and 
Funded the Wuhan Bio Lab in China (working on vaccines: wink, 
wink)  
I'm not giving any links; they are easy to find. Bill Gates is a eugenics 
freak, his dad started planned parenthood who also believed in eugenics. 
They think the world is over populated, they think we are all useless eaters 
that are consuming THEIR natural resources. 
There are many videos out there where Bill Gates predicts the pandemic of 
a virus that will kill many people. 
There is a Netflix documentary and him talking in front of a TED audience 
that I see myself of him making these predictions. 
Bill Gates is involved in the vaccine industry; he is recognized as a 
philanthropist for his good deeds. 
One thing I learned is always think the opposite that the establishment tells 
you. 
If they call Bill Gates a good guy, its only to give him cover while he 
works his evil magic. 
You can find many articles out there that claim the vaccines that Bill Gates 
pushes has killed many people in third world countries. 
If it doesn't kill them, it has a probability to cause autism or sterilization, 
decreasing the chances of procreation, decreasing human growth rate. 
Bill Gates is also active in the chemtrail industry.  
Don't laugh, Geoengineering is real.  
There are videos out there of him talking about using chemtrails to block 
the Sun to prevent global warming. 
Chemtrails contain all sorts of chemicals and heavy metals, many that 
affect our immune systems. 
Decreasing the effectiveness of our immune systems would make us more 
susceptible to things like Covid19. 
What a coincidence, Bill Gates funded a Bio Lab in Wuhan China, just 20 
miles from a wet market where the Covid19 is said to have originated. 
They say the Covid19 virus is only killing people with weakened immune 
systems. 
What if we all have weakened immune systems thanks to Bill Gates. 
What are the odds that one of the richest people in the world is working 
with projects that have a potential to make you susceptible to pandemic 
viruses and also be creating the very virus to cause a pandemic? Oh yeah, 
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the Pirbright Institute has a patent for the coronavirus, its funded in part by 
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. 
How many coincidences before it exceeds statistical probability? 
When are we going to look at the possibility that Bill Gates is single 
handedly trying to kill us all? 
I know he just stepped down from Microsoft and Berkshire Hathaway to 
devote more time to philanthropy, this is an omen. 
If Bill doesn't get it right this year, there is always next year. 
 
 
 
DOJ says intentional spread can be charged as terrorism as Chinese 
Students Flee on Private Jets. 
 
 
 
Listen to how Ellen says "goodbye" and her wording of things......"I 
am anxious wondering what's going to happen.... pay attention to what 
[THEY] are telling us to do...." 
 
 
 
Katie Halper: 
Joe Biden's accuser finally tells her full story (Tara 
Reade) (soundcloud.com) 
https://soundcloud.com/katie-halper/joe-bidens-accuser-finally-tells-her-
full-story 
 
 
 
Texas governor leading the way while many governors are still stuck 
on stupid. Allows restaurants to sell food, their bulk food, at retail. 
 
 
 
 
Joe Biden, Mach 24, 2020, on the View "We Have To Take Care of The 
Cure, That Will Make The Problem Worse, No Matter What" - 
C9H9NO3 Withdrawals? 
Take care of the cure like the Governor of Nevada did? 
The whole video is good, but go to 2:40 for the quote. 
https://youtu.be/3UlWH4O0x6MYouTube 
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https://nypost.com/2020/03/24/nevada-governor-bans-malaria-drugs-for-
coronavirus-patients/ 
 
 
 
 
Romney Tests Negative for cov-19. TRUMP: '...really great news...I 
can barely speak...a terrible presidential candidate and an even worse 
U.S. Senator, but he is a RINO, and I like him a lot!' 
 
 
 
 
As the HCQ + Zpak combo proves itself an effective treatment for 
CoVid-19, I hope Nevada's governor is jailed 1) for practicing 
medicine without a license and 2) murder. 
 
 
 
 
Why Did Hundreds of CEOs Resign Just Before The World Started 
Going Absolutely Crazy? 
 
 
 
 
POTUS TWEET:  Congratulations to Prime Minister Abe of Japan, 
and the IOC, on their very wise decision to present the Olympics in 
2021. It will be a great success, and I look forward to being there! 
 
 
 
 
Wait! Whut's THIS?! Another retraction by those "we trust" - LA 
officials now backtracking on their report that a child died from 
corona virus. 
 
 
 
LA Mayor Garcetti announced city will be shutting off water and 
power to non-essential businesses that defied orders and stayed open 
during coronavirus crisis. 
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Former President of Madrid (Spain) who mocked the protests of 
public health workers, hospitalized in the same hospital of the protests 
after testing positive for #COVID19. 
 
 
 
CBS tweets video of "Hotwheels" (creator of 4chan) stating, "Q Anon 
is an extremely dangerous group...." Says we, "spread dangerous 
disinformation about the disease..." YAWWWWWN!!!!! 
 
 
 
Bernie Sanders has tested positive for Communist. Biden has tested 
positive for Alzheimer's.  
 
 
 
"Follow the wives." - Q ---- Nevada governor remarried in 2019, new 
wife is CHINESE..... 
 
I want to know about the background of the Nevada Governor's wife? He is 
fighting to stop the cure of the China Virus. 
 
 
 
When this Valkyrie event is over, we need to tighten our laws so these 
medical agencies can't take over the government every cold season.  
It looks like we have uncovered a relatively easy way for foreign actors and 
Manchurians to take over our country. 
 
“Unless we put medical freedom into the Constitution the time will come 
when medicine will organize itself into an undercover dictatorship. To 
restrict the art of healing to doctors and deny equal privileges to others will 
constitute the Bastille of medical science. All such laws are un-American 
and despotic.” 
-Attributed to Dr. Benjamin Rush, Signer of the Declaration of 
Independence 
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PAPER gold and silver are losing value, REAL gold and silver are 
increasing in value. Q post 3393: Gold shall destroy FED.   
Right now in Europe: Paper silver is 13.40 euros/oz. Physical silver is 22-
23 euros/oz. See for yourself. 
Normal premium for physical silver is 2-3 euros. 
Also, ABN Amro Bank defaults on its promise to pay in gold. maneco64 
knowledgeable video about that hereYouTube. 
In other words banks are starting to refuse to use the real price of precious 
metals, when it decouples from the paper price, exposing the fraudulent 
paper market. 
These are exactly the type of things that will lead to exposing the precious 
metals manipulation and ultimately bring down the FIAT money system. 
So, it's getting late! Please, please, buy physical precious metals NOW, if 
you can! They are an insurance in the case of (looming) banking crisis and 
if they shall be allowed to trade freely and honestly, the price will go up 
BIG TIME. 
 
 
 
Grand Central Ain't So Grand Anymore...  
https://files.catbox.moe/9au3i4.jpgJPG 
Where is everyone? Sure, a lot of people are hunkering down in their 
apartments, but NYC looks like a fucking ghost town.  
I suspect there has been a silent exodus over the past week or so, much 
greater than anyone is talking about. 
Granted, many people are stuck there, they simply don't have the money to 
leave or a place to go, but I think the "affluent" folks have packed their 
bags and headed for their "second homes" in other states. Obviously, a fair 
amount of these people are already infected and don't know it yet. 
Like rats, spreading the Bubonic plague all over the Northeast and Florida. 
Still, in a way I can't blame them. I sure as fuck wouldn't want to be in 
NYC (or any major city for that matter) if and when the shit really hits the 
fan. This has all the makings of a dystopian horror movie; overflowing 
hospitals, food shortages, looting, riots.  
This shit is getting real... 
 
 
 
Fauci Love Letters to Hillary Clinton Surface.  
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Work just called. 
They offered voluntary unpaid time off 2 weeks - 3 months. And to call 
back to let them know. It's a main national auto parts location. Business it 
slow. What should I do? 
 
DO NOT TAKE IT UNTIL THEY FORCE YOU. 
Do you understand? 
DO NOT TAKE IT, UNLESS YOU ARE FORCED BY LAW. Do NOT 
TAKE IT under any condition. 
  
He's right. You won't find another job quickly or at all for a while. Stay 
until they make you leave (fire you). I'm the only one at my work still now 
because I refused to go voluntarily and now they can't let me go as I'm 
essentially quarantined at work anyways :) 
 
 
 
Very interesting. A Dashboard that shows the Global Media coverage 
of the virus by country. 
https://coronavirus.ravenpack.com/ 
Scroll to the bottom and look at the index representing the level of media 
coverage by country.  
US @ 70. Italy - where the dead are apparently stacked up like cord word? 
A score of 9.8. Is it possible that the American MSM is fear mongering and 
pushing a narrative? This is just data and could be a strong Redpill.  
Second place is UK@20. Our coverage is 350% of second place? 
Question for Anons outside US. Can you provide any indication of news 
coverage in your country relative this data? In the US it is 100% of all news 
and 24/7. 
 
 
 
New York hospitals now treating coronavirus patients with 
intravenous vitamin C -- something we've known about for a while. 
 
 
 
Prayer from a new Q convert. 
My friend...has recently been red pilled...this “pandemic” is waking up 
people. 
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She wanted to post this prayer for your POTUS...we are 🇨🇦...but want him 
protected for the safety of the world. 
Lord, in gratitude we pray, over President Trump, refresh and restore him, 
keep him in good sense. Thy will be done. Amen 
Godspeed friends..we will win this spiritual battle for WHO IS LIKE 
UNTO GOD! 
 
 
 
What if (((they)))...  
Putting pieces together from multiple threads for a move comprehensive 
picture. 
1. What if (((they))) - Dems, RINOs, MSM, Luciferians NWO types, Deep 
State, etc., colluded and released the virus on purpose? (like Q eluded to to 
stop Trump). 
2. What if "we have it all". Q and team have the proof of that collusion? 
3. What if after the cure / treatment is made available, the truth is revealed 
to the world about this massive crime / attack on humanity? 
4. What if that initiates the 10 days of darkness due to the proof being 
made available on the internet / social media? 
5. What if during those 10 days of darkness the indictments are unsealed 
and the colluders are rounded up for treason? 
6. What if after the 10 days of darkness their trials are broadcast for all to 
see starting the great awakening? 
7. What if they cannot "walk down the street" after trying to KILL 
humanity for their own greed for power? 
8. What if.... ___________ ? (fire at will commanders) 
 
 
 
 
I believe before CV was announced we already had it. 
My husband had a wicked "Cold" in Jan and I had such a hard time 
breathing I started breathing in MMS for 2 weeks and now fine. But hell!!! 
His son was hospitalized on a hunting trip (Left town with a cold). Hospital 
did not know what it was? He is fine now after 2 weeks on Antibiotics. I 
believe it was released on us last year 
 
 
 
Are they using this COVID newspeak only in my country? 
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Just noticed that many Danish authorities say "... 
died with Coronavirus" and not "... died from/ofCoronavirus". It is a subtle 
difference, but their meanings are really contrasting. 
I wonder if this is the case in other countries and if the death toll is 
artificially inflated. 
 
 
 
So here's the timeline I'm going with, but possibly there may be some 
variation. If things do not pan out accordingly, I am done. However, I 
do not anticipate that (me being done) happening.  
https://twitter.com/LadyQanuck/status/1242602535015284736 
So March 31st Tuesday marks the end of the 15 day period that POTUS 
initially talked about (and apparently Pence recently verified). 
(March 11th Podesta was indicted and Huma, and likely the celebs we've 
been seeing freaking out lately.) 
Then comes "ten days of darkness" followed by a 'public reveal' of 
Podesta's arrest and likely others. 
This twitter says the ten days of darkness will be a govt. shutdown (he or 
she might be right per the today's news of Pelosi again putting off the vote 
of the stimulus bill). 
I lean towards social media shutdown, or entire internet, but not power. Or 
something else. But whatever. 
So at the end of the ten days of darkness and reveal of Podesta's arrest, that 
will be Good Friday, 4/10/20, which translates to DJT. 
This will give people time to get ready to 'pack the churches' and have a 
beautiful day and mass awakening as POTUS hinted at on Easter Sunday. 
(What he said was downright 'vision-esque.') 
"The Day of Reckoning" and "The End," in the Q posts, have been 
accompanied by John 3:16, God giving his son, thus "It will be Biblical." 
This is why Trump says things will get easier, let up, and people back to 
work, etc. by Easter. 
My brain is kinda fried (like fish) and I'm doing this also so I can refer back 
to it. Please tell me if something needs to be corrected. Thanks. 
EDIT...Heads up, I posted this initially too soon, in the middle of a rough 
draft, please re-read. 
 
I'm wondering if the 10 days of darkness will be a ten day period of 
information dumps. Deep, dark information that Anons have long since 
digested and dealt with, struggled with sleepless nights over and come to 
grips with the reality of. The mass pop will have to go through it in order to 
get to the "they won't be able to walk the streets" portion of the prophesy. 
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And that is when we will be needed to help the normies get through it. If 
possible. I have many people on my FB that will never accept it - they are 
too far gone. 
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Thursday March 26, 2020 

 
 
 

 
NY man searches hospital for infected. Can’t find any.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kamZlRikarU 
 
 
 
Q if you read this, please investigate Intermountain Healthcare. 
Here’s a little history for you... 
In 1974 all 15 hospitals under IHC as a system were donated to the 
intermountain community. This was done on the condition that a not-for-
profit organization would be formed to operate the hospitals on behalf of 
the communities they served. The new leadership of the hospital chain was 
given strict instruction to help the community and be GOOD to its 
employees.  
In 2009, Intermountain Healthcare was identified as a “healthcare model“ 
by President Barack Obama, "We have long known that some places, like 
the Intermountain Healthcare. . ., offer high-quality care at cost below 
average."  
We all know if Obama said it, it’s obviously garbage. In fact... several 
years later in 2016 along comes CEO Marc Harrison former CEO of 
Cleveland Clinic Abu Dhabi, chief of international business development at 
Cleveland Clinic, and chief medical operations officer. 
Since Marc Harrison’s arrival, the hospital has become the laughingstock 
of the community. Piss poor service coupled with TERRIBLE leadership, 
constant outsourcing and taking away employee benefits, has done nothing 
but drive prices up and community satisfaction down. WE ARENT EVEN 
ALLOWED TO HAVE ANYTHING WITH SUGAR IN IT. All our 
vending machines are filled with aspartame and synthetic bullshit. There is 
not 1 doctor, nurse, or other employee that speaks highly of Marc or the 
board of directors. He walks around with a security detail because he is 
maybe the second most hated man in the state of Utah, Romney being 1st. 
With a CEO yearly salary of 7+ million dollars, there is ABSOLUTELY no 
reason that intermountain healthcare should receive even 1 penny of the 2 
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Trillion dollar stimulus package. Recently diagnosed with cancer... he flew 
the company jet back East for his treatments. He doesn’t trust his own 
workers. 
Recently during a Q&A with administration in a company wide meeting, 
we doctors, nurses, and all other medical staff There was concern that full 
time employees would lose benefits because of recent hospital changes, 
causing budgeted FTEs to not meet their required hours, with no way to 
make those hours up. We were were not given an answer, only told that we 
were expendable, and that if we wanted to make a CEO salary we should 
have majored in business management. Many of us don’t want to be in 
management positions, we became healthcare workers to help the lives of 
those around us. But it’s impossible to serve others when we walk around 
with an ever tightening noose around our neck.  
Idk if you will see this Q, but I sure hope in some of those indictments are 
some of the heads of IHC. If not, they should be... robbing the community 
of what used to be amazing healthcare. Many amazing doctors and nurses 
have already moved out of the company and some out of state to get out of 
the IHC boundaries.  
Sincerely, 
IHC employee 
 
Marc Harrison is the devil in disguise. And you’re right, the fact Obama 
mentioned them means something is up. Leadership is terrible. They do not 
care about their staff. They do not care about safety, let alone making sure 
their staff, have what they need to survive. All you ever hear are threats, or 
requests for them to donate to ihc charities. Yet the CEO, der fuher, Marc 
Harrison, makes millions, from a not for profit! How is this right? Yet they 
can make it mandatory to require all staff to Mark they have took a break 
on their time cards, when in reality they run staff so short no one can get a 
break. They don’t listen. Life’s are in danger. Staff, and patients. Fear of 
speaking out had swept throughout the organization. But no one can afford 
to loose their jobs so they get whipped while serving the fuher. Help us Q. 
Drain the swamp. WWG1WGA. #trump2020 #marcharrisonwillbreakus 
 
 
 
President Trump, Sir! DO NOT Fund NPR! 
They are NOT A PUBLIC NEWS SERVICE and have NEVER shown you 
in a positive light from the moment you announced in 2016 to today. Please 
Sir, they reach more radio listeners than all three of the major televised 
Fake News Outlets with a captive commuter audience in the millions. They 
are nasty, biased and duplicitous. They consistently debase Christians or 
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paint them in a negative light (like it is "art" to urinate on religious icons). 
They are adept at presenting partial truth and cloaking questionable ethics 
and social practices in an "endearing" framework.  
https://www.breitbart.com/the-media/2020/03/25/nolte-seattle-npr-station-
announces-blacklist-of-trumps-coronavirus-briefings/ 
God bless you, Sir. We stand ready. WWG1WGA 
 
 
 
Upcoming False Flag event coming up? Ad appears to be seeking crisis 
actors. Keep an eye on Houston.  
https://files.catbox.moe/7vdsth.png 
 
 
 
What if Hydroxychloroquine cures a lot more than COVID. 
Trump said Hydroxychloroquine can do really great things when he first 
spoke about it. What if this drug, taken in higher doses and for a longer 
time could cure cancer? Could this be why governors are prohibiting it all 
of a sudden. Seems to me I would make sure 7-10 pills (does to cure covid 
taken 1xday) end up in every Americans hand along with a check. 
 
 
 
Gitmo Military Courthouse Google Earth. It does not get any clearer 
than this here. 
 
 
 
They WANT it to spread: Kaiser Permanente threatens to FIRE 
nurses for wearing N95 masks while treating coronavirus patients. 
 
 
 
ATTENTION: NY Gov. Cuomo - NY Gov Cuomo updated an 
executive order Monday to block pharmacists from filling 
prescriptions for the drug hydroxychloroquine for any uses not 
approved by the FDA. 
 
 
 
Best decode I have seen - But about that 10 days of darkness....  
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I think Dr. McGregor is on to something here. It is clear to me that the end 
of the road is weeks away. A good part of the civilized world is locked 
down for the first time ever - this didn't even happen on a scale this large in 
WWII. It is about to cost the US over $2 trillion in aid alone. There is NO 
BETTER TIME for the good guys to strike than RIGHT NOW.  
That said, the good doctor came up with a theory on the timing of 
happenings that fits as perfectly as any I have ever seen. It has it all... done 
in 30, 15 days to slow the spread and even the 10 days of darkness ending 
on a Friday. It fits nicely with 4/10/20 and the president's proclamation that 
he wants churches filled on Easter.  
With regards to the 10 days of darkness, I'm wondering if the silent 
treatment will come from DJT's twitter feed. Or is it going to be a full-scale 
lock down on social media where we can't get any news out? Q goes quiet 
all the time, so I don't think he has anything to do with the 10 days. I think 
it will be Trump going dark, which will make us anons nervous and will 
drive WILD speculation in the MSM.  
Here's how I would love this to play out.  
1. 3/31 declas (remember that Barr was supposed to appear before congress 
on this day but his visit has been cancelled due to COVID) 
2. Trump announces The Storm on Twitter shortly after 
3. The media ignores or flat-out lies about the declas, proving beyond a 
doubt that they are the enemy of the people 
4. Operations open up around the globe on 4/9, with many arrests or the 
bad people take themselves out 
5. Podesta and others are arrested on 4/11 (think mirror) 
6. Executive time 
There is no real knowing exactly how and when this will go down, but the 
Dr.'s decode sounds great to me. Check it out. 
3.11 - START (once 11.3 verifies as first marker) 
3.12 - first day of 30 (“Done in 30”.) 
3.16 - 15 Days to slow the spread ([15]) 
3.17 - first day of 15 
3.31 - last day of 15 
4.1 - first day of (The 10 days, darkness) 
4.10.20 - last day of 10 Days of Darkness - ([30]) 
https://twitter.com/KillAuDeepState/status/1242578897889157120 
 
I hate date fagging but it's lining up for me being Easter Sunday 
major Christian holy day 
White rabbit is the "mascot" of Easter 
"it's going to be biblical" could also apply 
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Gitmo Trials Cancelled from 3.17- 4.10.2020 
 
 
 
Obama just tweeted this link of 3 scenarios how the pandemic will end. 
1: World government 2: Waiting for Gate's vaccine while imprisoned 
at home 3: Millions of dead corpses. Which one we chose?  
 
 
 
Senate passes $2 trillion coronavirus stimulus package, sending it to 
the House. 
 
 
 
The WHO Is A Horrific Cabal Tool --- Besides Misrepresenting 
Current SARS-2 They Covered Up Fukushima Too. 
 
 
 
 
Kathy Griffin Says She Is in Isolation. 
Thread: Now we get to see how far leftists are willing to go. Kathy's 
(Griffin) lying. I'll prove that this is the NEW hoax to discredit 
@realDonaldTrump. 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1243024239856242689.html 
 
 
 
 
Prominent Ohio lawyer arrested by dozens of FBI and SWAT for 
allegedly being involved in sex trafficking - (We) Are The News. 
 
 
 
 
After Impeaching Trump Over Ukraine, Nancy Pelosi Demands Quid 
Pro Quo Before Releasing Aid To Americans. 
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So let me get this straight. Prisons all over the place are releasing non-
violent criminals because of CV-19. But if I don't "follow orders" I'm 
subject to arrest?  
What in the fck is going on here? More and more counties, cities and states 
are issuing orders to stay home. And they are publicly stating that is you 
don't "obey" you will be arrested. But at the same time, prisoners are being 
released because of CV fears. These fckn cunts can't have it both ways. 
And on top of that, they are issuing edicts and commands that are in direct 
violation of the constitution. Which means, these edicts are unenforceable. 
No law can be passed that contradicts our bill of rights. Period. The law is 
clear on this issue. Are they just seeing how far they can push the 
envelope? Or just ushering in "what we say goes 'mission creep'? I'm 
fcking pissed off that everyone is letting this happen without a word of 
protest. 
 
 
 
 
POTUS TWEET:  I hear that Fake News CNN just reported that I am 
isolated in the White House.I have been packed all day w/meetings, I 
have no time for stupidity. We're working around the clock to KEEP 
AMERICA SAFE!  
 
 
 
 
Freudian slip? "8,000 arrested, I mean found, in just this last week" 
Reporter talking about what the Pope said. 
https://twitter.com/madly_offkilter/status/1242868379230375936 
 
 
 
Trump's Daily Briefings Are Getting Huge Ratings - And Leftists Hate 
Them (dailywire.com). 
 
 
 
Help spread the news Anons - Belgium, Bahrain and Brazil affirm 
Chloroquine treatment touted by Trump is working for patients. 
ordering treatment for COVID-19 patients most in 
need. (justthenews.com). 
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Real reason for shelter in place? 
I’m wondering if the reason they want everyone to stay indoors, shelter in 
place, no non-essential surgeries, etc. is because that way no one sees that 
the hospitals aren’t overflowing with sick people? 
 
NWO exercise to see how gullible we are and to spot the ones who are not 
cooperating. Next Winter, phase 2 exercise will be done and they will be 
much stricter. 
Look at this: https://summit.news/2020/03/26/former-uk-prime-minister-
calls-for-global-government-to-fight-coronavirus/ 
 
 
 
 I feel like the "They'd hate Trump even if he cures cancer" meme 
might be starting to come true. 
 
 
 
 
Help expose Pornhub Anons, half a million people signed petition to 
shut down Pornhub over child sexual abuse, now new reports of the 
porn site hosting videos of a toddler being abused have emerged. 
 
 
 
 
BOOM !!! WOW !!! BREAKING: Venezuela's Nicolas Maduro 
charged with drug trafficking crimes in U.S. federal court - NYT. 
 
 
 
 
Um, guise, MAJOR fuckery incoming. 'Houston', we have a problem...  
So, many of you might have seen this image from this morning (or not) 
https://files.catbox.moe/7vdsth.png?fbclid=IwAR0vgvBizJlp2VgXLWuhg
kz1dKoPX6aXZYKj6jtgoMsAdPeRzi6cjzmdnYU 
Its a casting call for crisis actors... that isnt necessarily the issue here 
though. 
50 men and 5 women? 55? 5:5 Patriots. 
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Pay attention to the NUMBERS. All of them, but specifically, $1440 
Once again, a nod to 144k that POTUS keeps mentioning, especially lately 
'144' this and that.  
But specifically, 1440 is a reference to Q1440, THE Q GUN.  
 
https://qmap.pub/read/1440 
1440 
Dark to Light Marker 
Q 
!CbboFOtcZs 
3 Jun 2018 - 2:58:29 PM 
BOOM. 
BOOM. 
BOOM. 
BOOM. 
A WEEK TO REMEMBER. 
DARK TO LIGHT. 
BLACKOUT NECESSARY. 
Q 
 
Again, right on time for 10 days darkness ( the 'week' to remember and 
black out necessary) 
Now, was this ad crafted by White Hats trying to get anons attention as a 
heads up, its ON type of thing, or as a message by Black Hats. IDK, time 
will tell. There might be a major FF attack in the next few days. Could be 
real or TOTALLY fake, structured to look real to WAKE UP THE 
WORLD.  
I have posted extensively of the years about Q14, Q144, Q1440, Q1404 all 
being related, as zeros are nullified, and they all essentially are the same 
number, and how it ties back into Fibonacci sequence, 2012 and the return 
of 'Q' (Quetzecoatl) the feathered rainbow serpent (the return of the Holy 
Spirit essentially) and more. Timeline wise, their [end] was 7 years after 
12/21/2012, so just a few months ago, also why POTUS signed the Human 
Rights Abuses EO on 12/21/2017, exactly 5 years into their final 
destruction. Timing is EVERYTHING.  
Ive also noted how 4/10/20 is right in the middle of the 'Pascal's Triangle'. 
A recommended dig if you are curious. Those numbers are literally the 
'eye' of the pyramid. POTUS opened the 'Door of doors'... 
This all is mathematically, precisely planned. To such detail, its jaw 
dropping.  
Anyways, EYES ON regarding this event... 
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Peace and love patriots ... be vigilant 
EDIT: I’m starting to think its a necessary white hat FF, but I am not sure. 
The 1 yr delta for 3/28 has a bunch of separate Q drops that say 'Enjoy the 
show VIP patriot" and FLAGS OUT (Freedom day I am assuming).. still 
digging. 
Continuing, TONS of shit in the 2 yr deltas ranging from late March to mid 
April.  
Serious ops going down if they are to apply, and it appears they might 
based on whats on stage right now... stay frosty and enjoy the show! 
 
 
 
Interesting theory from anon on what's happening right now: 
Construction fag here 
Owing to the nature of my work, I'm not home bound and have been out 
and about quite a bit. 
Here's what I'm seeing: 
Lots of families out walking their dogs. 
Lots of people our exercising 
Lots of families out playing in the yard 
They're not allowed sit silently in a movie 
They're not allowed to go out to eat 
Everyone is exhausted of the news and all thinking people no longer trust it 
so people are spending time together. 
This cannot possibly be a bad thing. 
Given all of that, let me lay a theory on you anons. 
This is all part of the plan. 
<They> have been doing everything possible to destroy family life for 
decades. Everything from militant feminism driving mothers into the 
workplace to free porn destroying personal relationships has been used to 
weaken the family. 
If the plan is as complex as it appears to be, this pause is allowing family 
lives to begin to be repaired. People are (hopefully) taking stock of what's 
important and upon returning to work in a month or two carefully consider 
whether they are happy with their life choices. 
How many people work who don't want to? 
how many would rather be home with the kids? 
Why do they work? 
Debt. 
Student loans, mortgage, cars, credit cards and a million other things that 
their media has brainwashed may of us into believing we need by using 
lifestyle inflation in their programming. 
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Seriously, could a couple of waitresses afford the apartment on Friends? 
Phase 2 
If I'm correct, (and this is the thing that I'm most certain about) there's 
going to be a currency reset pretty soon. That's going to mean that all debt 
is relieved and there will be very little credit to be had for a while. 
People will be free, many for the first time in their lives. 
It seems to me that the ground is being prepared for that by this pause in 
normal life.It's forcing people to reevaluate their lives and consider their 
priorities BEFORE a large amount of money is settled upon them. 
We've all seen people squander an inheritance because they lacked the skill 
to handle it. I suggest that this pause is something like pre debt relief 
counseling. It's getting people in the correct frame of mind to consider 
things like changing jobs, homeschooling and starting a business. Things 
that they cannot possibly consider today because they are chained to a debt 
load that was, partially, foisted on them by trickery. This is particularly true 
with student loans. 
For me, it's impossible to conceive that every major world leader is dumb 
enough to shut down his economy over a cold virus. That's the stuff 
revolutions are made of and the stuff that gets said leaders installed on 
lamp posts. 
I'm not buying it. 
 
 
 
What are the three oldest companies on Earth that have never closed 
all their storefronts? Vatican. Mecca. Synagogue. All are closed right 
now for the 1st time in history.  
 
 
 
Inflated flu death numbers are backfiring on them: 
I've been following the vaccine propaganda for 2 decades. They have been 
inflating the flu death numbers for years in order to push their flu shots. 
The numbers were grossly inflated. Most people had underlying issues that 
the flu exasperated. 
Now they look like fools trying to counteract Trump always saying we 
have more people who die from the flu every year (according to official 
numbers) 
Meanwhile they can't even get enough people sick enough from this virus 
to get be hospitalized to match the "spikes" they predicted. Let alone get 
these numbers higher than what they've said happen with normal flu season 
(because they've inflated those so much) 
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Not necessarily inflated for flu, but fundamentally arbitrary. When a person 
is say 85, has severe heart disease, has chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease, and we don't know if he got pneumonia or bronchitis before the flu 
or after the flu, was flu the final straw that took him out? Even if so, is it 
right to count that as a death caused by flu, or was this decrepit old dude 
absolutely on death's doorstep in any case and blaming his death on any 
one recent factor is like blaming the flaps of butterfly's wings a thousand 
miles away. Things could have been different if that hadn't happened, you 
know. 
This kind of case sometimes gets counted as being a flu death and in other 
cases not. Totally arbitrary. 
Ditto for coronavirus, except the data says it is LESS associated with death 
than the flu is. 
 
 
 
Google censors Google Doc of medical hydroxychloroquine 
coronavirus treatment trial paper (reclaimthenet.org). 
 
 
 
Senate Bill Includes $350 Million for "Refugee & Migration 
Assistance".......SCAM!! (toddstarnes.com) 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 030019 No.8572583  (3899) 
Mar 26 2020 11:49:20 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Education4Libs/status/1243022336137351169 
The Silent War continues.. 
Q 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bk2AADVOPJ4 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 030019 No.8572837  (3900) 
Mar 26 2020 12:07:19 (EST) NEW90.jpg 
https://www.nytimes.com/1863/09/16/archives/presidents-proclamation-
the-habeas-corpus-suspended-throughout-the.html 
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2381.Treason. 
2382.Misprision of treason. 
2383.Rebellion or insurrection. 
2384.Seditious conspiracy. 
2385.Advocating overthrow of Government. 
2386.Registration of certain organizations. 
2387.Activities affecting armed forces generally. 
2388.Activities affecting armed forces during war. 
2389.Recruiting for service against United States. 
2390.Enlistment to serve against United States. 
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title18/part1/chapter11
5&edition=prelim 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 030019 No.8572999  (3901) 
Mar 26 2020 12:15:55 (EST) NEW 
REPOST: 
Q !UW.yye1fxo No.452  
Feb 21 2018 20:20:23 (EST)[2].png 
[2]  
Patriot 
1. a person who loves, supports, and defends his or her country and its 
interests with devotion. 
2. a person who regards himself or herself as a defender, especially of 
individual rights, against presumed interference by the federal government. 
Traitor 
1. a person who betrays another, a cause, or any trust. 
2. a person who commits treason by betraying his or her country. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 030019 No.8573039  (3902) 
Mar 26 2020 12:17:38 (EST) NEW 
REPOST: 
Q !UW.yye1fxo No.4  
Jan 8 2018 23:29:38 (EST) 
IMPORTANT: 
NO private comms past/present/future. 
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NO comms made outside of this platform. 
Any claims that contradict the above should be considered FAKE NEWS 
and disregarded immediately.  
WHERE WE GO ONE, WE GO ALL. 
PATRIOTS. 
Q 
 
 
VOAT/QRV response: 
Yes.  This means you @AustinSteinbart 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: aaf367 No.8573290  (3903) 
Mar 26 2020 12:30:51 (EST) NEW 
[infiltration instead of invasion] 
Q 
 
 
 
Habeas Corpus, Military Tribunals, etc. 
Habeas Corpus is a legal proceeding whereby someone being held can go 
before a judge and demand the captor prove probable cause for holding the 
person. If they cannot prove probable cause, the person must be released. It 
does NOT mean there will be no trial. Just that there will/won't be a release 
prior to trial, depending on what evidence the captor/prosecutor can show. 
The suspension of Habeas Corpus can only occur during times of rebellion 
or invasion. Lincoln suspended Habeas Corpus, BUT ONLY FOR 
CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS -- those in the military, those who were 
captured as prisoners of war, those who were suspected of aiding and 
abetting the enemy, and draft dodgers. 
See link in Q post 3900. 
Although a person could be accused falsely (see Gen. Flynn), the system 
must still adjudicate the case. Suspension of Habeas Corpus does NOT 
mean that a person could be held indefinitely. It just means the person 
could be held until trial. The fact that George Bush and Obama have held 
prisoners at GITMO (and many R's have cheered their indefinite detention 
without trial) only means that they have committed violations. American 
law does not allow for it, legally. 
So, once a person is in jail and awaiting trial, how can they be prosecuted 
by military tribunals? Q has told us to research. The answer is that if the 
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charge is treason, then Congress has passed a law (and it is constitutional) 
that such people can be tried in military tribunals. 
https://ashbrook.org/publications/oped-eastman-01-tribunals/ 
Q asked when can the military try other cases, other than treason? What 
SCOTUS case opened the door? The answer is Ex Parte Milligan. As long 
as civilian courts are operating, civilians cannot be tried in military courts 
(other than for treason). But if the civilian courts are NOT operating ... 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ex_parte_Milligan 
Why would military tribunals be necessary? Q has told us it has to do with 
"state secrets." The SCOTUS case on that is United States v. Reynolds. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_v._Reynolds 
So ... 
If a person is accused of treason, they can be tried in a military tribunal. 
Full stop. 
If a person is accused of something other than treason, they must be tried in 
a civilian court, UNLESS they are/were a member of the military when the 
crime occurred (who is the #1 member of the military? The Commander in 
Chief). If they were not a member of the military, then they would have to 
be tried in civilian courts UNLESS those courts are not operating. 
Any person held can petition for a Writ of Habeas Corpus, which can only 
be suspended if the President issues an order during time of rebellion 
(think: coup) or invasion (think: cyber). And if Trump follows Lincoln's 
example, the suspension would be ONLY for individuals in the military or 
those engaged in the rebellion/invasion. 
 
 
 
Rule 1: Never Trust a Jew in the Media No Matter What. 
Never Trust a Jew in the Media No Matter What 
This is a rule everyone should follow. There are many Jewish shills with 
huge media reaches that are conning Americans. They pretend to be pro-
Trump and conservative, but in reality, they're saying these things to suck 
you in and build their following. 
Once they have a big following, that's when they disseminate 
disinformation and show their true colors. One such example is Cernovich: 
https://twitter.com/Cernovich/status/1242864109235744768 
Other examples include: Ben Shapiro, Jack Posobiec, Alex Jones, and that 
old geezer with a mustache and glasses who i cant remember the name of. 
If they are a Jew in the media, it's highly likely they have an agenda and are 
working with the Mossad Zionists of Israel. 
Edit: Sebastian Gorka is the geezers name. 
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Edit 2: Some other ones include Dave Rubin, Andrew Klavan, Bret and 
Eric Weinstein, and Sam Harris. 
 
 
 
Extreme fuckery alert. Anons! We need you! Help research the 
Kennedy Center, which was singled out by Democrats to get tax money 
in the coronavirus bill.  
Why in the world are the Democrats insisting on millions for the Kennedy 
Center as part of the coronavirus effort? 
Read the annual report 
here: http://viewer.zmags.com/publication/5a41a22c#/5a41a22c/62 
Also, the organization's web site is at https://www.kennedy-center.org. 
Globalists in Congress are being told to do this. Who is telling them and 
why? With the epidemic, life is much simpler, and fuckery stands out much 
more. 
The annual report shows all the people involved in "managing" the 
Kennedy Center, presumably many of them being paid serious bucks. Plus 
all the people contributing to it. This seems to be a Who's Who of the 
globalists. Just laid out there. Then take a look at the "Honorary Chairs": 
the current and former First Ladies, including our beloved Crooked. How 
much does she and Michael get paid for this? 
We need to follow the money. 
Interesting that there is a desperate need to give millions of tax dollars to 
the Kennedy Center, considering there are NO performing arts going on 
right now, people can't pay for housing and food, and the Center's assets 
minus liabilities comes to $502 million. 
What the hell is going on here? 
EDIT: Please archive the Annual Report offline. As soon as shit starts 
hitting the fan, they will no doubt take it off. Also take screenshots of the 
crucial pages because it is a screwy Flash file. 
 
Maybe the money will go to DUMBs under it, which is what happened to 
all the extra funding for the Denver airport. 
 
 
 
Good news: Oxford study indicates that millions may have already 
built an immunity to coronavirus  
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Study: Bringing Pharmaceutical Production Back to U.S. Creates 
800K Jobs 
 
 
 
POTUS said "Easter is a very special day for me". Interesting 
........Global Day to End Child Sexual Abuse - April 12, 2020. 
 
 
 
 
IPOT1776 video about Adrenochrome, Malaria and Coronavirus. 
SUPER INTERESTING!!  
IPOT put out a video today, about adrenochrome. malaria, and coronavirus. 
It is Part 1, and part 2 is coming soon. The 1st part is deep into the 
chemical reactions and are a bit boring, but bear with him, because the last 
part is super interesting, even mind-blowing (although admittedly, it doesn't 
always take much to blow my mind). But I think he might be on to 
something BIG. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HY-oJpu6AiA 
The Bite Pt.1 - In Pursuit of Truth Presents - 3.26.20 
 
 
 
Trump insinuates that media won't EVER be back, packed in WH 
Press Room - Barr can't contain himself!  
 
 
President Trump said "even when this is over, we still won't shake 
hands" Coded Message to cabal: NO DEALS. 
 
 
While sheep are freaked out about the Chinese Virus, Maduro has his 
indictment unsealed. ZERO M$M Coverage. 
 
 
Did Fauci Just Shit the Bed on the Vaccine Narrative?? Is This Why 
Trump is Keeping Him On Board?  
If someone can find and post a video clip from today's briefing for sauce, 
Fauci said TWICE (paraphrased): 
"Injecting someone with a vaccine can make them sick with the very thing 
they are getting injected with and......MAKE THEM WORSE!" 
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Anybody who knows anything or researched anything about vaccines know 
this is the truth. But the general public would never be voluntarily informed 
of this inconvenient truth. 
Now I'm thinking this is why Trump is keeping little F around for now... to 
wake the people up on their own. The dueling narratives can be presented 
side by side, which the MSM HAS to cover for now because 'national 
emergency'. Trump just needs this window open a little longer before MSM 
shuts him down completely. NPR is already threatening to stop covering 
Trump to save lives. 
We know from Trump's past tweets he's no fan of vaccines, it's proving to 
be another [DS] tool of control. That's ONE reason why MSM -> Attack 
the Cure narrative. Because vaccines. 
 
 
 
Has there been any other countries that you know of where people 
have dropping dead suddenly on the streets from coronavirus and 
there are (leaked) vids of it. Why just in china?  
 
It is strange that a random person was randomly filming the random person 
at the exact moment that random person fell over dead...at random. 
 
 
 
BREAKING: China Busted For Shipping Faulty Coronavirus Test 
Kits To Other Nations. 
 
 
 
Q#3903 and Q#3900 directly related. Q warns Journalists: Article 1 is 
not cover for Misprision of treason.  
Q#3903 and Q#3900 are directly related. Journalists have a responsibility 
as citizens first. 
Specifically, Q#3900 includes "2382.Misprision of treason." in his post. 
18 U.S. Code § 2382. Misprision of treason 
(https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/2382) 
"Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States and having knowledge of 
the commission of any treason against them, conceals and does not, as soon 
as may be, disclose and make known the same to the President or to some 
judge of the United States, or to the governor or to some judge or justice of 
a particular State, is guilty of misprision of treason and shall be fined under 
this title or imprisoned not more than seven years, or both." 
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Q#3903: President Kennedy's Address to the American Society of 
Newspaper Editors, 4/20/61 -  
(https://youtu.be/F-AZV3qnwkAYouTube), from which Q cites 
“[infiltration instead of invasion]” (at video 10:16) appears to be the quote 
cited by Q. 
In JFK’s address, he reminds the journalists that theirs is the only business 
with specific protections in the Constitution, Article 1. The intent of the 
founders was that our nation’s press responsibly keep the public informed 
of the actions of our government. JFK softly chastises the press of his time 
for revealing too much. But JFK's main point is that every citizen, 
including journalists, has an obligation to act for the sake of the common 
good of our republic, and especially to responsibly inform the 
public (15:37). 
Posit: Q cites JFK’s address here, in conjunction with Q#3900, to remind 
our present day journalists that their protections under Article 1 of the 
Constitution are established for the common good of our citizenry and 
republic. Their positions as journalists will not stand as protection and 
cover for concealing or failing to "disclose and make known" “to the 
President or to some judge of the United States” “ knowledge of any 
treason against them (United States). Journalists are citizens first.  
The Constitution is not license to undermine our republic. 
 
 
 
Each year, more than 300 girls under 9, and 40.000 girls under 13 yrs 
old marry in Iran....the religion of islam founded by a mass murdering 
terrorist and a pedophile?  
 
 
 
General Smedley Butler. 
He was the most decorated Marine Corps officer of his day (still second-
most decorated, I think). After 33 years, he retired, reflected, and realized 
war is just a scam. Wrote a book, "War is a Racket."  
He was recruited by Prescott Bush and others to overthrow the government 
in the Business Plot of 1933. He played along to find out who was all 
involved, then went to Congress to report it. Congress whitewashed it. 
Media never speaks of such treachery. 
He was a true hero. Here are a bunch of his quotes: 
https://www.azquotes.com/author/2273-Smedley_Butler 
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Why would a free Nation buy any goods from a Nation that enslaves 
their own?  
A free Nation should never buy a single good from a Nation of slaves. 
We should never do business with a Nation that does not bother with 
harvesting votes because votes do not matter, and instead simply harvests 
the organs of their political opponents. 
Bottom of Form 
 
 
 
AG Barr announces UNSEALING of indictments against Venezuelan 
Pres. Maduro and a couple of his regime leaders. This is big because he 
is part of the Deep State money laundering scheme.  
 
 
 
Libyan Army Claims Hillary Was COOPERATING With Terrorists 
That Lead to Raid on Benghazi. 
 
 
 
Q POST 3903 - Infiltration Instead of Invasion - Found the same 
words from JFK Library - Address before the American Newspaper 
Publishers Association, April 27, 1961  
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Friday March 27, 2020 

 
 
 

 
Doing Our Job...  
I am doing my job for Q and you are or will be too.  
I've spent two years learning from Q and all you Anons. I have taken notes 
and my brain is full. 
The people around me are starting to ask if I've ever heard of QAnon. It 
started with my adult children and tonight it was a midnight phone call 
from my brother and sister-in-law.  
They are seeing things online and don't know who to follow or what to 
believe. I pointed them to qmap.pub to read the drops. As much as I love 
you all - I can't send them here.  
My family wants to know the real reason there are tanks in the street, 
what's the deal with androchrome - are celebrities looking so awful cuz 
they have lost their supply, what's the story about Anderson Cooper and the 
Vanderbilt art, all about the Rothschilds, what are the ships really for, and 
on and on.  
If YOU ALL hadn't shared your research and answered questions - I would 
never have been able to answer any of their questions. Thank you.  
I know this is why I was brought here. I am asking God to protect is all and 
to give is a clear understanding of how we can serve Him. I'm asking the 
Lord to give us the words we need to reassure our family that He is in 
control and will provide is the discernment we need. And I ask for strength 
and blessings. In Jesus' name... 
Amen 
 
Excellent posting. God bless you fellow Christian. They ONLY way out is 
to trust in the Lord, read your Bible and pray. There needs to be a spiritual 
revival - a coming back to Jesus and following Him. But alas, the world is 
on a different track. All we can do is be strong witnesses for Jesus, show 
compassion and lovingkindness for others as prescribed by God and have 
faith that the Lord will see us through these difficult times. 
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Breaking Now - Boris Johnson has just tested positive for Covid-19 - 
Protection for things about to happen?  
 
 
 
Why did no one in the media ask the Traitors at Daddy Bush's funeral 
what that note said they all received?  
Does anyone know of any journalist who has asked any of them that 
question?  
Do they just pretend it didn't happen? 
 
https://qanon.pub/?#2608 
What were in the envelopes ??? 
Our promise to 'counter'. 
Q 
 
 
 
USS Comfort is headed to Pier 90 in Manhattan, which matches the 
filename of the image in drop 3900 mentioning treason, sedition, and 
subversive activities. This ship may be more than it appears... 
 
 
 
This is beginning to look like a Crisis Drill but with one little difference 
>>> The President is not following the 'Script.’ 
Imagine if Obama questioned the performance of the Sandy Hook Coroner 
or asked how did a man in Boston get his leg blown off, but there was no 
blood.  
….or how a frail 63 year old man could gun down hundreds from 30 stories 
up. 
Watch Event 201, they say that some politicians will have to be silenced 
because they are spreading misinformation! outrageous! 
 
 
 
In 1 Kings 3, when the Lord appeared to Solomon in a dream and 
asked him to name whatever he desired, Solomon pleased God by 
asking for the spirit of discernment. Solomon's words were:  
“So give your servant a discerning heart to govern your people and to 
distinguish between right and wrong… 
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Solomon’s request for discernment so pleased the Lord that God not only 
gave Solomon a wise and discerning heart, but He also gave him what he 
didn’t ask for – “both wealth and honor – so that in your lifetime you will 
have no equal among kings” (1 Kings 3:13). 
 
 
 
Coronavirus... From the minds of Bill Gates and George Soros... 
Georgia Guidestones... 
Not a question of IF there will be another virus outbreak. A question of 
WHEN. Imagine wave after wave of CV type pandemics. Opportunity to 
impose world communism by force of government without firing a shot. 
Absolutely BRILLIANT. DIABOLICAL! Imagine world wide permanent 
lockdown. A socialist communist wet dream come true. 
 
 
 
Hillary Clinton: I am above the law: Claims "Indisputable right" NOT 
to appear in court as ordered. 
 
 
 
"USS Mercy Medical Ship interior. I am comforted to know that one 
of the operating tables is equipped with (5) 10,000 lbs. ratchet tie down 
straps."  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=inQcfDYvQ34&feature=youtu.be 
 
 
 
Remember to unite prayers to each other. 
After the storm has passed, what will our duty be?  
The Anons will renew the face of the earth. 
We will comfort and reassure the awakened that God is powerful and 
merciful. 
Pray that you may be made worthy of the promises of Christ. Share the 
love and wisdom that God has given to you in these dark times.  
You were chosen for this time, use it well. 
WWG1 WGA in prayer. 
We know God wins. 
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They were able to take away a very important verse in the Star-
Spangled Banner. Let's bring it back!  
Here are all the four verses, as they were written 200 years ago by Key: 
O say can you see, by the dawn’s early light, What so proudly we hail’d at 
the twilight’s last gleaming,  Whose broad stripes and bright stars through 
the perilous fight O’er the ramparts we watch’d were so gallantly 
streaming? And the rocket’s red glare, the bombs bursting in air, Gave 
proof through the night that our flag was still there, 
O say does that star-spangled banner yet wave O’er the land of the free and 
the home of the brave? 
On the shore dimly seen through the mists of the deep Where the 
foe’s haughty host in dread silence reposes,  What is that which the breeze, 
o’er the towering steep, As it fitfully blows, half conceals, half discloses? 
Now it catches the gleam of the morning’s first beam, In full glory 
reflected now shines in the stream, Tis the star-spangled banner—O long 
may it wave  O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave! 
And where is that band who so vauntingly swore, That the havoc of war 
and the battle’s confusion A home and a Country should leave us no more? 
Their blood has wash’d out their foul footstep’s pollution. No refuge could 
save the hireling and slave From the terror of flight or the gloom of the 
grave, And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave 
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
O thus be it ever when freemen shall stand Between their loved home and 
the war’s desolation! Blest with victory and peace may the heaven rescued 
land Praise the power that hath made and preserved us a nation! Then 
conquer we must, when our cause it is just, And this be our motto – “In 
God is our trust,” And the star-spangled banner in triumph shall wave O’er 
the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
 
 
Why is the Media Exempt from Coronavirus Business Shutdowns? Is 
sticking microphones in front of senior citizens not a public health 
hazard? 
 
 
 
Michigan's Democrat Governor THREATENS All Doctors and 
Pharmacists who Prescribe or Dispense Hydroxychloroquine for 
Coronavirus Patients 
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Amazing Polly: I bet people would be shocked to know that the current 
head of the World Health Organization was involved in multiple 
unprosecuted potential crimes against humanity. Corona Task Force 
Boss Dr. Fauci loves it though. Or maybe the mainstream media has 
failed so badly he doesn't even know. Too many villains to count. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9uWriZEC8BQ&feature=youtu.be 
 
 
 
 
Perhaps no other Deep State actor is more important than a 
CORONER. With authority to proclaim cause of death, entire 
narratives could be created out of thin air. 
 
Remember the coroner from Sandy Hook?  
Yeah, he’s dead. 
 
 
 
The world didn't count on America doing this!  
...”Reports are that the truckers are getting supplies to the stores. People are 
stocking the shelves all night and letting the elderly shop first. Carnival 
Cruise line told Trump “We can match those big Navy Hospital ships with 
some fully staffed cruise ships” GM said hold our cars and watch this; we 
can make those ventilators where we were making cars starting next week. 
Women and children are making homemade masks and handing out snacks 
to truckers. Restaurants and schools said, We’ve got kitchens and staff; we 
can feed kids.” Churches are holding on-line services and taking care of 
their members and communities. NBA basketball players said, “Hold our 
basketballs while we write checks to pay the arena staff.” Construction 
companies and tattoo shops said, “Here are some masks for the medical 
staff and doctors”. Breweries are making sanitizer out of the left-over 
ingredients. We thought we couldn’t live without Baseball, NASCAR, 
NBA or going to the beach, restaurants, coffee shops and bars. Instead, 
we’re trying to keep those businesses open by ordering online and placing 
take-out orders. 
What the world didn't count on was America saying "Hey, hold on and 
watch this." 
Give us a few more weeks (maybe months) and we will be doing much 
better! And stop listening to the hysterical media!! 
We have a wonderful country and an amazing God. 
God bless America! 
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This is when America shines...when faced with adversity. Our ingenuity is 
unparalleled when put to the test. This is America at its finest - taking care 
of each other and pulling together when things seem their worst! 
God bless! 
WWG1WGA! 
 
 
 
Members of the House of Representatives OPENLY INVOLVED IN 
CRIME - H.R. 5717  
The sponsors of house resolution H.R. 5717 are openly guilty of the 
criminal offense of INFRINGING upon our constitutional second 
amendment rights to keep and bear arms! 
Upon the formal submission of this resolution to the House floor, the leader 
of either the majority or minority party must instruct the House Master at 
Arms to immediately arrest the sponsors involved in its drafting and 
submittal. A public trial for individuals involved is then to be held within 
24 hours of their arrest with sentencing to be carried out the very day of 
conviction for those found to be guilty. 
This will effectively end the efforts by those in OUR government to 
infringe upon our second amendment rights. 
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/5717/text 
 
 
 
Donald J. Trump: 'Thousand of Federal Government (delivered) 
Ventilators found in New York storage. N.Y. must distribute NOW!', 
this isn't Puerto Rico. 
 
 
 
When Mayor DeBlasio of New York City Read a Pedophile Grooming 
Book to 3rd and 4th Graders / 'Secret Pizza Party' Shhhhhhhhh.. don't 
tell anyone!  
In perhaps the most blatant, in your face, high level involvement of a 
known Politician accessing children for pedophile propaganda, Mayor 
DeBlasio of New York City went on a tour of NY schools and read 'Secret 
Pizza Party' to kids across the city in 2015.  
This has been known to v/Pizzagate for quite some time, but it's important 
to remind newbies that Pedophile Elite's will stop at nothing and know no 
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boundaries when it comes to brainwashing our 
children. https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1499158 
Great breakdown of the themes of this sick pedophile grooming book 
here HookTube 
The MSM attempted to SPIN Secret Pizza Party as an irresponsible but 
innocuous book about dishonesty, connecting it to DeBlasio's shady 
fundraising practices in a classic limited hangout. No mention of the fact 
it's a Pedo grooming book.  
Additionally, the book's childless author Adam Rubin has a very shady 
biography and body of work, including other Pedo grooming books 
including: 'Dragons Love Tacos'. 0_0 
https://archive.fo/Cw98H 
https://archive.fo/it3a8 
Parents are hip to the book's façade and reviews on Amazon indicate Rubin 
isn't fooling anyone. Note: The reviews on Amazon have been severely 
edited over the last 2 years and most of the unfavorable ones have been 
removed 
 
 
Soros Open Society: "The Coronavirus Crisis Shows It's Time to 
Abolish the (Nuclear) Family" da faq!?? 
 
 
 
Thread: If it's a "Natural Outbreak" we overreacted. If it's an 
Accident from a Bio Lab=We didn't know what we were dealing 
w/cause the CCP wouldn't cooperate. DELIBERATELY 
RELEASED=It was an ATTACK. 
 
 
The people who govern us need to fear us. 
All that we elect to govern and all appointed or hired to serve us must fear 
the people. They must have a fear installed within them that at any time we 
may decide to pick up arms and kill them for not keeping our best interests 
in mind.  
This was the intent of the founding fathers and this threat has been greatly 
diminished. 
It needs to get to the point that we just kill people who even talk about 
legislation regarding removal of god given constitutional authority 
possessed by the free man. We need to get real with this shit and start 
taking lessons from the Muslims who behead infidels....  
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Our infidels are the ones who attack the god created document called the 
constitution, who attack our right to bear arms, the ones who wish to sell us 
into slavery or have already done it. We need to kill these fuckers... I did 
not mention the bankers but we need to take them out as well.  
The people who govern us need to have fear that we will actually do this, 
because if they don't fear this could happen it means we are actually going 
to have to do it. 
 
 
 
13,000 comments on Yahoo story about Biden Sexual molested a staff 
member. Yahoo response? Takes it off the main news page.  
https://soundcloud.com/katie-halper/joe-bidens-accuser-finally-tells-her-
full-story 
 
 
 
Good email by Dr. Janda about the Michigan Governor who is playing 
illegal doctor right now.  
“This is beyond an overreach. The action by this Politician.... Whitmer.... is 
putting the citizens of Michigan in harms way.... it is disgusting and 
DANGEROUS ! 
I have reviewed a number of studies.... the first of which from 2005.... yes 
2005 .... revealed chloroquine was found to have suppressed the SARS 
Virus....a kissing cousin ( no social distancing with that virus) to the current 
Corona Virus. 
In addition, a series of studies and case reports from China, Italy, Poland 
and France have shown Hydroxychloroquine to be effective against the 
current Corona Virus. Specifically, a study from Marseilles, France 
revealed a combination of Hdroxychloroquine plus Zithromycin ( Zpack) 
within 6 days debilitated the Corona Virus. This was a small population 
studied but the experience of those in the field in a number of countries 
including the United States have confirmed those results. In fact, the FDA 
has fast tracked a study on this combination of medications. That is a very 
rare action taken by the FDA and speaks to the positive data they have 
accumulated on the treatment. 
Enter " FAKE Doc" Whitmer...... she has threatened REAL Docs and 
Pharmacists in Michigan with punitive actions if they use this potential life 
saving combination for a patient.... I kid you not. This is beyond 
unconscionable ! By her ignorant and Despicable totalitarian actions she 
has put thousands of Michigan citizens and health care providers in harm's 
way. This is an egregious example of politics at it's worst! 
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She ran on "Fixing the damn roads"..... she needs to stick with the "damn 
roads" and QUIT practicing medicine without a license! Thousands of 
people have been put in Harm's way and providers who are already over 
worked and stressed to the max do not need a political HACK 
DICTATING punitive actions against them as they battle for people's 
lives.” 
Dave Janda M.D. 
 
 
 
Trump Taps Jon Voight, Mike Huckabee for Kennedy Center Board 
This has to be why its included, these guys are 100% MAGA and will 
be able to help. 
 
 
 
ATTENTION: Is there a MASS attack on the Chloroquine cure. 
WIKID-PEDIA has hundreds of changes in REVISION HISTORY in 
just a few days. Lying about extremely EFFECTIVE cure. 
 
 
 
 
WOW: Trump and Mnuchin just seized the liquid assets of the 
Rothschild Federal Reserve banks!!!!! FED IS BANKRUPT!!!!! 
 
 
 
 
QMAP: [#3904] Absolutely huge - Trump now controls the FED.  
latest Q  
https://qmap.pub/read/3904 
points to this twitter post 
https://twitter.com/Ir0nbelly/status/1243635945045479426 
RIP Federal Reserve!!! 
This is Huge!!!! 
"This scheme essentially merges the Fed and Treasury into one 
organization. So, meet your new Fed chairman, Donald J. Trump." 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/feds-cure-risks-being-worse-
110052807.html 
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Update: This is really happening guys: Q just dropped link to the 
article I posted confirming the merger of the Treasury and Fed into 
one organization! 
Q dropped that the fed would be restructured in drop 1194 April 2018! 
400 billion in liquidity from the Fed = Mnuchin SEIZED the Fed assets. 
Trump just stole the cabal's piggy banks. Enjoy the show! 
Statement from Secretary Steven T. Mnuchin on the Establishment of the 
Money Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility 
Mnuchin: Federal Reserve Will Buy Corporate Bonds, Treasuries, 
Mortgage-Backed Securities In "Vast Amounts" 
"In other words, the federal government is nationalizing large swaths of the 
financial markets. The Fed is providing the money to do it." 
"In effect, the Fed is giving the Treasury access to its printing press." 
US treasury in full control. Time for Constitutionally sound, gold backed 
currency. 
Gold shall destroy FED. 
 
Relevant information: 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1243284573875830785.html 
https://twitter.com/PUGPOSTER1/status/1243347839641628680 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1237584025646067712.html 
The Rothschilds have sold an Austrian hunting estate almost the size of 
Manhattan that the storied European banking family has owned for 143 
years. 
 
 
 
Things You Will Hear Absolutely Nothing About On The MSM 
Tonight. 
Read Biden Accuser’s Account Of His Alleged Sexual Assault 
https://thefederalist.com/2020/03/27/read-biden-accusers-account-of-his-
alleged-sexual-assault/ 
He went down my skirt, but then up inside it, and he penetrated me with his 
fingers. He was kissing me at the same time and he was saying something 
to me. He said several things, and I can’t remember everything. I remember 
a couple of things. I remember him saying first before, like, as he was 
doing it, ‘Do you want to go somewhere else?’ And then him saying to me 
when I pulled away, he got finished doing what he was doing, and I kind of 
was pulled back and he said, he said, **‘Come on, man. I heard you liked 
me.’ ** 
But lots of ORANGE MAN BAD I bet... 
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Officials in hazmat suits caught lying to residents in flats in London 
about someone dying of Coronavirus. Didn't want to be filmed. 
Suspicious. 
 
 
 
The Silent War continues.. Meaning of the dots.....  
This Q scentence has a kind of countdown by the dots at the end 
5- The Silent War continues..... 
4- The Silent War continues.... 
3- The Silent War continues... 
2- The Silent War continues.. 
https://twitter.com/intheMatrixxx/status/1232427153561653249/photo/1 
Q#88 with the "Ten days of darkness" gives the following order for the 
events: 
SA --> US --> Asia --> EU 
Q#916: 
We are saving Israel for last. 
This gives the following order of events: 
5 - SA ..... 
4 - US .... 
3 - Asia ... 
2 - EU .. 
1 - Israel . 
We are at 2 / .. now. Means the 'silent war' just started in the EU. 
Probably, just speculations or an idea. I am not an insider. 
 
 
 
Nurse Says Hospital Death Certificates Being Changed to Coronavirus 
from Pneumonia and Bronchitis. 
 
 
 
Article 1 Section 9 U.S. Constitution . Important after Trump signs 
CARE bill today. It's on! WWG1WGA !  
Article 1 Section 9 here. What's relevant? Clause 2: "The Privilege of the 
Writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be suspended, unless when in Cases of 
Rebellion or Invasion the public Safety may require it." 
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Q drop 3900 here. 
 
 
 
Good news: The virus has closed schools, restaurants, sports events, 
public venues. There is no place to run a FF to change the narrative. 
Nothing stops what's coming. 
 
 
 
BUSTED! Mark Cuban Fox News interview interrupted by Skype call 
from ex-Obama adviser. 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 6290eb No.8589057  (3904) 
Mar 27 2020 15:58:17 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Ir0nbelly/status/1243635945045479426: 
RIP Federal Reserve!!! This is Huge!!!! "This scheme essentially 
merges the Fed and Treasury into one organization. So, meet your new 
Fed chairman, Donald J. Trump." 
This is not another [4] year election. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
FDA approving 'off-label' use for hydroxychloroquine to help 
coronavirus patients - doctors can now prescribe chloroquine for that 
off-label purpose of dealing with coronavirus, across the country. 
 
What about in democratic controlled states where they passed laws to kill 
people by withholding it.....can the doctors there use it and tell the 
democrats to fuck off? 
 
FDA approval supersedes all state Governors decrees and laws. Already a 
court precedent on this. Feds find Governors hoarding ventilators and 
unions hoarding facemasks. Trump invokes Defense Production Act. Game 
over. 
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Saturday March 28, 2020 

 
 
 
 
Trump just issued Executive Order activating troops. All we need now 
is the "Storm is upon us" tweet from POTUS. 
" . . . . . . . authorized to order to active duty not to exceed 24 consecutive 
months, such units, and individual members of the Ready Reserve under 
the jurisdiction of the Secretary concerned, not to exceed *** 1,000,000 
members on active duty *** at any one time . . . . . . . . 
BOOM 
DITTY 
BOOM 
BOOM 
BIOTCHES ! ! !  
Whew ! ! ! You all feel that ??!?? 
It's getting SHILLY in here ! ! ! 
Okay point to the EO where it hurt yo  
Widdle feelers.... Big ol cry baby teet mouse ! ! ! 
WWG1WGA 
 
 
 
Do you realize that POTUS now has TRILLIONS OF DOLLARS and 
ONE MILLION troops at his disposal, along with a huge approval 
rating? GAME OVER!!! 
Trump can reallocate funds as he sees fit: 
Signing statement says Trump will ignore requirements that congressional 
committees be consulted before reallocating funds. Thanks corona-chan! 
https://files.catbox.moe/njvs00.jpgJPG 
President Trump has approved the call up of over 1,000,000 Reserve troops 
Everything is coming together for POTUS to unleash the Storm! 
PANIC: Patriots Are Now In Control 
GOD WINS!!! 
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THANK YOU RON PAUL 
Since it's looking like we're finally starting to take down The Fed, I felt it's 
only appropriate we Salute A TRUE AMERICAN PATRIOT.. RON PAUL 
HE FOUGHT TO GET RID OF THE FED FOR YEARS AND WE OWE 
A LOT OF THIS PROGRESS TO HIM. I REMEMBER HIM GIVING 
THEM HELL IN CONGRESS WHEN HE GAVE HIS SPEECHES 
TELLING THEM HOW CORRUPT THOSE FUCKS WERE. HE WAS A 
TRAILBLAZER AND IS A TRUE PATRIOT. THANK YOU RON 
PAUL! 
Oh I almost forgot.... ITSHAPPENING 
 
 
 
Betsy DeVos got it right! Learning can happen anywhere. You don't 
need a brick and mortar classroom to do it!  
At the presser yesterday, a reporter asked POTUS, about addressing the 
students, and as the press guy inaccurately stated, "because we all know, as 
you do too, that students learn more and better in the classroom in school, 
then at home." (Paraphrasing). 
This of course is provably false. Countless papers have been written 
proving people learn more online than in a brick and mortar classroom. 
Funny how those papers are suppressed. 
POTUS didn't agree with the statement, but ultimately DeVos got up and 
addressed the education situation. She described how learning can and 
should take place anywhere. You don't need a formal classroom. She then 
described how some schools are very prepared to teach and learn online, 
while others are stuck in the past and woefully unprepared. She also stated 
perhaps it's time they update their methods for an online environment.  
I hope to live one day to see all of the brick and mortar schools be turned 
into libraries or mental institutions. 
In closing, ask yourself this: Have you learned more here on VOAT and 
QRV, or did you learn more at your brick and mortar school? 
 
School was never enjoyable for me. Most of the time I was bored and not 
paying attention. Not because I wasn't interested or didn't understand the 
material, but because often times everyone else had to draw the lessons out 
with countless stupid questions. I learn best on my own. Give me the 
material I need to read and let me go, if I have questions, I'll try to figure 
the answer out myself. If I can't figure it out after trying, I'll then ask for 
assistance. 
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POTUS: "My Administration is actively planning the next phase in an 
all-out war against this horrible virus."  
https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1243684482621870081 
Doesn't sound like he's talking about a virus...at least not in the way the 
public thinks. 
 
We all know what the real disease is.  
And it is not corona. 
 
 
 
Dear God in Heaven thank you for everything and everyone you've 
brought into my life. Thank you for watching over us and let the sick 
be healed. 
Thank you for bringing the light, the truth, the sword, and the way to 
everlasting life. Keep our Leadership strong in your name and help those 
lost, find the way to you. In these things I pray in Jesus’s name, AMEN. 
 
I'm not even joking, I prayed for the first time on Trumps National Day of 
Prayer, and it brought me to tears. I never cry, haven't in over 10 years. I'm 
a pretty stoic person, so I'm miffed. 
  
You and me both.... Whenever I encounter something trying, I say a little 
prayer and things seem to get better. Anxiety is a big one for me. I'm fairly 
new to spiritual exploration but I'm not gonna lie, even the "I have to see it 
to believe it" part of me from my past is becoming suspicious of how well 
it appears to be working....How could I be so blind? 
 
 
 
Taking a step back to logically think; is corona virus a half-hoax? 
I am on youtube WAY more than I want to admit, and have been for a 
decade now. I KNOW I would've seen videos pop up in my recommended 
about, "I Have Coronavirus" etc... trust me, youtubers love $$$ and views. 
If they even so much as thought they had it, they would be milking it. 
When I go to youtube and search for "coronavirus," I get pages of 
MAINSTREAM news.  
Stepping back. When has the NYT, Wapo, HUFF, BBC, CNN, etc been 
reliable? How many times have we witnessed their sedition, their staged 
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fakery, their screw-ups, compared to how many times have we seen them 
report verifiable and whole truth?  
Same with celebrities. How many times have celebrities been a voice of 
reason vs a voice of propaganda? Why are they all pushing this down our 
throats SO HARD?  
Why is the UK Prime Minister, the queen, US celebrities, etc all testing 
positive... or, why are people in power, testing positive?  
My spouse and I combined, personally have not seen a SINGLE PERSON 
in either of our social media feeds, report sickness. Zero. In our personal 
lives, with 2 nurses and a PA, zero sicknesses. We live in LA county. 
Something is very off. 
 
 
 
11:37PM Friday night.. My mom texts me and asks "What is Q?"  
I tried to tell her a few times before but she apparently didn't listen. Tonight 
she saw something on FB and wants to know. I've got so much work to do 
now trying to get her up to speed. Anyone remember the link to that video 
that explains? I feel like that would be easier than me trying to explain it to 
her. 
Bottom of Form 
 
 
 
Fuck Fox! BREAKING: FOX Business Network Fired Trish Regan for 
Telling the Truth About How Liberal Media Was Using Coronavirus 
to Take Down Trump (Video) 
 
 
 
Cheap and easy ways to prepare for long periods of martial law or civil 
war without power or water. 
Is your family prepared for a lengthy period of martial law or civil war 
without power or water? 
During such times, the difference between a helpless family and one that 
thrives can be a matter of $100 worth of supplies, a bit more if you don't 
already own a gun. 
Buy a gun and learn how to use it ~ here's a great guide for cheap and 
reliable guns. If you can't afford a gun then buy a long-handled 
hammerJPG or an aluminum baseball bat.JPG 
Have an agreed meeting place for your loved ones if the mobile phone 
network fails. 
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You can make a first aid survival kit for about $35 if you buy all of this 
stuff separatelyJPG and it will be superior to most $300 kits!JPG Most 
hardcore preppers and medical students will throw a conniption fit over 
cutting corners for medical supplies, but having the basics is far better than 
nothing at all! 
Bottled water lasts foreverJPG and large water containersJPG can be filled 
from river or rainwater.JPG Refer to this official CDC guideJPG for using 
bleach to treat contaminated water. A standard bottle of bleachJPG will 
treat up to 4,500 gallons of water or 12 years supply for one person. Add 
food coloringJPG to treated water so there's never any confusion. LifeStraw 
Family cost $69 and will purify 4,755 gallons / three years of water needs 
for a family of five - see this demonstration video.YouTube Adults need 
about a gallon of water per day. These are also possible sources of 
emergency water.JPG 
Do you have long-life rations? You don't need fancy stuff - just food with 
long expiry dates that you'll use anyway. These non-perishable foods will 
last forever if stored correctly...PNG just make sure you have a non-
powered can opener! Dehydrated beans and rice make a perfect meal that 
can be prepared only with water and without heat. 
Do you have plenty of extra blankets to keep warm on cold nights if the 
power is out? Don't forget about your old camping sleeping bags which are 
great when it's cold! 
Are you stocked-up on meds that your family depend on, such as diabetic 
medication or heart pills? If not, get extra - you'll use it so the peace of 
mind won't cost you a cent. If anyone frowns at you, tell your doctor you 
lost the last script and tell your chemist you're stocking up for a 3 month 
vacation in India. Pet stores sell fish and bird antibiotics with precisely the 
same ingredients as human antibiotics. 
Do you have candles, matches, stove-lightersJPG and a couple of $5 LED 
hand-crank torches?JPG Tealight candles can provide eight hours of light 
and costs about 20 cents each.JPG Your family's morale will be boosted if 
they aren't forced to sit in total darkness. Put tealights in a glass for 
safety.JPG Solar powered Christmas lights are cheap and effective too 
- leave 'em outside to charge and bring them in at night.JPG Removing the 
stems from solar garden lightsJPG and keeping them near windows to 
charge during the day is effective too.JPG 
Do you have a full BBQ gas tank and a cooker to fit it? You can connect a 
small camping stove to a large 20 Lb propane tank using an adapter 
cableJPG that'll provide 70 hours of cooking at maximum heat. This video 
explains how.BitChute 
Hand-crank or solar USB rechargers for your iPhone or hand-crank or solar 
radioJPG will allow you to listen to President Trump's emergency 
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broadcasts if the power is out. Ear-buds will extend the length of the 
battery charge but not all emergency radios have headphone jacks. 
WARNING: "cheap" USB chargers likely won't work with the newer 
smartphones because despite providing 5 volt, newer smartphones require a 
full ampere of charge which the cheaper USB rechargers don't provide. 
Children need structure. Cheap iPhone speakersJPG and a USB recharger 
can provide your family with thousands of hours of entertainment. Fill your 
iPod with award-wining audio-books, short-stories and podcasts your 
family will enjoy. My sons love science fiction and creepy stories, so I 
downloaded 10,000 hours of Art Bell's Coast to Coast AM shows, Doctor 
Who audio-books and classics short stories. Your kids will LOVE an hour 
of candlelit classic storytelling before bedtime! Board games are also 
awesome if there's enough light. 
Isolationism isn't ideal because your community will wonder what 
resources you are hiding. Conceal what you have but remain informed by 
being socially active. Wait in line for humanitarian supplies as if you are 
starving and have nothing (worth stealing). 
Finally, don't allow apocalyptic scenarios to dissuade you from sensible 
prepping. Water and power failure is far more likely than civil war which is 
more likely than nuclear holocaust. Start small by preparing for two weeks 
without food, water and power and expand when you're ready. Also 
remember to buy plenty of extra toilet paper, toothbrushes and feminine 
hygiene products! 
These are just some of the bare basics that will dramatically increase your 
family's ability to survive. 
Voat has a dedicated preparedness community: /v/preppers 
 
Top 5 reasons you should get a rocket stove now (ecozoom versa 
review)BitChute 
100 Days Worth of Food for $100: LASTS 25 YEARS!BitChute 
Here's a fantastic bush-craft video on how to start a fire using a ferrocerium 
rod.BitChute 
Here's a fantastic bush-craft video on how to cook a simple stew.BitChute 
How to make hardtack - the bread that lasts forever.BitChute 
 
 
 
 
Insanely long US Marshal column driving into Las Vegas. 
And by huge, I mean HUUUUGE! 
Vegas Anon here. I was driving up on I-15 away from the strip. As I was 
doing this, on the other side of the highway I saw a long column of police 
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vehicles. And by long I mean 2.5 miles long, probably even longer. Upon 
closer inspection 90% of them were US Marshals. All of them were driving 
towards Vegas. 
I counted around 150 cars. These were the ones that I was able to see. 
There were more, a lot more over the horizon. I've never seen so many cop 
cars in one place in my life. 
Sadly I had to exit the highway because I was doing a delivery.(gotta make 
those extra shekels, the bills aren't going to pay themselves) Sadly when I 
looped back around 10 minutes later, they were all gone. 
Correct me if I'm wrong, but didn't Q mention that the US Marshals were 
going to conduct the arrests supported by the NG and marines? This might 
be just me speculating, but why would 150+ US Marshal vehicles arrive in 
LV all at the same time especially with all the craziness that is going on? 
Just my 2 cents... 
 
 
 
Bill Gates is ENEMY #1 of the American people!!!!! 
 
 
 
It's bizarre. Where are the names of the dead (especially those with an 
internet footprint)? 
Well something has been bothering me. At work I am told that "many" 
doctors have died in this covid pandemic. OK, so can anyone give me 
names? Then it goes quiet.  
The thing about doctors (and celebrities) is that they universally have an 
internet presence (footprint). So when a doctor dies you can look them up 
and see their CV or job history or whatever. There are not many doctors 
with zero footprint. Same goes for celebrities (who appear to be immune 
from actually dying, so far). 
Funny thing is that nobody can give me any names. The only name I can 
find on the net so far is "Roberto Stella" apparently the Chief Medical 
Officer in Italy. Well I can tell you that you only get to be CMO when you 
have a massive CV and you can't get one without an internet presence. Lo 
and behold his wikipedia page appeared 2 days ago. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Draft:Roberto_Stella&action=hi
story 
I haven't had any obituaries through my email circulars (I get a lot) which 
is incomprehensible in this environment. Trust me, if a colleague died of 
Covid it would be all over the medical press.  
What gives?  
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[docfag] 
 
Now ask yourself why, out of a world of 'Ice Bucket Challenge' attention 
seeking whores, there are thousands of people recording themselves or their 
loved ones suffering under this once in a lifetime flu? 
 
 
 
And now Hillary Clinton files "emergency" motion in desperate 
attempt to stop her court-ordered deposition by @JudicialWatch  
 
For someone that claims to be innocent of all crimes, she is doing her best 
to avoid interrogation.. 
 
 
 
NY Doctor Successfully Treats Patients With Drug Cocktail: "Zero 
Deaths, Zero Hospitalizations, Zero Intubations."  
This article is a few days old - but very interesting if someone missed this 
very positive news.  
From News Thud: 
Dr. Zev Zelenko is a doctor in New York who just wrote an open letter to 
President Trump and medical professionals around the world alerting them 
to a possible solution to the coronavirus. 
Zelenko says he has been treating patients with a drug cocktail and has seen 
some promising results. Specifically, he is claiming he has seen “zero 
deaths, zero hospitalizations, and zero intubations.” Remember, always talk 
to your doctor before you do anything. 
Zelenko wrote: To all medical professionals around the world: 
My name is Dr. Zev Zelenko and I practice medicine in Monroe, NY. For 
the last 16 years, I have cared for approximately 75% of the adult 
population of Kiryas Joel, which is a very close knit community of 
approximately 35,000 people in which the infection spread rapidly and 
unchecked prior to the imposition of social distancing. 
As of today my team has tested approximately 200 people from this 
community for Covid-19, and 65% of the results have been positive. If 
extrapolated to the entire community, that means more than 20,000 people 
are infected at the present time. Of this group, I estimate that there are 1500 
patients who are in the high-risk category (i.e. >60, immunocompromised, 
comorbidities, etc). 
Given the urgency of the situation, I developed the following treatment 
protocol in the pre-hospital setting and have seen only positive results: 
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Since last Thursday, my team has treated approximately 350 patients in 
Kiryas Joel and another 150 patients in other areas of New York with the 
above regimen. 
Of this group and the information provided to me by affiliated medical 
teams, we have had ZERO deaths, ZERO hospitalizations, and ZERO 
intubations. In addition, I have not heard of any negative side effects other 
than approximately 10% of patients with temporary nausea and diarrhea. 
In sum, my urgent recommendation is to initiate treatment in the outpatient 
setting as soon as possible in accordance with the above. Based on my 
direct experience, it prevents acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), 
prevents the need for hospitalization and saves lives. 
With much respect, 
Dr. Zev Zelenko 
 
Here's the missing part of the article: 
Any patient with shortness of breath regardless of age is treated. 
Any patient in the high-risk category even with just mild symptoms is 
treated. 
Young, healthy and low risk patients even with symptoms are not treated 
(unless their circumstances change and they fall into category 1 or 2). 
My out-patient treatment regimen is as follows: 
Hydroxychloroquine 200mg twice a day for 5 days 
Azithromycin 500mg once a day for 5 days 
Zinc sulfate 220mg once a day for 5 days 
 
 
 
Proposal for a One World Government Being Floated. 
The former Prime Minister Gordon Brown has urged world leaders to 
create a temporary form of global government to tackle the twin medical 
and economic crises caused by the Coronavirus. He is no fool. He knows 
once there is the formation of anything pretended to be “temporary” it 
exists forever. Why are these people so intent upon trashing our freedoms 
and converting the world into an authoritarian paradise for them? 
Keynesian Economics is collapsing. They will all be thrown out on the 
street if not dragged out and hanged when hoards of people who counted on 
these social programs realize they have been played for fools. 
Since the coronavirus model of Neil Ferguson has been shown to be wrong, 
they will NEVER relinquish the emergency powers that have seized 
already. When Ferguson appeared before the British Parliament, they never 
once criticized him and simply said thank you for your efforts. Why is 
there no recognition of this? 
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The stay-at-home should be immediately revoked and businesses should be 
restored. The fact that this is NOT being done has shown precisely what I 
was getting from my sources that this was (1) bogus, and (2) there were 
elites who sold in January everything, including bonds. This is the first 
collapse where the flight to quality was NOT to bonds, but to cash. 
As they say, this ain’t over until the fat lady sings. This is a coup against 
our freedom because socialism is on the verge of collapse. Yet in Asia, they 
are trying to resume to normal ASAP unlike what we see in Europe in 
particular. 
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-
news/disease/proposal-for-a-one-world-government-being-floated/ 
 
 
 
 
The EARN IT Bill Is the Government's Plan to Scan Every Message 
Online. 
The so-called EARN IT bill, sponsored by Senators Lindsey Graham (R-
SC) and Richard Blumenthal (D-CT), will strip Section 230 protections 
away from any website that doesn’t follow a list of “best practices,” 
meaning those sites can be sued into bankruptcy. The “best practices” list 
will be created by a government commission, headed by Attorney General 
Barr, who has made it very clear he would like to ban encryption, and 
guarantee law enforcement “legal access” to any digital message.  
The EARN IT supporters’ strategy is clear. Because they didn’t put the 
word “encryption” in the bill, they’re going to insist it doesn’t affect 
encryption. 
“This bill says nothing about encryption,” co-sponsor Sen. Blumenthal said 
at today’s hearing. “Have you found a word in this bill about encryption?” 
he asked one witness. 
It’s true that the bill’s authors avoided using that word. But they did 
propose legislation that enables an all-out assault on encryption. It would 
create a 19-person commission that’s completely controlled by the 
Attorney General and law enforcement agencies. And, at the hearing, a 
Vice-President at the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children 
(NCMEC) made it clear [PDF] what he wants the best practices to be. 
NCMEC believes online services should be made to screen their messages 
for material that NCMEC considers abusive; use screening technology 
approved by NCMEC and law enforcement; report what they find in the 
messages to NCMEC; and be held legally responsible for the content of 
messages sent by others. 
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You can’t have an Internet where messages are screened en masse, and also 
have end-to-end encryption any more than you can create backdoors that 
can only be used by the good guys. The two are mutually exclusive. 
Concepts like “client-side scanning” aren’t a clever route around this; such 
scanning is just another way to break end-to-end encryption. Either the 
message remains private to everyone but its recipients, or it’s available to 
others. 
The 19-person draft commission isn’t any better than the 15-person 
commission envisioned in an early draft of the bill. It’s completely 
dominated by law enforcement and allied groups like NCMEC. Not only 
will those groups have a majority of votes on the commission, but the bill 
gives Attorney General Barr the power to veto or approve the list of best 
practices. Even if other commission members do disagree with law 
enforcement, Barr’s veto power will put him in a position to strongarm 
them. 
The Commission won’t be a body that seriously considers policy; it will be 
a vehicle for creating a law enforcement wish list. Barr has made clear, 
over and over again, that breaking encryption is at the top of that wish list. 
Once it’s broken, authoritarian regimes around the world will rejoice, as 
they have the ability to add their own types of mandatory scanning, not just 
for child sexual abuse material but for self-expression that those 
governments want to suppress.  
The privacy and security of all users will suffer if U.S. law enforcement is 
able to achieve its dream of breaking encryption. Senators should reject the 
EARN IT bill.  
Your rights are quickly disappearing. Your gov is watching you! 
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2020/03/earn-it-bill-governments-not-so-
secret-plan-scan-every-message-
online?fbclid=IwAR2J0XlwfKzlzZMYBOSmkERoXeFCJEPETQr2_p53u
VG-trd2czlZxLME7aM 
 
 
 
Very Interesting...No Mention In The Talk Shows Tonight About 
Trump Assuming Ownership Of The Fed. China Virus Is The Ultimate 
Cover To Return Government To The People. 
 
 
 
Boyfriend So Frustrated With Me. 
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We spent the entire day landscaping and re-laying the pavers off my deck. 
After pressure washing them, we sat down to enjoy a beer. After a couple 
of beers, I decided to partake in a couple of whiskeys. Neat. 
We went inside and I built a fire. While we were sitting next to it, he 
brought up conversations he had with a couple of his friends about covid-
19. He was spewing the MSM talking points. Because of the whiskey, I 
gained some liquid courage and started spewing forth TOO MUCH 
information.  
I could see his face transform from interest to dullness. He was NOT 
having it. Because of HIS own liquid courage, he informed me that I was 
consumed with these theories, and he doesn’t have the time nor the interest 
in constant consumption of conspiracies.  
I found an anger well up inside of me and informed him my consumption 
was information. And that I was gaining knowledge to the truth. He said 
“what can you do about it anyways? Nothing.”  
I know he doesn’t want to give Trump credit for anything. He doesn’t have 
TDS though.  
Anyways, my heart and feelings were hurting. I was on my knees by the 
fire looking up at him. Tears beyond my control started pouring down my 
face. I told him this was biblical what is happening. And that we are 
blessed to be living in this moment. I said God has had enough. I told him 
that we who have awoken to the Truth, will be the guides for all those who 
haven’t woken yet.  
He didn’t say anything. I stood up and went to take a shower and crawled 
into bed. He came in a short time later and we didn’t speak. Just said good 
night with a short kiss.  
I am sad and mad. I did say to him this morning. Do you trust me? He said 
yes. I asked, you appreciate my intelligence about many subjects, right? He 
said absolutely. I said then why won’t you believe and trust my judgment 
when it comes to this? Because you are like the people who say they don’t 
believe in the Bible but have never read it.  
Chirp chirp chirp. Silence 
 
I went through the same thing with my girlfriend. I've been awake for 25 
years and lost my whole family and friends because I'm just a piece of shit 
dumb ass tin foil hat conspiracy theorist. 
So I've kept my mouth shut for 10 years. Only talk to people about this 
stuff who already know and do a lot of vetting with people before I'll open 
up to them.  
When this TP rush and martial law bullshit popped off I decided fuck it. I 
told everyone I talk to about Q because if it's true then they will find out for 
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themselves soon enough and they will remember they heard about the 
storm before Trump posts the tweet. 
If not then I'm just a dumb piece of shit tin foil hat conspiracy theorist 
again and I really didn't lose much..  
But I am single again because I opened my mouth. So there's that.  
She will find out soon enough. I just couldn't keep my mouth shut anymore. 
 
 
 
 
You think 2-1/2 years and no arrests is long? How about 57 years? 
People are complaining the since Q has been online and prepping us for the 
big takedown, they are impatient that no significant arrests have been made 
against the DS. I believe this plan started back in ‘63, just after JFK was 
killed. But like he said “infiltration over invasion”, the DS is fully 
entrenched in all levels of government and power. Just like a gang, when 
the leader is taken out, there is always someone there take over. When 
Obama was elected, he was the first phase of the final takeover. HRC was 
the finishing touch. I believe Q was brought out to open our eyes and 
educate us why and what was happening. Now, when you look at the past 
we are moving along very quickly. The true patriots understand. The shills 
are still trying to sew discord among us. It’s their last finger holding on the 
grip at the edge of defeat. WWG1WGA! 
What about Reagan? You think they shot him because he was not 
following the script? I read that Kennedy was supposed to be owned by 
them, but once in office, he did not follow script. They have known from 
the start that PDJT was an unknown entity who they could not control. He 
has proven to be that and more. It's going down. I'm yelling TIMBER! 
 
 
 
BREAKING: French government reverses earlier ban on 
hydroxychloroquine - Hydroxychloroquine may now be prescribed to 
treat COVID-19 in France. 
 
 
 
HOW TO AVOID A $35000 HOSPITAL BILL USING ONLY A FEW 
HUNDRED BUCKS IN SUPPLEMENTS. 
I have many years experience dealing with upper respiratory tract 
infections since I've had chronic bronchitis for years before the Corona 
virus bio weapon was ever released fyi. Based on my genetics and poor 
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nutrition growing up and my socioeconomic status I'm probably way more 
susceptible to the Corona than most of you reading this. So these are my 
anecdotal experiences that I hope are helpful to Corona virus sufferers so 
they can avoid a massive ripoff hospital bill like 
this https://time.com/5806312/coronavirus-treatment-cost/. I guess we can 
all risk the 3-5% chance of death, or we can go bankrupt and become 
homeless using conventional medicine, or we can try to avoid the Pharma 
racket ripoff and use supplements quarantine ourselves and heal and save a 
shit ton of money. If I can recover from this given how susceptible I was 
based on my genetics than you guys should be easily able to recover faster 
compared to me. The fact that these old geezers are croaking when I was 
more susceptible based on my genetics means they had very unhealthy 
lives for decades. Ok guys so like around December 2019 I thought I got 
infected with the flu and I thought I recovered from it. I didn't do any 
traveling to other countries too. Yet 2 weeks later I seemed to be catching 
the flu again after I had just recovered from it at first I thought "WTF it's 
rare to get the flu twice" but then I was reading that you can get the Corona 
multiple times. Since I treated myself I haven't contracted the Corona a 
third time and I assume I've developed immunity by now since I probably 
encounter people with Corona virus on a daily basis. I guess I became one 
of the asymptomatic super seeders lol but it's not my fault really since most 
government officials are refusing to test atm. And even if there was an 
effective cure you'll probably get ripped off for $35000 and bankrupted like 
that lady or even for $1200 with insurance. What really pisses me off is 
they could have sent $6000-$7000 to every American instead they wasted 2 
trillion on that bullshit bill to cronies and gave us some $1200 crumbs. Shit 
guys with 7000 all of us could easily afford the best supplements and 
naturopathic doctors and cured ourselves by now. Potus has been 
disappointing me promoting allopathic medicine wasting tons of money 
and giving us peanuts instead of releasing whats from the 
compartmentalized programs too. 
Iodine and nebulized colloidal silver 
Anyway here is how you treat Corona virus at home. Please note this 
probably does not cure the virus I don't know for sure since tests aren't 
available to us mere plebs. But I know it is enough to keep you out of the 
ER with a $35000 bill or on a ventilator on the brink of death. Okay so you 
want to start supplementing with iodine. Make sure you read all of Dr. 
Mark Sircus's and Dr. Brownstein's books on iodine so you understand how 
to use it. Some people can megadose on iodine some get hurt by taking 
only a little so read the books before you proceed. You can use iodoral, or 
lugols, or magnascent, or sski. I recommend SSKI and have found it the 
most effective for bronchitis over the years. You want to take enough 
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iodine so that your saliva feels bitter. When it starts to feel bitter that is 
when your know the iodine is in all of your mucus secretions and saliva 
and that means the iodine is KILLING the bacteria and viruses that your 
saliva and mucus touches in the lungs and other parts of the body. You can 
also nebulize some colloidal silver and depending on how bad your lungs 
are you should notice a tingling sensation dieoff in them. Eventually I 
reached a point where I don't notice much of a tingling sensation after 
nebulizing and I learned how to treat myself. I also tried vitamin c therapy 
in the past and it wasn't very effective for my case so YMMV. The popular 
naturopathic books said titrating to bowel tolerance would work for my 
condition but it simply didn't. Some people might find intravenous vitamin 
c to be more effective but the fact of the matter is most of us could never 
afford a daily iv of vitamin c at $100-200 a pop every day until their 
condition improves. However, if you wish to try it out there are usually 
naturopathic doctors that offer iv vitamin c in every major city but not all 
cities. I found the iodine to be the most effective. These quotes from Dr. 
Jonathan Wright and Dr. Jarvis explain how iodine works against Corona: 
From Dr. Jarvis page 141 Chapter 11 The Importance of 
Iodine https://www.biri.org/pdf/books/JARVIS-DC-Folk-Medicine-
1960.pdf 
Iodine is necessary for the thyroid gland's proper performance of its work. 
The human thyroid gland is located in the front of the lower part of the 
neck. All the blood in the body passes through the thyroid gland every 
seventeen minutes. Because the cells making up this gland have an affinity 
for iodine, during this seventeen-minute passage the glands secretion of 
iodine kills weak germs that may have gained entry into the blood through 
an injury to the skin, the lining of nose or throat,or through absorption of 
food from the digestive tract. Strong, virulent germs are rendered weaker 
during their passage through the thyroid gland. With each seventeen 
minutes that rolls around they are made still weaker until finally they are 
killed if the gland has its normal supply of iodine.If it does not, it cannot 
kill harmful germs circulating in the blood as Nature intended it should.It is 
well established that the iodine content of the thyroid gland is dependent 
upon the iodine available in the food and water intake of the individual. If 
the iodine intake is low the gland is deprived of an element it needs to do 
its work. 
From Dr. Jonathan Wright https://tahomaclinic.com/2011/01/iodide/: 
If you have chronic bronchitis and or emphysema (“COPD”, “COLD”) 
SSKI is an invaluable tool. SSKI “gets into” all body secretions, including 
often thick and hard to cough up bronchial secretions, which get infected 
very easily. SSKI takes care of both of these problems. It “loosens” 
secretions remarkably, making them much easier to “clear”, and it prevents 
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micro-organisms from growing easily. With regular SSKI use, bronchial 
infection is a much less frequent happening. Depending on the severity of 
COPD, I recommend 3 to 6 drops of SSKI taken in water once daily. As 
COPD is usually a chronic condition, SSKI use will usually be indefinite, 
so make sure to monitor your thyroid function! (See the August 2002 
Nutrition & Healing for a more complete discussion of natural COPD 
treatment.) 
Magnesium and Reishi 
If your supplementing with high quality magnesium and Reishi you simply 
won't get a cytokine storm from Corona virus. Magnesium and Reishi are 
both immunomodulators that calm the immune system and lungs. Be sure 
to read Magnesium Miracle book by Carolyn Dean to understand how it 
calms the lungs and prevents cytokine storm. I'm not a Reishi expert I just 
take Healthranger Reishi personally because its cheap and works for me. 
It's very important that you take a form of magnesium that is easily 
absorbed by the body like sustained release magnesium from Jigsaw Health 
or Carolyns own branded magnesium RNA brand. I found the Reishi to be 
more effective but when combined with the magnesium they are really 
good at calming the lungs.  
Conclusion 
I do not believe this protocol is enough to cure you since we have no way 
of knowing since testing isn't available for joe six pack, but it is certainly 
enough to prevent you ending up on a hospital ventilator on the brink of 
death. Don't end up like the simps that depend on allopathic medicine for 
survival. Read some goddamn books on iodine and learn to take care of 
yourselves so you don't end up bankrupt. Even if you were to survive the 
ventilator the hospital bills would surely bankrupt you and you'd probably 
be homeless anyway thanks to Rockefeller and company. Congratulations! 
You are now immune to Coronovirus and have become an asymptomatic 
super seeder lol. 
 
I started taking black seed oil this winter after seeing it on these boards and 
I have had the healthiest winter regarding not getting sick. My wife may 
have Corona the past week and may be her second time getting it and I’m 
still not getting sick. I’ve also started having gin and tonics to get the 
quinine. Also stumbled on some other people and videos promoting black 
seed oil. 
Further, I’d like to see Trump mandate clinical trials on natural substances 
and change our medical practices to include these things. 
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Why BlackRock?  
I used to work at BlackRock in NYC a few years and am familiar with the 
then-Aladdin software. Even though BlackRock is probably not all clean 
(just like all financial firms), it does have very robust tech capabilities to 
load, track, and manage all the (then-Fed) securities now in possession of 
the Treasury. It's a huge undertaking for the trading desk and the 
BlackRock Analytics team (or whatever it's called these days.) BlackRock 
had a first run on such a huge project with the Canadian ABCP 
restructuring a few years back. Larry Fink despises most Wall Street CEOs, 
especially Blankfein and it's fair to say that BlackRock is measured and 
conservative in its investment approach. Nothing too crazy. I remember 
BlackRock hiring a very senior Fed or Treasury guy (don't remember 
exactly) around ~12 years ago to build a stronger connection with 
Washington D.C. 
 
 
 
Alec Baldwin is latest to melt down on social media. Hollyweird 
definitely knows the pain is coming. 
 
 
 
 
I wouldn't celebrate this as an "end of the Fed" just yet, guys... 
something stinks. 
Sorry to bring the mood down, but, I can't sit quietly on this one. 
I'm by no means an expert, won't pretend otherwise, but this does not 
present to me as an end to the Fed. 
The Fed hired BlackRock Inc. to purchase these securities and handle the 
administration of the SPVs on behalf of the owner, the Treasury. 
BlackRock Inc. ey? 
Well, let's just say this isn't necessarily a good thing. It may lead to benefits 
for good people in what appears to be a temporary shifting of 
responsibilities, but, BlackRock Inc. being involved should send up 
warning flags. 
I've been looking at these guys for a while now, or rather, noticing them 
pop up time and time again in ongoing research. I'll be going into more 
detail about that some other time – for now, I'm just suggesting caution 
before celebrating from the rooftops. 
Feel free to disagree with me. I'm not posting this to pick a fight, nor to 
concern fag – I have my reasons for not trusting BlackRock. 
Original opinion piece from Bloomberg: https://archive.is/9yQff 
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Edit to add sidenote regarding Vanguard Group Inc. on account of the 
question "Why BlackRock and not Vanguard?": 
Useful links regarding Vanguard: 
All stocks held by Vanguard Group Inc. (as of Dec 31, 
2019): https://archive.is/N0A8Z(Extensive list, many notables. Note also 
that BlackRock is listed here) 
Rothschilds buying up Vanguard stocks (published Dec 2, 
2019): https://archive.is/rtuiC(Special note: They previously held stocks in 
Activision – more on the significance of this another time) 
There's likely more material out there linking Rothschilds to Vanguard. 
 
I am thinking it will be a 2-phase process. Phase 1 - flood the fed with debt 
as a side effect of the bail outs, force it into a "bankrupt situation". 
Phase 2 - Trump steps in and takes on the fed's debts with gold, the fed is 
"killed with gold" 
 
 
 
COVID-19 - The European Union Unravels - European leaders are 
reverting to the very nationalism they have publicly claimed to despise. 
 
 
 
 
 
POTUS Spelling P-A-I-N in His Tweets? 
Is POTUS telling us PAIN is coming for the cabal/deep state? 
P - Yesterday POTUS tweeted 'invoke "P" ' 
As usual with “this” General Motors, things just never seem to work out. 
They said they were going to give us 40,000 much needed Ventilators, 
“very quickly”. Now they are saying it will only be 6000, in late April, and 
they want top dollar. Always a mess with Mary B. Invoke “P”.  
A - Yesterday POTUS tweeted "ahead" instead of "head" 
I love Michigan, one of the reasons we are doing such a GREAT job for 
them during this horrible Pandemic. Yet your Governor, Gretchen “Half” 
Whitmer is way in over her ahead, she doesn’t have a clue. Likes blaming 
everyone for her own ineptitude! #MAGA (I love that he called the MI 
governor a "half wit". LOL) 
I - This morning POTUS tweeted "if" instead of "of" 
....very often FAKE NEWS. Lamestream Media should be forced to reveal 
sources, very much as they did in the long ago past. If they did that, the 
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media would be trusted again, and Fake News would largely be a thing if 
the past!  
N - This is the last letter we need to spell the word PAIN 
 
 
 
President Trump says he is thinking of enacting a quarantine and 
travel restrictions in Coronavirus hotspots New York, New Jersey, and 
parts of Connecticut. 
 
 
 
Same Dem Playbook in WA, NV, MI, NY (collaboration!?) - Leaked 
Draft Letter Reveals Michigan Hospital's Policy to Ration Ventilators 
for Coronavirus Patients 
 
 
 
WHO's Senior Advisor Disconnects Online Interview When Journalist 
Mentions Taiwan 
https://streamable.com/9zpqr 
 
 
 
Space Force Activated. National Guard Activated. Federal Reserve 
Deactivated. It's about to be real Stormy in this bitch. God bless. I'll 
see you all on the other side.  
 
 
 
Q#3903 and Q#3900 directly related. Q warns Journalists: 1st 
Amendment is not cover for Misprision of treason. 
Repost with corrected title. Thanks, anon, for the catch. 
Q#3903 and Q#3900 are directly related.  Journalists have a responsibility 
as citizens first. 
Specifically, Q#3900 includes "2382.Misprision of treason." in his post. 
18 U.S. Code § 2382. Misprision of treason 
(https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/2382) 
"Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States and having knowledge of 
the commission of any treason against them, conceals and does not, as soon 
as may be, disclose and make known the same to the President or to some 
judge of the United States, or to the governor or to some judge or justice of 
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a particular State, is guilty of misprision of treason and shall be fined under 
this title or imprisoned not more than seven years, or both." 
Q#3903: President Kennedy's Address to the American Society of 
Newspaper Editors, 4/20/61 -  
(https://youtu.be/F-AZV3qnwkAYouTube), from which “[infiltration 
instead of invasion]” (at video 10:16) appears to be the quote cited by Q. 
In JFK’s address, he reminds the journalists that theirs is the only business 
with specific protections in the Constitution, the 1st Amendment Freedom 
of Religion / Speech/ the Press. The intent of the founders was that our 
nation’s press responsibly keep the public informed of the actions of our 
government. JFK softly chastises the press of his time for revealing too 
much. But JFK's main point is that every citizen, including journalists, has 
an obligation to act for the sake of the common good of our republic, 
especially that journalists responsibly inform the public (15:37). 
Posit: Q cites JFK’s address here, in conjunction with Q#3900, to remind 
our present day journalists that their protections under 1st Amendment are 
established for the common good of our citizenry and republic. Their 
positions as journalists will not stand as protection and cover for concealing 
or failing to "disclose and make known" “to the President or to some judge 
of the United States” “ knowledge of any treason against them (United 
States).  Journalists are citizens first.  
Posit: Q reminds today's journalists that JFK was subsequently 
assassinated. The media of that day did not question the Warren 
Commission's obviously flawed findings, but instead turned a blind eye to 
obvious malfeasance and treachery.  
Some journalists apparently knew the truth then. They will not be given a 
pass this time if they are willing participants. 
The Constitution is not license to undermine our republic. 
 
 
 
President Trump on pier 90 symbolism. 4 days and counting! 
I noticed that the tugboat in front of the ship had an 'M' on it. 
After the President spoke and waved off the ship giving a salute, the 
foghorn sounded 4 times. 
Today is Saturday.. M 
1. Sunday.. N  
2. Monday.. O 
3. Tuesday.. P 
4. Wednesday.. Q 
Wednesday, April 1 
Q 
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[10] Days of Darkness 
Good Friday, April 10, 2020 
4 10 20 
Patriots, we are UNDER WAY 
 
 
 
THIS NEEDS TRACTION | Virus proof masks...as we press 
manufacturers to generate new masks they need to ADD SALT!  
Virus-Proof Masks, Thanks to Simple Chemistry 
Sometimes the most clever ideas are the simplest. Here is a great example. 
Surgical masks do not offer adequate protection against viruses. This has 
been a problem forever, and now it may be solved. By using a little salt.  
Surgical masks may prevent people from inhaling pathogens, but even if 
this protection is complete, a problem remains. The mask is then 
contaminated by whatever bug it trapped, and simply touching it will be 
sufficient to spread the pathogen that was filtered out. The net result is that 
when trying to prevent the spread of a highly contagious germ, such as 
influenza, the masks are pretty close to useless.  
Airborne pathogens are spread by a mist of very small droplets that are 
expelled during a cough or sneeze. The droplets are trapped in the mask, 
but the viruses or bacteria that have been trapped are not only still live, but 
now concentrated. With so many healthcare workers putting on masks and 
taking them off it is inevitable that they will be touched and then spread to 
surfaces (or even patients) ,especially in hospitals. 
Enter Hyo-Jick Choi, a professor in the University of Alberta Department 
of Chemical and Materials Engineering. Choi noticed that many people 
wore surgical masks around during the time that flu or SARS is going 
around. But he knew that the mask filters were inadequate because they 
simply became reservoirs for the germs, and thought that he could do 
better. 
His idea came from struggling with a different problem—making oral 
vaccines into tablets. One very annoying problem that Choi was trying to 
overcome that when a solution of the vaccine dried, sometimes crystals 
formed, which killed the vaccine. 
So, why not turn a problem in one area into a solution in another? Could 
crystallization inside a mask kill a virus that was trapped in the filter. 
Whatever solution he might come up with had to be inexpensive, since so 
many masks are used. So Choi experimented with the cheapest material 
around—salt.  
The University of Alberta team went to work, trying to find a formulation 
of salt that could be incorporated into the mask and then kill viruses. They 
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found it. The modified mask trapped viruses, but the salt was a game 
changer. Now when the virus-containing droplets entered the filter, they 
were absorbed onto the salt, forming a tiny solution containing the virus 
plus whatever amount of salt dissolved in the water from the droplet. When 
the water evaporated whatever amount of salt that had been dissolved in it 
began to crystallize. Just like crystal formation killed the vaccines he was 
working with, it also killed the viruses.  
The confirmation that the mask would kill viruses in real life situations, and 
the best formulation were determined by using animal models of infection. 
Sugar also kills viruses when it crystallizes. The possibility of different 
flavored surgical masks is intriguing.  
Choi has been awarded a provisional patent (1) for his invention, and could 
end up being quite wealthy if antimicrobial masks become standard 
practice. 
https://www.acsh.org/news/2017/01/12/virus-proof-masks-thanks-simple-
chemistry-10722 
VIRUS-PROOF MASKS – ADD SALT! 
 
 
 
 
 
After we win, we need to spend the rest of our lives studying and 
uncovering ALL THE FUCKERY...... Anybody that fucked with the 
medical supply chain deserves NUREMBERG JUSTICE. 
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/03/25/belgium-destroyed-millions-
medical-masks-2019-did-not-replace-them/ 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: fead75 No.8600954  (3905) 
Mar 28 2020 14:15:18 (EST) NEW 
A person(s) value: 
1. vote 
2. monetary value (tax contribution) 
3.  
Why is 'free thought' ridiculed, challenged, and threatened when a person is 
opposed to the 'mainstream-narrative'? 
[2] remains fixed (degree allowable by 'economic recession/expansion') 
[1] remains a variable 
[1] dependent on a 'controlled' system of information dissemination  
What happens when 90% of the media is controlled/owned by (6) 
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corporations? 
What happens when those same corporations are operated and controlled 
by a political ideology?  
What happens when the news is no longer free from bias?  
What happens when the news is no longer reliable and independent?  
What happens when the news is no longer trustworthy? 
What happens when the news simply becomes an extension/arm of a 
political party? 
Fact becomes fiction? 
Fiction becomes fact? 
When does news become propaganda? 
Identity creation? 
How does the average person, who is under constant financial stress (by 
design), find time to research and discern fact v fiction?  
Majority of people more prone to believe someone in power sitting behind 
a big brand ‘news’ name? 
Do people [human psyche] tend to follow the ‘majority/mainstream 
viewpoint’ in fear of being isolated and/or shunned? 
‘Mainstream’ is used for a reason [dominate trend in opinion]. 
[If majority of people believe ‘x’ then ‘x’ must be validated / true] 
Why do ‘mainstream’ media heads, within different orgs, always use the 
same keywords and/or catch phrases?  
Coordinated? By who? Outside entity providing instructions? 
Do they count on the fact that people [human psyche] are more prone to 
believe something if heard over-and-over again by different ‘trusted’ 
sources?  
Do ‘echo chamber’ tactics provide validation / credibility to the topic/point 
being discussed?  
Threat to intellectual freedom?  
Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the mass 
control of a populations viewpoint re: a desired topic?  
Read again – digest.  
Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the mass 
control of a populations viewpoint re: a desired topic?  
Logical thinking.  
Why, after the election of 2016, did [D]’s and media corps jumpstart a 
[coordinated & planned] divisive blitz intended to create falsehoods re: 
illegitimacy of election, character assassination of POTUS through sexism, 
racism, every other ‘ism’?  
Pre/post 2016 election? 
Why were violent [masked] terror orgs such as Antifa immediately 
created/funded? 
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Why were these orgs tasked w/ immediate intimidation/shut down of any 
pro-POTUS rally[s] and/or events?  
Why were marches immediately organized to counter and silence pro-
POTUS rally[s] and/or events? 
Why were marches immediately organized which divided people into 
sex/gender, race, [ism]? 
When you control the levers of news dissemination, you control the 
narrative. 
Control of the narrative = power 
When you are blind, what do you see? 
They want you divided. 
Divided by religion. 
Divided by sex. 
Divided by political affiliation.  
Divided by class. 
When you are divided, and angry, and controlled, you target those 
‘different’ from you, not those responsible [controllers]. 
Divided you are weak. 
Divided you pose no threat to their control.  
When ‘non-dogmatic’ information becomes FREE & TRANSPARENT it 
becomes a threat to those who attempt to control the narrative and/or stable 
[livestock kept – sheep]. 
When you are awake, you stand on the outside of the stable (‘group-think’ 
collective), and have ‘free thought’.  
"Free thought" is a philosophical viewpoint which holds that positions 
regarding truth should be formed on the basis of logic, reason, and 
empiricism, rather than authority, tradition, revelation, or dogma.  
THIS REPRESENTS A CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER TO THE 
CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC OF THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: fead75 No.8601001  (3906) 
Mar 28 2020 14:18:02 (EST) NEW 
>Decide for yourself (be free from outside opinion). 
>Decide for yourself (be objective in your conclusions). 
>Decide for yourself (be true in your own beliefs). 
>Decide for yourself (be open to following the facts). 
>Decide for yourself (be strong in defending your beliefs). 
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>Decide for yourself (be resistant to blindly accepting fact-less statements). 
Those who attack you. 
Those who mock you. 
Those who cull you. 
Those who control you. 
Those who label you. 
Do they represent you? 
Or, do they represent themselves (in some form)?  
Mental Enslavement.  
The Great Awakening ('Freedom of Thought’), was designed and created 
not only as a backchannel to the public (away from the longstanding ‘mind’ 
control of the corrupt & heavily biased media) to endure future events 
through transparency and regeneration of individual thought (breaking the 
chains of ‘group-think’), but, more importantly, aid in the construction of a 
vehicle (a ‘ship’) that provides the scattered (‘free thinkers’) with a ‘starter’ 
new social-networking platform which allows for freedom of thought, 
expression, and patriotism or national pride (the feeling of love, devotion 
and sense of attachment to a homeland and alliance with other citizens who 
share the same sentiment). 
When ‘non-dogmatic’ information becomes FREE & TRANSPARENT it 
becomes a threat to those who attempt to control the narrative and/or the 
stable.  
When you are awake, you stand on the outside of the stable (‘group-think’ 
collective), and have ‘free thought’.  
"Free thought" is a philosophical viewpoint which holds that positions 
regarding truth should be formed on the basis of logic, reason, and 
empiricism, rather than authority, tradition, revelation, or dogma.  
When you are awake, you are able to clearly see. 
The choice is yours, and yours alone. 
Trust and put faith in yourself. 
You are not alone and you are not in the minority. 
Difficult truths will soon see the light of day. 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: fead75 No.8601061  (3907) 
Mar 28 2020 14:21:09 (EST) NEW 
The entire world is watching. 
Patriots from around the world are praying for AMERICA. 
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We are all bound by a feeling deep inside, a feeling that cannot be publicly 
expressed for fear of ridicule, a feeling that challenges the mainstream 
(narrative), against that which we are told to accept and dare not question, 
put simply, that people are being abused by those in power and time is 
running out.  
Remember the battles of Lexington and Concord - "Give Me Liberty or 
Give Me Death!" 
For far too long we have been silent and allowed our bands of strength, that 
we once formed to defend FREEDOM and LIBERTY, to deteriorate.  
We became divided. 
We became weak. 
We elected TRAITORS to govern us. 
We allowed EVIL to prey on us. 
Those who claimed to represent us gave us false hope, made false 
promises. 
The evil and corruption only grew. 
—————————— 
This is more than party politics. 
This is about restoring OLD GLORY. 
This is about saving our land and our people from those who wish us harm. 
This is about preserving our REPUBLIC.  
This is about preserving our SAFETY. 
This is about restoring our STRENGTH.  
This is about LIFE, LIBERTY, and the PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS. 
This is about PROTECTING our children. 
THIS IS ABOUT SAVING AMERICA. 
We are all God's children. 
We are, FATHERS. 
We are, MOTHERS. 
We are, DAUGHTERS. 
We are, SONS. 
We are, BROTHERS. 
We are, SISTERS. 
We do not look at race. 
We do not look at skin color. 
We are UNITED in these STATES OF AMERICA. 
We are, and will always be, PATRIOTS. 
WE MUST RISE AGAIN. 
WE MUST UNITE AGAIN. 
WE MUST FIGHT AGAIN. 
FOR GOD & COUNTRY. 
GOD BLESS AMERICA. 
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WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: fead75 No.8601103  (3908) 
Mar 28 2020 14:22:45 
(EST) NEWf768deaef22da979abcfb73c9175b54d71fcf891666c5449c1969
c07c3cc8920.p 
 

 
 
 
 
 
I wonder why the USS Comfort took this route? 
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Go ahead Dems, nominate Gov. Cuomo, he sounds more Fredo than 
Fredo. Dumb and dumber. 
It's kinda obvious Dems prefer a dumbass so they can blame 2020 loss on a 
"bad nominee" in order to preserve Dem Party brand. Problem is, 45 
already has bankrupted them, Barr Durham sealed indicts will take out their 
"leaders," leaving only Clown implants like the Squad, SpanBitchBerger, 
Slutkin, Schitster et al. 
 
 
 
How Feminism POISONED the mind of our daughters since before the 
70s. Good read. (https://archives.frontpagemag.com/fpm/marxist-
feminisms-ruined-lives-mallory-millett/). 
Feminism was never about women. Feminism was about creating division, 
and is part of the Marxist "critical thought", that stems from the Frankfurt 
School, inspired by the Bolsheviks in the Soviet Union. 
In other words: (((THEM))) 
 
 
 
 
German politician committed suicide. 
Dr. Thomas Schäfer, financial minister of Hessen / a state in the middle of 
Germany / committed suicide today.  
https://www.bild.de/regional/frankfurt/frankfurt-aktuell/dr-thomas-
schaefer-54-hessischer-finanzminister-tot-aufgefunden-69696102.bild.html 
 
 
 
People all over Italy are burning EU flags while playing the Italian 
anthem and post videos of it with the hashtag #cisalviamodasoli -> we 
save ourselves ... 
#stoptheCCPVirus 
 
 
 
BUSTED: Gov. Andrew Cuomo Stockpiled Thousands of Unused 
Ventilators - True Pundit  
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New docs reveal FBI stalled a month to search Weiner's laptop for 
Clinton emails during 2016 cycle. 
The FBI waited a month between the time it discovered Hillary Clinton 
emails on Anthony Weiner’s laptop and obtaining a search warrant. 
The documents are communications between former FBI official Peter 
Strzok and former FBI attorney Lisa Page, who exchanged emails during 
the 2016 that suggested they did not support Trump becoming president. 
Weiner, at the time the emails were discovered, was married to top Clinton 
aide Huma Abedin. The emails were purportedly from when Clinton was 
Secretary of State. The Justice Department was already investigating 
Clinton using a private server to send official State Department 
information.  
These new records show how Hillary Clinton was protected from 
investigation over the Weiner laptop by the FBI for a full month during the 
presidential campaign ... No wonder the FBI is slow rolling the release of 
these documents," said Judicial watch President Tom Fitton.  
Concerns about Strzok's bias during this time were also addressed in the 
June 2018 Justice Depart Inspector General report from Michael Horowitz.  
"[W]e did not have confidence that Strzok's decision to prioritize the 
Russia investigation over following up on the Midyear-related investigative 
lead discovered on the Weiner laptop was free from bias," read the report.  
"Midyear Exam" was the FBI code name given to the Clinton email 
investigation. 
The newly uncovered documents also confirm that Strzok pushed around 
several emails to colleagues that were laundered media stories connecting 
the Trump campaign to efforts by Russia to meddle in the White House 
race. Notably, the widely debunked article that Slate ran alleging that the 
Trump campaign had set up a system of communication with Russia during 
the 2016 election cycle using covert servers. 
They didn’t ask for the search warrant till after the election 
https://justthenews.com/accountability/russia-and-ukraine-scandals/new-
docs-reveal-fbi-stalled-month-search-weiners-
laptop?fbclid=IwAR33gaehGp_CoNxrcpjqG_VziEwlmZ0jB88m8RMc6W
K0hs46cIi_Xc6YaXw 
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Sunday March 28, 2020 

 
 
 
Trump's "Quarantine NYC" move is pure 4D chess.  
NY Gov. Cuomo's been slowly bubbling under as the surprise candidate 
who will knock out Stuttering Joe Biden for the Democrat nomination. 
People like his daily COVID-19 pressers and hashtags calling for his 
presidential candidacy have trended on Twitter. 
At the same time, NYC is the hotspot for COVID-19 cases and is largely 
the reason why the US is #1 in worldwide cases. 
So far, Trump's been working with the states to stop the spread. It can be 
argued that he's doing it out of Constitutional concerns, not wanting to 
infringe on state's rights, etc.  
Suddenly Trump said on Saturday he may quarantine NYC, maybe the 
entire state. He didn't speak to Cuomo about it, and Cuomo said he didn't 
like the idea. The next day, Trump apparently backed off. Trump’s move 
throws Cuomo into the national spotlight as Trump's adversary. It also 
highlights the fact that NY has been failing at minimizing the spread, and 
that Cuomo has been in charge of that failure. 
Granted, the media will not report it like this, they will not blame Cuomo 
for screwing up. The media will still blame Trump no matter what. But 
enough people will see the facts and rightfully blame Cuomo. 
Brilliant move. Well played, Mr. President. 
 
 
Talking with my mom again!!! Everyone is listening. 
It’s crazy, everyone has gloomy confused faces on until you hint that you 
know more. 
They light up and are instantly curious and attentive! And I'm in California! 
There is not a single doubt in my mind that the great awakening is here. 
WWG1WGA!!!! 
 
 
 
“My Secret Terrius,” a Netflix Korean series released in 2018, 
"predicted" the coronavirus. Netflix took down the entire series so 
people can't see it anymore. 
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https://files.catbox.moe/bj4zfr.mp4 
 
 
 
Q 3905 "clear and present danger to our republic" is specific legal 
language for when government is allowed to restrict free speech. Is 
Trump ready to take over the media?  
"Clear and present danger" was a Supreme Court test for when the 
government can place limits on First Amendment rights of speech, press 
and assembly. I mean, BOOM. 
See Schenck v. United States. Later replaced with "imminent lawless 
action" in Brandenburg v. Ohio, but that case regards "advocacy for 
violence." It is persuasive that "clear and present danger" still applies to 
language, press or assembly which threaten the republic. 
I think Trump is ready for a Sherman's March through the MSM. 
 
 
 
The Coronavirus response makes virtually zero sense...unless there is a 
Storm approaching...  
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244015227584184320.html 
 
 
 
We are never going back to the old life again. 
Ever since I’ve woken up to the REAL world and the Q. Movement I’ve 
lost any interest in material things and the “bread and circuses” society 
brainwashes us to want to focus on. Sports no longer interest me. I choose 
music and entertainment based on the message of the song or movie plot 
and characters. I can’t watch a movie with a child actor anymore because I 
think of what happens to the child when the camera is off.  
This has been a real struggle with my wife who chooses to follow the 
trends and refuse to even look at real, important things. She knows what I 
tell her is important but it is somehow painful for her to think about. 
Since the Coronavirus she said she now realizes that all that stuff she 
thought was important doesn’t really matter. 
She mentioned the House with new quartz countertops, light fixtures, 
decorator items, clothes, beauty products,etc.  
Halelujah! 
I thank God for the Great Awakening. 
As much as I want arrests this movement is more about changing ourselves 
as a person, then society and Nation. 
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Tom Hanks driving pics showing them home and recovered from 
croakarona fake and gay. 
Pics are heavily cropped and are from January. Besides, I (being an ex-
pilot) know that you can’t fly even a citation 10 from Sydney to Hawaii, 
then to LA, quickest route. It way exceeds the acfts range. They would 
have to fly to S.E. Asia and to Korea and, Alaska and so forth. Which 
would take a couple of days at least. No way they flew private anyhow 
back to LA. They are still in Oz.  
https://wearethene.ws/notable/92897 
 
They are probably still in the military facility in Australia, under detention 
until being shipped to Gitmo. Would love my next sighting of them to be in 
prison orange. 
 
That might be too strong of an assertion. They are somewhere, but as you 
posted, they did not just arrive in CA as reported by media. Gitmo? One of 
the other new prisons?  
If Hanks was to be put to death or life in prison for pedo crimes, why didn't 
the story play out that he succumbed to corona? Could it be he have flipped 
and is providing info on Hollywood players? I dunno. 
Q151- "Nothing is as it appears." Q 
 
 
 
How W.J. Clinton enabled 6 corporations to own 90% of all media. 
The Telecommunications Act of 1996. 
Article 2016 during Presidential election, demonstrates how Clinton 
allowed the American Oligarchy/elite further consolidate their control 
through The Telecommunications Act of 1996. 
Wall Street’s sinister influence on the political process has, rightly, been a 
major topic during this presidential campaign. But history has taught us 
that the role that the media industry plays in Washington poses a 
comparable threat to our democracy. Yet this is a topic rarely discussed by 
the dominant media, or on the campaign trail. 
Twenty years ago last month, President Bill 
Clinton signed the Telecommunications Act of 1996. The act, signed into 
law on February 8, 1996, was “essentially bought and paid for by corporate 
media lobbies,” as Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting (FAIR) described it, 
and radically “opened the floodgates on mergers. 
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Bill Clinton’s legacy in empowering the consolidation of corporate media 
is right up there with the North American Free Trade Agreement(NAFTA) 
and welfare reform, as being among the most tragic and destructive policies 
of his administration. 
The Telecommunications Act of 1996 is not merely a regrettable part of 
history. It serves as a stern warning about what is at stake in the future. In a 
media world that is going through a massive transformation, media 
companies have dramatically increased efforts to wield influence in 
Washington, with a massive lobbying presence and a steady dose 
of campaign donations to politicians in both parties — with the goal of 
allowing more consolidation, and privatizing and commodifying the 
internet. 
This issue has not been central in the 2016 presidential election. But it is 
deeply concerning that, of all the presidential candidates running in 2016, 
the Big Media lobby has chosen to back Hillary Clinton. 
Companies like Comcast and Verizon aren’t used to losing in Washington, 
and they’ll do everything they can to knock down the Title II protections 
the FCC approved on Feb. 26, 2015.” 
Both the Democratic and Republican parties have strong ties to the large 
communication firms and industries, and the communication lobbies are 
among the most feared, respected and well-endowed of all that seek favors 
on Capitol Hill.” 
What is most revealing when analyzing the donation patterns of these 
industries in the data from the Center for Responsive Politics — be it cable 
television, print and periodicals, radio or telecom services — is that Hillary 
Clinton is, by far, the largest recipient of donations of any candidate in the 
2016 election  
More troubling is that these filings come on the heels of a report 
from Politico that the Clinton Foundation has received donations, some of 
them very large, from most of all the major media companies directly: 
Viacom, News Corporation, Reuters, NBCUniversal, Newsmax, Time 
Warner, Mort Zuckerman (owner of US News &World Report and 
the New York Daily News), Comcast, AOL Huffington Post Media and 
Robert Allbritton (owner of Politico). George Stephanopoulos, one of ABC 
News’ most visible journalist  
Of course, media companies don’t just donate to Clinton, but also to 
members of Congress from both parties. Further, as the Center for 
Responsive Politics reports, the FCC is filled with “revolving-door” 
employees, who have been switching back and forth between government 
work and lobbying for Comcast. 
Their aggressiveness in Washington makes them a dangerous enemy in the 
fight for free and democratic media.  
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“[The] only grounds for political independence in this case,” he 
wrote about the debate over the Telecommunications Act, “would be if 
there were an informed and mobilized citizenry ready to do battle for 
alternative policies. But where would citizens get informed?” 
Full article. 
https://billmoyers.com/story/twenty-years-of-media-consolidation-has-not-
been-good-for-our-democracy/ 
The Telecommunications Act of 1996. 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_Act_of_1996 
 
 
 
As I have watched President Trump maneuver through these last 
several days, I noticed a few things I have seldom if ever seen in a US 
President. 
"Had to copy and paste this: 
As I have watched President Trump maneuver through these last several 
days, I noticed a few things I have seldom if ever seen in a US President. 
We have had some great Presidents but how many have you seen that have 
actively engaged and allowed their Vice-President to have a word and 
actually do their job...and have it seen?  
In all of the years I can’t remember ever hearing from or seldom seeing the 
Vice-Presidents. I have also noticed that Trump puts in place and 
acknowledges publicly those who have skills in areas he does not. He gives 
them a face to the American people... he isn’t portraying He’s doing it all 
by himself or seeking his own face time.  
He is listening to, delegating, and empowering those who have a skill set. 
He is making decisive decisions, and making it known that he has 
confidence in them to carry out what needs to be done. He is stepping aside 
on the podium to let someone else speak, giving them credit.. by name. 
(That’s humility people) He protects his team from the “heat” and takes the 
criticism. He praises and thanks them genuinely (publicly) for the tireless 
work they are doing.  
He has a forward thinking positive outlook not a doomsday negative 
approach.  
He and Vice-President Pence are a team... He trusts Pence. All of that lines 
up with what a true team leader looks like. I’m thankful for Trump, he may 
be salty at times... but he is a leader with our best interest at heart. He can’t 
be bought, he doesn’t need money (he doesn’t even take the Presidential 
salary) and he doesn’t let “the media” determine what he does.  
He chose to work for the American people and that is what he has and is 
doing. (he wasn’t looking for power or prestige— he’s a Billionaire- he 
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already had that) I want a true team leader (with no political pockets) to 
lead our country... because that’s the only way anything gets done right. 
Trump has exhibited those characteristics... sadly it is rare and what should 
be expected from all of those in leadership. It has been encouraging to 
watch him lead, and for him to give credit where it is due.  
A Great Team Leader: 
1. Exhibits Confidence 
2. Inspires Others 
3. Has Commitment and Passion 
4. Is a Good Communicator 
5. Has strong Decision Making Capabilities 
6. Holds Accountable  
7. Delegates and Empowers 
8. Is Creative and Innovative 
9. Has Empathy 
10. Is Resilient 
11. Has Emotional Intelligence 
12. Exhibits Humility 
13. Is Transparent 
14. Has Vision and Purpose 
If you are honest with yourself... what kind of boss would you rather have? 
I know my answer. 
Written by: Cynthia Peacock 3/17/20" 
 
 
 
U.S. NAVY Tweet: "We will stop at nothing to protect the people of 
our country." - @POTUS 
 
 
 
THREAD: Meet Tedros Adhanom Head of the World Health 
Organization or the WHO. Did you wonder why POTUS used Tedros 
Adhanom's image for his tweet? 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244047372277047296.html 
 
 
 
They thought the SHEEP would follow the STARS' << That's Q telling 
you to drop the celeb bullshit, anons. IT'S 100% DISINFORMATION. 
'Ooooh!! Celebs don't have banners on their twitter pages!!!' 
'OMG, Celebs tweeting pics of dogs!!!'  
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'Tom Hanks not really back in LA!!!'  
You're falling for the oldest psyop in the game, goats 
>>>>MISDIRECTION  
Q DROP #923: 
Many Hollywood Stars were Enslaved Children 
Q 
 
!UW.yye1fxo 
10 Mar 2018 - 2:34:54 PM 
They made many current/former enslaved children famous. 
Hollywood is filled w/ them. 
Models. 
Find the loudest voices. 
Brainwashed. 
Who was adopted? 
Who was born in? 
They thought the SHEEP would follow the STARS. 
Q 
 
In particular, the speculation about stars being 'flipped' is ridiculous, 
especially since Q already destroyed their credibility. White Hats are not 
flipping these drones and then sending them back onto social media to drop 
clues for anons to decipher.  
Hollywood actors and music entertainers are part of the 4-6% that are 
LOST FOREVER.  
Brainwashed since childhood, they are puppets without minds of their own. 
That is why they are so fragile. They are GONE.  
Nothing is to be gained by spreading their disinformation and weird videos. 
The Great Awakening is not about these lost souls.  
It's about US. 
 
I agree. No deals. They eat babies. They are in death throes and full of 
anxiety of what is coming. 
Not flipped. Not grey or white hats. 
They are the front-line enemy 
The visible face of evil 
 
Ya didn't know?!? REALLY! Let's see... The GAY agenda in the 80, the 
BLACK agenda in the 90s, the White Man BAD agenda in 2000s, and the 
Global AGENDA for 20 freakin' YEARS. These people ARE sick, these 
"people" are toast. These "people" do NOT have your best interests in 
mind. WAKE UP, Pedes. It's SHOWTIME!! 
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Q said "No Deals" - They're all fucking toast. 
 
 
 
Fugly POS Kathy Griffin Tried To Cut in Line for COVID Test, Turns 
Out She Only Had a Bad Case of Explosive Diarrhea (Abdominal 
Infection) After Mexico Trip. 
 
 
 
The left would have used this virus event to confiscate firearms. 
You can bet the farm that if Hillary had been elected and China had 
released this virus under her presidency that she would have used it to 
disarm American citizens. 
Another reason I thank God that DJT was elected 
 
 
 
Q drops PROVE Mossad is at the top of the global misinformation 
campaign. Israel divides gentile nations by demographically replacing 
European natives. FACT! 
 
 
 
Google being sued. "Endangering The Human Race With The Misuse 
Of Artificial Intelligence Technology" ]PDF[. 
https://digitalcommons.law.scu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3104&cont
ext=historical/ 
 
 
 
Harry Windsor expects US taxpayers to pick up the bill for their entire 
family? How did he get permission so quickly to move to the US? 
Did he skip ahead of the line of the many that’s been waiting years? Many 
questions to be asked... 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8163161/Harry-Meghan-ask-
Trump-special-help-Canada-bids-security-costs-farewell.html 
 
There's a long-standing joke in Britain that the Royals are the biggest 
benefit scroungers/ Buckingham palace the biggest council house etc.  
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He's an embarrassment, running around the world expecting things to just 
be paid for. Canada you could half stomach as it's a commonwealth country 
so would have been bad manners to chuck them out, but even spineless 
Trudeau refused to pay their security detail. Not to mention Harry has just 
been caught red handed by pranksters pretending to be Greta thunder-pants 
saying "Trump has blood on his hands".  
Royal family members are supposed to be neutral in all politics and this is a 
big no no. He is overstepping the mark and he knows it. 
For him to then up sticks and move into Trump's backyard just shows how 
arrogant this ginger prick is.  
Oh, and the time Meg's mates told the press they wouldn't contemplate a 
move to the US until Trump was no longer President.  
This comes after months of telling the UK they would move to South 
Africa to be closer to Harry's charitable events. That's until they (she) went 
on a first visit, did a news special in front of a bunch of starving African 
orphans about how "nobody has asked if I'm OK", the stress of marrying 
into one of the richest families in the world must make them starving 
Africans feel pretty guilty about all the complaining they do, what's a 
couple of dead kids when this poor girl is suffering so much.  
Yes... no one ever mentioned the move to South Africa again, it was swiftly 
changed to Canada. I wonder why? Couldn't take all that "culture" 
I hope Trump tells them to fuck right off.  
Signed 
99% of Britain. 
 
 
 
 
Nearly Got Arrested this at Store Earlier for not 'Socially Distancing'. 
When did the US become pussies?  
So I actually wouldn't have gotten upset if this in some liberal blue state - 
but I live in Texas. And the local supermarket chain not only is making 
people wait outside the store in lines - they've now put in 6' Social Distance 
markers making people walk 1/4 of a mile or more just to get in. Knowing 
that Fauci HIMSELF published a scientific paper weeks ago saying this 
wasn't any worse than a bad flu, I decided not to act like a Marxist 
controlled sheep and stood about 2' to 3' away of the little guy in front of 
me. I had noticed the wife telling him on the way to the end of the line to 
'remember to social distance' and just shook my head. He however saw me 
being close began waving his arms telling me I wasn't social distancing. I 
told him it was bullshit. and he moved up with me right behind. 
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HE got VERY irritated this time and I calmly asked him why he felt there 
were no wide outbreaks or massive deaths in Japan or Russia that had 
ZERO social distancing. He decided to go get the cop at the front to try and 
'make me.' I was ready. 
The cop was actually pretty cool. I told him the same I told little ball busted 
man, and he just shrugged saying, 'well it's policy now.' I informed the cop 
that we were still in America. It's not a damn law. It's propaganda and 
hundreds of thousands of men and women didn't die over the last 250 years 
to the let the Chinese use bought off politicians, bureaucrats and media 
make me give up those freedoms. (Ok - even I admit I'm sounding like loon 
to people who have no clue about what's REALLY going on or the love of 
freedom for our country many of us have). 
But I was ready to periscope my arrest and tell people to stop letting 
ANYONE (and that includes Trump) to tell us we are no longer a free 
people. 
When the f*ck did Americans turn into such pussies? We don't deserve the 
country that Washington, Jefferson and Jackson gave us. 
I'm willing to let conservatives print more money than Bernie Sanders was 
going to - and to temporarily go along with the COVID con game IF it will 
entrap these sons of bitches once and for all. But Trump better not just 
clean the swamp.... 
..he'd better damn well close all the Patriot Act bullshit and infringements, 
and call America to not allow anyone to take away our freedoms again. 
 
 
 
US congressman introduces 'No CHINA Act' . Matt Gaetz wants to 
ensure no relief funds for Wuhan virus go to Chinese state-owned 
businesses. 
 
 
Robert Kennedy Jr.: CDC Is A Privately Owned Vaccine Company 
(nworeport.me). 
Robert F. Kennedy Jr. claims the CDC owns patents on at least 57 different 
vaccines 
and profits $4.1 billion per year in vaccination sales.  
According to RFK Jr., the CDC is not an independent government agency 
but is actually a subsidiary of Big Pharma. 
So, these are the people who start the annual flu shot panics. 
These are the people who direct government policy and heavily influence 
the policies of the entire health industry? 
They must be crying bitter tears over this pandemic  
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which can be resolved with a cheap, off-patent tablet. 
Not their quickly contrived, expensive vaccines. 
The silver lining is, as it appears to be deliberate bio-terrorism,  
The gloves are off, 
No Mercy 
 
"They must be crying bitter tears over this pandemic..." 
Not yet. They are resisting every attempt for this $0.04 per dose 
chloroquine drug from being used in the market. They want #1) a 
patentable vaccine where thousands of times more profit can be made and, 
#2) mandatory vaccination will be implemented.  
The Chloroquine pill doesn't fit this goal. 
 
 
 
President Trump putting his people in to oversee the distribution of 
funds for the new relief bill. 
This is great. Instead of the senate & congress thinking the relief bill is one 
big slush fund for them to pull large sums of money for their own pet 
causes (themselves), POTUS (kinda like a private business would require) 
will have a committee overseeing the whole funds distribution! 
From News Thud:  
Trump Overrules Chuck and Nancy, Issues Signing Statement Asserting 
Power To Ignore Their Oversight. 
President Trump issued a singing statement last night to the massive 
stimulus bill and Chuck and Nancy are furious. 
Those two were publicly bragging about how they were able to put strict 
oversight provisions into the stimulus bill to any cable network who would 
have them. 
Turns out they spoke too soon as in his signing statement Trump flatly 
rejects their oversight authority. 
Signing statements are not law but inform how the executive branch will 
interpret the law and it looks like Trump will claim executive power and 
simply ignore Chuck and Nancy. 
The signing statement reads: 
“Today, I have signed into law H.R. 748, the “Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and 
Economic Security Act” or the “CARES” Act (the “Act”). The Act makes 
emergency supplemental appropriations and other changes to law to help 
the Nation respond to the coronavirus outbreak. I note, however, that the 
Act includes several provisions that raise constitutional concerns. 
Section 15010(c)(3)(B) of Division B of the Act purports to require the 
Chairperson of the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and 
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Efficiency to consult with members of the Congress regarding the selection 
of the Executive Director and Deputy Executive Director for the newly 
formed Pandemic Response Accountability Committee. The Committee is 
an executive branch entity charged with conducting and coordinating 
oversight of the Federal Government’s response to the coronavirus 
outbreak. 
I anticipate that the Chairperson will be able to consult with members of 
the Congress with respect to these hiring decisions and will welcome their 
input. 
But a requirement to consult with the Congress regarding executive 
decision-making, including with respect to the President’s Article II 
authority to oversee executive branch operations, violates the separation of 
powers by intruding upon the President’s power and duty to supervise the 
staffing of the executive branch under Article II, section 1 (vesting the 
President with the “executive Power”) and Article II, section 3 (instructing 
the President to “take Care” that the laws are faithfully executed). 
Accordingly, my Administration will treat this provision as hortatory but 
not mandatory. 
Section 4018 of Division A of the Act establishes a new Special Inspector 
General for Pandemic Recovery (SIGPR) within the Department of the 
Treasury to manage audits and investigations of loans and investments 
made by the Secretary of the Treasury under the Act. Section 4018(e)(4)(B) 
of the Act authorizes the SIGPR to request information from other 
government agencies and requires the SIGPR to report to the Congress 
“without delay” any refusal of such a request that “in the judgment of the 
Special Inspector General” is unreasonable. 
I do not understand, and my Administration will not treat, this provision as 
permitting the SIGPR to issue reports to the Congress without the 
presidential supervision required by the Take Care Clause, Article II, 
section 3. 
Certain other provisions (such as sections 20001, 21007, and 21010 of 
Division B of the Act) purport to condition the authority of officers to 
spend or reallocate funds upon consultation with, or the approval of, one or 
more congressional committees. 
These provisions are impermissible forms of congressional aggrandizement 
with respect to the execution of the laws. 
The Congress may affect the execution of the laws only by enacting a new 
statute in accordance with the requirements of bicameralism and 
presentment prescribed in Article I, section 7. 
https://newsthud.com/trump-overrules-chuck-and-nancy-issues-signing-
statement-asserting-power-to-ignore-their-oversight/ 
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More EU Cracks emerge - Globalism gone bust: Italians burn EU flag, 
vow to leave EU over EU's lousy coronavirus response. 
 
 
 
I'm not seeing anywhere near the chaos, overrun hospitals, bed 
shortages or anything the #fakenews media has been trying to get us to 
believe. -- Joe M. 
 
 
 
Project Veritas new Video About Covid 19 Testing in New York. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6EQXhViMBdgYouTube 
 
Why no testing? Because fear of the virus is much more powerful than the 
virus itself. Virus is real - the pandemic is not. 
Great video again by Project Veritas. 
 
 
 
A Simple Summary of Events Before Us. 
The MSM (mainstream media), Hollywood/music industry, professional 
sports, the DC establishment (both political parties & judicial), has since 
the 2016 election, focused on one thing, remove Trump from office and 
with urgency. Voicing a political disagreement did not suffice. Their goal 
was to remove from office a duly elected individual from the Presidency of 
the United States. The question begs, WHY? 
Tactics?  
Russian Collusion: Two years thirty million dollars, several hundred 
investigators and not one spec of evidence could be construed to remove. 
Two years of the MSM looking straight into the camera and non-stop lying. 
Nuclear war with North Korea: That didn’t happen. 
US Embassy move to Jerusalem: This will cause an uprising in the Middle 
East like we’ve never seen. Wrong. 
WWIII, Syria, Russia US: Huh? 
Ukraine “Perfect” phone call: We got him now. IMPEACH ! - Try 
vindicated. 
Iran attacks a US military camp in Iran: THIS IS WAR. Trump didn’t take 
the bait.  
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Nothing was working. Stock Market continues to soar. Unemployment the 
best in the history of the Republic. Wages showing the greatest increase in 
decades. Hundred of thousands lining up for Trump Rally’s, days in 
advance.  
On the flip side? Democrat debate viewership at record lows. Bernie 
manipulated out of first place running. Joe Biden, if he could put two 
sentences together – they had nothing to do with each other. 
What could, not only take away Trump’s momentum but the spotlight off 
of the D’s “front runner”? What could take down all of Trump’s economic 
accomplishments?  
Remember in late summer 2019, Canada expels Chinese 
Scientist? https://besacenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/1429-China-
and-Viruses-The-Case-of-Xiangguo-Qiu-Shoham-final.pdf 
Remember that Iranian attack on a US military base in Iraq? What else 
happened? Iran shot down (not with one but TWO missiles) a Ukrainian 
Airline which happen to have over 30 Canadian Bio-scientist on 
board. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-51047006 
Remember the DOJ arrest of Harvard Professor, Dr. Charles Lieber, Chair 
of the Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology who happened to be 
also working at the Wuhan Institute of Technology? (Q reminded 
us): https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-professor-and-two-
chinese-nationals-charged-three-separate-china-related 
Is it a coincidence that almost 100 CEO’s resigned leading up to the 
“global pandemic” including Bill Gates & Jacob Rothschild? I’m sure it’s 
just a coincidence Jeff Bezos sold off $1.8 billion of Amazon stock just 
before the “global pandemic? How many elected officials dumped millions 
of stocks just prior as well? 
Meanwhile, some Chinese citizens who happen to live in the same location 
as China’s premiere Bio laboratories, decided to consume some soup made 
with bats. As if in their many thousands of years existence, the 
consumption of exotic animal/mammals never occurred prior to this. 
Suddenly a virus pops up and China just so happens to expel all journalist 
(as if they really exist anymore) from Wuhan.  
The head of the WHO claims this virus cannot be transmitted to humans. 
Then Trump, in opposition to all the “experts” bans travel from Wuhan to 
the US. He is labeled a racist, again. He then bans all travel from China and 
now he is a xenophobe!  
Then, the head of the WHO now claims up to 65 million people could die 
from this virus and declares a “global pandemic”. Everyone must be tested. 
We MUST find a vaccine.  
Dr. Chu, University of Washington Medial contacts the CDC concerning 
serious inaccuracies resulting from the “approved model for testing”. CDC 
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replies by telling Dr. Chu to “cease and desist” her studies, that she was 
only allowed to use the approved model for testing. Dr. Chu replies, the 
hell I will. 
The test issued by the WHO showed anywhere from 50-80% false positive. 
Trump, even before these findings were public knowledge, refused to fund 
the test provided by WHO. 
Recall the reaction from the same crowd after the 2016 election? The 
media explodes. Hollywood is front and center along with professional 
athletes, many claiming they are exposed. Cancel the NBA, NCAA, MLB 
opening, ALL gatherings. Begin “social distancing”, “self-quarantine”. 
Shut. Down. Planet. Earth. This is Armageddon!! Remember those Trump 
Rallies? No more. Remember Biden make an absolute fool of himself? Not 
publicly. 
Select politicians scream on Twitter: WHERE’S THE TEST? (you know, 
the false positive one.) 
The WH press corp spend the majority of the nationally televised air time 
inciting panic and finding ways to pin this on Trump. Trump decides to 
take over the briefing. Ratings go off the charts, approval ratings skyrocket. 
Media now finding a way to not carry the briefings live. 
POTUS in briefing: “We all know the source of this.” 
How this all plays out? Nobody knows. Q has given us a clue: 
“These people are sick” / “These people are evil” 
“No coincidences” 
“The silent war continues” 
“Moves & countermoves” 
“Difficult truths will soon see the light of day” 
“God Wins” 
 
 
 
As we turn the corner, we need to remember to keep the right 
perspective and humility. Trump knows God is using him for this task. 
Trump understands he is not a God.  
Trump Worships the Almighty God, he does not want people thinking he is 
God. He understands he is but a man. 
That is the key to Liberty and Freedom. 
He understands completely Proverbs 9:10 
“The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom: and the knowledge of 
the holy is understanding.” 
King James Version (KJV) 
Don't listen to the shills about Trump thinking he is a God, president 
Trump understands his responsibility and his role. 
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Psalms 20:7 
“Some trust in chariots, and some in horses: but we will remember the 
name of the LORD our God.” 
King James Version (KJV) 
Semper Fi 
Semper Paratus 
Semper Fidelis 
wwg1wga 
Amen. 
 
 
 
Q 1687: "Something BIG is about to DROP". Rampant speculation 
online that Covid-19 was a primer to prepare us for something much 
bigger that's coming.  
I’ve visited a number of sites today that all have speculative posts about 
something much bigger than Covid-19 happening on or around April 1 or 
early AM on April 2. 
One post on GLP has an Op who claims to be from NASA and also claims 
a 1km + wide NEO is projected to hit Atlanta at 3:45 AM April 2.  
https://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message4329134/pg1 
There are many posts on This forum as well speculating that April 1 marks 
the beginning of “The Storm” corresponding to 10 days of darkness posted 
by Q many times and also aligning to POTUS projection that all will be 
well by Good Friday April 10.  
There is lots of speculation about what The Storm is and involves but the 
truth is no one really knows so there is a palpable amount of anxiety 
building. You can see it and feel it building.  
Undoubtedly there will be wild stories and the MSM will be trying to fan 
the flames of uncertainty and fear.  
Patriots I sense we are ending our journey and all will be revealed / 
understood soon.  
One thing has always remained constant from the beginning. Since the 
beginning we have always had our instructions.  
Be the voice of calm for those around you and.... 
Trust the Plan. 
 
 
 
WTF is going on with NYC Hospitals using 10-15X more Facemarks 
per Week than they typically use? Notice how POTUS Challenged the 
Fake News to Investigate. 
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Mockingbird Media: Germany Finance Minister was so scared of 
Coronavirus that he committed suicide. This news article is so utterly 
stupid I can't imagine what editor would let this be published. 
https://files.catbox.moe/gqcqx4.jpg 
 
 
 
Slow the Spread just extended to April 30th? 
I'm watching President Trump's press briefing on Periscope and I think he 
just extended the Slow the Spread 15 days, which would have ended on 
Tuesday, to April 30th. I was not paying 100% attention but pretty sure that 
is what I heard. I was really hoping somehow, some way, that we were 
going to be able to get back to work this week. Is anyone else watching that 
can confirm this? 
 
 
 
REMINDER: Q NEVER POSTED "10 Days of Darkness". 
Be careful and ensure you aren't spreading wild speculation as fact. Q never 
said "10 days of darkness." The closest Q came to saying that was way 
back in 2017. The Drop is below. 
On November 4th, 2017 Q posted the following, which is the 88th drop: 
Anonymous ID:v3eCc2tY Sat 04 Nov 2017 23:31:00 No.148023976  
Ten days. 
Darkness. 
Scare tactics (MSM). 
D's falling. 
R's walk-away/removed. 
SA --> US --> Asia --> EU 
Disinformation is real. 
Distractions are necessary. 
Focus was US today while real happening in SA under same context 
(military control, martial law, missile strike (rogue) etc). 
Necessary. 
POTUS' Twitter attack (see above). 
Important. 
Why is this relevant? 
What was the last Tweet by POTUS prior to SA? 
Why is this relevant? 
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SA (1), US (2), Asia (3), EU (4). 
Where is POTUS? 
Why is this relevant? 
Military operations. 
Operators in US. 
Snow White 
The Great Awakening 
Godfather III 
Q 
 
Head on over to qmap.pub and search for the word "Darkness". You will 
find it a few times, but only once near the "10 Days." line. 
Lots of wild speculation flying around about 10 days of darkness, 10 days 
of net shutting down, 10 days of trials being broadcast, but it's ALL 
speculation. 
 
 
 
Prediction: The Military is going to run the 2020 election. 
I think as part of the coming storm, Trump KNOWS that the voting boards 
of many states and counties are wholly corrupt. He KNOWS they are 
abusing absentee ballots and have illegals voting.  
Trump isn't stupid, he knows that with enough voter fraud they can even 
turn back the MAGA tidal wave.  
I think he is going to use emergency powers to put the Military in charge of 
overseeing the voting. It would completely eliminate all attempts at ballot 
stuffing by replacing all the people who have been put into place over the 
years to run election fraud for the DNC.  
I also really hope he finally declares election day a national holiday. People 
need off work to have time to visit the polls. The DNC has made sure that 
election day is a working day to make sure NEET scum are massively over-
represented at the polls while many working people skip voting because 
they can't find the time on a Tuesday. 
 
 
 
Vibe Checking Local Hospitals for Coronavirus Crisis (Phoenix, AZ) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zJJU5UZmTOs 
 
Wow, I’m in AZ and people are literally terrified. More going on here then 
a virus. 
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This video is exactly what I expected. Everything about the hoax pandemic 
is fake, except the Wuflu which in itself is not remarkable. 
 
 
 
Reminder: Why "Fake News" Started and Why Trump Appropriated 
the Term for the MSM. 
Can't post a link to Google trends, but if you go there and compare the 
terms "fake news" and "pizzagate" there's a striking correlation. Trump 
reminds them constantly they are covering for pedophiles (at best) by 
calling them that. 
 
 
 
 
 
Why are we talking about respirators and not about getting 
hydroxycloroquine & Z-pak to every hospital in the country? 
If hydroxycloroquine & Z-pak work so well, why are we seeing people 
dying?  
How many that died, received this combination of medicine? 
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Monday March 30, 2020 

 
 

 
 

Hospital Watch - Here's a YouTube playlist (19 vids) of people from 
around the world looking for packed hospitals.  
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8bt_6drZB4_ZcTllmyGaxqx18-
6cyHbJ 
 
I work in a UK hospital and have access to performance dashboards for 
hospital admissions and Emergency Dept attendance. Unless they are not 
logging the Covid patients on admission there is no surge or crisis. 
 
The global hysteria doesn't make any sense! H1N1 was a more serious 
version of the virus and the entire planet didn't shit itself. Nobody was 
reporting that the virus was even something to worry about until Trump 
said not to worry about it. Next day all of a sudden, the entire world shut 
down. 
 
 
 
 
Google trends show 5-10 year all time highs for "deep state", "cabal", 
"new world order" searches. 
https:// trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%205-
y&geo=US&q=deep%20state 
https:// trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%205-
y&geo=US&q=cabal 
https:// trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%205-
y&geo=US&q=new%20world%20order  
Even at a 10 year interval they are still either all time highs or projected to 
be all time high searches! Is it happening? 
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This is why Q was necessary. 
We needed real advance knowledge of the to-come habbenings to prevent 
people from absolutely losing their minds and unintentionally hurting 
themselves or others 
Imagine if no one knew what was occurring. Don’t panic. We Are the Calm 
Before the Storm. 
 
Just looking back, the “calm before the storm” quote with that group of 
senior military leaders was October 6, 2017. Q posts started 22 days later 
on October 28, 2017. Maybe you are indeed correct that we are the calm 
before the storm! 
 
 
 
 
CBS News caught using footage from a Italian hospital to describe 
conditions in New York City.  
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/03/cbs-news-caught-using-
footage-from-an-italian-hospital-to-describe-conditions-in-new-york-city-
video/ 
 
 
 
FDA issues emergency authorization of hydroxychloroquine and 
chloroquine for coronavirus care. 
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/29/fda-emergency-authorization-
anti-malaria-drug-155095 
 
 
 
Finally, we have evidence that COVID-19 is a hoax. 
There are NO reliable tests that can accurately test for COVID-19. 
Because of that, any tests being done are done for cornaviruses in general, 
not specifically COVID-19, and then it is being diagnosed officially as 
COVID-19. 
Coronaviruses in general are so common, that most people have them to 
some degree at any given point in time, even though they are perfectly 
healthy,  
It is not enough to have a virus, it is crucial to know the viral load, because 
the viral load needs to be high enough for someone to get sick from it. The 
viral load is NOT BEING TESTED AT ALL. 
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There are hundreds of thousands of flu and pneumonia patients in hospitals 
all over the world at any given time. 
Many patients are "presumed" to have COVID-19, without any test 
whatsoever. 
NOBODY is documenting actual cases of COVID-19. 
"... all you have done is use a simple test kit trick to convert the worst flu 
and pneumonia cases into something new that doesn't actually exist." 
People are getting the regular annual flu and other Winter illnesses, but 
these cases are being diagnosed without proof that they are COVID-19. 
In reality, COVID-19 does not exist. 
This is why it is old people dying (as they do every year). 
This is why most people dying have "co-morbidities" (they are dying of 
something other than COVID-19). 
This is why the cases are worst in China, Italy, and Iran ... and now USA. 
Northern Italy has the largest Chinese population in Europe, and there are a 
lot of Chinese going between China and Iran, as well. The USA is now 
"testing" more people than anyone else in the world, and what do you know 
... they are finding more people with coronavirus (ANY coronavirus) in 
their system. 
THIS. IS. A. HOAX. 
https://www.sott.net/article/431521-Manufactured-pandemic-They-re-
testing-people-for-ANY-strain-of-Coronavirus-not-COVID-19-
specifically-US-
scientist?fbclid=IwAR3AzUScT8Au1eWrBXCqliVtzgEdF6W41RhyI5Gze
0yUnt276OPmleZQvvc 
EDIT: Here is another article from an expert in global infections, and he 
arrives at the same conclusion: 
https://needtoknow.news/2020/03/engineer-analyzes-pcr-coronavirus-test-
and-raises-the-question-does-the-2019-coronavirus-exist/ 
https://theinfectiousmyth.com/book/CoronavirusPanic.pdf 
 
Interesting theory. If correct, then the lockdown is almost certainly for the 
purpose of dismantling the cabal. Otherwise it would make people less 
obedient of government orders in the future, and I can't think of any 
scenario where that would be beneficial to those perpetrating the hoax. 
 
 
 
Gotta rescue the Children before you can Declassify. Maybe the boats 
are for them. 
C before D 
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This is exactly what the ships and NYC convention center are for, as well 
as the other 100+ venues the army corps of engineers are setting up! 
Red castle green castle. 
 
 
 
Hospitals are DEAD across the Country, not war zones. 
 
 
 
"Jam Packed Hospitals for Covid-19" Rhode Island, Security Admits 
Hospitals Have Been Dead. 
 
 
 
Choroquine and Azithromycin are not effective in treating COVID-19 
when you have high levels of Ferritin (iron) associated with the 
consumption of Adrenochrome. 
So all these adrenochrome monsters that get COVID-19 are going to die a 
slow, painful death without any chance of effective treatment. 
 
 
 
Pentagon Orders Essential Staff to Deep Underground Mountain 
Bunker as Pandemic Prep Escalates. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pentagon-orders-essential-staff-
deep-underground-mountain-bunker-pandemic-prep 
 
 
 
"False Alarm" Book behind Fox and Friends Dr. Marc Segel. 
Just watched a Fox & Friends morning TV show. Dr Siegel a F&F staff 
medical doctor was interviewed in his remote office. On the table behind 
him, standing upright on his right, was the book “False Alarm”! The book 
cover was black/ white. He is the author of this text. 
With the citizens noting on YT and other means that their appears a 
disparity between what is being said and what is being observed. This may 
be additional fodder to add to the data that this operation is more than 
Corona-Virus 19 eradication.  
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/1352285.False_Alarm 
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Have Faith and Courage Anons. The Lord is our shepherd as we 
transition from the Great Awakening to The Storm.  
Psalm 91 
1 Whoever dwells in the shelter of the Most High will rest in the shadow of 
the Almighty. 
2 I will say of the LORD, “He is my refuge and my fortress, my God, in 
whom I trust.” 
3 Surely he will save you from the fowler’s snare and from the deadly 
pestilence. 
4 He will cover you with his feathers, and under his wings you will find 
refuge; his faithfulness will be your shield and rampart. 
5 You will not fear the terror of night, nor the arrow that flies by day, 
6 nor the pestilence that stalks in the darkness, nor the plague that destroys 
at midday. 
7 A thousand may fall at your side, ten thousand at your right hand, but it 
will not come near you. 
8 You will only observe with your eyes and see the punishment of the 
wicked. 
9 If you say, “The LORD is my refuge,” and you make the Most High your 
dwelling, 
10 no harm will overtake you, no disaster will come near your tent. 
11 For he will command his angels concerning you to guard you in all your 
ways; 
12 they will lift you up in their hands, so that you will not strike your foot 
against a stone. 
13 You will tread on the lion and the cobra; you will trample the great lion 
and the serpent. 
14 “Because he loves me,” says the LORD, “I will rescue him; I will 
protect him, for he acknowledges my name. 
15 He will call on me, and I will answer him; I will be with him in trouble, 
I will deliver him and honor him. 
16 With long life I will satisfy him and show him my salvation.” 
 
 
 
Three Black CHILD RAPISTS set free! Coronavirus Jailbreak: Eight 
Sex Offenders Freed in Cuomo's New York! Including three Black 
Rapists of children! WTF!? Why? 
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/03/29/coronavirus-jailbreak-eight-
freed-cuomo-ny/ 
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Free Energy Coming? Interesting theory. 
Anonymous post to 8Kun:  
https://8kun.top/qresearch/res/8619048.html#8619184 
Storytime (updated). 
A long time ago, Tesla had the dream of free energy for the world. He built 
the towers and proved it could work. Then he died. Then Trump's uncle 
procured Tesla's life work and nobody heard anything again. 
Fast-forward some years - now we have buildings ALL over the country 
with massive spires on the top that are supposed to be for "radio" 
transmissions. Under those buildings is a massive tunnel system that almost 
no one has seen save for a select few. 
Fast-forward - We are in the storm. Trump orders the military deployed: 
Army, National Guard, Army Corps of Engineers. Then Trump orders 
auto-manufacturers (not electronic manufacturers) to mass-produce 
"Ventilators". Then, during his presser today, he slips and says 
"generators"…not once, but twice.  
What's going on?  
What's the most rational conversion of an automotive manufacturing plant?  
Auto->Ventilator 
or 
Auto->Generator(Tesla Coil) 
Trump is setting the country up for free energy and the National Guard and 
Army Corps of engineers are going to be installing these generators with 
unfettered ability due to the lock-down.  
Why the ten days of darkness? 
That's how long it will take for the switch-over from the old electrical grid 
to the new Tesla coil free energy distribution. 
Why did the Army spend $500M for subterranean combat? 
In order for the Army Corps of Engineers and the National Guard to work, 
they will need to be protected from whatever armed forces the cabal 
retains.  
The End. 
https://www.eenews.net/stories/1062623491 
https://physicstoday.scitation.org/do/10.1063/PT.6.4.20181019a/full/ 
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2018/06/24/army-spending-half-
billion-train-troops-fight-underground.html 
 
 
 
Just saw the navy ship Comfort come into NYC. 
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I don't think any of us know what is about to happen. 
 
Maybe Trump wanted to buy Greenland so we can use it as a huge prison. 
 
I'm dying to know what's in Greenland. It's more censored in Google Earth 
than Antarctica. 
 
Whatever it is ...if you're a law-abiding citizen you have nothing to fear. if 
you aren’t sick you won’t be visiting that ship. no worries. she is for the 
bad guys. 
 
 
 
The basic trends that give me faith that we're going in the right 
direction. 
Arrests, Resignations, Judges are up.  
Taxes, Regulations, Interest, illegal immigration is down. 
These are the things that keep me from losing faith. 
I’m a skeptical person. I hate how our government has so much power. I’m 
looking forward for the day we remove that power from them. 
But I’m trusting the plan and seeing the light at the end of the tunnel. 
 
 
 
More Than 40 Miles of New Border Wall Constructed During 
Coronavirus Crisis. 
https://www.trumpwall.construction 
 
 
 
Time to stop feeding the beast. Try to avoid doing business with any 
company that Advertises on the MSM. 
I am not advocating an outright boycott but if it becomes toxic and their 
sales actually decline when they spend their advertising dollars on the 
MSM (Main Stream Media) they will spend them else where. If spending 
money with companies that advertise on these news outlets is like donating 
to the deep state or dem party then we should avoid doing business with 
them possible. At some these MSM companies will have to stop bashing 
Trump and those who voted for him and flip or go out of business. Image a 
world where almost no news network cover Pelosi or Schumer! 
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Anon Yesterday saw the largest daily drop in reported U.S. 
Coronavirus deaths on record. A 50% reduction! One day doesn't 
make a trend, but this is fantastic news!  
 
 
"Senator Richard Burr - has retained counsel... former DOJ Asst AG 
Alice Fisher. As AAG, Alice Fisher stopped "victim notification 
letters" from going to the young girls Jeffrey Epstein abused. "  
 
 
In late February, Nancy Pelosi encourages large groups to congregate 
in Chinatown. 
 
 
Prostitution Camp in Marshall Islands Provided Teenage Mothers for 
Arizona Mormon Politician's Child Trafficking Business. 
https://healthimpactnews.com/2020/prostitution-camp-in-marshall-islands-
provided-teenage-mothers-for-arizona-mormon-politicians-child-
trafficking-business/ 
 
 
 
The Z Pack could be delivered to every citizen by mail ($.50) starting 
today, to end this by Easter for a $1 a person...  
Europe is reporting virtually 95% success rates treating and PRE 
TREATING citizens. Pharmaceutical companies have already sent 
America over 6 million dosages for FREE. Trump has the cure, and I think 
he is ready to drop the MOAB soon, this is EPIC !!! 
Big Pharma and the (D)'s are such clowns, epic fail. Everything they 
wanted , they will not get, everything we wanted we are going to get when 
it all boils down.  
No patents, no vaccine using one of the most plentiful minerals on earth , 
Zinc and Quinine. 
 
A $1 bottle of tonic quinine, Vitamin C and some Zinc tabs. 
No alchemy apprenticeship required. 
 
 
 
We need data from the nation's funeral homes. 
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"Trust but verify" is an old Russian saying that holds true today. The 
headlines are not reflecting what people are saying about local hospitals 
and emergency providers. If we can't trust the news for accurate info we 
need to seek other sources for that info. Does anyone have connections to 
funeral home directors that should be able to identify the Covid 19 cases 
they've seen. I imagine they would need to take extra care in handling the 
remains. They should know if there are a lot of virus related deaths. 
 
 
 
Pandemic = Great Awakening. 
We are the news now, so given what we are seeing: 
* Hospitals are NOT overrun with CV patients... #filmyourhospital and 
Project Veritas will go far to prove this even more. 
* A literal cure appears to be available, yet the MSM and DS actors are 
blocking it. Even the FDA which approved it... but only for proven cases 
that get hospitalization. 
* China lying and delayed notifying the world about the virus. 
* Event 201 
* Shutting down the economy and quarantines for "hot spots". 
* Cuomo busted lying about medical supplies, which conveniently creates a 
negative narrative against POTUS. 
* Pedo Joe, losing his mind more and more every day. 
* Pedowood freaking out. 
So, I ask you... What "event" could wake the entire world more than 
finding out that CV-19, was released as a global bioweapon by evil Satanic 
"elites" (like Billy Gates), politicians in collusion with China, and with full 
cooperation and coordination with global "news" corporations? 
I submit that POTUS / Q will reveal this crime against humanity during the 
10 days of darkness. It's been "allowed" to go this far so that it will be top 
of mind of nearly every human on earth. People all over the world are 
angry, frustrated, scared shitless, panicking, they can't talk about anything 
else. What will they do when they find out it was all done to take down the 
USA and Trump and to get the NWO back on track? 
 
The NORMIES will shit their pants. 
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Human Trafficking thread. 
https://archive.ph/wip/EBxfy :  
Q Patriot on Twitter: "BREAKING: Boom! 
LDR-Bronfman company 
Find the Bridge Terminal 5 - 5th Ave. 
How do you Smuggle Children in and out of a country...  
Underground Tunnels, unused Subways tunnels.. Shipping Port and Grand 
Central Station. Bridge is literally 5:5 
 
 
 
The Best is Yet to Come!! 
I am a health care worker in Wayne County Michigan, I'm leaving out my 
occupation and hospital name for obvious reasons. I do work in the ICU 
and have direct care responsibilities for every patient in my unit. I know all 
the patient diagnosis; it is necessary for my role and dictates how I treat 
some patients.  
Wayne County is a supposed hotspot for covid19. I personally have not 
seen any covid19 patients in my hospital. We had 4 patients that were 
tested for covid19. Last day I worked we had 2 that tested negative and the 
other 2 were still pending. It’s taking about 10 days to get test results back 
from State of Michigan, we do not use the test kits. State of Michigan can 
only run 30 per day is what we were told, so turnaround time is long.  
There was a rumor that someone who came in through the ER that tested 
positive, how can they test positive in the ER if tests take 10 days to come 
back? People don't stay in the ER for 10 days. I think someone started this 
rumor and it was a lie. It was said there were 2 patients on the general 
practice floors that tested positive but had mild symptoms.  
There was an email floating around from Henry Ford Hospital that got 
leaked to the press that said they would have to decide who lived and who 
died based on age and symptoms. The PR person from HFH came out and 
said this was a disaster plan for a worst-case scenario situation and the 
hospital was nowhere near needing to make those kinds of decisions.  
I do notice that the places that claim the worst covid19 outbreak rates are 
all run by Liberal Governors, I heard there was some tension between the 
Michigan Governor and our President, same holds true for the New York 
Governor. I don't know for sure but they may be intentionally ramping up 
fake covid19 cases in a effort to make our President look bad (he is not 
doing enough) and be at the top of the list for taking Federal funds when 
they are released. This is said to be the intentions of the pandemic from the 
start, kill our economy, weaken the chances of a Trump re-election.  
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The test kits were said to be giving false positive results, this could be the 
reason we see high numbers in some regions and/or different hospitals. It is 
flu season, many people die each year from Flu A and Flu B.(20,000-
70,000 each year) I think there is ample evidence that this pandemic is 
fake. Flu deaths being used to build the Democrat attack on the President? 
There are corrupt coroners in every state that would help the democrat 
cause. 
There seems to be a power struggle going on. On one side we have 
nefarious people using it for political and financial gain. On the other side 
it is being used for economic reset of the currency and rounding up deep 
state. Also, working in President Trump's favor, this proves we cannot rely 
on China for all of our manufacturing and pharmaceuticals. This will lead 
to a return of our manufacturing base and a economic rally like you have 
never seen before once this thing is over. 
You see, Trump must maintain the optics that he is doing what is needed to 
keep the people safe, he must maintain this image throughout the process. 
If it appears, he screwed this up the media will use it to persecute him, 
destroy his ratings. The media are already doing this now, using gotcha 
questions at his Covid19 press meetings. He has scolded several reporters 
for their questions.  
If in the end, we end up with a stockpile of equipment that was never 
needed, it’s a good thing, you can never be to prepared for situations like 
this. Put it back in the national stockpile. I have read stories that Obama left 
our national stock piles of medical equipment in very poor situation. 
President Trump is using his Presidential power to replenish it and using 
the Fed's money to do it. This situation also wakes the people up, makes 
them realize they need to prep more for situations like this, we were not 
prepared, that's why we saw a run on the grocery stores. 
There has been rumors we are returning to a gold standard with our 
currency. We just saw a restructuring of the Federal Reserve the other day. 
This was thought to be the first step in elimination the Fed all together. We 
were paying international bankers $500 billion of interest on fiat money 
they printed out of thin air, they were screwing Americans and have been 
doing so for many years. President Trump is one smart cookie. He is 
always ten steps ahead of the people trying to impeach him. I think the 
pandemic was concocted to hurt Trump initially however he is using it to 
his advantage. What is the Democrats moto?...Never let a good crisis go to 
waste. Trump is using their playbook in conjunction with his own. He 
turned this pandemic in to a tool to finalize is top election promises just 
before the election. It was not his idea, he only coopted it and used it for 
good. Once it is all over with, the people will learn the truth. We went 
through some short-term inconveniences for some very long-term gains. 
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Yes, there may be people out there that are dying but this happens every 
year, old people get sick and they die. This is nothing new. The difference 
today is the media is weaponizing it against Trump. It is a continuation of 
what we saw since his first day in office. Russia collusion, impeachment 
debacle, now this. Never forget, President Trump has already proven his 
allegiance to the country and the American people, this is why they are 
trying to destroy him. Continue to support our Great President and pray for 
him every day. He is doing this for us. He is taking all these arrows for us. 
He could be enjoying his golden years but instead he is saving the 
country/world. Also remember, he promised us THE BEST IS YET TO 
COME!! 
 
 
 
Italian politician Fabio Rampelli removes the EU flag from his 
chambers and replaces it with the national one.  
 
 
 
Educating Liberals  
@Education4Libs 
The MSM wants you to believe: -Hospitals look like war zones -
Hydroxychloroquine will kill you -100,000+ Americans are going to die. 
When in reality: -Hospitals are empty -Hydroxychloroquine cures the virus 
-100,000+ Americans have already recovered. It’s always the opposite. 
 
 
 
Confession: family members. 
Over the years I have developed a resentment for my blue-pilled family 
members. I am not blaming them for having been brainwashed since a 
young age but for their continued refusal to start thinking independent of 
the mainstream narrative even when presented with alternative facts and 
sources. When this storm is over I am divorcing myself from them all. I 
just can't deal with them even if they ever wake up. You were given a 
goddamn brain so why don't you use it FFS? Instead they are calling me a 
conspiracy theorist for questioning something as obvious as 9/11. That's 
just how I feel and I have no interest in investing any more energy into 
those idiots, many of which are highly educated. I will find myself a new 
"family." 
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Breaking - There is AUDIO of a call held by the Kennedy Center. 
This is breaking so here is what I have seen so far, will update as more info 
comes out. 
OAN News 
- https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1244697962820898817 and his 
video https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1244700769078501376 
Brian Cates 
- https://twitter.com/drawandstrike/status/1244714956874027011 
Review of tweets and video, my observations. Kennedy Center had a call, it 
was recorded and OAN has the audio. It has not been fully broken down, 
but in it the Board of Directors of The Kennedy Center talked about how 
they worked their contacts on the hill to get funding.  
I think Trump let things like this through as he knows how much it will 
anger us and keep us engaged. 
 
 
 
When The Storm hits, potentially millions of people will be AWAKE 
for the first time in their lives.....I, for one, will welcome them with 
open arms, no matter their past transgressions....  
"Be kind to one another, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, as God in 
Christ forgave you." - Ephesians 4:32 ESV 
This is my driving force! I have had the benefit of knowing the REAL 
world and what has been taking place... 
Their mind control programming through media, social engineering, mass 
communication, etc. never took hold of me.  
There are potentially millions who will WAKE UP when the truth is 
revealed. We have to welcome them with open arms. Millions have been 
lied to, taken advantage of and enslaved for decades - some, through no 
fault of their own. 
Others who knowingly STILL choose to do evil or follow evil is not of our 
concern! They WILL PAY. 
"Do not take revenge, my dear friends, but leave room for God's wrath, for 
it is written: "It is mine to avenge; I will repay," says the Lord." - Romans 
12:19 
We will be the SALT and the LIGHT to those who are coming home!!!  
FREEDOM!! 
WWG1WGA! 
 
I hate to say I told you so, but I'm at the very least going to say something 
like "next time I say something is true, don't fucking ridicule me. You're a 
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fucking idiot and I'm not, so just listen for once, you ignorant, low IQ 
moron," 
Well I won't actually say that, but damn that would feel great to say! 
 
 
 
Please pray. Operators are in harm’s way. High risk. High value 
targets. 
 
 
 
EXCLUSIVE: Attorney Requests All Documents Related to Seth Rich 
from FBI After New Testimony from former DOJ Asst. US Attorney 
Discloses the FBI DID Examine Seth Rich's Computer. 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/03/exclusive-attorney-requests-
all-documents-related-to-seth-rich-from-fbi-after-new-testimony-from-
former-doj-asst-us-attorney-discloses-the-fbi-did-examine-seth-richs-
computer/ 
 
 
 
 
Fauci predicted 100,000 deaths. Birx today said 200,000 if we do 
everything perfectly. That would = 606 deaths per million. Italy is at 
178. Spain is at 156. No way we get to 606. WTF. 
Why are we predicting higher numbers of deaths than any other country by 
a huge margin? South Korea is at 3.08 deaths per million and it has slowed 
there already. Germany is at 6.7. US right now is 7.8 per million. How do 
we get to 606 deaths per million? 
Hydroxychloroquine is working. Vitamin C through an IV is working. 
Other anti-virals are working.  
Am I missing something?  
In the end will we all say plundering the economy wasn't worth 10,000 
deaths ... when the seasonal flu killed 30,000 Americans this year without 
any economic shutdown? 
Is Trump letting them wipe out his economy without a fight? 
 
 
 
If you want to blindly trust media and government, move your stupid 
ass to China. 
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Covid number-fudging: One example.  
To all who doubt the numbers - a little proof: I had been a little leery of 
posting this, but after reading the tweet by the former Army nurse about the 
2 patients who had their cause of death changed, I feel it's right to let 
people know what the hell some people are up to. 
My wife's grandfather has bladder cancer, and after a spell in hospital, has 
been allowed home to spend his last weeks with family. 
Ten days ago, his daughter called a doctor out to the family home as he was 
experiencing excruciating pains in his lower abdomen.  
The doctor checked him over and declared the old man to have a CHEST 
INFECTION - despite him showing absolutely no symptoms of a chest 
infection.  
The doctor then addressed the family who were present and told them that 
"all chest infections are being treated as potentially Covid-19" and they all 
must self-isolate for 14 days as they were in the house at the time. My wife 
says the doc wrote Coronavirus on the notes, and promptly left the house 
after prescribing some antibiotics. 
They have, of course, all sensibly followed advice and are in self isolation. 
It's been 10 days, and nobody is showing any symptoms. 
But it made me wonder - if that old man succumbs to the cancer, they will 
add him to the list of dead by Coronavirus, won't they? After all, even with 
no test, and no fucking SYMPTOMS........the doctor wrote it on his 
paperwork.  
Just how much fuckery is in these numbers? 
 
 
 
 
 
25th April = Pedophile Pride Day , is also called Alice Day. 
' Alice Day ' is 25th April , called that because of Alice Liddell , the girl 
that the central character of Alice in Wonderland was based on.  
It is more accurately called PEDOPHILE PRIDE DAY , when the sick 
perverts feel free to express their love for Children like little girls 
Maybe this is the date that all these filthy scum are rounded up and dealt 
with forever. Justice had better come soon. 
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JUST IN: Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam (D) issues stay-at-home order 
In lieu of face mask, the Governor prefers his own unique PPE 
 
 
 
We are living in Bizarre World. 
We are living in Bizarre World…  

If a mentally-ill dude pretends to be a woman, you are required to 
pretend with him. 
It’s un-American for the census to count how many Americans are in 
America. 
Russians influencing our elections are bad, but Mexicans voting in our 
elections are good. 
It was cool for Joe Biden to blackmail the President of Ukraine, but it’s 
an impeachable offense if Donald Trump inquiries about it. 
Twenty is too young to drink a beer, but eighteen is old enough to vote. 
It’s wrong to steal, but it’s cool to demand that the government steal for 
you. 
Sexualizing children is bad, but 11-year-old drag queens are good. 
Illegals aren't required to show ID, but citizens can't buy cough 
medicine without it. 
It’s okay for Iran to have nukes, but duck hunters should turn in their 
shotguns. 
People who have never owned slaves should pay slavery reparations to 
people who have never been slaves. 
Inflammatory rhetoric is outrageous, but harassing people in 
restaurants is virtuous. 
People who have never been to college should pay the debts of college 
students who took out huge loans for useless degrees. 
Immigrants with tuberculosis and polio are welcome, but you’d better 
be able to prove your dog is vaccinated. 
Doctors and Engineers who want to immigrate must go through a 
rigorous vetting process, but any illiterate gang-banger who jumps the 
southern fence is welcome. 
We demand that the government be in control of our health care, but 
then we are outraged when the government makes our health care 
decisions. 
$5 billion for border security is too expensive, but $1.5 trillion for 
“free” health care for illegals is not. 
Men are evil misogynists, and a hooker named Stormy Daniels is a 
national treasure. 
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If you cheat to get into college you go to prison, but if you cheat to get 
into the country you go to college for free. 
Politicians who say that the President is not above the law put illegal 
immigrants above the law. 
Kids can’t bring peanut butter to school, but they can bring measles. 
People who say there is no such thing as gender are demanding a 
female President. 
It’s terrible when the President says that Puerto Rico’s politicians are 
corrupt, but it’s wonderful when Puerto Rico’s politicians are kicked 
out of office for corruption. 
Illegals don’t pay taxes, but they get tax refunds. 
We are $22 trillion dollars in debt, but we should throw money at every 
perceived problem like drunken sailors. 
We see other countries going Socialist and collapsing, and it seems like 
a great plan to us. 
We demand high minimum wages for unskilled labor, and we demand 
unlimited illegal immigration of people who will work for peanuts. 
Voter suppression is bad, but not allowing the President to be on the 
ballot is good. 
Fourth-of-July parades are bad, but parades of women dressed as 
vaginas are good. 
Some people are held responsible for things that happened before they 
were born, and other people are not held responsible for what they are 
doing right now 

 
 
 
 
 
"God gave us grace on Nov. 8, 2016 to change the course we were on. 
God had been taken out of our schools & lives. A nation turned its 
back on God. I encourage you to use this time to get back ...  
"God gave us grace on Nov. 8, 2016 to change the course we were on. God 
had been taken out of our schools & lives. A nation turned its back on God. 
I encourage you to use this time to get back in the Word. Read our bibles & 
spend time w/ our families." -  
@realMikeLindell 
 
 
 
CQ pharma founder & manufacturer murdered. What are the odds? 
https://files.catbox.moe/fdlbet.png 
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This was the moment that the big deep state players knew they were 
screwed. 
https://files.catbox.moe/fmp0dv.mp4 
 
 
 
The thing (for me) which has removed all doubt of current 
HABBENINGS is that 900 NYPD have tested positive for COVID-19. 
Lots of people have compared indictment maps to infection maps, but that 
can easily be explained as simple population density maps. 
Sure, it is strange celebrities and world leaders keep getting infected, but 
that can be explained by a simple bias: Those are the people our media 
talks about all day every day no matter what is going on in the world, of 
course we would hear about them. 
Is it strange that countries seem to be experiencing infection rates which 
scale proportionally to their affiliation with cabal bloodline activities and 
home countries? Yes, but that trend could have more to do with media 
coverage in those nations than actual infections. 
However... 
For a city like New York to say that 14% of their entire NYPD has tested 
positive, 900+ people, and for the news to show us military personnel 
walking in and out of the NYPD buildings in response is absolute full-stop 
complete insanity if you consider it from any angle other than indictments 
with a cover story. Why would NYPD have 900 cases when I don't even 
know a single person in my day-to-day life that is infected? Why would the 
military be at NYPD headquarters dealing with infected members of the 
NYPD? Why would 14% of NYPD be infected when enforcement has 
basically stopped and the streets are empty and the hospitals aren't even 
busy and hospital workers are being furloughed due to lack of work and 
beds are sitting empty WAITING for the infection rate to spike? 
NYPD are supposed to be first responders, not patient zeros. Their 
infection rate is too far ahead of the curve for it to be explained by 
community spread, and a police officer doesn't go into work and await help 
from the military when they get sick. 
What is the military doing in the NYPD buildings? 
 
 
 
90% of the Medical Industry is Bullshit. 
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They do a great job making themselves seem so important but in reality, 
what advances are they making? Where are the cures? Why are they so 
filthy rich? Most of real medicine is surgery. When it comes to other stuff 
they are mostly clueless. Biggest shit show on earth full of greedy liars. 
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Tuesday March 31, 2020 

 
 
 

 
If compulsory vaccination will come, then I will not trust the plan 
anymore. 
In Denmark vaccination can now be enforced by Mil or private security 
Denmark rushes through emergency coronavirus law 
Denmark's parliament on Thursday night unanimously passed an 
emergency coronavirus law which gives health authorities powers to force 
testing, treatment and quarantine with the backing of the police. 
As well as enforcing quarantine measures, the law also allows the 
authorities to force people to be vaccinated, even though there is currently 
no vaccination for the virus. 
https://www.thelocal.dk/20200313/denmark-passes-far-reaching-
emergency-coronavirus-law 
 
I won't be getting any vaccinations. I don't trust them. They kill, they make 
sick, they weaken. 
 
 
tfw the President of the United States parks a giant floating prison 
literally at the end of your street. 
https://media.thedonald.win/thedonald/post/M309kGFg.jpeg 
 
 
Something I am worried about. 
We all know about the DUMBs and tunnels. We speculate that all the 
explosions 'tremors' 'earthquakes' around the country are the white hats 
taking control of these places. I pray to God that is true. However, what if 
these satanic fucks are destroying these places themselves to get rid of 
evidence? 
 
It's probably a combination of both. Pray that all who can be saved, are. 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1243759632935337984.html 
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Rig for Red: Red Seal Notes are United States Currency & Green Seal 
US Dollars (Federal Reserve Notes). 
Green Seal US Dollars (Federal Reserve Notes) 
First introduced in 1914, these notes are backed by the US government but 
aren't actually produced by the US. Instead, the 12 Federal Reserve banks 
within the US prints this money and, by law, must maintain enough assets 
to balance the notes issued.Nov 24, 2015 
Red Seal Notes are United States Currency known as United States Notes 
and also called Legal Tender Notes. Legal Tender Notes are the longest 
lived of all U.S. Currency, first authorized in the Act of Congress, May 3, 
1878 and issued through 1971. 
 
 
 
Oklahoma must be unable to contact FEMA or FEMA won't send the 
ppe/meds/money. If Oklahoma can't get basics we need to know why! 
Oklahoma news this morning was very negative in the respect all we know 
as citizens is that Oklahoma has no ppe supplies except for eleven days. 
There was a mention of FEMA having sent some, but could not tell if that 
was part of the eleven days or did they receive enough just in time? 
Oklahoma news stations sound just like all the rest of msm in America! 
Hopefully over the course of this day some truth will come out and we the 
people may find out who is competing for the most incompetent twits in 
America! 
 
You should hear the governor of Illinois!  
They will be doing their own testing because they just can't get the test kits 
the president promised. If China's were faulty and we have to make our 
own, where will he get them? 
And so far it's been Democratic governors I believe are grandstanding for 
the coming elections. Trump approval on virus handling soars to 80%! 
Just look at this shit! 
https://www.salon.com/2020/03/30/governor-says-illinois-will-take-over-
coronavirus-testing-after-white-houses-profound-failing/ 
 
 
 
"The Empire State Building was turned into a flashing siren tonight". 
This seems weird. 
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That is freaking OFF THE HOOK. Have any of you seen anything like this 
ever?? 
Red Alert. Red Alert 
Question is....for US or THEM??? 
 
 
 
#ConstitutionOverCoronavirus. 
Robert Barnes 
@Barnes_Law 
I will be filing suits for clients across America against the lawless 
politicians violating First, Second, Fourth & Fifth Amendment rights of 
ordinary Americans. Our founders knew viruses & plagues; they didn't let 
it infect/exempt our#BillOfRights. #ConstitutionOverCoronavirus 
https://mobile.twitter.com/Barnes_Law/status/1244433955769577472 
 
 
 
Why you shouldn't worry about CV. It's a fake pandemic drill gone 
live. https://mobile.twitter.com/search?q=%23event201 
 
The mass layoffs and the likelihood of a Great Depression 2 are real though 
 
 
 
10 Days of Darkness. 
The 10 Days of Darkness event is something similar to having a double 
root canal, you know it needs to happen, it is painful to endure but 
afterwards, things will be much better. These next 10 days, if it does 
actually occur tomorrow will be painful. The most painful will be the loss 
of communication with loved ones, which is the most significant and the 
most worrisome for us regular folks. Having the EBS active and POTUS 
and white hat Patriots continually updating the world is something that has 
never happened before. The complete non-existence of outside information 
beyond your immediate geographic area (unless you have transceiver 
radios of some sort) is something that hasn't existed since the early 20th 
century.  
It is both exciting and terrifying, but the world needs this reset, unlike the 
reset the entity previously named Hillary wanted, this reset will is for the 
world's benefit and not just the CF. 
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Regardless if it does happen tomorrow or at the stroke of midnight tonight, 
I just want to say Thank You all for participation here, I am not an analyst 
and I get most of my information from most of you. Thank you moderators, 
thank you Patriots, thank you President Donald J. Trump and most of all - 
thank you to the entire body of Patriots named Q. 
When the 10 Days of Darkness happens and concludes, I hope to see you 
all on the other side. 
God Bless you all 
God Bless America 
God Bless POTUS 
God Bless Q 
WWG1WGA. 
 
 
 
National Guardsman says media has overblown the Coronavirus - 
Project Veritas 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqDGJLbsWWA&feature=youtu.be 
 
 
 
Regardless of your views on Q..we as a planet have surely just gone 
over the event horizon. 
Meaning: We are all either going to be free someday or completely 
enslaved. There is no going back to life as it was 4 years ago, Most people 
just living in a day to day fog. Whether Q is real or a most brilliant plan to 
expose and crush remaining patriots ...the effect has altered the world 
forever. Amazing time to be alive. Earth is now forever on a different 
trajectory. Which way it goes is still something we get to witness but we 
still have no control. We can only watch and disseminate information we 
think is true to people who think we are nuts. Perhaps we are. Either way 
it’s been a pleasure all the way. WWG1WGA. Literally. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is Fucked! Typical Trudeau! Is Pelosi his mentor? 
MPs, who fled Ottawa over concerns about COVID-19 on March 13, will 
pocket a pay raise on April 1, the same day many Canadians will be 
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wondering how to make rent or mortgage payments. It’s also the same day 
the carbon tax goes up. 
https://canoe.com/opinion/columnists/lilley-mps-take-a-pay-raise-while-
raising-your-taxes-during-a-crisis/wcm/94c1e504-7fc8-4280-bfcb-
f7dfaf4aec96 
 
 
 
History Lesson (comic relief). 
This one is circulating via email... 
We all know that History is no longer being taught in many American 
classrooms. This is what produces a Bernie Sanders as a Presidential 
Candidate!! The only smart kid in the room is a young Japanese student! 
Please enjoy: 
The teacher said... Let's begin by reviewing some history Who said: 'Give 
me Liberty, or give me Death!'? 
She saw a sea of blank faces, except for Little Akio, a bright foreign 
exchange student from Japan, who had his hand up: "Patrick Henry, 1775," 
he said.  
"Very good! "Who said: 'Government of the People, by the People, for the 
People, shall not perish from the Earth!'?" 
Again, no response except Little Akio:  
"Abraham Lincoln, 1863." 
"Excellent!" said the teacher continuing. "Let's try one a bit more difficult. 
"Who said, 'Ask not what your country can do for you, but what you can do 
for your country'?" 
Once again, Akio's was the only hand in the air and he said: 
"John F. Kennedy, 1961." 
The teacher snapped at her class, "Class, you should be ashamed of 
yourselves. Akio isn't from this country and he knows more about our 
history than you do." 
She hears a loud whisper:... "F--k the Japs." 
"Who said that? I want to know right now," she angrily demanded. 
Little Akio put his hand up, 
"General MacArthur, 1945." 
At that point, a student in the back said, "I'm gonna puke." The teacher 
glares around and asks, "All right! Now, who said that?" 
Again, Little Akio says, 
"George Bush to the Japanese Prime Minister, 1991." 
Now furious, the same student yells, "Suck this!" 
Little Akio jumps out of his chair waving his hand and shouts to the 
teacher. 
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"Bill Clinton, to Monica Lewinsky, 1997!" 
The teacher fainted. As the class gathered around the teacher on the floor, 
someone said, "Damn, we’re screwed."* 
Little Akio said quietly, 
"Chuck Schumer when Trump got elected in 2016.” 
 
 
 
If you would like to support My Pillow use this promo code for a big 
discount! (files.catbox.moe) 
The promo code is the letter “Q” 
 
 
 
The Sentiment in Germany is Turning Against Exaggerated Virus. 
We are seeing a number of people coming out in Germany. This is an open 
letter to Merkel about the exaggeration of using this virus to destroy the 
economy. Dr. Bodo Schiffmann also Talks About Facts! (these are in 
German, but they are calling into question what is going on with using this 
virus to take control of the people and the economy. 
Is this power-play to save the Euro by forcing the Federalization and 
support the left agenda going to lead to the European Revolution that 
breaks the Euro? 
Any post which is calling into question this Virus Revolution is starting to 
be removed from the internet and on You Tube they are immediately 
carrying a message to contact the CDC for the truth. That reminds me of 
Russia and Pravda. This is making many to wonder will they start just 
arresting people for disagreeing and begin blocking the internet to any 
dissent? 
This is going way over the top and it makes no sense when at least 10x the 
amount of people should be dead by now with the normal flu. Will these 
people make China appear to be the new land of liberty? How far is this 
going to go? 
We even have India joining the party moving to lock down people for 3 
weeks with only about 1000 cases for 1.2 billion population? This is even 
AFTER the Ferguson model was shown to be bogus. Was he paid like the 
Christopher Steele to create a fake dossier to try to take down trump? This 
time was this fake projection that 2.2 million American would be dead by 
now paid for by the left to strip us of our liberty? 
So many questions are starting to appear. The press will never investigate 
so where does that leave us? 
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https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/germany/the-
sentiment-in-germany-is-turning-against-exaggerated-virus/ 
 
 
 
Amazon warehouse workers are walking out and Whole Foods 
workers are striking. 
From News Thud: 
“Like all businesses grappling with the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, we 
are working hard to keep employees safe while serving communities and 
the most vulnerable,” an Amazon spokesperson told TechCrunch. “We 
have taken extreme measures to keep people safe, tripling down on deep 
cleaning, procuring safety supplies that are available, and changing 
processes to ensure those in our buildings are keeping safe distances. The 
truth is the vast majority of employees continue to show up and do the 
heroic work of delivering for customers every day.” 
In solidarity with warehouse workers, tech workers at Amazon are 
demanding the company provide fully paid family leave for people who 
miss work, provide fully paid leave to all Amazon workers, close facilities 
immediately following contamination, ensure full paid leave for workers 
whose jobs are impacted by such closures and ensure everyone has 
unlimited time to take care of their health. 
“Recognizing the urgency of the moment, tech workers are going beyond 
asking Amazon to take action and are pledging not to work for Amazon if 
it fails to act,” the DC Tech Workers Coalition wrote in a petition. “We 
also pledge to ask organizations in our communities such as universities 
and conferences to not accept Amazon as a sponsor or participant in 
events.” 
Meanwhile, workers at Whole Foods, which is owned by Amazon, are 
organizing a “sick out” strike tomorrow to demand better protections on the 
job, Vice reports. 
According to Vice, Whole Foods workers will call in sick tomorrow and 
demand paid sick leave for those who stay at home or self-quarantine 
during the pandemic. They will also demand free coronavirus testing for 
employees and hazard pay. 
Led by group Whole Worker, the sick-out was originally planned for May 
1, but was moved up in response to reports that workers have started 
getting sick and testing positive for COVID-19. 
“As this situation has progressed, our fundamental needs as workers have 
become more urgent,” the group wrote on its campaign page. “COVID-19 
poses a very real threat to the safety of our workforce and our customers. 
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We cannot wait for politicians, institutions, or our own management to step 
in to protect us.” 
https://newsthud.com/watch-amazon-warehouse-workers-are-walking-out-
and-whole-foods-workers-are-
striking/?utm_source=News+Thud&utm_campaign=2564ba3ce4-
RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8458484
9d2-2564ba3ce4-74338969 
 
 
 
Democrat Mayor of Houston has put an end to all crime by simply 
telling criminals to "take a break" and "chill" until the virus is over. 
 
 
 
A Justice Department audit has found widespread problems with the 
FBI's use of secret surveillance warrants. 
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/31/justice-department-audit-finds-
widespread-flaws-in-fbi-surveillance-157166 
 
 
 
Donald Trump donated his salary to fight the virus, Nancy Pelosi 
asked for a raise. This is all you really need to know. 
 
 
 
Wife who killed husband with fish tank cleaner has history of mental 
illness and told doctor she wanted a divorce. Couple had $ problems 
because of wife's medical. MURDER? 
 
 
 
IRS orders office evacuation. Anyone want to take bets it never re-
opens again. DJT kills it like the FED? (wearethene.ws) 
 
 
 
Chris Cuomo Has Tested Positive for Coronavirus. 
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Celine Dion saying bye? 
Weird video of Dion saying Goodbye.  
https://twitter.com/russ_ayers/status/1244895952382509056?s=21 
 
Can we say goodbye to her satanic, skull-worshipping gender-neutral baby 
clothing line too? 
 
 
 
$20 trillion lawsuit against China! US group says coronavirus is 
bioweapon. 
Coronavirus update: A $20 trillion lawsuit has been filed against Chinese 
authorities in the US over coronavirus outbreak. American lawyer Larry 
Klayman and his advocacy group Freedom Watch along with Texas 
company Buzz Photos have filed the lawsuit against the Chinese 
government, Chinese army, the Wuhan Institute of Virology, Director of 
Wuhan Institute of Virology Shi Zhengli and Chinese army's Major 
General Chen Wei. 
The plaintiffs have sought $20 trillion, which is a bigger amount than 
China's GDP, claiming coronavirus is the result of a biological weapon 
prepared by the Chinese authorities. 
They have accused China of aiding and abetting death, provision of 
material support to terrorists, conspiracy to cause injury and death of US 
citizens, negligence, wrongful death, and assault and battery. 
They allege the virus had released from the Wuhan Virology Institute. The 
plaintiffs stated that the COVID-19 virus was "designed" by China to kill 
mass populations. Biological weapons were outlawed in 1925 and hence 
such a biological weapon is a terrorist-related weapon of mass destruction, 
the lawsuit mentioned. 
The American group cites multiple media reports that said that there was 
only one microbiology lab in China that handled advanced viruses like the 
novel coronavirus -- in Wuhan. To cover up, the plaintiffs alleged, China 
linked statements on coronavirus with national security protocols. 
Klayman and the plaintiffs also alleged that Chinese doctors and 
researchers who spoke out about coronavirus and "raised the alarm to the 
outside world internationally" have been "silenced". They added that such 
was the desperation of Major General Chen to save herself from the virus 
that she injected herself and six members of her team with a potential 
vaccine that was yet to be tested. 
They also alleged that all the defendants were working together to 
perpetuate "international terrorism". 
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The lawsuit stated that while coronavirus is slow-acting and slow-spreading 
to be used against a country's military, "it was designed to be used against 
the general population of one or more of China's perceived enemy nations, 
such as the United States." 
The American plaintiffs also asked for a jury trial against the Chinese 
defendants.  
https://www.businesstoday.in/current/world/usd-20-trillion-lawsuit-against-
china-us-group-says-coronavirus-bioweapon/story/399071.html 
 
 
 
US Military Aircraft have gone DARK on the tracking databases.  
https://twitter.com/mil_ops/status/1245060174567653377?s=21 
 
 
 
Google Vice President Vinton Cerf Tests Positive for CCP Virus. 
https://www.theepochtimes.com/google-vice-president-vinton-cerf-tests-
positive-for-ccp-virus_3292284.html?v=ul 
 
 
 
Cyrus Parsa    vs.  Google and many others: 
https://digitalcommons.law.scu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3104&cont
ext=historical 
 
 
 
 
"I want every American to be prepared for the hard days that lie 
ahead. We're going to go through a very tough two weeks...this is going 
to be a very painful, very very painful two weeks." 
 
These words by POTUS in this clip are melodramatic, way 
disproportionate to what we're seeing with our own eyes, which, is not 
much. 
Almost like something else is going on. 
 
Ya think!? 
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Wednesday April 1, 2020 

 
 
 

 
Children currently being Rescued and Processed in Central Park.  
Nurse Mentions Children Saved in New York City 
https://soundcloud.com/heath-motley-820983133/nurse-mentions-children-
saved 
 
Jesus Christ. This is sick and disturbing and is the only thing that makes 
sense seeing what is going on. Ventilators being brought in by the 
thousands to empty hospitals? Check. Masks being brought in by the 
thousands to empty hospitals? Check. If kids have been living underground 
their whole lives and many are critically injured, their immune systems will 
be compromised.  
Holy shit man. Please pray. 
 
Virginia Roberts is signaling this as being true as 
well https://mobile.twitter.com/VRSVirginia/status/1245218865207865345 
 
 
 
POTUS has declared April 2020 National Child Abuse Prevention 
Month!!! (twitter.com) 
 
 
 
After Congressional Coronavirus Meetings, Pelosi Bought $5 Million 
in Amazon Stock Before U.S. Retailers Were Forced to Close; And She 
Already Made Millions. 
 
 
 
IF Q didn't matter then they wouldn't shill so hard. 
And because their glowops seems more aggressive lately, I've come to the 
conclusion that the pain has started. 
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Daniel 12 and the virus 'stay at home' timeline. 
I just realized that the stay home order was 15+30= 45 days and that's how 
long it is from the 1290 to 1335 days of Daniel 12, And Trump said itll be 
like a burst of light, the reporters kept asking about light at the end of the 
tunnel, Comey tweeted the light at end if tunnel, Paul said in a flash and 
twinkling of an eye, Q said mass POP awakening and kept referencing 
popcorn... uh, is the sun gonna explode lol? Meaning the 'great solar flash' 
aka 'the event'? 
SOMETHING major is, about to happen. BIBLICAL.  
Peace and love patriots 
 
That is my desire! Nothing is better than paradise with the True King. King 
of Kings! Yeshua please return and implement the will of Yehova! Remove 
the chaff from the wheat! They shall be thrown in the fire! 1000-year 
reign? Yes please. Your will be done Father! 
 
 
 
Nurse here. 
ER/OR Nurse here. I can confirm that the ER/hospital I work at is like 
empty BUT..... that’s how it should fucking be. Holy shit, it’s unreal the 
amount of people that come to the ER for a sore throat or generalized 
weakness. I once had someone come into the ER because their child ate a 
fucking orange peel. The Emergency Room and hospital is for 
EMERGENCIES and people that could potentially die because of an 
illness. You got your arm chopped off, great THATS an emergency. You 
cut your finger on a piece of paper? Go get a god damned bandaid. 
Instacares or Urgent cares are your friend for non “emergency” issues. You 
realize a trip to the ER can cost you 3000+ dollars? 
It’s AWESOME that the hospitals are empty. Now the REALLY sick 
patients can have a healing environment to rest and recover. I swear to god 
on any normal day actual sick patients are getting visitors at 3 am. This 
Kung flu bullshit is the Best thing to happen to hospitals, probably ever. 
 
 
 
'Member when Loretta Fuddy (the state official who certified Obama's 
Birth Certificate) was killed after a low level water landing when 
everyone else survived?? 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvn8iPE4l-8&feature=youtu.be 
 
Member when AZ Sheriff Joe Arpio set up a team of high level 
professionals, “the cold case posse” and literally made substantial proof the 
BC was fake in an 1 1/2 video presentation that nobody bothered to watch 
bc it was too long and boring. And then he got sent to jail. 
 
 
 
Military Helicopters have been flying over my house all day. I can hear 
one out there right now. Anybody else? 
 
I heard a low flying helicopter today, which is very unusual for my area. I 
ran outside, but couldn't see it. This was just one time today. In central 
Virginia. 
 
 
 
 
Woke up with an epiphany. 100,000-200000. 
These death numbers don't make sense to me. 200,000 in 2 Months when 
no other country is showing numbers like that. Trump's speech yesterday 
did not make sense about the next two weeks. The Comfort and the Mercy 
are there for the saved kids, and the death count is for those who commit 
suicide over being outed. This will be hard on this country. 
 
They are fucking with the numbers and the truth. Coroners are the ones that 
legally determine and log the cause of death. I have it on VERY good 
authority (no sauce though so it's zero value) that if the deceased had ANY 
kind of illness that MIGHT could be linked, they link it. So ... A 330lb 65yr 
old guy with diabetes drops dead on the golf course after having a coughing 
fit followed by shortness of breath right before his last tee shot ever ... 
CORONA VIRUS death. Yep. Drive that narrative. 
 
Agreed! This is the setup for the evil cabal deaths. 
Right now, hospitals across the Nation is empty. Lots of Digital Soldiers 
having videos of how empty the hospitals are! 
The new hospitals and the medical equipment, I believe, is for the child and 
human trafficking victims, that will be saved within this 2-week operation 
15 days. 
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Dr Shiva Ayyadurai sent POTUS a letter telling him Fauci is full of 
shit. Check his credentials before you dismiss.  
https://www.instagram.com/p/B-atNOdg7pj/ 
 
 
 
 
Shills currently attacking all posts advising PRAYER. Anons, PRAY. 
Head to /new and check out posts with large downvotes or that mention 
Prayer in the title. 
AS Q AND TRUMP HAVE REQUESTED, PRAY! 
 
 
 
Anon discovers all earthquakes are happening at exactly the same 
depth... happening? 
Teresa Noreen 
@TNoreen55 
#QAnons I just discovered something truly disturbing. There are over 100 
earthquakes in the last 30 days over 4.0 that have occurred at exactly 6.2 
miles in depth. Is someone trying to destroy the Earth? 
 
 
 
 
POTUS: "The Democrats -- their whole life, their whole being, their 
whole existence was to try and get me out of office any way they can."  
 
 
 
Mi. Governor with lethal TDS relents, reverses ban, now asks Fed govt 
for hydroxychloroquine supplies. 
 
 
 
 
 
POTUS just said, "It's going to be a very painful two weeks.  
 
If the "10 Days of Darkness" happens and "The Storm" is truly upon us, so 
be it. By now, Anons should be ready, I know my family is...  
Godspeed, Anons. 
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I kind of liken this to the story of Noah's Ark. Noah spent a significant 
amount of time building the ark, then stocking it up, then loading up the 
animals. Well, that's where many of us anons are. We've been preparing, 
some of us long before Q showed up. At a certain point, the rain has to start 
falling or the whole thing falls apart. If Noah had done all those 
preparations, but the rain didn't fall for another hundred years, all that work 
was for nothing. I believe a merciful God has given us time to prepare, but 
it's about time to close that door and those who aren't on board the Ark are 
going to have to tread water. The country can't take another month or two 
on lockdown. There will be violence if that happens. The time is soon, if 
not now. 
 
2 year delta on April 6th 
https://qmap.pub/read/1044 
Fake pic push by MSM. 
Videos / backup. 
Google kill. 
YouTube kill. 
FB kill. 
Twitter kill. 
Yahoo kill. 
Bing kill. 
Instagram kill. 
Net will be paused. 
HAMMER. 
On the clock. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Stranger Things...Idaho massive Earth Quakes. 
Idaho in the last 85 mins (as I type 9:17PM EST)..had 5 quakes 6.5,- 3.6,-
4.6,- 4.8- 3.4.... 38km SW of Challis, Idaho 
source =  http://quakes.globalincidentmap.com/ 
Idaho??....wtf.... 
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8kun: Rescued Slave Children are being processed in Central Park. 
Soundcloud recording: Traumatized children being processed in 
Central Park. 
First reports from 8kun: Rescued Slave Children are being processed in 
Central Park. Soundcloud recording: Traumatized children being processed 
in Central Park 
Will follow up as more info becomes available. 
https://wearethene.ws/notable/93997 
 
 
 
New Joe M. twitter thread with his take on the Storm over the next 30 
days. 
Joe M 
@StormIsUponUs   
1. Expectations are at an all-time high for the long awaited culmination of 
what patriots around the world affectionately call #TheStorm, the highly 
evident and unprecedented global corruption purge and organized crime 
crackdown. Here is what I expect for the next 30 days.  
2. Most of the speculation is focused on the prospect of high-profile arrests 
of the Deep State who are still walking around free even though so many of 
us have woken up to their crimes. Punishment for these traitors is 
GUARANTEED like MyPillow's comfort - only issue being WHEN.  
3. One reason now is a good time is that the Deep State, vicious monsters 
that they are, enjoy school massacres as a way to focus public attention 
away from their own bad news, and with a shutdown they cannot achieve 
this. Their ability to hurt the public is severely curtailed.  
4. Another is that Q always spoke of a coordinated domestic mobilization 
of our national guard and the military working in partnership to protect us 
against Deep State paid rioters, like Antifa, if and when the swamp goes 
down. This has now happened because of #Covid19.  
5. We know indictments would need to be unsealed in large batches 
because of the deeply enmeshed & interconnected nature of the Deep State. 
They are a shadow corporation, and you cannot take one without their full 
network being implicated, or else you'd get a mad rush to escape.  
6. We know that Durham, the special prosecutor with a very wide scope, 
covering Clinton espionage, #FISAGate, #Uranium1 and the Clinton 
Foundation international sex trafficking network, will be going straight to 
indictment without warning, unlike the IG who issued a report.  
7. So all this considered, one might be forgiven for having high hopes that 
now is the time for equal justice to finally return to the Republic after 3 
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years of treasonous leaking, media complicity, coup attempts on Trump, 
phony impeachment, election interference, censorship etc.  
8. I expect April to be a major turning point in #TheStorm, with crucial 
operations taking place under the hood to make arrests across the globe and 
advance the worldwide objective to drain the globalist swamp. However, 
expectations should be mildly tempered, and here is why...  
9. Trump gave a very ominous warning to the public yesterday. He said the 
next 2 weeks would be very tough. The public are scared and expecting 
hard times. To witness a sudden and shocking event like current and former 
government leaders arrested would be highly destabilizing.  
10. Better outcome would be the silent crackdown taking place behind the 
scenes during this convenient shutdown, give everyone their checks, give 
Trump the credit when it's not as bad as he said, see the economy suddenly 
recover, triumphant return to work & school and then...  
11. Durham drops the hammer AFTER the public has seen that the Trump 
administration cared about their well-being during #Covid19 and fought for 
financial aid to be provided to their families - something Democrats tried to 
block - making big arrests much more palatable.  
12. After a successful handling of #Covid19, Trump will be appreciated by 
everyone, not just his base. A president proven to give a damn about us 
would be tolerated when his enemies - who did nothing but stonewall in 
congress and spread fear on TV - are shown to be criminals.  
13. Make no mistake, April is a major milestone in this amazing time to be 
alive known as #TheStorm. No matter what, justice is coming. The world 
that had become sickened to within an inch of death will be CURED of this 
[hidden enemy]. Nothing can stop it. Nadda. #DarkToLight 🕯 
 
 
 
Just Googled, " When is a ventilator needed?" The answer is quite 
revealing. 
https://www.healthline.com/health/ventilator#uses 
Ventilators are needed: 
1) For any surgery that requires general anesthesia  
(tons of children about to get rescued who may be in critical condition and 
require emergency surgery?) 
2) Drug overdose  
(suicide attempts after learning the truth?) (The complete picture would put 
99% of people in the hospital.) (The partial truth will still put many people 
in the hospital.) 
3) Premature lung development (in babies)  
(Might not be relevant but seemed noteworthy for some reason) 
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Based on the theories coming out about the empty hospitals being needed 
for an influx of children about to be rescued and based on the fact many 
people are going to learn some harsh harsh truths about the world and won't 
be able to handle it well, and based on learning exactly what ventilators are 
used for... things are starting to make some sense to me. 
I also had a thought about why the quarantine and not spreading the flu and 
cold is so important. If the theory is true that these kids are being rescued 
from underground, it means they will have spent most or all of their lives 
underground and their immune systems will be completely compromised. 
Perhaps the flu can kill these rescued children since they will have such 
compromised immune systems so it’s important to ensure that these kids 
don't get the common flu. 
 
 
 
If in fact children are being rescued from NYC tunnels... 
Then Bill De Blasio and Bloomberg need to be hung - they must have 
known! 
 
 
 
It's ALL coming together now. Trafficking capital of the world! 
"WATCH NYC". Funded by LDR/Bronfman, Clinton Found logistics, 
in partnership with China all between 5th Ave and Terminal 5 
location!! 
 
 
 
Ivanka: Federal Loans Will Become Grants If American Small 
Businesses Stay Open 
 
This will help many mom and pop business! 
  
The whole point is for us to pick up where we left off, and stick the Federal 
Reserve with the tab. Lol. 
 
 
 
Corona virus testing effort was hampered by kits contaminated with 
Covid-19! Lab funded by Bill and Melinda Gates. Sounds like a sure 
way to get positive results during a plandemic. 
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https://web.archive.org/web/20200330201623/https://www.telegraph.co.uk/
news/2020/03/30/uks-attempt-ramp-coronavirus-testing-hindered-key-
components/ 
 
 
 
My Mother-in-law just asked, "what's that Q website?" – 
REDPILLED. 
She’s 55 and definitely hated when I talked about it which was rare. It’s 
crazy to see people starting to research for themselves. 
 
Send her to  
https://qmap.pub/themes 
https://qmap.pub/players 
https://qmap.pub/kids 
a great start! congrats 
 
 
 
Corps 'Social Distancing' > All ELLEN Spectrum commercials have 
stopped in my area. They removed the ones she is in and replaced her 
voice-over in the others. 
 
 
 
Melania Trump @FLOTUS:  As our nation comes together in the fight 
against #COVID19 I ask that you also take time to recognize 
#MilitaryChildMonth. I am always inspired by the strength and 
resiliency of military children! 
 
Code: rescuing children? 
 
That’s what I read. 
 
 
 
POTUS SPEECH: Tunnels, Pain and A Burst of Light. 
https://twitter.com/i/status/1245139678065561605 
Below are the Bullet Points That I Gleaned From POTUS' Speech: 

• Tough Two Weeks. 
• Light At The End Of The Tunnel. 
• Very Painful. 
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• Look and See At Night. 
• Death Caused By This Invisible Enemy.  
• NJ Governor and 29 People Dead. 
• Important Day When We're Going To See Things Get Better All 

Of A Sudden. 
• It's Going To Be Like A Burst Of Light. 
• Our Strength Will Be Tested and Our Endurance Will Be Tried. 
• America Will Answer With Love and Courage and Iron-Clad 

Resolve. 
• This Is The Time For All American To Come Together and Do 

Our Part. 
 
Yes! Thank you! POTUS said to watch his message last night—it was very 
important! Combine this with the tunnel theories (Pier 5 where Comfort is 
connected to the underground tunnels to 5th Ave —5:5; the possible rescue 
of children from these tunnels—all that we are beginning to hear about), 
and this is starting to make sense!  
We need to be praying! 
 
 
 
Rumors flying about children being rescued from secret tunnels under 
Central Park in NYC. Here is an article about the "unused" subway 
tunnel under central park. 
I am trying to find anything that will show where the tunnel is and where 
the tents in central park are set up. Let's see if we can find a 
connection. https://qz.com/697447/new-yorkers-can-start-using-a-secret-
subway-tunnel-under-central-park-this-december/ 
 
It's the "Q" Line ! ! ! 
https://gothamist.com/news/mta-teases-subway-map-featuring-new-second-
avenue-subway-stations-w-train 
 
 
X22 Report @X22Report:  Pure Evil is about to be exposed to the 
World Think Logically. 
1. Why are the hospitals being prepped?  
2. Why do we need ventilators?  
3. Why are Mercy and Comfort in the ports?  
4. Why has the censorship been removed from [G]  
5. How do you bring the country together CHILDREN. 
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MASS Exit from Public School after this event. 
I am hearing more and more people saying - the other half will stay home 
with the kids after this is all over and home school. The new norm is 
correcting the lefts constant BS of Women are no good at home and can't / 
are not smart enough to teach kids. Many people I know are going to let 
leases laps, just walk away from financial dogma that makes them slaves.  
Rebuilding American Culture. 
 
 
 
Here's how this all might end.  

• Hydroxychloroquine + azithromycin is used everywhere. And it 
works. If you get it, you're treated and don't die. 

• The prediction of 100,000 to 200,000 US deaths never comes close 
to happening. Instead, it's more like 10,000 to 20,000. 

• Trump gets credit for being the driver for getting this treatment into 
the US consciousness and moving the medical community faster 
than anyone wanted to go. 

• Clips of the media trying to malign this treatment are widely 
available. Clips of NV's Governor and Mich's Governor making it 
illegal are juxtaposed against Trump's plan. 

• NYC never needs the number of ventilators Cuomo had insisted 
on. 

• The stock market goes nuts, earning buyers a 50% return from 
today's values - in 6 months time. A gold rush. 

• Trump looks like the leader who forced a huge bureaucracy 
through this crisis faster than anyone was used to moving. 

• Biden looks like the old remnant of slow can't-do bureaucracy by 
contrast. 

• $8 trillion in stimulus ($4 trillion from Congress and $4 trillion 
from Fed stimulus) further propels the economy before the 
election. 

• Stunningly, the Dems can't stop talking about a new run at 
impeachment over Trump's handling of the virus crisis. 

• Biden, sensing defeat, gets even more desperate, oversteps with 
stressed and nonsensical commentary even more than he has to 
date. 
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• Trump wins in November and, with four more years of coverage 
under his belt, immediately begins next phase of prosecuting DS 
dirtbags. 

 
 
 
 
Dr Russell McGregor @KillAuDeepState: 
#POTUS has been gently preparing us for the trauma we are all about to 
face. Even hardened Anons who know the truth will find it heartbreaking 
and soul destroying. The DUMBS are finally being liberated. Dark to light. 
God help us. Pray. 
#QAnon #WWG1WGA #MAGA 
 
 
 
Navy pic: USS Mercy shows patient being treated with a nutrition 
pack, no vent, no antibiotics. This is for a person exposed to starvation, 
kids being rescued? 
Liesl Schoonraad 
@LieslSchoonraad: 
Replying to @X22Report 
That is a TPN. Aka fatpack NUTRITION!! No vent. No antibiotics. No 
cardiac drips. ONLY nutrition and fluids. This is a person who was 
exposed to starvation.... I believe the kids are being pulled from the tunnels 
as we speak. #GodWins 
 
 
 
Why? Why2? 
I have been trying to figure out WHY Trump is going along with COVID-
19, shutting down the economy when the virus does not seem deadly unless 
you have preexisting conditions, we have a cure and other large countries 
have not shut down and barely have had any deaths. He could have done 
what Brazil is doing or Russia, India, Japan all huge countries that have not 
shut down and seem to be weathering the storm. 
So WHY? 
Appear weak when you are strong, and strong when you are weak. Sun Tzu 
We had a major problem they had hostages help in the DUMBS. Roughly 
800,000 go missing a year in the US alone. How many are still alive and 
for how long I do not know, but they are not on the surface. I believe they 
are in the DUMBS. That would be thousands, maybe hundred of thousands 
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children held as hostages. Q talks about Trump card, think mirror it was 
their Trump card. Expose us we kill all the kids.  
Q kept them focused on DECLASS and their arrests, by talking about it 
over and over. He kept them focused on the end and not the steps it took to 
get there. We used their weapon fear to get them so focused on their arrest 
and not being able to walk down the street that missed what was really 
happening. Misinformation is necessary. Q. We did to them what they have 
done to us, kept us in fear so that we do not see what they are doing.  
March 22nd - President Donald Trump said Sunday that an unspecified 
military operation had been conducted in a "certain area" overseas to rescue 
a female U.S. citizen who was being "horribly treated." I believe this was 
code to let us know he rescued the children, although he could not say here 
in the US yet. Source: https://www.military.com/daily-
news/2020/03/22/american-woman-rescued-secretive-military-op-trump-
says.html 
[C] before [D] - We know that C meant Dan Coats, but other meanings 
apply. Patriotknife100 posted C could mean children. I think he is correct 
and it is another meaning, but one Q could never confirm as it would be to 
telling to them. Source: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3734837 
Dark to Light - What happens when you come out of a tunnel, it goes from 
Dark to Light. March 25th Trump said at the Town Hall "There’s 
tremendous hope as we look forward and see light at the end of the tunnel." 
Source: https://www.theatlantic.com/notes/2020/03/2020-time-capsule-8-
light-at-the-end-of-the-tunnel/608707/. March 29th Comey recently posted 
a picture of him walking in a tunnel towards the light. 
Source: https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1244403884589793280. March 
31st Trump again said "Light at the end of the tunnel" Source below in 10 
day of darkness.  
10 Days of Darkness - March 31st Trump said "I want every American to 
be prepared for the hard days that lie ahead," Trump said at a White House 
news briefing. "We're going to go through a very tough two weeks, and 
then hopefully, as the experts are predicting ... we're going to start seeing 
some real light at the end of the tunnel." "But this is going to be a very 
painful, a very, very painful two weeks," he added. 
Source: https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/490492-trump-tells-
americans-to-prepare-for-very-very-painful-two-weeks 
We know he cannot be talking about COVID-19 as the death rate is that of 
the common flu, that is not hard times, that is not tough and painful.  
Why #2? Why has Trump been pushing to have masks and ventilators built, 
brought in the Comfort & Mercy. When it is safe to assume he knows the 
death rate is that of the common flu? 
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My answer for all of this.... The countries or areas with the most infections 
is where the DUMPS are. Trump used the COVID-19 that was meant to be 
a slow burn FF into the election as a cover to marshal a medical response 
for the children we have just saved. He wanted Americans off the street so 
that we were out of the way, canceled our medical procedures so they were 
available to treat the influx of children and were present and watching the 
darkness as it was revealed. 
I believe when Q talked about arrests waking people up, that was again to 
get them focused on their arrest. What would wake people up more than 
thousands of children being saved? Who would not be for that, even the 
media would cover it.  
Remember when Trump said he wanted us to be in church for Easter, what 
would drive that? That he wanted us back to work after that. The people 
that follow the calendar will tell you if today is the 1st day of Darkness, 
then Good Friday 4/10 is the last, which is 2 days ahead of schedule of 
Easter. He would not have stated those dates unless he had a reason. Yes, 
he walked them back, but I think that was for disinformation and to get the 
media unfocused on those dates. 
If I a right we will know shortly. Pray for these children as the darkness 
they have faced is unimaginable. 
Update: This came to me last night. I could not sleep much and did not 
look at anything online before I typed this up. Just started and saw these 
items. 
USS Mercy - Takes on first patient and seems like they are giving the 
person a nutritional 
bag. https://twitter.com/LieslSchoonraad/status/1245357369267073024 
X22 Report Posted about the 
children. https://twitter.com/X22Report/status/1245334837726191617 
Wyatt @ 10 am PST - Children before 
DECLASS https://twitter.com/Western2A/status/1245392723462500353 
Major Patriot @ 10 AM PST - Confirms 800k missing per year and would 
fill a lot of hospital 
beds. https://twitter.com/MajorPatriot/status/1245395917517225991 
March 31st - Trump issues a proclamation for National Child Abuse 
Prevention 
Month. https://twitter.com/TheCollectiveQ/status/1245203382421291008 
Trump Tweet Decode - "Move Quickly they will be 
saved" https://twitter.com/Sun_Q_Tzu/status/1245392163732688898 
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Holy Fuckballs! We're going after the Cartels!!! Go get'em Boys!!! 
The joint Chiefs are on stage! 
Go Time! 
Excited. Apologies. 
WWG1WGA! 
 
They wouldn't be standing there if it hadn't already happened. A songbird 
in NY is doing his thing. Fuck you Maduro and Xi, and yes you shill 
faggots as well. 
 
Here’s the message from Gen Milley at today’s press conference: 
https://mobile.twitter.com/JVan125/status/1245470572231917568 
Fuck’em up, boys!!! 
 
Trump said General Milley does not play games. After watching this man, I 
believe him. 
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BREAKING: Trump Launches Massive All Out Military Offensive On 
Drug Cartels 
 
"The Cartels" Yah they are not running drug interdiction... 
They are shutting down Deep State ops. 
  
Just cover for taking down the DS on the west coast! 
 
 
 
We're @ 4k ALLEGED deaths right now... How the fuck do we get to 
250k in 2-3 weeks? Sorry, that sounds like 100% bullshit!! 
 
Easy. Just erase 4k and type in 250k. If you own CNN, you can type in any 
number you want and the talking heads professional journalists will swear 
to it. 
 
 
 
 
Need help - normie neighbor just asked me for more information about 
what's "Really" going on. 
Said I must know things because I'm so calm. What would you send?  
So non-political, uninvolved person asked me why I'm always so calm. 
Asked me what I know that makes me so sure Trump is a great president 
and things are happening behind the scenes. I realized I've been digging in 
this mine for so long I don't even know where to start. With those who are 
here and on other Q chatrooms, we've been slowly awakened. Some over 
decades, some over years, some over the last few months. 
So anons -- What is the best starting point? I think for this person the video 
about the plan to save the world is a bit over the top. We love it, but we get 
it. How do I open a few doors in her head so she starts to see what we see? 
Asking for any and all ideas. PS is WW2 generation... 
Thanks!!! 
               
The Plan to Save the World video is probably the best starting point. 
Excellent vid. Also recommend these 2:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DJK_kGlYR4YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmA8rreTvm8YouTube 
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Tell them to search for themselves.... gab dot com links, 
liveleak, https://breitbart.com .... 
maybe https://archive.4plebs.org/pol . https://saidit.net https://www.16chan
.xyz/pol/ , every once in a while even democratic underground free republic 
or other places might have something 
... https://www.minds.com/newsfeed , https://poal.co/ , https://the-
fringe.com/forum-
general_discussion?page=4 ...  http://www.ozpolitic.com/forum/ , https://ny
gunforum.com/forums/politics-
law.18/ , http://wikipediocracy.com/forum/ godlikeproductions https://bitch
ute.comabovetopsecret 
, http://reason.com/blog , https://notabug.io/t/all/ ..  https://gvid.tv/ 
the 8Chan stuff? 
https://8kun.top/pnd/ 
 
This Video Will Get Donald Trump Elected 
https://youtu.be/G2qIXXafxCQYouTube 
 
 
 
 
People are really waking up... In the past 5 days I have had several 
people reach out to me to talk about conspiracy theories. Staunch 
Democrat friends are strongly against Biden. 
I have never hid the fact that I am into conspiracies etc. Many people have 
stopped talking to me or flat out went off on me for my views... Recently I 
have had an ex-landlord, ex-coworkers, friends, neighbors and family 
members email me videos and articles about lies during this how virus 
fiasco. People are really waking up and EVERYONE knows this virus is 
bullshit and the Democratic party is dying. 
 
I won't be Biden. Think Big Mike. 
 
Nope. One tweet ends it. 
@POTUS:  “Michelle Obama is a man.” 
 
 
 
Live: President Trump. Holy cow Trump just declared war on the 
Deepstate/CIA/Communists. Also Barr tells us just how Powerful our 
President is right now under the declared National Emergency. 
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Only fools don't understand The President of the United States, my 
President, is in complete control right now. President Trump isn't a tyrant 
or you'd already be under the Jackboot, but it is now his country to remake 
under the powers he now has. 
 
 
 
For this to work everyone has to know about the level of evil at work 
here. We need an apocalypse which means revelation in Greek. 
The NSA has it all, the military has been on this before Trump was asked 
to run. 
 
 
 
Giuliani interviews New York Doctor Who Has Effectively Treated 699 
Patients.. Zero deaths. Using Hydroxychloroquine, Zinc supplement 
(220 mg/day), Z-pak (azithromycin) 
https://youtu.be/1TJdjhd_XG8?t=119 
 
 
 
 
Utah director of health services has been replaced with national guard 
general (fox13now.com) 
From the last two paragraphs in the article: 
“Meanwhile, Gov. Herbert did make some changes at Utah's Department of 
Health. The agency's director, Dr. Joseph Miner, is not in good health and 
considered a high risk for contracting COVID-19. He has been told to stay 
home and self-isolate. 
To run the day-to-day operations, Gov. Herbert has tasked retired Utah 
National Guard General Jefferson Burton with running the state health 
department. Gen. Burton is not a physician, but has experience with 
disaster response efforts.” 
 
 
 
James Woods April 1st, 2020: Name a single thing a Democrat is doing 
to help in the fight against the #WuhanCoronaVirus. 
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"There are fields Neo, endless fields..." "I didn't say it would be easy. I 
just said it would be the Truth."- Morpheus. "The end won't be for 
everyone. That choice, to know, will be yours." - Q 
https://files.catbox.moe/qvtbm5.mp4 
 
If the government is not going to forcefully tell the public the truth, that is a 
very bad thing. If people have to interpret code words and conspiracy to 
figure out what might have happened, then you'll all be batshit crazy 
forever in the eyes of those who are ignorant of the truth. I can't support a 
government that lies to me by omission, and lets me be labeled crazy for 
being a patriot. 
 
Is Q saying that we LITERALLY are just plug-and-play power devices? If 
that WERE the case, and even if waking up meant living a Spartan 
existence, I would take that red pill. 
 
They feed on our suffering. 
 
 
 
 
They Tried to Take Out the USNS Mercy!! Likely why our military is 
going ape shit. 
https://www.justice.gov/usao-cdca/pr/train-operator-port-los-angeles-
charged-derailing-locomotive-near-us-navy-s-hospital 
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Thursday April 2, 2020 

 
 
 
 
20 islands along the drug & child trafficking routes. You guessed it: 
Clintons, Branson, Soros, Gates, Zuckerberg, Bloomberg, O'Brien, 
TONS more. 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1245502890204114944.html 
 
 
 
Butthurt commie MSM journos vote to try to block OANN reporter 
Chanel Rion from WH press room because "muh CoronaVirus" Kek! 
 
"Rion herself has pushed conspiracy theories that advance his political 
interests, such as the unfounded allegation that officials in Ukraine secretly 
manipulated the 2016 election to help Hillary Clinton." 
just as founded an allegation as Russiagate for 2,5 years but that was ok ? 
eat a dick wapo. 
 
Ok then that confirms it. OAN puts out some real news. 
I do remember a story they did debunking the Syria gassed its own people 
story. 
The journalist actually went to Syria and spoke with the people in the 
village that it was supposed to have happened. 
Nobody knew anything about a gas attack. 
 
 
 
The IMPACT of moving the drug war from DOJ, to the military. 
The DOJ, and local cops, will seize a backpack or truckload of drugs, make 
an arrest, and send the drugs to a lab and/or storage. Two hours later, the 
perps are bailed out, and back on the streets, out only that amount of 
supply. The supply lines and higher levels in the supply chain are still 
intact and fully functional. The Coast guard will seize a few boxes, and 
release the boat and crew. Immigration judges let the mules go. Schools 
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estimate that they only catch 5% of what's in the schools. Now, with the 
military in charge, all of that is out the window. Drug vessels can be sunk, 
with all the occupants aboard. Tunnels can be exploded, or simply covered 
with truckloads of material at all exits, entombing the occupants. Suddenly, 
NORAD is involved, tracking drug planes, with the air force shooting them 
down. Suppliers will quickly find themselves out of boats, ships, and 
planes- destroyed by the military. Local dealers will find supplies drying 
up, as the top levels are cut off. Junkies and addicts, will find skyrocketing 
prices, at first, then no supplies to be had, at any price. No longer, are there 
cocaine traffickers in the WH, and opium fields protected by corrupt 
politicians. The smugness of the local street punk, thinking that they can't 
be stopped, will get a rude awakening. The street punk is no match for the 
military. Neither is a drug lord, nor a cartel. Cartel's rifles, provided by Fast 
and Furious, just aren't adequate, when the military moves in. 
 
The C_A finances their ops with this drug money. Trump is probably 
choking off their money supply. 
 
"The silent war continues.."~Q 
This IS a civil war of sorts already, I think it just went hot and semi-public. 
Sorry clowns (not sorry), goodbye. 
 
That kind of strategy is from someone who wants to stop this, and not from 
someone taking a kick back. 
 
Here's my theory. This war against the cartels is going to be used to show 
connections to drug running and deep state politicians, members of 
government, elites, celebrities, foreign dignitaries, etc. which will be the 
beginning of the massive red pill. Quickly from there will be the how these 
people and the drug trade is linked with human trafficking, and then the 
link to sex trafficking, then the link to satanism and adrenochrome, and so 
forth until all the cards are on the tables for the masses to see. So in other 
words, this military assault on the cartels is giving them a reason to start 
turning over every rock and will allow them to do a gradual disclosure to 
those who are completely unaware of what's going on. 
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It's all connected. The U.S. > Mexico > Venezuela > Peru > Italy > the 
Vatican > Iran They are all connected in the Child Trafficking 
Spider's Web. It's happening right now. It's all coming down. 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1245529316882026497.html 
 
Kike forgot to mention Israel. 
 
Exactly, always a kike involved in everything evil and pedophile. 
 
Mossad is the intelligence arm of The Vatican. 
 
 
 
PURE EVIL: Jihad-Rep Ilhan Omar Praises Corona Mass Death of 
Americans (gellerreport.com) 
https://gellerreport.com/2020/04/pure-evil-jihad-rep-ilhan-omar-praises-
corona-mass-death-of-americans.html/ 
 
Why is she still in CONGRESS???!! 
 
Good Question. 
 
She is the daughter of Somali warlord "elected" by the imported former 
child soldiers her father conscripted as boys and forced to become 
murderers and rapists... 
She is walking proof that our nation was for sale under Obama.  
The Storm will not be kind to her. 
 
 
 
This is a spiritual war. 
This is a spiritual war. Hate and fear is what the evil ones want. Put your 
faith in GOD. PRAY PRAY PRAY PRAY PRAY. 
May GODS light shine on us all. 
 
 
 
NO ONE ((((MEDIA))) is mentioning going after Drug Cartels in 
Foreign Countries!  
Not Breitbart. 
Not Gateway Pundit. 
Not Fox. 
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Fuck these groups. 
Owned. 
Enemy of the American People. 
Period. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXubLg3o3qYYouTube 
  
The Gay way Pundit is an Israeli front run by a guy who married his 18 yo 
rent boy. 
 
 
 
Since we are all piling on Bill Gates, here is a great vid on who he 
really is. Did you know his dad sat on the board of eugenicist Margaret 
Sanger Plan Parenthood?  
Who was Bill Gates Before Microsoft? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wuMkShZ42oYouTube 
Even just reading my headline can tell you who Bill Gates really is. But can 
we say he is not the sins of his father? 
Well, let's have a closer lookee... 
Coupled with his father's background, he has investments in  
W.H.O 
UNICEF 
Wuhan Level 4 Biohazard lab in China 
Common Core (dumb you down before he kills you) 
Monsanto (make your body weak before he kills you) 
Vaccines (make your body weak before he kills you) 
Big Pharma 
Mandatory immunization 
Looking at the surface of the above, basically, HE WANTS YOU DEAD, 
by mass genocide.  
So now what? Are we going to let him keep getting away with these things 
waiting to die? 
He has done a lot of damage to the world as it is.  
There has got to be a special place for this guy in hell. 
 
 
 
James Woods @RealJamesWoods: 
In every major news event cell phone videos invariably materialize. 
Every shooting, fire, earthquake, tornado. Where are the videos of the 
hospitals being overwhelmed with patients? Something is creepy 
wrong and very scary about this entire event. #WuhanCoronaVirus. 
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This seems to be a POWERFUL example of internet/social media VOICE 
of the PEOPLE! Finding REAL truth despite the mass media FRAUD 
being forced down our throats. 
 
 
 
 
This is what happens when the C_A is removed from the equation in 
respect to the war on drugs. (youtu.be) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SExDOB5scN0&feature=youtu.be 
 
 
 
Think back in beginning, the Media asking over and over "Mr. 
President have you been tested yet?" like they wanted him to use one 
of THEIR CONTAMINATED TESTS. These people are 
SICK(twitter.com) 
 
This seems to be like the plan they had if HRC was elected and even 
though she lost they are pushing forward anyway.  
Trump is throwing a monkey wrench in their plan. People need to hang. 
Starting with Bill Gates. 
 
 
 
Something Biblical Is Coming. 
I have been skeptical of a story that I have been reading about over the last 
couple weeks. 
I brushed it off as crazy talk. 
Today I am thinking there may be some validity to this story as we watch 
things unfold. 
We have predicted the 10 days of darkness would start today. 
What if the 10 days of darkness was something different. 
Q liked to say dark to light. 
Q told us C before D, Could that be Children before Declass? 
Let me put the pieces in place. 
Today the President has launched a massive military operation to fight drug 
cartels. Wink, wink 
Have you seen the media report this story, any of them? 
https://twitter.com/ChristinePolon1/status/1245470594356805632 
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We have heard the President say many times we are fighting a war against 
a invisible enemy.  
He says the next 2 weeks are going to be very very painful. President was 
very somber when telling us this news. He knows , this is the day he has 
waited for for many years. Many years ago he talked about missing 
children and doing something to stop it. That day is here. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzN6mxSfu0IYouTube 
He said we could have 200,000 dead over the next 2 weeks. 
The first 2 weeks we have 2500 corona virus deaths, He thinks 200,000 
will die in next 2 weeks? 
How could this be? We are hearing from nurses all over the country, 
hospitals are very slow. 
Pentagon seeking 100.000 body 
bags: https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/pentagon-seeking-
100000-military-style-body-bags-as-us-warns-coronavirus-deaths-could-
soar/ 
Trump and Q both told us he is saving the best for last. 
Q told us 99% our people would be hospitalized if they learned the truth. 
https://qmap.pub/read/142 
Q told us these people will not be able to walk down the street if the people 
knew the truth. 
https://qmap.pub/read/953 
Listen to this audio clip talking about rescue operations in New York: 
https://wearethene.ws/notable/93997 
Our military have been training to fight a under ground war. They spent 
$500 Million to train our soldiers for a under ground war. 
https://www.newsweek.com/us-army-spend-500-million-training-soldiers-
fight-underground-997906 
Estimates are that 800,000 children become missing each year in this 
country. 
8 Million world wide become missing. 
In 2016 over 20,000 went missing in New York city alone. 
Where are all these children? 
Trump has sent the medical ships Mercy and Comfort to ports in New York 
City and Los Angeles. 
Samaritan's Purse has opened a emergency hospital in New York Central 
Park. 
This is from their website: 
Samaritan’s Purse has helped meet needs of people who are victims of war, 
poverty, natural disasters, disease, and famine with the purpose of sharing 
God’s love. 
https://www.samaritanspurse.org/our-ministry/about-us/ 
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There are underground tunnels under most big cities. Old train stations, 
connecting tunnels leading to our ports. There are D.U.M.B's all over the 
country, Deep Underground Military Bases. They are connected by tunnels 
with high speed rail systems. There are rumors of underground cities. I 
have read stories of truck drivers being instructed to drive their trucks in to 
these underground cities to unload their trucks. It is thought the elite were 
preparing a safe space to retreat to if shit hit the fan. Some of these cities 
are thousands of feet deep, contain many levels. You can google this stuff 
yourself, its all over the web. This network of under ground tunnels would 
provide perfect cover to anyone trafficking children. 
We have been hearing about earth quakes in several locations.  
March 11th New York: https://www.fox5ny.com/news/earthquake-in-new-
york-felt-across-region 
Idaho yesterday:  https://earthquaketrack.com/p/united-states/idaho/recent 
California has had multiple. Is the military using explosives to gain access? 
Perhaps sealing up tunnels after rescue efforts have concluded? 
Why do you think the President built the wall on Mexican border? It wasn't 
solely for stopping illegal immigrants, it was to cut off the supply of 
trafficked children and drugs. President Trump shut it down. 
If we are going to take down the elite for child trafficking, would it no be 
reasonable to rescue the children first? If Trump shows the world thousands 
of sex slaves being pulled from underground prisons, do you think the 
people would be more inclined to believe a declass? If evidence was 
presented would the rumors about the Clinton Foundation being the 
headquarters for international child trafficking organizations seem 
plausible? You bet your sweet ass!!!! 
April 12th is the global day to end child sexual abuse. 
https://www.checkiday.com/7ee7f100d7742bcccc4b57f72bc72996/global-
day-to-end-child-sexual-abuse 
The Mercy and Comfort were positioned outside these evil cities to provide 
mercy and comfort to these poor kids. Some of them may have never seen 
the light of day their entire lives. Dark to light. Light at the end of the 
tunnel? They are offering nurses $300/hour to come to New York right 
now. I think we all may need to consider donating to this cause if it 
materializes. I have give you enough for today  
Lets watch this story unfold. It may be biblical.  
God bless the people on the front lines and our President, Keep them all 
safe, protect them and help them complete their mission. Amen 
X22 report: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=19&v=sEPMbdOoQHw&
feature=emb_logoYouTube 
Redline Aviator: 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5E-
MveqIBc&feature=youtu.beYouTube 
EDIT: Could these kids also be a source for their adrenochrome? 
Impregnating and harvesting babies from these sex slaves to feed their sick 
and twisted life styles? Just think, the queen of this empire of depravity 
almost became our president. 
EDIT 2: I read that before the military enter these underground tunnels they 
cut off the electricity, they enter using night vision goggles, giving them an 
advantage against anyone down there. Could this give meaning to 10 days 
of darkness? 
 
 
 
Police around the world have taken down a global child abuse ring. 
https://www.europol.europa.eu/newsroom/news/90-suspects-identified-in-
major-online-child-sexual-abuse-operation 
Lots of information about child sex abuse on the web today. 
 
Most normies are too afraid to face this reality. They are good, yet 
brainwashed, people whose circuits would literally fry if they faced these 
truths all at once. Remember the sickness in your gut when we all realized 
we were being controlled by an elite class who ran the media--and oh yeah 
raped and murdered children....and we are the strong ones here in God's 
timing to reveal the truth to others. I understand the demonic realm and evil 
men do...and I was still a mess for days after I learned the depth of it all. So 
be ready, you are called to such a time as this to be a lighthouse to these 
normies who will need answers and somewhere to find stability again. 
Don't lose compassion for them, they are one red pill away from being like 
us...so don't muddy the water. 
 
 
 
 
POTUS mentions 1917. Flashback to Qpost 1917...Tony Podesta Mate, 
Red Shoe Member. 
Andrew Kauders: 1) Red Shoes Cult/Club; 2) Western Pacific 
Kindergarten in Hong Kong. 
!!mG7VJxZNCI 
17 Aug 2018 - 6:46:09 AM 
What are shovels used for? 
Q 
Andrew Kauders- 
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Former Exec Dir of House Democratic Caucus, advisor to NJ Senator 
Menendez, then with the Podesta Group, now with Cogent Strategies, 
formed by Podesta Group ex-CEO. He has a long trail. His wife, Halie 
Soifer, is a national security advisor working for California Sen. Kamala 
Harris. Andrew is a member of the red shoes cult. 
"Andrew Kauders is a veteran staffer in the U.S. House and Senate who has 
worked in communications, legislation and other public policies. 
Kauders expertise spans both the executive and legislative branches. On 
Capitol Hill Kauders was senior adviser for Senator Robert Menendez (D-
NJ). Kauders a former chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee and a senior member of the Finance and Banking Committees. 
Kauders also served as executive director of the House Democratic Caucus, 
play a key role in developing political legislative and message strategy for 
House democrats." 
sources 
https://qmap.pub/read/1917 
https://web.archive.org/web/20190331160944/https://www.libraryofconspir
ators.info/the-conspirators/andrew-kauders/ 
 
 
 
 
Jobless Claims 6.65 million... how much you want to wager it goes to 
6.66 when adjusted? Just like Memo Day Market collapse when DOW 
dropped 666 points. 
'Symbolism Will Be Their Downfall' >  https://qmap.pub/read/3446 
Dow drops 666 on Memo Day 
> https://www.elitetrader.com/et/threads/dow-drops-666-points-on-the-day-
of-the-nunes-trump-memo.317830/ 
New Jobless Claims 6.65 Million 
> https://www.nydailynews.com/coronavirus/ny-coronavirus-
unemployment-recession-jobless-claims-20200402-
zsviqqne2jgule4ifrqcv5yj24-story.html 
Last week it was 3.3 million [ 33 ] > https://www.newsweek.com/jobless-
claims-surge-x-million-unemployment-highest-levels-financial-crisis-
1494400 
Gates 'predicted' [33] million would die in coronavirus pandemic 
> https://www.the-sun.com/news/306110/bill-gates-predicted-chinese-
coronavirus-a-year-ago-as-simulation-suggests-65-million-could-die/ 
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I get why Trump is building the wall, it may seem obvious, but it has a 
more primary motive. 
Construction of a wall is costly, but it still can be scaled, can be flashed 
mobbed and many can enter the US if the will is there. The idea that the 
wall is not to stop entry but to slow down entry, and then border patrol has 
enough time get to the point where it's being breached, makes sense.  
So I always thought that constructing the wall wasn't virtue signaling like 
DC does all the time to placate the peasants, but a psychological barrier, a 
form of deterrent, bare you teeth and they'll back off.  
However, how about this. The construction of the wall allows special 
detection tools in place under the guise of construction to detect 
underground tunnels on the border. These things used massive vibration to 
fully find deep tunnels. If the drug cartels suspect anything amiss then 
would just pack up and go. And who is to say that these tunnels are just 
small crude dirt tracks? What if they are sophisticated, well-constructed 
huge cemented caverns? They have the resources to build such things and 
since DC had for decades, turned a blind eye because they were in on it or 
even the mastermind of such things.  
Anyway, my point, the construction of a wall of the southern border has 
yielded results which we are seeing today. Intel gathered, tunnels found, 
entrances and exits discovered, people followed, masterminds found.  
I am happy to write this because even if it is a secret or not and I am just 
rambling, what is happening now is the action from this intel.  
WE'LL SEE WHAT HAPPENS IN THIS MONTH.  
God bless those on the frontline! 
EDIT: Thanks to anon QPost 1009 
The WALL means more than you know. 
The FIGHT for the WALL is for so much more. 
Q 
 
 
 
This is not how it works. They don't load bodies into caskets in the 
fucking parking lot. Crisis actor BS. Car Accidents, Normal Flu, Street 
violence way down. Pretend Pandemic.  
https://files.catbox.moe/tu8lyg.jpg 
 
Nope. Not how it works. Shows the trailer has plywood. Not sanitary as 
wood is porous and would soak up the moisture. Has to be Kemply on the 
sides so it will not rot. Wood sides and wood flooring is a dry freight 
trailer. Kemply and aluminum floor is a refrigerated trailer. 
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Do You Remember in 2019 When Trump Admin Kicked China Out of 
Ownership of Long Beach Shipping Docks. 
Chinese Communists Kicked Out Of Ownership of Long Beach Shipping 
Docks 
Obama set up this 40 year deal to let China control our second largest port. 
https://www.nukepro.net/2019/10/chinese-communists-kicked-out-of.html 
------------------------------------- Trump guys took it back. Funny how no 
MSM coverage on this. 
The Trump Administration's Department of Homeland Security has forced 
China's state-owned Cosco* to sell the Port of Long Beach over security 
concerns. 
China's Cosco Shipping Holdings, which bought out its 75 percent–owned 
Hong Kong–based Orient Overseas International (OOCL), was forced to 
sell its Port of Long Beach Container Terminal ownership to Macquarie 
Infrastructure Partners for $1.78 billion. 
Read 
more: https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/10/american_thinkers_
scoop_on_trump_getting_port_of_long_beach_out_of_chicom_hands_getti
ng_noticed.html#ixzz6206zNCEB 
Follow us: @AmericanThinker on Twitter | AmericanThinker on Facebook 
 
 
 
Now that the Military is Involved... Trump's 'Fast Trial, Death 
Penalty' Quote on Kid Killers is Coming True / No Grand Jury Needed 
> 3 Judge Military Tribunal. 
GOD WINS 
 
 
 
Buy American - Made in USA; Ever notice that there is NO "made 
in..." labeling on drugs or supplements? Just an "oversight" I'm sure - 
Thankx FDA. 
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CHINA INVASION: Buying up BIG FARMS to CHOKE our food 
supply? (Local farms are so important). 
http://www.takepart.com/article/2016/02/22/china-syngenta-smithfield/ 
 
No non-citizen should be allowed to purchase any real estate in the USA 
 
 
 
 
Canadian Manufacturers of hydroxychloroquine, murdered in 2017, 
had ties to the Bill & Melinda Gates Fdn (vaccine makers for CoVid-
19) and the Clinton Fdn Q2217. 
 
Isn’t it strange that the states with the most virulence have outlawed or 
impeded the cure. The rumor is they also put out the red carpet for foreign 
travelers from infected countries. The New York mayor decreased the 
number of trains eliminating personal space. 
It’s looking like bio terror on a grand scale. 
 
https://youtu.be/AYQJnGiRejA?t=460YouTube discussion on RedPill78 
Items have been cut from the Twitter thread, but are covered in the video 
above. Links to Trudeau, Clintons in Haiti, and a murdered doctor, also 
said to be a "suicide." 
 
 
 
Wikipedia co-founder red-pilled.Admits 'Child Sex Trafficking - By 
Elites - Is a Horrible Reality'. 
Pedophilia is entrenched in “high society” around the world and there is 
“proof” that elite pedophiles are sex trafficking children for their deranged 
pleasure, says Wikipedia co-founder Larry Sanger, who has urged the 
world to wake up to the “horrible reality.” 
The phenomenon of elite pedophilia is systematic and entrenched, 
according to Larry Sanger, who warned “many of the Beautiful People 
know about child sex trafficking by elites” before adding “some participate 
in it, and… the media and courts cover it up.” 
Sanger, who co-founded Wikipedia, coining the name and writing much of 
its original governing policy, has now turned his formidable attention to the 
scourge of elite pedophilia, saying “This is not a joke and it’s real.” 
https://newspunch.com/wikipedia-co-founder-admits-child-sex-trafficking-
elites-horrible-reality/amp/ 
https://mobile.twitter.com/lsanger/status/1244733672240054275 
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This is an outstanding public post by Larry and if He puts that information 
on the Wikipedia website it could be a game changer. WAKE THE 
NORMIES UP. 
 
Great thread. He's added onto it and given some research advice--he warns 
of logical fallacies (guilt by association), broad applications of general 
ideas (satanism, symbolism) as not being rational enough to make the case 
for child trafficking. He is right, If they discredit the research then any truth 
will be lost. So he advises to gather in groups, have the strong person lead 
the writing, include nothing that is not documented with credible sources. It 
is well reasoned advice and something we should all take to heart. 
 
 
 
Good news from Germany. 
Since 10 day's there’s no Chemtrails above Berlin. Above Dresden and 
other Parts of Germany the same. 
 
Well that's good to know.  
U still have a virus there, it's called Merkel and her party. 
 
 
 
The Blood, small fact. 
You know, I read the bible verses daily, to keep me on the right path. 
But in reading Deuteronomy, of what the Lord God tells the people to do 
with their herds and flocks, and etc. 
He always tells them, eat this, eat that, but he 'always' tells them 'do not eat 
the blood', 'pour it on the ground' for the life is in the blood. 
Dawns on me the degree those who are satanic in our nation and 
worldwide, how utterly against God they are in their actions even in 
drinking of the blood. Human or other, it was never meant for human 
consumption. God warned heavily about this. 
Indeed they are Godless, let alone capturing, stealing and transporting 
people, then torturing them and killing them ritually. Every step they take 
is evil and without morals or right judgment.  
We aught to think long and hard about this and about others who commit 
illegal acts and ones that are against God's laws, as we have let them not 
only walk freely among us, but we let them rule and govern us. In fact we 
are duped so much we actually willfully elect them. We need to grow up as 
a nation. This all should be a huge wakeup call. 
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DISTURBING VIDEO: Asian Woman Goes Through Store's 
Displayed Computers and Touches Each One and Its Keyboard - Is 
Confronted by Customer. 
https://twitter.com/209TimesCA/status/1244768513199206400 
 
 
 
Candice Owens: I'm now honestly considering running for office. 
Never had any desire to previously, but something changed in me last 
night. Had a conversation with my husband and I think it's a 
plan. (twitter.com) 
 
We need woman like her to shift the black population back to Republicans 
and provide a real deterrence against the new age socialist communist 
Democrats like AOC and the squad. I say go for it! 
 
 
 
Here is the LOGICAL REASON behind all the stay-at-home orders. 
Think this through... 
Pretend that you are planning to take down the Deep State. 
What do you do when the Deep State threatens you with "if you try to take 
us down, we'll kill civilians". 
What's the best way to protect the population? 
Have them shelter in place. No large gatherings, no school, no sporting 
events, etc. 
This would reduce casualties if the bad guys release 'retribution squads' (for 
the lack of a better term). 
What if the stay-at-home orders are to reduce casualties of whatever is 
coming next? 
Would there be some casualties? Probably. 
Would they be massively reduced if we are stocked up and staying at 
home?  Definitely. 
There is no way of knowing if anything is true right now because the 
disinformation regarding the virus is so complete. 
But -- the protective effect still works. 
At this stage, it is not important to know whether the news is real, fictitious, 
or exaggerated. 
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Right now, it's all about reducing the loss of civilian lives when the Cabal 
goes down. 
We'll all be safer in our homes for now. 
Just speculation, but it seems plausible to me. 
Pray. 
 
 
 
VERY IMPORTANT TO BACK UP ALL CDC FLU 
DATA...!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Folks need to hit the CDC website and a few others because stuff is going 
to disappear. There is every effort to fluff up the COVID death numbers.  
The rules for CODING death certificates are very important and there will 
be INCENTIVE to code a questionable death AS A COVID death. The 
reason is simple. It will certainly be tied to government bail out money and 
how much is allocated. 
Try as hard as they might they will have a hard time matching FLU 
numbers at the least they will not want FLU data to be easily compared 
with COVID data over time. 
So it is important to download as much hard raw data (spreadsheets) and 
reports that you can find.  
ZThere are various sources for the is data and I will follow up with some 
links as well as a document mandating how COVID is to be coded. 
 
 
 
The reason we've been kept in the dark. 
We're being kept in the dark about the details of this because if we can 
crack it then the elites can too. They're squandering, panicking, not 
knowing what exactly is going on, not knowing which direction their being 
hunted in. Panic. When the time is right, it will all come to light. 
WWG1WGA. 
 
 
 
What is democrats' end game for 2020 election? 
They seriously cannot consider nominating Joe Biden, 77 year old senior 
citizen who does not even know how many grandkids he has. 
https://twitter.com/TrumpWarRoom/status/1245565635213627393 
In addition to the clear symptoms of cognitive decline, Joe has a lot of 
baggage - Ukraine, Burisma, touching kids inappropriately, his son's 
scandals, being part of the Obama admin...) 
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If it is going to be a brokered convention, will the DNC choose Biden and 
let his VP take the strings later, or is it more likely that they'll choose 
someone else as the nominee? 
The dem lineup is not very strong, and Trump would easily win against any 
of them (Joe, Bernie, or anyone who has suspended their campaign) if the 
elections were held right now. 
However, it is unclear what tricks the DNC, the media and the elites have 
planned for the end of the year. 
What are your thoughts regarding this topic? 
 
Big Mike. Trump will pants him at the first debate. 
 
 
 
 
THEORY: 7 compelling reasons to believe the alliance are using 
NUKES to destroy the DUMBS. 
I'm not saying its a fact, this is just a theory of what is possible.  
Here are 6 things to consider about this theory that nukes are being used to 
destroy DUMBS.  
1) How do you destroy a miles wide, miles deep, DUMB in one shot? 
Whats the easiest way to destroy a DUMB once you clear it out of intel and 
people? Just place a nuke in the center of the DUMB at the lowest floor. 
Blow it up and let Physics takes care of the rest. An internal explosion that 
powerful could easily destroy tunnels and floors of a DUMB all the way to 
the top.  
2) Nukes are smaller and easier to transport than conventional bombs. 
I mean think about trying to get a MOAB inside a DUMB. Those things are 
huge. Meanwhile a nuke of a much greater payload can be wheeled in 
much easier by a platoon of EOD.  
3) Controlled Demolition is too risky 
What if you tried to place bombs in support structures all over a DUMB, 
but Murphy rears his head and they dont all explode at once? What do you 
do as the commander when the DUMB is only partially destroyed? Who 
wants to go back into a partially destroyed Dumb and try to set the rest off? 
What if you cant get back down to the area you need to get to because of 
newly created rubble? What if you miss some secret compartment or area 
nobody knows about? How long would it take to place every bomb? How 
would you 100% know where the structural support without a map or a 
guide to ensure a proper demolition? No commander I served with would 
accept that many variables and risk an incomplete mission or risk personnel 
if there were better options available.  
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4) Underground Nukes are totally legal within international law. 
The 1963 test ban treaty totally allows for underground nuke explosions. 
As Trump said, we have these weapons and we are not using them. I cant 
think of a better way to use them, 
legally. https://www.epa.gov/radtown/radioactive-fallout-nuclear-weapons-
testing 
5) Underground nukes are actually very safe for anyone near by 
An underground nuke causes an implosion of dirt and rock but to anyone 
on the outside its safe. This means that they can be used near populated 
areas with very little risk. The dirt on top prevents any radioactivity from 
leaking out. Everything is contained within the confines of the explosion 
and earth. Here is some video of underground nukes going off. Notice that 
if you were nearby, you would actually be relatively safe.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSjratvNGmoYouTube 
6) The biggest evidence so far, richtor scale. 
Underground Nuke explosions are so big they measure on the richtor scale. 
Sure a MOAB can do that and does so all the time, but usually only reach a 
3.0. Some of these are causing Earthquakes as big as a 6.0 (Richtor is 
exponential) which to me sounds more like a nuke. North Korea detonated 
a nuclear bomb recently and it measured well into the 6's of the richtor 
scale. Idaho has a Earthquake out of nowhere that measures 6.5. This is 
totally within the specs of a nuke detonation.  
https://qz.com/1068659/north-korea-hydrogen-bomb-its-latest-claims/ 
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/local/community/boise/article2416
68106.html 
7) The USA enough nukes to blow up every DUMB worldwide. 
The USA has roughly 4000 nukes. It is claimed the USA has approx 150 
DUMBS within CONUS. We have more than enough nukes for DUMBS 
within CONUS and OCONUS. The Miltiary is running this op and has the 
authority and access to use these weapons.  
Heres how a underground nuke works.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdF4ln6610wYouTube 
This is just a theory, but I think its a good one. 
If I was the General in charge. This is what I would do. 
EDIT: HUGE! SMOKING GUN! Here is the audio of the "earthquake" 
from Idaho 
https://mainichi.jp/english/articles/20160106/p2a/00m/0na/011000c 
Earthquakes build to a Creshendo. Nukes starts off with a bang and then 
dissapate.  
http://ds.iris.edu/ds/nodes/dmc/tools/event/11205716 
Notice there is no build up. It just appears and then dissapates, which is in 
line with a nuke. Smoking Gun that Idaho was a underground Nuke! 
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Friday April 3, 2020 

 
 
 
 

Need help from good code breaker Anons. Might have something huge. 
Might have key to DS comms. 
Let me first say that I know this probably just ludicrous conspiracy, and it 
is a huge stretch of the imagination. But there might be something to this. 
After that weird Train derailment, an anon made a comment that it was 
weird that Comey had tweeted something about "Training" just before it 
happened. I was thinking about it and suddenly it clicked. I think I know 
how the code works. It's actually extremely simple, but very hard to crack 
in reverse. 
Imagine a piece of stiff paper or card stock. On it is a template with holes 
cut out. They post a simple message on twitter that seems innocent (though 
sometimes weird). It means nothing unless you have that exact card code. 
You place that card on your phone and out pops the secret message. 
So for example this infamous tweet: Comey Train Tweet 
I believe says M is Go on Traine op. Dtes (Donald Trump's) move 
Or it might possibly say "es" move. There are a few times when I tried this 
method that it seemed like they were referring to "e" as a person, possibly 
"Evergreen". So maybe this is saying "your move Donald", or its saying 
"HRC your call to sign off on this". 
The tricky part is there are possibly several cards and a system to use them. 
In order to pick it apart precisely you have to use the same device, same 
font sizes, same kerning etc (though I'd bet they were on the default of 
whatever device they are using) I think I've figured out at least one part of 
the system.  
In particular this tweet gives a big hint: I learned portrait mode 
I'm a little fuzzy on this one because like I said without the device, the 
holes don't line up perfectly. But I believe it says "Prin (Prince) ill me n u 
port od" 
Or fully decoded: Prince ill. Me and you port op 
I've noticed the letters "od" ended up getting hit on many times, and I think 
its a clever way of saying "op" since the d is an upside down p. 
Now what is really important about this tweet is the weird reference to 
portrait mode. Its just awkwardly worded, and not how a normal person 
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would talk. That is until you realize it is a hint. I believe that when there is 
a picture along with the twitter post, the orientation of the picture is a hint 
at which code template to use to decipher. If its in landscape you use the 
landscape card. For portrait you use the portrait code template. 
Unfortunately, this particular pic he chose he realized it might be hard to 
tell the orientation since the pic might look correct in either. So he 
specified to the intended recipients so they knew this was a portrait coded 
tweet. As such, I used what I think is the portrait code to decode it to come 
up with the above potential message. 
So as I went through many tweets, mostly from Comey and HRC, I tended 
to notice these patterns, but it was really rough. Being on the same device 
seems to be really important. So if any bored anons out there want to start 
hacking away at this to see if I'm right, make sure to try different devices. If 
you hit on one that seems to work, let me know. 
I have a bunch of them that I tried to decode this way (and I tried as much 
as possible to see how often a particular template was correct). However, I 
believe there are at least three templates, but there are possibly many more 
that they use depending on the time stamp of the tweet or some other 
method of mixing it up. 
Please take all of these with a grain of salt. I am just starting to crack away 
at this. I wanted to see if I could break it by myself, but it looks like too 
monumental of a task, so I decided to share to see if some other anons want 
to join in. So without further ado, lets get into some #Cabal Code 
Comey cliff hanger tweet about training 
"don't no whr e is calle me am " --  Don't know where E is, call me in the 
morning 
HRC suggesting EMP as next move? 
This one is really rough and it seems parts of the cipher is a bit off. In one 
of my tests I pulled a cipher from another tweet and it said roughly 
" illi op st the emp to cause pan ic" -- Illinios(?) op start the EMP to cause 
panic 
HRC berates Chris, possibly over dem failure to out manuever trump on 
stimulus 
This one is my favorite and I feel its pretty close, so it might be useful as a 
key to perfect the "No no picture" cipher. 
"In the ce cris he new to help suffering rn don p y an urf ing deal" -- In the 
CE Chris! He knew to help suffering right now. Don punked you and your 
f-ing deal 
Deciding what to do about JE? 
Kind of a rough one but 
"Is G for offic tack al JE doesn't matter who ho r if you do it sh ee" -- Is G 
for offically tackal JE? doesn't matter who. HO or if you do it SH (maybe 
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shake hands figuratively, or maybe SSH, or some other communication 
method) with EE 
G says no go on SAP 
Maybe a stretch here but 
"mon g said it ng app r day its like a miracle sap" -- Here you have to omit 
'day its like a miracle" to get Monday G said it is no good. App are SAP 
(special access programs) 
Stars Mad? 
I fucked up my template on this one (sorry its getting late) but I remember 
the first time I went through this it said something about "king" and "stars 
mad" and it was implying that Hollywood peeps were upset. 
I went through it many of them and unfortunately I'm doing it so 
haphazardly that I'm starting to screw it up. But over and over I kept 
finding things that definitely seemed like code. Maybe I'm grasping at 
straws, but I just wanted to share in case someone could maybe pick up the 
torch and do this a more sophisticated way than I'm doing it. 
Some other notable things that I found in some tweets: There seem to be 
quite a few mentions of "urse" and it seems several times the letters "g" "e" 
"ac" and "o" are mentioned in ways that seem they are referring to people. 
In one particular one I seem to recall them saying "O is a spy. He's wit T" 
Sadly, though it pains me to say it. I also saw one that said something along 
the lines of "AC call Rand" possibly referring to Rand Paul and I believe 
the date was close to when Rand went into iso. it was in a tweet by HRC 
about being a "gRANDma". 
Good luck to anyone who wants to take this up. 
 
The "template" idea you mentioned is a very old way of secret comms. It 
was used in the Revolutionary War by George Washington and his spy 
network, most notably by "Samuel Culper"...whose identity is still 
unknown to this day. 
 
 
State Dept - all Americans return from abroad NOW or prepare to be 
unable to return. Holy Shit Buckle Up!  
“US Citizens should make plans to return home NOW.” The Department of 
State urges Americans not to delay travel home. Transportation options 
may soon be unavailable. 
 
Yah this isn't a joke... 
"In countries where commercial departure options remain available, U.S. 
citizens who live in the United States should arrange for immediate return 
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to the United States, unless they are prepared to remain abroad for an 
indefinite period."  
As we see it now, airlines are still running, and borders are still open to 
limited amounts of travel.  
This is a HARD CLOSE. NOBODY in or out of the USA for an 
indeterminate time frame. That is a total lock down of ALL travel that is 
not official government.  
Trump and the Patriots have the HCQ, they have containment working 
inside the USA. They don't need a hard lock for the Virus.  
This is to trap the DS players.  
This is the big happening. 
 
 
Show us the children and tell us who is responsible for the atrocities 
against them. Then hang them all.   
 
The truth must reach regular people. Otherwise, any fix is just going to last 
a generation or two. 
 
 
Montage of Democrats calling for New Yorkers to expose themselves to 
coronavirus. 
https://files.catbox.moe/ap6yas.mp4 
 
 
Jesus gave the most efficient method to deal with the enemy: Tie a 
stone to their necks and dump them in the ocean. Watch the water.  
 
 
 
Gates is worried. His plan for a vaccine is in jeopardy.  
The reason Gates wants to lock down the whole country is that the “cure” 
for the CV19 is the malaria drug. This upends his entire plan for the 
vaccine he is planning on producing. 
 
 
 
President Trump Invokes Defense Production Act Taking Control of 
3M Production. 
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3M Patent on Process for preparing adrenochrome - WTF? 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4501923A/en 
 
Trump just took over 3M 
 
 
 
"Brain ventilators" in chapter 17 (Q) of Little Baron Trump's 
Marvelous Underground Adventures!!!  
I'm reading the second of Ingersoll Lockwood's three books that were 
"inserted" into our past using the Mandela Effect machinery. 
In chapter 17 (17th letter is "Q"), Baron Trump is talking to the 
Soodopsies, a people who are blind and deaf, and communicate via braille, 
and "feeling the air movements". The leader towards the end of chapter 17 
is describing to Baron Trump how he understands the inhabitants of the 
world above communicate, amusingly. A neat way of looking at ourselves, 
from outside. 
He mentions that they make noises which then "ventilators" in their heads 
pick up (i.e., our ears). A few sentences later he says "brain ventilators." 
Very soberingly, the children who are being rescued from the "darnkess", 
some have never seen light before! As in The Matrix, their eyes hurt 
because they've never "used" them (lights below won't likely be as bright). 
They will be somewhat "blind" like the Soodopsies. And, due to not having 
been exposed to many pathogens, their immune systems will be fragile, and 
they will likely require the use of ventilators. 
Ten days, our military will operate in the darkness. Pray. God bless. 
 
 
 
  
Stop the DECEPTION: The Fight in the DUMBs is real. 
Save the kids and save them NOW! 
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-army/2019/02/26/the-
subterranean-battlefield-warfare-is-going-underground-into-dark-tight-
spaces/ 
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2018/06/24/army-spending-half-
billion-train-troops-fight-underground.html 
https://sputniknews.com/military/201806251065742558-US-Army-
Training-Underground-Combat/ 
https://www.gizmodo.com.au/2014/02/training-for-underground-warfare-
at-a-nuclear-weapons-complex-in-texas/ 
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https://popularmilitary.com/us-army-training-soldiers-fight-subterranean-
warzones/ 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/idf-paratroopers-teach-us-marines-lost-art-
of-tunnel-combat/ 
https://www.defenseone.com/technology/2018/06/underground-may-be-us-
militarys-next-warfighting-domain/149296/ 
https://taskandpurpose.com/news/army-subterranean-warfare-training 
https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/weapons/a14456933/the-us-
army-is-training-to-explore-fight-in-north-koreas-maze-of-tunnels/ 
https://www.npr.org/2018/01/09/576542410/as-north-korea-tensions-rise-
u-s-army-trains-soldiers-to-fight-in-tunnels 
https://mwi.usma.edu/elephant-tunnel-preparing-fight-win-underground/ 
https://taskandpurpose.com/military-tech/army-robots-subterranean-
warfare 
http://www.leatherneck.com/forums/showthread.php?60477-Marines-
build-warfare-training-city-in-desert 
https://mwi.usma.edu/fixing-way-army-trains-urban-warfare/ 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tunnel_warfare 
https://smallwarsjournal.com/jrnl/art/swj-book-review-underground-
warfare 
https://www.desertsun.com/story/news/2015/09/04/marines-train-urban-
warfare-simulated-scenarios/71729350/ 
https://www.lawfareblog.com/fighting-tunnels 
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/darpa-underground-spaces-prep-
urban-warfare-2019-8?op=1&r=US&IR=T 
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/trump-pushes-for-space-force-as-us-
army-preps-for-underground-warfare-2018-8/?op=1&r=US&IR=T 
https://www.airforcetimes.com/news/your-military/2019/02/26/tunnel-
warfare-will-test-the-air-forces-ability-to-spy-and-bomb-a-hidden-enemy/ 
https://www.airforcetimes.com/news/your-air-force/2019/03/12/the-air-
forces-struggle-to-fight-subterranean-warfare/ 
https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2002/10/31/2002novem
ber-navy-sets-up-new-facility-for-tunnelwarfare-training 
http://www.thetruthdenied.com/news/2012/12/14/complete-list-of-military-
underground-bases-in-usa/ 
https://qz.com/1175447/north-korea-the-us-army-is-training-to-fight-in-
tunnels/ 
https://www.ausa.org/articles/facing-our-underground-nightmares-casting-
light-subterranean-fight 
https://www.newsweek.com/us-war-north-korea-tunnels-775209 
https://www.c4isrnet.com/unmanned/2019/06/03/how-the-military-could-
find-robots-it-needs-to-win-underground/ 
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https://www.defenseone.com/technology/2017/12/pentagon-launches-new-
push-tunnel-warfare-tech/144748/ 
https://military.wikia.org/wiki/Tunnel_warfare 
https://defense-update.com/20140727_subterranean_ops.html 
https://www.breitbart.com/middle-east/2018/03/14/marines-train-israeli-
military-urban-warfare-drill/ 
https://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/design/g152/strangest-
military-bases-gallery/ 
https://www.fpri.org/article/2015/04/fighting-under-the-earth-the-history-
of-tunneling-in-warfare/ 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/checkpoint/wp/2014/07/21/hamas-
tactics-highlight-u-s-militarys-preparation-for-tunnel-warfare/ 
https://apps.dtic.mil/docs/citations/ADA620416 
https://mwi.usma.edu/underground-warfare-wish-list/ 
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/underground-warfare-
9780190457242?cc=au&lang=en& 
https://mwi.usma.edu/war-books-preparing-underground-warfare/ 
https://www.law.columbia.edu/events/underground-warfare 
https://callofduty.fandom.com/wiki/Underground 
https://roblox.fandom.com/wiki/Community:Stickmasterluke/The_Undergr
ound_War 
https://youtu.be/ylkEfC-CoyIYouTubeYouTubeYouTube 
https://survivalschool.us/survival-info/military-manuals-pdf/ 
https://www.reddit.com/r/DrainTheSwamp/comments/8v1xnj/underground
_warfare_happening/ 
DUMBs and Billionaire Bunkers: > 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cLy6AXjwQK8YouTubeYouTubeYou
Tube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bAOj7pMXVgI&list=PLdB5_JQvO-
7KLUOolEkAjrrhZMJgYWjHt&index=20YouTubeYouTubeYouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LuHqhNEKqkYouTubeYouTubeYou
Tube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQtjZFUyvSAYouTubeYouTubeYou
Tube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8jU67dOH7kYouTubeYouTubeYou
Tube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnL63lEceDEYouTubeYouTubeYouT
ube 
https://voat.co/v/QRV/3679875 
Sorry for re-posting but this is too important. 
WWG1WGA! 
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Apartment complex threatening to evict me for flying an American 
flag during this crisis. 
Also, a MAGA flag, inside my apt on my window. The amount of 
harassment I get is unbelievable from these deranged, anti-American fucks. 
 
 
 
Prediction: Navy Captain relieved of command for leaking to media 
will be rewarded. 
The Navy Captain who released a letter to the media about Coronavirus 
aboard the USS Theodore Roosevelt has been relieved of command.  
I am predicting now that he will receive a 6 figure payoff.....”book deal” as 
a reward for his treachery.  
I have a son in the Navy and I know first hand how hard these guys work to 
get where they are. NO officer would KNOWINGLY sacrifice their 
command the way this knucklehead and risk the scrutiny they would 
endure unless they were guaranteed a big payout from someone.  
From Fox News: 
“Navy Capt. Brett Crozier, the carrier’s commander, was sacked after he 
was accused of leaking a letter to the media that went "outside the chain of 
command" pleading for help after more than 100 sailors on board tested 
positive for the coronavirus, and nearly 100 others are suspected of 
contracting the virus. 
Modly said: "This decision is not one of retribution." 
"I did not come to this decision lightly," he said. "I have no doubt in my 
mind [Captain] Crozier did what he thought was in the best interest [of] the 
safety and well being of his crew. Unfortunately, he did the opposite." 
"It unnecessarily raised alarms with the families of our sailors and Marines 
with no plan to address those concerns," Modley continued. "It raised 
concerns about the operational security and operational capability of that 
ship that could have emboldened our adversaries to seek advantage and it 
undermined the chain of command.” 
"It demonstrated poor judgement in the middle of a crisis," Modly said. 
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.foxnews.com/us/uss-theodore-
roosevelt-commanding-officer-relieved.amp 
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DOWN WITH EU - Instead coordinating and helping Italy, Spain... 
with COVID-19 - EU court finds time to try punish Poland, Hungary 
and Czech Republic for refusing migrants. 
 
 
 
While the world was distracted by COVID-19, Kike Pedo Dershowitz 
became the attorney of record in the Guiffre v. Maxwell case, Sealed 
all "1 million pages" of Epstein evidence from the public.  
 
 
 
ICYMI --- Chanel Rion of OANN returns to White House briefing in 
defiance of correspondents' association - and at the White House's 
invitation. 
 
 
POTUS writes Schumer a letter - THIS IS FOR ALL OF US! 
https://mobile.twitter.com/TheCollectiveQ/status/1245836434885443596 
 
 
 
POTUS letter missing an N. We are now at PAIN. 
We have been watching the POTUS twat spellings. The missing letters now 
spell PAIN. Right on schedule.  
https://wearethene.ws/notable/94502 
 
 
 
 
Jailfag here who just thought about something. 
I have worked in corrections for 15 years, the last 3 or so in a county jail. In 
reaction to the coronavirus, we have been releasing many low risk inmates 
that are nearly finished with their time. We usually operate between 1100 
and 1200, but today we were down to 850. 
Then I thought:  
What if part of the plan is to make some room in the jails for the 150,000 
sealed indictments? Obviously there isn't room for all of them at the 
expanded Gitmo. That will be reserved for the VIPs. 
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Queen to address Britain and Commonwealth in MAJOR speech - 
landmark address this weekend. 
https://www.express.co.uk/news/royal/1264543/queen-speech-coronavirus-
queen-elizabeth-ii-news-royal-family-queen-address-covid-19 
 
 
 
President Trump keeps telling you all something that I honestly don't 
think any of you understand the importance of yet. He is now a "War 
time President". 
Which means he now is in complete control of it all, the entire behemoth of 
the Federal Government and the entire country. He is allowing the 
normalcy of Congress to continue but I actually don't believe he need to 
necessarily, under the EO's and Laws the deepstate wrote, the President at 
War with a Declared National Emergency is All-Powerful. We are at 
World War right now, : at war with the Communists/Deepstate here at 
home, at war with the Communist/Worldwide Deepstate network and it's 
Drug Cartel/Human trafficing network, at war with the Islamists who have 
aligned with the Communists and yes I think once my President knew the 
Hardliners in the CCP covered this up to hurt us and kill his people I 
believe we went to War with China. Trump's warning at the press briefing 
the other day wasn't specified to Iran trying to attack us but to all the 
enemies who might try including China. I also think Putin "self-isolating" 
at the same time our top Military goes to ground into DUMB bunkers, right 
after sending a peace offering of medical supplies to President Trump, a 
signal I think Russia is going to sit back and not come to Chinas aide.  
I believe Obama's EO 13603 has already been triggered, which means my 
President could be a Tyrant but hasn't, let that sink in. 
WWG1WGA 
Oh and as much as China didn't want to get caught in the Malthusian trap, 
it has. (Look it up)  
Trump is countering their colonization of Africa, they lost all pork 
production, a significant amount of poultry and Locusts are on their 
doorstep. China has one choice capitulate or War. The CCP Hardliners will 
Choose War.  
Be safe everyone, I for one believe POTUS wants peace but he will use our 
complete strength if need be, pray for peace but prepare for the worst. 
 
 
 
I Don't Trust Dr. Fauchi, Period. Fauchi Regarding 75% of Dr.s "We 
Really don't care what 75% think it works". WTF!!! 
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This interview on Fox and Friends with Dr. Fauchi is a train wreck by him. 
HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE and AZITHROMYCIN appear to have huge 
success, Trump appears to know this, via hit tweet two plus weeks ago,  
Fauchi’s body language is terrible and his pyramid of power (hands and 
fingers) is such arrogance.  
Watch whole interview... Quote above occurs @5:35 mark of interview 
https://youtu.be/D0jDtoajIjo 
Besides the WHO, who else doesn’t trust this guy? 
 
 
 
"Malaria drug hydroxychloroquine is the most effective coronavirus 
treatment currently available, finds international poll of 6,000 
doctors". Get well soon.(dailymail.co.uk) 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8184259/Malaria-drug-
hydroxychloroquine-effective-coronavirus-treatment-currently-
available.html 
 
Thank you. This is the only type of post about CV that should be on Voat. 
We know better. We know what the cure is. We need to shout about it to 
friends, family, each other (if someone appears to forget for a second). 
There is no need to talk about China's numbers or hospital cases...there's a 
cure and that's ALL that matters! 
 
 
 
NAVARRO : "We are dangerously over-dependent on a global supply 
chain for our meds, med supplies and equipment. Buy American, 
secure borders & strong manufacturing base..."  
 
Americans have been screaming about this for years! Candidates on both 
sides of the aisle only give a little lip speak out of both sides of their 
mouths for over 40 years!  
MAGA! MAGA!! 
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Judicial Watch Seeks Pete Buttigieg's Testimony in Lawsuit for 
Records on Creation of South Bend ID Card for 
Illegals (judicialwatch.org) 
https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-releases/judicial-watch-seeks-pete-
buttigiegs-testimony-in-lawsuit-for-records-on-creation-of-south-bend-id-
card-for-illegals/ 
 
Just think - in a non-Capitalist society, there would be no JW. 
Let that sink in...a private organization with zero ties to the government is 
the only damn reason that we are finding out about crime after crime after 
crime, that the traitors ruining are country are committing. 
NEVER surrender 2A. 
 
 
 
Putin & Trump Versus The New World Order: The Final Battle 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-trump-versus-new-world-
order-final-battle 
 
 
 
Kennedy, Young Mom and Son, Murdered in An "Accident". 
Robert Kennedy, after Tweeting many items critical of the Cabal,  
https://www.nukepro.net/2020/04/deep-state-murders-kennedy-
innocents.html 
has received his warning shot across the bow.  
Young Mom and Child (8) Murdered 
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11323814/robert-kennedy-granddaughter-
dead/ 
Any autists want to dig on weather and wave conditions??? 
 
 
 
Robert F. Kennedy's granddaughter and her eight-year-old son are 
missing after their kayak got blown away when they paddled into a 
Maryland bay to retrieve a ball. 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8185293/Mother-son-seen-
drifting-Chesapeake-Bay-kayak.html?ito=push-
notification&ci=12201&si=1701616 
 
"Update: Governor Larry Hogan has confirmed that Bobby Kennedy's 
granddaughter Maeve Kennedy Townsend McKean and her son Gideon 
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Joseph Kennedy McKean drowned following a boating accident on the 
South River earlier this week." 
 
 
 
Do you hear that? Listen carefully? Not a peep from any talking head 
on the TV about The ALL OUT WAR AGAINST EVERY DRUG 
CARTEL! 
They make drugs. They send drugs. They sell drugs. They traffic humans. 
They kill humans. 
Our media is not OURS! They are communists. 
They are the Enemy of the PEOPLE! 
Jail them ALL! 
               
Misprision of Treason: the ones who aren't actually in on it are covering for 
the rest of them who are. 
 
The CIA is the largest drug trafficker in the world. Let me know when they 
start cracking down on them. 
 
 
 
John Durham investigation intensifies focus on John Brennan. 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/john-durham-investigation-
intensifies-focus-on-john-brennan 
 
 
 
I think Bill Gates paid for the Georgia Guidestones. 
It makes sense if you think about it. But you have to think about it.  
Bill/Microsoft took off in 1980 (opening of monument March 22 1980). 40 
years later on March 22 of this year COVID-19 strikes. 
 
I think Ted Turner was in on it. The stones are in his state and he was 
quoted in an interview saying the Earth should only have 500 million 
people on it for sustainability. 
 
 
 
Maria Abramovic's surrender. 
https://www.bayerische-staatszeitung.de/staatszeitung/kultur/detailansicht-
kultur/artikel/ein-haus-auf-umwegen.html#topPosition 
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(4/3/2020 Translation/Excerpt) 
'The explanation reads like a surrender. "Unfortunately, the Bavarian State 
Opera sees itself forced to postpone Marina Abramović's opera project 7 
Deaths of Maria Callas, which has been prepared in the form of workshops 
in small groups in the past few weeks, to a later date," said a press release 
on Wednesday “Monday concerts” with classical stars and dancers from 
the in-house state ballet broadcast live on the Internet would no longer be 
continued. The game is over, the curtain is falling.' 
(Then the article talks about the impact of Corona on the Bavarian State 
Opera...) 
'Apparently things were not so peaceful internally in the house, and 
whether all the rules for corona containment were actually observed: There 
were doubts about that too. 
In any case, there was a police raid in the ballet rehearsal house on Tuesday 
morning. This is a novelty in the long history of the traditional National 
Theater. "We have to be careful that the pandemic crisis does not become a 
crisis for our institutions, our character and our society," Bachler finally 
emphasized in a press release. This crisis has long been there, especially at 
the Munich National Theater.' 
(A police raided the Opera House and Abramovic is stuck in Munich due to 
Corona?) 
Abramovic speaks out in an interview published 4/3/20 
( https://www.spiegel.de/kultur/marina-abramovic-bin-ein-beispiel-dafuer-
dass-jede-frau-so-leben-kann-wie-sie-will-a-00000000-0002-0001-0000-
000170323309 ) 
SPIEGEL: Ms. Abramović, you traveled to Munich at the beginning of 
March, and now you can't get out of Germany. How are you doing 
Abramović: It is difficult. In the beginning, everyone involved hoped to be 
able to push the project forward with a lot of enthusiasm, although it soon 
became clear that we could not premiere this opera in front of an audience. 
We organized a livestream instead. In the meantime we have canceled it 
ourselves. The condition is a burden. It feels like we're at war. 
SPIEGEL: Really like in war? 
Abramović: A good friend of mine, Susan Sontag, staged Beckett's 
"Waiting for Godot" in a shelter in Sarajevo during the Bosnian War. I 
often have to think of her. It was loud with her, it is quiet with us. I know 
we are not threatened by war, but by a virus, but I think that is also a 
terrible opponent. The fact that we know so little about this enemy that he 
is invisible makes him so dangerous, and we all sense this danger. 
Bavarian State Broadcaster on that topic ( https://www.br-
klassik.de/aktuell/news-kritik/bayerische-staatsoper-schliessung-7-deaths-
maria-callas-abgesagt-keine-livestreams-proben-100.html ) 
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The Bavarian State Ballet was also affected. On Tuesday morning, a police 
check took place in his rehearsal house on Platzl in Munich. There were 
still trainings and the fitness room and the Pilates studio for ballet dancers 
were still open. The police found no violation of the Corona safety 
regulations, but the State Ballet ended the training. The Bavarian Minister 
of Art Bernd Sibler confirmed the end of the rehearsals in an interview with 
BR-KLASSIK on Tuesday. (...) Bachler also writes in the Bavarian State 
Opera 's announcement: "In addition to the problems surrounding final 
rehearsals, it is above all artistically difficult for me to push ahead with a 
project - albeit with the strictest precautions for the safety of everyone 
involved - which is one of the greatest living artists, Marina Abramović, 
and the greatest singer of the post-war period, Maria Callas, connects and 
explores it as an encounter in death, which would have been of urgent 
necessity and relevance in times when death was suppressed, at the 
moment when it was completely for many When it comes to life and death, 
other questions arise - that has become particularly clear to me in the past 
few days. " 
(Another headline regarding the closing of the opera house/cancelling of 
Abramovic's piece from 3/10/2020  
https://www.t-online.de/region/muenchen/news/id_87494592/muenchen-
bayerische-staatsoper-wird-wegen-coronavirus-zur-geisteroper.html ) 
'State Opera becomes ghost opera due to corona virus' 
Ghost opera? Holy Kek, what's going on in my very hometown! 
Thanks for reading, Patriots! WWG1WGA! WW! 
(edit: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Munich_Manual_of_Demonic_Magic) 
 
Fucking huge..you know this witch whore is dripping with details on some 
of the most elite Members of society participation in spirit cooking and 
how they choose what gets cooked and how. TICK TOCK. 
 
 
 
NurseAnon here. 
A little update/question for you... Where I live, there are several hospitals 
owned by the same company. I posted a few days ago about how, yes.. the 
hospitals are empty and that’s how it should be. Well, we are being told 
that we are seeing as much as 30-50 percent less patients per day. This is 
true as our average ER numbers range from 130-160, sometimes more, per 
day. Since the Coronavirus started, we are now seeing anywhere from 60-
90 patients per day.  
With that being said, I DONT live in an area that is a hotspot for child 
trafficking. I frequent the boards a lot and see everyone’s posts about this 
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April being a child trafficking crackdown. I personally have not seen a 
spike in pediatric cases at the hospital. But As of right now, there are 
multiple hospitals in NYC that are offering nurses up to 10,000 dollars per 
week to fly out and work for them. Some even offering a 13 week 
commitment for $100,000 PLUS packages (food, flights, hotel, rental car, 
etc...) to fly out to NYC to help out. Being that this is an unreal amount of 
money to be made and my curiosity about what is REALLY going on in 
NYC. I decided to try and get a leave of absence from my hospital along 
with many other nurses I work with to help out in NYC. Upon contacting 
the LOA department at our company with these other nurses. We explained 
that we would like to use our services to help out in NYC. Our company 
told us that if we attempted to put in a leave of absence request to assist 
with the Coronavirus in NYC, that our actions “would result in termination 
from the company.”  
So as of right now, I am weighing the options. Do I apply to work as a 
travel nurse and if I am accepted, quit entirely from my company? Or not? 
The issue I have is that my company kinda runs the healthcare market 
where I live, so if I quit like this, I run the risk of being blacklisted from 
hospitals where I live and then I’m hosed.  
Healthcare in general is a fucked up system. we are a country, we should be 
working together. Yet it seems like it’s “every man for himself” in regards 
to the healthcare industry. 
 
 
 
Trump campaign is 'anonymously donating meals to more than a 
dozen hospitals' during the coronavirus crisis to feed front line medics. 
Of course there is no coverage of this on lame street media. 
Donald Trump's presidential campaign has been anonymously donating 
thousands of meals to hospitals to thank frontline staff during the 
coronavirus outbreak, it has been alleged. 
The incumbent president has reportedly spent tens of thousands of dollars 
placing orders at local restaurants. 
These have then been delivered to more than a dozen hospitals across New 
York, New Jersey, Washington and 
Michigan. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8184639/Trump-
campaign-anonymously-donating-meals-dozen-hospitals.html 
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Let me introduce you to American "artist" Stu Mead; he received a 
Bush Foundation grant in the 1990s; his art is subsidized and exposed 
in Europe; horrific content warning, highly NSFW. 
http://archive.is/3cOUj 
The 'art' is also moved to launder money, like Alefantis was doing in DC. ( 
I found specific artists in the DC area that produced similar crap and were 
friends of the Comet Pizza owner ) 
This is horrible, but I think artists like Mead are called in to create a canvas 
for the purchaser child raping elite, to remember the occasion. 
 
Fuck man.  
It’s basically hand drawn child porn.  Goddamn I hate these people. 
 
 
 
Rush Limbaugh suggests coronavirus deaths are being exaggerated to 
push radical agendas. He isn't the only one making such claims. 
 
I work for a healthcare company of over 1000 employees. We have one 
confirmed positive. ONE. 
 
 
 
Anonymous Message To Bill Gates. 
I have no words to describe this video. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghBuxHmQiNgYouTube 
 
 
 
Nevada governor Sisolak found hoarding CV treatment drug via the 
Nevada Dept of Corrections. 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/nevada-governor-sisolak-
found-hoarding-coronavirus-treatment-drug/ 
 
He's a good little resistance Democrat. He does exactly what he is told. 
Hide the cure, don't let anyone have it, and to be sure, crucify any doctor 
who prescribes it. Meanwhile, buy up all the available cure. Because 
Orange Man Bad. Schifty and Nadless can hang Trump with this if we 
make this "pandemic" horrific enough. 
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Air Force refuses to release records of Joe & Hunter Biden flying 
together aboard Air Force Two. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sl1e4zxVzAYYouTube 
Back in January, the Air Force promised One America News it would 
release all passenger lists showing Hunter Biden flying with his father and 
former Vice President Joe Biden aboard Air Force Two. However, they 
suddenly reversed their decision and have said they will not publicly 
release the lists. One America’s Richard Pollock has this exclusive report 
from Washington. 
 
 
 
Maltese Court orders seizure of 29.5m of assets belonging to 'Vatican 
Bank'. 
(internationalinvestment.net) 
https://www.internationalinvestment.net/news/4013547/maltese-court-
seizure-eur-assets-belonging-vatican-bank 
There was a time when this could never happened. 
The same major players owned the Vatican, London City and Washington.  
The courts and the Vatican basically had the same owners. 
and collectively, they operate massive scams, 
it's what they do. 
But here we see the victims winning. very unusual. 
So looks like the 3 legged stool has lost at least one leg. 
 
 
 
 
Jim Acosta: Why is it we don't have enough masks? POTUS : You 
know it. You know the answer. The previous administration...the 
shelves were empty. 
 
 
 
Did NYT, WaPo and a "fake" doctor collaborate to use media to scare 
Americans, saying that NYC hospitals are war zones, doctors are sick, 
there aren't enough ventilators, etc? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAnSkQojE_4YouTube 
It even was reported that physician death panels were to make decisions 
about any patient's right to live, to be intubated on a ventilator. Doctors 
could decide against the wishes of the patient or family because there 
weren't enough ventilators. (Cuomo has already admitted to hoarding 
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ventilators -- said they "weren't needed yet," so that proves the 
NYT/WaPo/doctor in the video report are LYING.)  
Is the deception we are seeing part of a bio-terrorism plot, designed to scare 
Americans into taking vaccines they don't want or need? A bio-terrorism 
plan to alter the outcome of an election in 2020 by creating the illusion 
Trump can't handle things?  
Fascinating questions. Especially in light of citizen journalist video reports 
that are popping up to show the fear-mongering by the press about 
hospitals as war zones is largely a lie. 
Really thought-provoking video by Amazing Polly. 
 
I was supposed to have a thyroid ultrasound-guided biopsy in March. The 
hospital rescheduled me until later June based on CDC guidelines. I asked 
the nurse if they were busy. She said they were only seeing crucial cases, 
because they were leaving space open and reserving their supplies (in case 
they had a surge of Covid 19 cases). But, she said they were not busy at all. 
She also said they did not want to allow any patients who weren't needing 
urgent care, because if a patient brought in the virus, a whole department 
could be immobilized. 
I wonder how many people's lives are at stake because they cannot get their 
biopsies or treatments? They may not mind leaving potentially cancerous 
tumors in us for three months, but we mind. The radiology doctor said 
thyroid cancers are slow-growing, so I could wait... plus many thyroid 
growths are not cancerous. Although I appreciate that good news, the only 
problem is, he doesn't know how long I have already had it. I am glad they 
do accept other types of riskier patients. Though. 
I told the nurse there is an easy solution. Obtain the 5 to 15 minute Covid 
19 test. Do the tests in the parking lot. If negative, allow us to get our tests 
and treatments. The docs are sitting in there with little to do. 
Better yet, allow tests, biopsies, and treatments to be done in smaller 
locations away from the hospitals, so we have less chance of blocking the 
way, if a rush of virus victims surge into the hospitals...which I doubt is 
likely. 
If personal physicians would prescribe the chloroquine z-pack and zinc 
combo early with onset of symptoms, victims of the virus would not need 
to go to the hospital, anyway. 
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Trump: "I think people cheat with mail-in voting, we should have 
voter ID, that's the real deal!'  
There you have it. 
 
He has to shutdown this mail in voting bullshit immediately. You know 
Pelosi will go all out to have it included in Phase 4. If it gets added, there is 
no reason to wait until November 4th. The civil war begins immediately. 
 
 
 
WOW!,, did you hear that? "Artificially induced". 
At today’s presser, POTUS stated just as he was turning the podium over, 
“This was artificially induced.” My wife and I both heard it, but not one, 
yup, not one reporter questioned him on that remark 
 
His statement about why he's not going to wear a mask was also very 
interesting. He's letting us know it's all a bunch of B.S. and only "certain 
people" are susceptible to the virus. 
 
 
 
Are you starting to get that there are tens of thousands of criminals 
throughout government and the Fortune 500?? I am... 
 
You don't get to a position of influence unless you can be controlled. To be 
controlled, you must have done something that enables them to bribe or 
blackmail you. If revealed, that 'something' would immediately end your 
career and influence. The treatment of POTUS and Kavanaugh shows you 
what happens to good men that aspire to power. 
 
 
 
WH Press meeting correspondents… 
Why do these people keep shouting out questions when the President says, 
"Ok, that's enough, thank you, we'll talk with you tomorrow." turns and the 
group walks out of the room... blab blah blah cluck cluck cluck, bah bah 
bah bah bah baaaaahhhhhhhhh. 
They look like adults, when the camera pans to them here and there, even 
older adults in some cases... but my gawd... sounds like a Jr. High school 
class room gone amuk with a substitute teacher.  
Loved it today when a reporter who was recognized said, ok, I have 2 
questions... 
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President Trump said, why always I have 2 questions, I have 3 questions, I 
have 6 questions... Listen, no.. shhhh, listen, I'll take 'one' '1' question, go 
ahead... :) 
Loved it. 
The amount of disrespect and disgusting questions they ask day after day 
after day is maddening. 
I hate that they have to allow this to happen daily. What it is really is 
another 'headline conduit' for the major news media to blast once again 
their fake-news phoney headline narratives. Advancing it one more day, 
one more way. Again, these professionals think we're dumb as a rock and 
allow this to happen because we're weak? No, not at all, we allow it 
because we are respectful and when taken advantage like this, we vote in 
November accordingly. 
 
Congress Proposes 50% Tax On Guns & Ammo In The 
US (zerohedge.com). 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/congress-proposes-50-tax-guns-
ammo-us 
 
 
 
Two Earthquakes in Los Angeles 4.6 and 3.6 tonight. 
Bunker busters!!!! 
 
 
 
Trump Fires Michael Atkinson. Awesome!!!! 
Just announced on the Ingraham Angle. 
Now, put in a real IG and reveal the Whistleblower and all related items. 
 
 
 
Trump: "I think people cheat with mail-in voting, we should have 
voter ID, that's the real deal!' 
There you have it. 
 
He has to shut down this mail in voting bullshit immediately. You know 
Pelosi will go all out to have it included in Phase 4. If it gets added, there is 
no reason to wait until November 4th. The civil war begins immediately. 
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Saturday April 4, 2020 

 
 
 
 
Did James Comey use a grille cipher to place a hit on Bobby Kennedy's 
granddaughter and her son via Twitter or is this just another weird 
coincidence? 
https://files.catbox.moe/3i55vk.jpg 
 
Not sure if you're shilling or if it's an honest mistake, but there is only one 
single tweet in OP's image, not six different tweets. I don't know how to 
calculate the odds of all six names appearing sequentially within the same 
tweet, but if you or anyone else can provide an example of another random 
tweet with a similar letter count, within a similar time window of their 
disappearance/death, where all six names appear sequentially, that would 
be strong evidence that this is just a random occurrence. 
 
this ^  
My theory >> Comey did call in a hit. White Hats deciphered it 
immediately ( may have posted this proof?? ) and notified Kennedy's who 
took evasive action. Comey knows they are not dead, he can rationalize 
they would not 'chase a ball into the Chesapeake Bay in a canoe' on the day 
of a wet op.  
 
Comey is exposed. This may very well be a demonstration of why Jr. faked 
his death and how.  
Something big is coming. This is way too SCRIPTED. 
 
 
 
WHERE WE GO ONE WE GO ALL. 
Just want to shout to everybody here that has been a part of the greatest 
grassroots awakening movement of all time. I’m not a regular poster 
mostly because I’m not very Voatliterate and only onto these 
forums/platforms to follow this movement (began on Reddit and relocated 
after the ban) 
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I’m thankful for all of the souls doing the research, follow up, distribution 
of key information/answers for those of us (like me) who is just a regular 
20 something that dove into the rabbit hole in 2017 on a mainstream 
(controlled) platform like Reddit. This is all accepted knowledge to us, 
we’ve been following these drops for years, we’ve known the truth for 
what feels like a lifetime as we awaited action with hope. 
The time has truly arrived, we have proofs flooding everywhere, predicted 
events have and are continuing to unfold and today I’ve just been pulled 
back to the big picture remember that The Plan has unified literally 
millions of people all over the world. We all know we’re a part of this 
online community with common beliefs but it’s easy to forgot how fucking 
huge this whole thing is.  
We are surely millions of humans unified across the planet fighting for 
justice, for truth, for peace, for sovereignty. Although I’m a bit of an 
internet noob unsure if there’s ever an accurate centralized number on how 
many people are active because we’re across so many platforms but even 
the qmap numbers have been astounding. This is no longer an internet 
community/topic/movement we are watching biblical shit unfold and we 
were all a part of this together in the lead up.  
Some of us spiritual/religious some of us not but I am and the energy and 
vision we have contributed to this timeline, these events, this outcome is 
unreal. There is the Plan and also Us as part of this wild Awakening and 
uprising, it’s fucking epic and I just wanted to say thank you all for being a 
part of this crazy ride, what a time to be alive! My background is in child 
protection and guys, this is truly the dawn of a new age for us.  
Think about how better you will sleep knowing and experiencing the fact 
that justice has been served, these children and victims of horrors have 
been saved and are safe. Anyway- long winded post, not political, probably 
not well articulated but this sovereign human uprising is filled with 
hundreds of thousands of other people just like you, just like me. We sit 
here in our homes and research these words on our devices (mostly alone) 
but this shit is about to come full force into our personal physical reality- 
Where We Go One We Go All fellow patriots of Earth! I love and thank 
you all for being a part of this!! 
 
Well said, thank you. It has been hard to sit here alone; only those of us 
who have gone through this will ever understand how it felt to walk around 
awake amongst so many asleep. I was super lucky to finally happen upon 
one awake friend in the neighborhood- we are forever friends now! 
 
Very well articulated! 
Fucking epic, indeed! 
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WWG1WGA! 
 
This has been an Insane ride. People on the outside have been telling us we 
are insane for a few years now. 
 
 
 
Important to remember how strong our military are. 
If the children being rescued from tunnels is true, they are being treated by 
military doctors and nurses for a reason, away from general hospitals for a 
reason. The military have been trained and prepared for this, to be more 
personal, more caring, and stronger mentally for this mission. You can see 
it in their faces in the photos, it is not a coincidence that these people are 
dealing very well with this situation. Alot of training has went on. Whether 
they thought it was regular protocol or not to do this training, it's 
impossible to stay strong in those situations without preparation. Very 
proud of these men and women. 
 
 
 
'Millions Are Turning to God': Coronavirus Crisis Leads to 
Resurgence of Faith, New Poll Suggests. 
https://sputniknews.com/society/202004031078823912-millions-are-
turning-to-god-coronavirus-crisis-leads-to-resurgence-of-faith-new-poll-
suggests/ 
 
 
 
To the doubters...   
Yeah, I'm seeing a lot of concernfags here as to President Trump's now 
unlimited power. I'm seeing people afraid that he will ensnare us all. Rest 
your gay ass concerns! Trump would not have led us to prosperity to then 
take it away and leave us in ruins. That would just piss us off in ways that 
have never been seen before in American history. Yes, we all still have our 
guns and we damn well will fight if there were a clear usurpation of our 
liberties. I have faith that things will get better soon and that Trump will 
gladly relinquish these new powers after the madness ends. 
 
 
 
Dr Russell McGregor @KillAuDeepState: 
Stop at exactly the 4 second mark Patriots. 
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Remember this was from June 2019 and has not been altered because it is 
the official  
@USMC Account. 
#QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #POTUS 
https://twitter.com/KillAuDeepState/status/1246337890382008321 
(paratroopers wrist timer says: “04 April 2020”) 
 
 
 
James O'Keefe @JamesOKeefeIII: 
NEW VIDEO: From the Coronavirus Frontlines - NYC Health and Safety 
Officials Assess Impact; NYPD Officer: There is a Lot of 
“Misinformation” About the Virus #CornavirusOutbreak #COVID19 
#COVID19Pandemic #Coronavirus 
https://twitter.com/JamesOKeefeIII/status/1246142087864688642 
 
 
 
Corona Beer to Suspend Production Due to COVID-19 Restrictions. 
The Mexican government has deemed beer production non-essential 
April 3, 2020 11:46 am 
Grupo Modelo, the Mexican brewer responsible for Corona beer as well as 
other brands like Pacifico and Modelo, is reportedly suspending production 
after the Mexican government deemed beer production “non-essential” 
during its coronavirus-related shutdown. 
Corona — which, again, to be crystal clear, has absolutely nothing to do 
with coronavirus — is exported to over 180 countries. The company said in 
a statement that it is currently “in the process of lowering production at our 
plants to the bare minimum,” and the suspension will take effect on 
Sunday. They also made a plea to the Mexican government to reconsider 
deeming beer production “non-essential.” 
“If the federal government considers it appropriate to issue some 
clarification confirming beer as an agro-industrial product, at Grupo 
Modelo we are ready to execute a plan with more than 75% of our staff 
working from home and at the same time guaranteeing the supply of beer,” 
the statement reads. 
Grupo Modelo operates 11 breweries in Mexico. As of Thursday, there 
were 1,510 reported cases and 50 deaths due to COVID-19 in the country, 
and the government declared a “health emergency” that resulted in the 
suspension of all non-essential activities. (Beer production has been 
deemed essential here in the States, along with agriculture and food 
production.) 
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Texas National Guard Setting Up Make Shift Hospital with 
PLAYPENS? 
There seems to be more and more crumbs point to children and human 
trafficking. 
Look at the last picture, playpens, a lot for a make shift 
hospital? https://twitter.com/TXMilitary/status/1245721645223821314 
Edit - Adding picture of USNS Mercy with child incubators.  
https://twitter.com/BardsOfWar/status/1245704390939467776 
 
 
 
Bilderberg Group has cancelled its globalist confab meeting this year 
because of the coronavirus (investmentwatchblog.com) 
 
They’re all dying of Adrenochrome withdrawal. Good riddance. 
 
 
 
Nobody, but Nobody does this. 
Nobody who lives on the water hops into a canoe with their kid to in a high 
wind on the ocean to go after a ball. I call total bullshit on this one. The 
Kennedy clan knows the waters well, as did former CIA director Colby. 
She was a big globalist. Watching where this goes. 
https://www.usatoday.com/story/entertainment/celebrities/2020/04/03/kenn
edy-tragedy-maeve-kennedy-townsend-mckean-son-missing-
boaters/2941455001/ 
 
 
 
HOLY SHIT.... Who Else Died on the Chesapeake Bay IN A CANOE 
??? Former CIA Director WILLIAM COLBY // FIVE MILES 
Separate the Locations!!! 
WATCH THE WATER  
Nothing about the deaths of Maeve Kennedy and her son Gideon is adding 
up. I'm concluding that their demise is WHITE HAT FAKE NEWS and a 
message to the Deep State that the walls are closing in. Also, the faking of 
their deaths alludes to the growing suspicion that JFK Jr. did the same.  
A canoe accident on the Chesapeake?? I knew exactly who else 'died' in 
that manner. The locations of the two incidents are about 5 miles apart. 
There are no coincidences 
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COLBY'S MOST FAMOUS QUOTE: 
"The Central Intelligence Agency owns everyone of any significance in the 
major media." 
None other the HW Bush followed Colby as CIA Director after Colby was 
shit-canned by Gerald Ford ( Warren Commission Cover Upper ) and he 
was despised by the HW Bush wing of the Deep State: 
"Still, the fact was that Colby had more enemies than friends. In the period 
between September 1973 and his dismissal in November 1975 as CIA 
director, Colby testified before congressional committees 56 times. When 
Congress asked him a question, he gave a straight answer. The Intel guys 
hated him for it. They thought it was his duty to lie. So did Gerald Ford and 
Henry Kissinger who fired him as CIA chief for revealing what were called 
“the family jewels”—assassination plots and other dirty deeds.  
Colby had got rid of a lot of guys in the clandestine service at CIA. I'd 
talked to ex-CIA officers who hated his guts. Even Lou Conein, one of the 
best-known CIA operatives in Vietnam, told me he believed Colby had 
destroyed the agency. And Conein, who knew Colby for many years, liked 
him. Colby had enemies coming from the Right and the Left." 
WILLIAM COLBY 
This was Saturday, April 27, 1996. William Colby, a former director of the 
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, was alone at his weekend house across 
from Cobb Island, Maryland, 60 miles south of Washington, D.C. Colby, 
who was 76 years old, had worked all day on his sailboat at a nearby 
marina, putting it in shape for the coming summer. 
After he got home from the marina, Colby called his wife, Sally Shelton, a 
high-ranking State Department official who was in Houston, Texas, visiting 
her mother. He told her that he had worked hard all day and was tired. He 
said he was going to steam some clams, take a shower, and go to bed. 
Colby made the call at 7 p.m. He was seen a few minutes later by two sets 
of witnesses in his yard watering a willow tree. One of the witnesses was 
his gardener who dropped by to introduce his visiting sister. His two next-
door neighbors saw him at the same time from their window. After he 
finished watering his trees, he went inside and had dinner. 
The witnesses saw him at 7:15 p.m. The sun set at 7:57—42 minutes later. 
When he was found dead in the water nine days later, it was said that he 
had gone out paddling his canoe at nightfall and drowned. I was in Paris 
when I read the story in the International Herald Tribune. I knew William 
Colby. And I didn’t believe that for one second. 
 
Did you know that Cathy O'Brien states in her videos that her father sold 
her to Gerald Ford to be a sex slave? Look up one of her first videos as she 
talks about how MKULTRA started with her. 
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Yeah I also remember reading in her book something about Ford being 
involved in home production child porn tapes 
 
William Colby Warning to John DeCamp about the Franklin Scandal:  
”What you have to understand, John, is that sometimes there are forces and 
events too big, too powerful, with so much at stake for other people or 
institutions, that you cannot do anything about them, no matter how evil or 
wrong they are and no matter how dedicated or sincere you are or how 
much evidence you have. That is simply one of the hard facts of life you 
have to face. You have done your part. You have tried to expose the evil 
and wrongdoing. It has hurt you terribly. But it has not killed you up to this 
point. I am telling you, get out of this before it does.” 
 
 
 
In Two Weeks Time...  
No OPs words, pulled from twitter, thread found here. 
Within two weeks time: 
The Government took away your freedom of movement. 
The Government took away your freedom of association. 
The Government took away your free exercise of religion. 
The Government told you to report your neighbors for non-compliance. 
The Government took away your freedom to work.  
The Government has violated the 1st, 9th and 10th Amendments. 
The Government has decided which businesses will succeed and which will 
fail. 
Would you recognize socialism if you saw it?  
Within two weeks time: 
Not only did the majority go along with it, the majority didn't question it. 
The majority invited more. 
It only took weeks.  
If we can fall into this hole over a virus scare that is less lethal than H1N1, 
what would happen during a real emergency? 
Now tell us again how this will never be a socialist country?  
After you have thought about this for a bit. 
Imagine if it were not Trump in office. 
This a warning for the future, not to scare you today. 
 
The bad guys set up this timeline, but now it's going to be used to bring 
them down.  
THEY NEVER THOUGHT SHE WOULD LOSE. 
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NOW THEY ALL LOSE. 
Q+ 
  
 
 
 
Donald Trump Jr. @DonaldJTrumpJr: 
The same people cheering for the arrest of American citizens for paddle 
boarding alone & going to church etc are the same people that think it’s a 
brilliant idea to release criminal pedophiles back into society early. If 
you’re one of these people reevaluate your life! 
 
 
 
 
DOWN WITH EU - Even Lefties now turning on EU after the non-
existing COVID19 support for Spain and Italy - a world uniting is a 
beautiful thing, show support digital soldiers WWG1WGA !!! 
 
 
 
Non-profits, NGOs, ALL charities should be outlawed: no more 
conning people to pay you to fix with the right hand what you broke 
with the left (archive.ph) 
http://archive.ph/5NIwHBottom of Form 
 
 
 
Anyone else noticed that Trump's Twitter followers have grown about 
1 million per 1-2 week, media are noticing too, emergency channel 
ready. 
It's coming. Nail in the coffin faggots. 
 
 
 
 
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump 
America owes our very hard working food supply workers so much as they 
produce and deliver high quality food for us during this horrible COVID-
19. Join me in thanking our Farmers, Ranchers, Processors, Distributors 
and Stores!  
@JohnBoozman 
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"Just Do It !!!" --- CELEBRITIES CALL FOR 'TOTAL 
HOLLYWOOD STRIKE' UNTIL TRUMP RESIGNS. 
https://pcsolottoresult4d.com/2020/04/02/celebrities-call-for-total-
hollywood-strike-until-trump-resigns/ 
 
 
 
Q Patriot Decodes: HRC is Alice, but Wonderland is NOT Saudi 
Arabia. It's NEW YORK CITY and Central Park in particular. 
Credit goes to Q Patriot on Youtube for this amazing 
dig: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=otmybcNnIHUYouTubeYouTube 
It's worth watching the whole video, here are the highlights: 
This part starts at 11:00 min. 
Topics covered: 
Tourists go missing from Central Park regularly: 
There is a actually a monument in Central Park dedicated to tourists being 
attacked by wolves (yes, wolves) who supposedly live in the tunnels - even 
though wolves are not known for attacking people. 
This is supposed to explain why tourists go missing in Central Park 
regularly and the reason they give as to why the park is closed at dusk - 
(which is probably when the trafficking takes place). 
The Dutch founded NYC and ran a rampant slave trade out of it, using 
underground tunnels. These tunnels are still there. 
Btw 34th and 39th street there are tunnels that had been used for 
transporting cows from NJ. (early 1900s). The tunnels are still there. 
House of Saud is the 5th largest property owner of NYC, though the 
Blackstone Group (mostly hotels). 
Godfather III references: Film shooting locations: 
One location: 965 Fifth avenue is across the street from the Alice in 
Wonderland statue in Central Park. 
Near Saudi Arabia Consulate 
Near Q referenced "Lexington and Concord" (Concord Hotel) 
Near the ports 
Near Hunter's Point (the Hunters become the Hunted) 
Clinton Foundation is in the middle of all these locations 
Q post 74, "Alice = Q" (WTF, right?): 
There's a secret tunnel under Central Park 
The train tunnel that runs under it is called the "Q" line. 
These tunnels are called "rabbit holes" 
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"Follow the White Rabbit" refers to human traffickers 
Hillary is referred to as the "Madam Alice" in Wikileaks email. In the 
urban dictionary, a "Madam" is the head of a trafficking/prostitution ring. 
That's a quick breakdown, Folks. Again, it's worth taking 35 minutes and 
watching the whole video. 
 
 
 
Loud Booms in KY then 2 fly overs of Mil Helo's 5 in each group. 
Are you guy's experiencing anything like this? Near Ohio river on walk, I 
hear gunfire, vet hubby say's no not gunfire. (Booms) Then a few minutes 
later a group of 5 helo's fly over us. Then another group? I waved and 
prayed for them. 
 
 
 
Nancy Admits they knew about the virus during impeachment. 
They knew it and yet they keep pushing the Senate for more witnesses. 
They knew full well that the Senate can not take up any other business until 
the impeachment trial is over. That means no Federal Government 
spending bills including emergency funding can even be looked at during 
the trial that they wanted to go on without end. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=10&v=0_fhUphCvGc&fe
ature=emb_logoYouTube 
 
She claims they knew, then on FEB 24th, 19 days after Trumps acquittal. 
She urges and persuades people to visit China Town among COVID19 
fears. 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/pelosi-encouraged-public-
gatherings-in-late-february-weeks-after-trumps-china-travel-ban 
Not a good look cunt. 
 
 
 
 
 
Anyone Catch The Messages Flashed On TV Last Night? 
Found this on Twitter- several people reported and captured a message on 
screen while watching TV last night. "We are here with you" one displayed 
3377.. 
Q Post 3377= We are with you. 
It's really happening. 
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https://twitter.com/JerseyDamsel/status/1246442631481167875?s=19 
 
 
 
Q and Donald have achieved the impossible. They got my 
grandparents to realize there is such a thing as "fake news".  
His exact words "I think Trump is right about that a lot of these guys are 
just fake news" 
I was never able to get them to budge even a millimeter. They would scoff 
at much of our research here but ya gotta look on the bright side. That’s a 
big fucking milestone for them. 
 
This is my favorite video to expose fake news: 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=ksb3KD6DfSIYouTube 
 
 
 
Pneumonia Deaths have fallen off a cliff this year, I wonder what could 
have caused this to happen.. 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EUusVV_WkAAdcsD?format=jpg&name=m
edium 
 
 
 
Prayer works. 
I always pray for God's mightiest protection around POTUS, the military, 
first responders, and all whose mission it is to fight and eradicate this pure 
evil force that runs planet earth.  
If you are the praying kind, stay in constant prayer and the winning side 
will win bigly!!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
President Trump is asked why he won't issue a nationwide stay at 
home order: "We have a thing called the Constitution which I 
cherish... I want the governors to be running things. In some cases, 
we'll supersede." 
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The Constitution limits what the Federal Government is responsible for. 
Everything else is left to the individual states.  
Over the years the States have surrendered their rights and responsibilities 
to the central government. POSTUS is forcing the states to take back their 
rights and responsibilities. 
 
 
 
States showing how mismanaged, ill prepared and greedy their 
emergency programs are, "Many of their cupboards were bare", - 
Trump is right yet again. 
Governors that restrict. horde, over reach and 'play politics' with supplies 
and resources are done after this is over. 
 
 
 
Hahaha the kindergarten cult press is getting their asses handed to 
them. Witnessing the greatest show on earth, Trump's daily press 
briefs. 
 
Trump does an outstanding job of laying the smack down on them. 
It's no wonder why they want to censor him. 
 
 
 
POTUS keeps saying hidden scourge - have you googled it? I did. 
Search Results 
Web results 
Human Trafficking in Southeast Asia – IMF Finance ...www.imf.org › 
external › pubs › fandd › 2018/09 › human-traffickin... 
A Hidden Scourge. Southeast Asia's refugees and displaced people are 
victimized by human traffickers, but the crime usually goes unreported. 
Mely Caballero- ... 
The hidden scourge - NCBI - NIHwww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov › pmc › articles › 
PMC2942223 
Logo of eugenrev. Eugen Rev. 1917 Oct; 9(3): 253. PMCID: 
PMC2942223. The hidden scourge. Copyright and License information 
Disclaimer · Copyright notice ... 
Human trafficking a hidden scourge in Alaska - Anchorage 
...www.adn.com › opinions › 2020/01/25 › human-trafficking-a-hidden... 
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Jan 25, 2020 - As Alaska's attorney general, one of my priorities is to 
combat this scourge and eliminate it from our communities. Labor 
trafficking involves using ... 
Transforming Society ~ The hidden scourge of modern 
slaverywww.transformingsociety.co.uk › 2020/03/16 › the-hidden-scourge-
o... 
Mar 16, 2020 - The hidden scourge of modern slavery. by Gary Craig 16th 
March 2020. If you stopped someone on the street ten years ago and asked 
them ... 
The hidden scourge of human trafficking In Our Backyards 
 
 
President Trump just said again..." we haven't seen something like this 
since 1917, 1917 ".."and that in the end killed 100 million...". Yes my 
President Communism did kill 100mill. 
I posted yesterday, we are now at war, my President is in complete control 
under EO13603 and other Wartime powers, forget congress they voted 
away their say quite some time ago with and after the Patriot Act. We are at 
war with Communism/ the Deepstate here and abroad and we are at war 
with this Virus and those who unleashed it on us and then hid it from us, 
China. I stand by this everything points to it. 
"According to R. J. Rummel's book Death by Government (1994), about 
110 million people, foreign and domestic, were killed by communist 
democide from 1900 to 1987." 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_killings_under_communist_regimes#
Estimates 
 
 
 
WTF? Bill Gates says mass public gatherings will not come back "at 
all" until every human being in the world is vaccinated!!! (who died 
and made this psychopath, God?) 
https://twitter.com/DeepStateExpose/status/1246381392314892289 
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Sunday April 5, 2020 

 
 
 
 
Fire The Jackass Running the CDC; "The malfeasance of this fool 
really did a number on this country"  
 
You do not "fire" demons, you destroy them. 
 
The CDC was Fighting Racism and Obesity Instead of Stopping 
Epidemics:  
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/03/cdc-was-fighting-racism-and-
obesity-instead-daniel-greenfield/ 
Hey Journalists! 15 Ways NIH And CDC Wasted Taxpayer Money:  
https://www.mrc.org/articles/hey-journalists-15-ways-nih-and-cdc-wasted-
taxpayer-money 
 
 
 
Congress shall make NO law prohibiting the right for people to 
peaceably assemble. 
Just a reminder to the liberal FUCKS who believe these stay at home orders 
are even remotely legal. I can’t wait for the lawsuits to destroy these 
politicians who think they can overreach. Virus or not, our 
CONSTITUTION guarantees our choice to assemble or not. If you want to 
quarantine yourself, that is YOUR choice. And responsible Americans, out 
of respect, will minimize exposure for the weak. But NO LAW shall be 
passed forcing us to remain incarcerated. This is the kind of shit Q is 
reminding us to fight against. 
 
 
 
BOOM! The temporary ICIG, Thomas Monheim, that will replace 
Adam Schiff's errand boy Michael Atkinson is an expert in Military 
Tribunals and a former Military Judge. 
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Vatican Watchers Stunned As Pope Francis Drops Title 'Vicar Of 
Christ' Assumes Power As Jorge Mario Bergoglio In 'His Own Name' 
Fulfilling John 5:43 Prophecy Of Antichrist. 
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/vatican-watchers-are-stunned-as-pope-
francis-drops-title-vicar-of-christ-jorge-mario-bergoglio-his-own-name/ 
 
 
 
 
Compelling evidence that the recently relaunched George News is 
actually a white hat military operation. (kaiserwilly.wordpress.com) 
 
If I were the cabal, I'd be shitting bricks that JFK Jr. would do a 
BIBLICAL-style "Lazarus, come forth" by the end of Holy Week, saying 
"Dear friends. Why did I disappear? I became aware that the same cabal 
that killed my father was about to kill me. It's the only way I could stay 
alive." ... as Trump reveals all the sick children pulled from tunnels. 
But I'm not the cabal so I have popcorn. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvWaed3WWfMKtau4i1PUwnQ/vide
os 
Might have to keep an eye on this channel. 
 
 
 
Am I the only one getting yelled at? 
I am slowly trying to red pill my spouse, and have been working hard to 
show the absurdity of how we are deciding on policy and the insanity of the 
shutdowns. I send little snippets, links and proof points (I haven’t figured 
out how to block cnn yet however) but I don’t bring up what I’ve sent after 
the fact. I wait until it is brought up. The model the “conversation” follows: 
it is brought up by my spouse, I am told why I am wrong, I raise some 
point of factual data, some hypocritical statement made, or point to some 
example of a similar issue not being treated hysterically and ask why that 
was not a hysterical issue then, and somehow, I end up being a foil cap 
wearing conspiracy theorist, hearing I don’t want to talk about this and 
leave me alone. Of course, I wasn’t the one that brought it up.  
Whew... I hope I make it through this. 
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Done in [30] = Done in 30 months. 10.28.17 -> 4.30.2020 = 30 months. 
Q post 3124: "Number(s) do not always equate to days. 
The face of a watch/clock has multiple versions." 
First Q post, October 28, 2017 
End of shutdown, April 30, 2020 
This Q operation is done in 30 months? April 30, 2020? 
October 28, 2017 ---> 30 months ----> April 30, 2020 
 
 
 
Pandemic is Fake News. Focus on IG, Durham, EO's.. Trump is 
handling the theatrics. 
While everyone is losing their shit and sucked into this Major Boss, the 
FISA DECLASSIFICATION is the FINAL BOSS. This "pandemic" is not 
only bullshit, LOOK AT WHAT THE SHEEP ARE DOING! Completely 
insane. 
The ONLY reason to stay indoors is because we know military is kicking 
ass and doesn't need us in the way. Otherwise, total bullshit. 
All coworkers, family, friends, acquaintances losing their shit, I just laugh 
inside. 
 
 
 
This Corona Scare Event is Truly Brilliant. 
Addresses the "too busy for our kids" issue for 80% of Americans and 
illustrates what's important when all is said and done, which includes fixing 
the broken state of many families. 
Addresses the sexualization of our children by teaching them that you have 
personal space, that you can acquire viruses that kill you when you come 
closer than 6 ft to strangers and non-family members. 
Checkpoints to "slow the spread" keep the roads mostly free for important 
infrastructure upgrades, taking out of DUMBs and militarized 5G, as well 
as catch traffickers and smugglers. 
Shows the arrogant well educated city slicker that s-he's not essential; as it 
turns out, the people you've been making fun of are the ones whose jobs are 
essential. Because what they do actually matters. What the well educated 
"diversity and inclusion officer" and "non-profit / NGO directors" do can 
easily be done without. 
Let's us all slow down and relax, be in our own space, hopefully think our 
own thoughts, and just generally have the internal and external space for 
the Great Awakening. 
Pray without ceasing tonight, it's time to turn this inverted reality upright. 
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Bottom of Form 
 
This shutdown has been very spiritual for me. I've been emotionally 
distancing too haha. I've been waiting my entire life to witness this event 
and honestly never thought it would happen. I thought the bad guys would 
keep winning. I have only one person in my life who believes in Qanon and 
I'm ignoring the rest for the time being. Don't even want to hear their 
naysaying. Let me enjoy this time in solitude.  
Thank God for Qanon and POTUS, our military and all who are fighting 
for us. Without them we'd be absolutely doomed. 
 
 
 
Obvious deformities, signs of neglect and trauma, small bodies, fat 
bags, hordes of cribs and diapers. The looks on the doctor's faces. 
These are not patients suffering from COVID-19. 
https://files.catbox.moe/n8afms.jpg 
 
 
 
While Everyone Was Distracted By Covid-19, Final Report By UAF 
Concluded WTC 7 'NOT Destroyed by Fires' (newspunch.com) 
https://newspunch.com/while-everyone-distracted-covid-19-final-report-
uaf-concluded-wtc-7-not-destroyed-fires/ 
 
 
 
 
WOW! The Great Awakening is catching fire!!!!! 
Excited to share something amazing. Got a call last night from a good 
friend who is “lower Senior leader” in the military. He eventually asked me 
about my thoughts on the whole Fauxvid-19 bull shit. This guy is NOT the 
‘conspiracy theory’ type. He asked me if Id ever heard the X-22 Report. I 
was like “....ummm say that again ... did you say X22? As in QAnon?” He 
said he’d heard him talk about Q, but he didn’t know what it was. 
My friend went out and FOUND his Red pill. I’m going to help him take 
it.  
There is a phenomenon in social memetics where an ‘idea’ hits Critical 
Mass and becomes self perpetuating/sustaining. I think we did it Patriots. 
The Red Pills are seeding themselves!!!! 
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Pandemic Canceled: Results from a Controlled Trial of 
Hydroxychloroquine for COVID-19 (contagionlive.com) 
https://www.contagionlive.com/news/results-from-a-controlled-trial-of-
hydroxychloroquine-for-covid19 
 
 
 
Maeve Kennedy McKean worked for PEPFAR. This all has to do with 
scamming $Billions in AIDS/HIV money. 
Amazing Polly @99freemind 
Maeve Kennedy McKean disappears with her young son in a strange story 
about a ball and a canoe. She happens to have been Director of 
Georgetown's Global Health Initiative and a senior player in PEPFAR. 
Look at corona connections to PEPFAR: 
https://mobile.twitter.com/99freemind/status/1246584112682602498 
source for Maeve Kennedy-PEPFAR connection 
ghmu.zerista.com/profile/member…  
Maeve Kennedy McKean worked for PEPFAR. 
Fauchi created PEPFAR. 
Birx directed PEPFAR. 
PEPFAR intimately linked to Global Fund which is Bill Gates. 
This all has to do with scamming $Billions in AIDS/HIV money. 
GreatAwakening 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1246581649866928128.html 
Corey Digs 
https://www.coreysdigs.com/health-science/is-aids-us-90b-taxpayer-
dollars-a-global-slush-fund/ 
Everybody's here in Coreys dig, Obama, bush, Clintons, Gates, Soros,etc... 
 
 
 
I just got called to start work in a temp hospital... I feel sick. 
Got the call about an hour ago. I work in construction and my company has 
been asked to carry out work over the next 12 days in converting a large 
venue into a temp hospital. Don't want to give too much info on location 
but it's in the UK in a well-known venue. What I was told made my 
stomach sink, I'm still shaking as I write this and that's after two whiskys! 
Here's what I was told about the job -  
Converting an old venue into temp hospital 
To be complete in 12 days 
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The size of the conversion is "unbelievable" apparently 
We are working in old TUNNELS under the venue 
That's right, not only is the huge venue being converted but also tunnels 
underneath it, and anyone who lives in this city knows there are multiple 
levels of old tunnels all over the place (you can tour certain ones). I'll be 
honest, I wasn't 100% convinced on the theory that all those children were 
currently being rescued right now, still no solid proof and think I was just 
quietly hoping it wasn't true, but this venue is MASSIVE with several large 
halls. Why would they also need to convert old tunnels underneath it????  
This just went to a whole new level of 'real' for me. I've been following and 
researching daily for two long years now so I do consider myself a 
hardened anon, yet when I was told we are working in those old tunnels it 
completely floored me. What are the fucking chances? Is this actually 
happening???  
I'll give daily updates of what I see down there. Interestingly, a friend from 
the city told me they have put up massive satellite dishes in one of the 
parks. No idea why. 
 
 
 
TRUMP NEVER EQUATES MILITARY PRESENCE AND 
FIGHTING THE VIRUS, FOLKS!  
...no pics, no links, you've seen it and heard it. 
...Search Twitter for #filmyourhospital or #showyourhospital -- EMPTY 
"WAR ZONES?"  
...all the "crisis actor" posts leading up to this? 
Most of all, LISTEN CAREFULLY TO HOW TRUMP SPEAKS: 
I've noticed a few days ago that he never says anything like, "We're 
deploying the military to fight the virus." He'll say something like "...this 
invisible enemy," then LEAD YOU TO THINK it's what he means by 
"weaving in" a sentence or two about the virus. But when it comes to the 
military, he NEVER SAYS IT DIRECTLY! 
He speaks of a "tough couple of weeks" and "lots of death" etc. BUT 
NEVER SAYS ITS FROM THE VIRUS! 
...I humbly submit to the VOAT-verse that Trump is telling us we're going 
after SOMETHING but it's not anything to do with any "virus" in the 
normal sense. 800,000 "missing persons" EVERY YEAR in the USA. Do 
you think they were ALL "kidnapped by space aliens??" 
No. They're enslaved/sacrificed/abused. Many, many thousands of them, 
most likely, all over the country....hidden in....TUNNELS?  
If not, why are we so recently spending so much money TRAINING THE 
MILITARY TO FIGHT IN TUNNELS? 
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As it stands, with "empty hospital 'war zones,'" we will likely very soon see 
why. 
-- The NATION cannot stay "shut down" forever without permanent 
damage to millions of citizens, and Trump speaks of protecting U.S. 
Citizens most, and of "the most vulnerable among us." -- children -- and 
THAT is who these "hospital ships" are FOR...."normal hospitals" will be 
for everyone else and the influx of patients rescued from the Human 
Traffickers. 
Many of you have figured this out, or largely so, I think. I just wanted to 
put all my thoughts down in one spot w/o having to worry about stopping 
to post clips or links b/c I know ppl HERE have access to those and have 
the sense to look 'em up themselves. 
It is the most probable outcome or event that I can project to be happening 
soon, given the information at hand.  
Remember, 
"SOME DISINFORMATION NECESSARY" -- THAT WOULD BE THE 
"OUTBREAK" OF CV-19 AND ALL THE FAKE NEWS ABOUT 
HOSPITALS BEING SO INUNDATED!! 
It would also explain WHY it has to be done this way, would it not? 
Time will tell... 
 
 
 
Is this how it has all gone down? And how it will all go down from 
here? 
A new virus showed up in China, whether intentionally or by accident. 
It spread more quickly than a typical flu; even though it was tolerated by 
healthy people, it killed many unhealthy/old people. 
China seized the opportunity to crack down on its dissidents, using the 
virus as cover. 
It made its way around the globe, either intentionally or by accident. 
Again, it spread more quickly than a typical flu; still, it was tolerated by 
healthy people while killing many unhealthy people. 
China showed no interest in helping the rest of the world with info on its 
(a) origin, (b) spread, (c) treatment, or (d) death rate, because their 
economy - reeling from the tariff battle - needed to play catch up with the 
rest of the world, particularly the US. 
China got the WHO to declare it a pandemic and send out every 
conceivable alarming message which outpaced the virus's true effects. 
US deep state politicians, knowing Trump is on the doorstep of a massive 
round-up and awakening, and knowing the only way Trump can possibly 
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lose in November is for the economy to implode, used every measure to 
adversely impact the US economy and stall the awakening. 
Gates got his people in Trump's circle to recommend the most harsh 
economic measures. 
Treatment regimens that are proven to be effective have been ignored by 
the MSM and even maligned by Dem Governors and MSM. 
Some states extended their shelter in place edicts beyond what could 
conceivably be necessary. 
Trump and team, seeing the tide, decided to go with that momentum and 
play it against the Deep State. As the economy implodes over this, Trump 
will take emergency actions to initiate the equivalent of martial law where 
he can use the crisis for cover as he starts the awakening. 
By mid-summer, in time for the November elections, treatments will 
become widely used, neutralizing the worst effects of the virus.  
Also by mid-summer, Trump and team will be able to demonstrate that 
certain actors knowingly threw the economy into peril over a virus that was 
no more deadly than the seasonal flu. For example, it will be easy to show 
that total deaths in America, from all illnesses, did not increase. In fact, 
deaths labeled as "pneumonia" decreased this year by the same amount as 
the COVID-19 deaths occurred.  
When the public sees that this was another designed coup, and one that cost 
millions of jobs, they will rebel against the cabal. And they will understand 
the depths to which the cabal will go to keep power. At that moment, 
everything will be believable. 
 
 
 
Was Non-Patentable HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE Suppressed & 
Could HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE Combinations Have Eliminated 
the Need for Annual Flu Vaccines? All about Money? 
Edit for Anon notes Qpost:  https://qmap.pub/read/734 
Once US production of this generic drug ramps up, Trump should make it 
available over the counter and without a Prescription.. just put up a website 
explaining all the harm, drug interactions and benicits.  
Then legalize drugs and supplements. Let the people start making their own 
informed choices and buy meds freedly and learn how to cure themselves .. 
Best way for Trump to take down big pharma .. Do it Q. 
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Whenever you hear the terms: 'Facing a New Reality' or 'A New 
Normal' or 'We're all in this together' >> You are hearing Communist 
Indoctrination. 
And if Q and the President don't end this shit by the end of April and 
restore American life...  
You'll know that 'Where we go one, we go all' was the same.  
THIS MUST NOT CONTINUE. 
 
They don't think we will start a revolution and restore human rights when 
it's over. Human rights can never be suspended. They aren't "constitutional 
rights" whatever that means they aren't "civil rights" this isn't Rome. We 
have human rights that are unalienable, meaning they can not be removed 
no matter how much emergency war powers they think they can make up. 
Human rights are inherent, even when congress passed that law stating 
"man or other animal" it does not reduce human rights at all. 
 
 
 
Bill Gates couldn't protect my computer from a VIRUSDo you 
honestly think I should trust him with my body. awwwNOOOO!!! 
Saw this on 8kun.. This Anon nailed it. 
https://8kun.top/qresearch/res/8694018.html#8694512 
 
 
 
They want you scared, they want you so scared you will demand online 
and mail in voting. Don't be scared beta Cucks. 
               
One person dies every 37 seconds in the United States from cardiovascular 
disease. About 647,000 Americans die from heart disease each year 
Has the China Flu approached that number? 
 
 
 
POTUS has people / our children at home so we are not attacked in 
retaliation at big public events, schools etc. We are at war for real. 
Think logically. 
 
This is WW3. 
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"Ventilators" are SOLDIERS! "We have a good amount ready to 
move I mean LITERALLY LIKE AN ARMY" Q+  
Listen carefully starting from 4:19:00: https://youtu.be/p65Po-G-
yBw?t=15540YouTube 
Also earlier in the conference he refers to the Koran-a-virus 
 
It's amazing how well he can double-talk like this on the fly. It's as obvious 
to us as it is completely pedestrian to others. 
 
 
 
Even USA Today's fact checkers confirm: Obama administration is 
responsible for using up the national stockpile of N95 masks and never 
replenishing it. (usatoday.com) 
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2020/04/03/fact-check-
did-obama-administration-deplete-n-95-mask-stockpile/5114319002/ 
 
 
 
I observed something odd in Marysville WA this morning. 
This morning a little after 10am, I pulled into a Bartell Drug store on the 
corner of 67th Ave and 64th St in Marysville WA, Much to my surprise, 
the parking lot was full of police vehicles from several different agencies. 
I'd estimate well over 50 probably close to 80/90 all SUV types with a few 
vans mixed in. I asked a clerk inside what was going on, she replied she 
didn't know but some of the officers had stopped in to buy some toys they 
said to make some children feel better. They pulled out in an orderly line as 
we all stood inside there watching. One lady mentioned it looked like a 
funeral percussion. They were all headed in a tight line east bound on 64th 
st up the hill towards SR9.  
This maybe nothing but I've never seen anything like this before and I 
haven't found any deaths in the area that would warrant anything like what 
I witnessed. What the clerk said about toys for children made my ears perk 
up though. I've seen nothing in the local news at all about this. Anyway, 
just thought I'd pass this along and let you all make of it what you will. 
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Remember? They tried the swine flu. It failed. They tried Ebola. It 
failed. They tried Zika virus. It failed. They tried the bird flu. It failed. 
Now they have their pandemic. 
 
And ironically, the biggest false flag event in history is flopping and, 
because of social distancing, is preventing them from pulling off the 
smaller false flags that they would have needed to control this momentum. 
Looks like the ball is already in the goal boys. 
 
 
 
Mother of [Prince Andrew] wants to give the world a lecture on 
responsibility and morals.... really? 
Never let a crisis go to waste, I guess! 
 
 
 
A question no one has asked yet: why did the existence of COVID-19 in 
Wuhan and other top-level labs (like the one Gates invested in) NOT 
result in even a day's gain in knowledge of how to treat it?  
It's like these labs weren't at all considering how to defeat the virus. Only 
when it got out into the population did anyone think for the first time how 
to stop it or treat it. Which begs the question, what in the world were all 
these labs doing with the virus if they weren't figuring out how to cure it 
once it infects people? 
 
 
 
Pray For The Children. 
Pray For all those children that live underground. Their parents are worried. 
We are worried. The Lord is worried. GOD BLESS THE CHILDREN. 
 
 
 
Trump holds task force briefing during time when the bill gates 
interview was supposed to air on Fox. Get cucked Bill. 
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James Woods @RealJamesWoods: 
And once again the #AmericanFarmer is on the front lines fighting for 
America. These are the patriots that Bloomberg and the Democrat elites 
ridicule, but President Trump cherishes them and so do I. 
 
 
 
POTUS: "This is an ALL OUT Military operation we've waged, 
especially over the last number of weeks "  
 
 
 
POTUS: We are learning much about the Invisible Enemy. It is tough 
and smart, but we are tougher and smarter! (twitter.com) 
 
Who still thinks he is talking about the Wuhan flu? 
 
Exactly. 
 
 
 
What's Hillary really saying here: "States must take concrete steps 
now to make sure every citizen can be heard in November, no matter 
where we are by then in fighting the COVID-19 
pandemic" (mobile.twitter.com) 
 
She is saying allow dead people and illegals to vote democrat by mail. 
 
 
 
 
Citizen Journalists are Popping Up Everywhere to Show the US Media 
is Intentionally Creating FAKE NEWS. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=108&v=zSBgXJpje74&fe
ature=emb_logoYouTube 
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Thread: If tunnels are a minor thing... why have 28 of 31 Army 
Brigades trained for subterranean combat? Commander: "I've been 
underground for up to [17] hours" . Trainer: "Wait until you get into 
a...  
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1246233516464996352.html 
 
Who are the people they are fighting? 
Are they American soldiers? hired guns, foreigners, aliens? 
What is the estimate as to how many of them are down there? 
 
All of the above, with the exception of aliens...unless your personal tinfoil 
hat goes that way, I guess. 
Doesn't take much more than slowing down and imagining a potential 
target and the most likely opposition would be. 
If the bunker is in the US, I'd wager on mercs first, then DS agents. Private 
armies for hire are a thing, everywhere. 
Either way, a fight in a confined space is brutal. Nowhere to run. We 
learned that clearing buildings. This is like that, but multiplied. 
 
 
 
 
Thread: It's so EASY to figure out why Trump is the way he is. Trump 
is a student of General Wáng Jìngzé, author of The Thirty-six 
Stratagems.... 
Thread: 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1246892731357519872.html 
 
 
 
The People Providing the Pictures From Mercy and Comfort are 
George News, Follow Them on Twitter, Notice Their URL is 
TheCollectiveQ 
Here is their Twitter link, follow them to get the latest updates. 
https://mobile.twitter.com/TheCollectiveQ 
They are providing pics from locations in Texas as well. 
Website: https://george.news/#/ 
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Leader of ISIS in Afghanistan arrested. The head of the Islamic State 
group's Afghanistan affiliate has been arrested along with 19 other 
militants, Afghan officials said . (stripes.com) 
 
 
 
This is huge patriots. EO on telecommunications. POTUS basically just 
undid Barry's undoing of the Smith-Mundt act. 
Boom! (whitehouse.gov) 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-
establishing-committee-assessment-foreign-participation-united-states-
telecommunications-services-sector/ 
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Monday April 6, 2020 

 
 

 
 
Anon opines: why potus kept Fauci close? 
Post 8698983: View on 8kun 
Why potus kept Fauci close? 
Reposting with spelling fixed (phonefagging) 
1. Keep yout friends close, keep your enemies closer. 
2. How do you project to the enemy THAT YOU DO NOT KNOW OF 
HIS PLANS, WHILE IN REALITY YOU DO? 
You keep the known sleepers in position, pretending that you don't know 
they are plants.  
Imo the current scenario was known to a large degree, and it was allowed 
to happen, only to counter their gambit with a move by the patriots! 
Think about it, Q wrote his first post talikng about arrests and the national 
guard. Potus cant just install the NG in the cities, he needs a national 
emergency. Meaning he knew beforehand of the virus gambit. Even some 
public analysts such as the Russian Andrei Fursov talked about a coming 
pandemic, planned by the elites, way before the COVID19 erupted, solely 
based on analyzing the open source data. The world bank pandemic bonds 
were released in 2017 and the bank talked about a 100% certainty that a 
pandemic will occur in the next 4 years. Also Gates and the globalist were 
pushing the same "imminent pandemic" talks. 
So if public OSINT analysts can predict the corona virus pandemic, then 
the NSA and mil intel backed patriots have probably gathered much deeper 
intel about the planned pandemic gambit, knowing many of the small 
details. 
As i see it, the virus gambit, as a possible move by the cabal, was already 
consolidated in 2017, with the pandemic bonds launched in 2017, Fauci's 
comments that Trump will have to deal with a surprise pandemic, and the 
Harvard prof ending his Wuhan gig also in 2017. Everything leads to 2017. 
Q said that the cabal already lost before the game even started and asked a 
very important question, "what does knowing all possible enemy moves, 
give you?" it allows you to set up traps and the NG + war against the 
cartels + rescuing the trafficking victims, is one hell of a trap 
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HAD TRUMP REMOVED FAUCI, THE CABAL WOULD'VE 
REALIZED THAT THE PATRIOTS KNOW ABOUT THE VIRUS 
GAMBIT. SO KEEPING HIM MAKES THEM FEEL THAT THEIR 
PLAN IS SAFE. OPTICS ARE IMPORTANT. 
 
 
 
 If anyone was on the fence about Fauci, here's your answer - Valerie 
Jarreett twatter #BelieveFauci  
 
THAT'S 3 STRIKES FOR FAUCI: 
1) "Loves" Hillary Clinton as stated in the "A World In Transition: 
Charting a New Path in Global Health" email 
2) Serves on Leadership Counci of The Gates Foundationl with Dr. Birx 
(major conflict of interest to the tune of 100 million) 
3) Gets endorsed by Valerie Jarrett (AKA Obama's Handler) 
 
 
Fauci HATES Hydroxychloroquine.... We must be over the target 
boys!  
https://www.zerohedge.com/health/peter-navarro-explodes-faucci-heated-
showdown-over-hydroxychloroquine 
 
 
 
U.S. Navy pilot Michael Speicher was the pilot shot down and missing 
in Iraq back in 1991. Is this who Obama shot with the AK -47? Will 
the pictures prove it? 
[2] were 187'd? Ass@ssination 
Seth Rich & Michael Speicher? 
WHAT YEARS was BHO in the Middle East? 
WHY would BHO be funded PRE-POLITICAL days??? 
setup to be Commander in Chief?? 
Just HOW does a Manchurian candidate PROVE to the foreign enemy 
power that he/she will serve the enemy power's interests rather than his/her 
home nation? 
The horrific scene in Manchurian candidate. To be willing to shoot & kill 
one's own countrymen 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1207163001436098560.html 
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In Q Post #1047, Q replies to an anon's statement: "Normies don't give a 
crap if he is MUSLIM. With a gun? They won't care." Q says, "The 
important point is who the gun is pointed at. Red, white, blue. Spray." 
 
 
Digits here, wrote a web page so you can explore the grille cipher 
yourself! (Comey/Corney, Twitter, Kennedy's canoe in river, 
steganography, cryptography, etc.) 
I gave the world some code yesterday: https://voat.co/v/QRV/3745761 title 
"Digits here, wrote some Perl code to help with finding words in the 
Corney/Comey tweets; grille cipher, steganography, Kennedys missing, 
etc. (QRV)" 
Slept 12 hours last night -- the Rick Simpson Oil is really helping! Other 
evidence that it's helping is this script and web page I have written. :) 
To try it out for yourself, you can go 
to: http://digitsdigitsdigits.com/cipher.pl 
Default values for the fields match the Comey tweet, and Kennedy names. 
Future plans: 
Search in reverse. 
Continue searching from where it left off. 
Show four sets of results: the current; the reverse; the continue; and 
"reverse continue". 
Fix the CSS formatting; it's supposed to be showing a sans-serif font, but 
for some reason it's not working. Minor issue which shouldn't hold up my 
sharing it, so it didn't. 
Add coloring so it can show which ones matched. For the continue it can 
show a single instance of the search string, and color each of the found 
words a different color. But for the current output, it'd have to show the 
search string once for each matching word, since the words might use the 
same letter. 
This one's a "stretch goal": add actual grille ciphers that can be overlaid on 
Twitter tweets. I really don't think I'll get to that, but if you know what to 
do, I could use your help! I wrote this in Perl but you can write in any 
language as long as we can communicate, i.e., using a JSON structure, 
etc... 
In personal news I'm still not checking my replies and am up to 870 unread. 
I'll keep this post open in a tab so I can see these replies, like the other post 
(which I mentioned at the beginning). The reason I'm acting this weird is a 
friend of mine was recently murdered via Chinese fentanyl in his cocaine, 
and I mentioned it while grieving here and was attacked, and "lost it" but I 
need the news. I'm still making comments and posts where I can add value. 
And I think I'm getting about ready to start checking my replies again. 
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Anyway, thank you for caring. God bless. 
 
 
 
Is Bill Gates --Ground Zero for IT....ALL? .....megalomaniac ? 
Bill Gates was all on board with Greta, Al Gore, and Greenpeace. Using 
the coronavirus and demanding we be locked down until at least June, this 
is a covert means to further their climate change and to subject the world to 
a new authoritarian regime. What these people have done is beyond 
contemplation. This is a major global coup all based upon this theory of 
CO2 which he even admits there is no formula to even pretend if CO2 is X 
then the temperature will be Y. 
This has been a plot to destroy society and end the Industrial Revolution. 
Since Bill Gates resigned from Microsoft and Berkshire Hatheway just 
before this deliberate destruction of our economy, if he or his foundation 
sold stock and bond investments ahead of this event he is supporting, that is 
INSIDER TRADING! He won’t have to worry about the INEQUALITY of 
wealth, everything he has will be forfeited as a fine to the government. and 
he will be equal once again and his conscience will be restored. 
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/climate/bill-gates-co2-
must-be-zero/ 
 
Did Bill Gates Buy the CDC?  
Dr. Anthony Fauci has a $100 million conflict of interest which is why he 
was opposing Trump. He is in league with Bill Gates who has pledged 
$100 million for Fauci to play with. The National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Disease (NIAID, a division of National Institutes of Health, 
NIH) director Dr. Anthony Fauci, who was against using chloroquine, said 
in an interview with CNN’s Anderson Cooper, “There’s no magic drug for 
coronavirus right now,” and lectured, “Let me put it into perspective for the 
viewers .. there has been anecdotal non-proven data that it [chloroquine] 
works… but when you have an uncontrolled trial you can never definitely 
say that it works.” 
I have warned that the CDC takes private money through its foundation. 
Gates even gave Fauci’s Foundation $13.5 million. I do not believe we can 
trust Fauci in the least. The CDC should NEVER be allowed to be bought 
in this way. It is Gates who wants to inject us all with microchips. I 
seriously do not understand if all his money has simply gone to his head. 
Trump should fire Fauci first, and secondly shut down all private donations 
from anyone, especially Bill Gates. 
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These fuckers stole billions and billions from tax payers solely to screw us 
for decades.  
Since I was born 4 decades ago I am been living under the idea that the 
world was going to end, soon...  
They literally stole the childhood innocence and decency from us. And 
have done it to all generations. 
 
Well it’s obvious that Fauci is a fraud. The prophets are revealing what 
God is speaking to them concerning this man. I believe the term Jeremiah 
Johnson used was that he was a RAT. It is also the year of the RAT in 
China. President Trump is onto the RAT. I love the looks he gives the RAT 
while on stage at times. I say it’s time to set the RAT trap and rid us of this 
pest. 
 
Georgia Guidestones spell it out quite clearly. 
 
 
 
St. Louis Federal Reserve Head says Americans should be tested for 
COVID-19 daily and forced to display a badge on their clothing with 
the result. 
 
 
I have Been Tracking the Sealed Indictments Since November, They 
increased by 29,000 Since Then and 6000 in the Last 5 Days.  
https://qmap.pub/cases 
134,570 Sealed | 14,957 Unsealed | 313,793 Non-sealed 11/11/2019 
134,570 Sealed | 14,957 Unsealed | 313,793 Non-sealed 11/12/2019  
134,570 Sealed | 14,957 Unsealed | 313,793 Non-sealed 11/29/19  
139,915 Sealed | 14,975 Unsealed | 328,159 Non-sealed 12/17/2019 
139,915 Sealed | 14,975 Unsealed | 328,159 Non-sealed 12/27/2019 
139,915 Sealed | 14,975 Unsealed | 328,159 Non-sealed 1/5/20 
139,915 Sealed | 14,975 Unsealed | 328,159 Non-sealed 1/11/20 
144,844 Sealed | 16,818 Unsealed | 343,074 Non-sealed 1/15/20 
144,844 Sealed | 16,818 Unsealed | 343,074 Non-sealed 2/3/2020 
151,002 Sealed | 17,647 Unsealed | 360,513 Non-sealed 2/27/2020 
151,002 Sealed | 17,647 Unsealed | 360,513 Non-sealed 3/5/2020 
151,002 Sealed | 17,647 Unsealed | 360,513 Non-sealed 3/11/2020 
157,694 Sealed | 18,555 Unsealed | 378,296 Non-sealed 3/15/2020 
157,694 Sealed | 18,555 Unsealed | 378,296 Non-sealed 3/21/2020 
157,694 Sealed | 18,555 Unsealed | 378,296 Non-sealed 3/26/2020 
157,694 Sealed | 18,555 Unsealed | 378,296 Non-sealed 3/31/2020 
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163,469 Sealed | 18,921 Unsealed | 391,872 Non-sealed 4/5/2020 
 
 
Anybody else sick of the way Fox and the rest of the Fake News are 
throwing up stats on how many people have croaked ?  
No solutions or offers of help. Just 24/7 criticism of POTUS. 
 
 
 
The Curve is already Flat. 
https://archive.fo/omRp0 
According to this article, the virus outbreak started around 60 days earlier 
than reported thus, the peak we expect soon has most probably already 
happened and the curve is already flat. 
I have friends who are certain they had it around new year. A colleague 
came back from China in December, sick as a dog, and soon, most 
employees, incl. their families, were sick with flu-like symptoms for 
weeks. 
It's very likely that many more people already encountered the virus which 
could be proved through antibody tests. These people could go back to 
'normal' life, unrestricted by 'protective' measures. 
"“Seed date” is a term used in pandemic epidemiology to identify when a 
disease was first established in a specific location. Knowing that date, or at 
least an approximate range, allows scientists and data modelers to calculate 
how far the disease has spread, how fast it’s spreading, and use that 
information to design effective responses. 
Determining when a disease originated and implementing effective test-
track-isolate protocols is critical to the effective management of infectious 
diseases. Suppression is a far easier process when you have the cooperation 
of governments and health authorities who value transparency and 
knowledge-sharing. Management becomes much tougher when you are 
confronted with a virus, especially one that spreads as silently as COVID, 
whose country of origin attempted to hide its existence. 
When the Imperial College model relied on Chinese data about the origins 
of COVID-19 and presumed that COVID was seeded in the United States 
in early January, they were likely predicating their output on flawed input. 
Because the first confirmed case of COVID in the United States was 
identified 20 January in Washington State, setting the seed date a week or 
two earlier must have seemed reasonable. 
It is not. 
China went to great lengths to hide the existence of COVID by censoring 
communication about the disease and ordering lab samples destroyed. They 
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lost control of the narrative on 30 December when two physicians, Ai Fen 
and Li Wenliang — one of whom has died and the other who has since 
disappeared — attempted the day before to warn colleagues of cases of 
“SARS” at their local hospital. 
China then reported an ”unknown pneumonia” to the WHO on 31 
December, and on the same day claimed they had not found evidence of 
human-to-human transmission." 
https://archive.fo/omRp0 
It's a reasonable assumption that the virus was introduced in October, with 
the military sports event in Wuhan. 
https://bitterwinter.org/the-human-price-of-wuhans-military-world-games/ 
 
 
 
HUNDREDS of brutalized white kids! No arrests? Sweden Beset By 
New African Muslim Crime-Wave Of "Humiliation Robberies" - 
always White children or teenagers! Muslims torturing White kids for 
hours.  
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/sweden-beset-new-crime-wave-
humiliation-robberies 
 
 
 
What we are watching is the Deep states end game gone wrong. 
I think this whole event was the end game of the deep state. Hilary was 
supposed to be president. They were going to do as much damage to the 
people of this world as they could. Strip us of our rights in the name of 
safety and then mass vaccination and chip us all. If Hilary was president 
this would have all came to pass. Thank Trump and most of all Pray for 
help from the Lord to see us through these troubling times. 
 
Yup ... fully agree. And: they're forced to cram everything in as fast as they 
can, so they're unable to apply their usual tactic of "slowly boiling the 
frog". The public is now better able to connect the dots and figure out what 
is going on. 
 
Lol the public is fucking retarded to the max. 
 
George Carlin: The average person is an idiot. And half of them are 
stupider than that. 
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CDC tells hospitals to put down coronavirus as cause of death even 
when it's not. (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/cdc-tells-hospitals-list-covid-
19-cause-death-even-assumed-caused-contributed-death-lab-tests-not-
required/ 
 
 
 
 
Can the media hypocrisy and lies get any clearer than 
this? (twitter.com) 
DeAnna Lorraine @DeAnna4Congress: 
75% of doctors agree that Hydroxychloroquine & Zithromax are an 
effective treatment for #COVID19. The Media: UNPROVEN! FAKE! 
NOT BACKED BY SCIENCE! A sixteen year old girl from Sweden says 
the earth will end in ten years & we will all die. The Media: WE MUST 
LISTEN TO HER! 
 
 
 
POTUS:" We may be apart. We can use this time to turn to reflection 
and prayer and our own personal relationship with 
God." (twitter.com) 
 
 
 
BREAKING: India has allowed the export of Hydroxychloroquine to 
the United States.....They changed their mind after Trump called 
Modi.... WINNING!!!! 
 
 
 
So I Have a Nurse Friend in an Oakland ER, and here's her what she 
told me... 
To date one patient and three doctors have tested positive for Covid19 in 
the entire hospital. All four people were sent home and told to self isolate. 
Obviously because we're in Comifornia, we're shelter in place, so the ER 
traffic is down considerably. 
Doesn't exactly sound like the end of the world just saying. 
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There MUST be MANDATORY DRUG TESTS for Congress, Every 
Month, NO EXCEPTIONS. 
Plus, a yearly brain scan to keep pedophiles out of our government. 
 
 
 
BREAKING: British Prime Minister Boris Johnson, who is suffering 
from coronavirus, has been admitted to intensive care as his condition 
has worsened (twitter.com) 
Let’s see if they give him Hydroxy and he rebounds within a day. Would 
be great publicity. 
 
 
 
U.S. companies are finding out they don't own their own factories in 
China. When they tried to export THEIR medical equipment, the 
Chinese government stopped them: 
https://nypost.com/2020/04/05/trump-admin-weighs-legal-action-over-
alleged-chinese-hoarding-of-ppe/amp/?__twitter_impression=true 
 
 
 
Their Sacred Tunnels? Literally right under our noses. 
https://imgflip.com/i/3vlt07 
 
 
 
 
V)incent (K)ennedy @VincentCrypt46: 
Listen to her and then listen again. What do you hear? 
GEORGE @TheCollectiveQ: 
04/02/2020 http://DFNS.TV Hospital man Corpsman 3rd Class Alexandria 
Agudelo checks in from aboard the Military Sealift Command hospital ship 
USNS Comfort (T-AH 20) while the ship is New York City in support of 
the nation’s COVID-19 response efforts. 
https://twitter.com/VincentCrypt46/status/1247189054291980288 
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CBS News Posts Fraudulent Viral Video of Sobbing ICU Nurse Who 
Quit Her Job Over Poor Working Conditions, Mask Shortage -- It 
Was All a Lie. 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/cbs-news-posts-fraudulent-
viral-video-sobbing-icu-nurse-quit-job-poor-working-conditions-mask-
shortage/ 
 
 
 
Is this why Bill Barr specifically mentioned "cartels" and "entities" 
bringing drugs into America? "Narcojets Caught in Mexico are 
Registered in the U.S”. 
Saw this gaining a little traction last night. Thought it could use additional 
digging/autism. 
https://archive.is/8RP8z 
"If you've been watching the news, you're well aware of the U.S's new War 
on Drugs announced a few days ago. The President of Venezuela, along 
with other high ranking officials, have been charged by the U.S DoJ for 
narcotrafficking. Bill Barr used nearly the exact same charges on Manuel 
Noriega back in the 1980s to justify the invasion of Panama. Many 
speculate this is the beginning of a U.S military intervention in Venezuela, 
much like what happened to Noriega's Panama in 1989. 
Back in January, a U.S registered plane was caught in Cancun Mexico with 
$20M of cocaine. The plane was tracked by U.S authorities leaving 
Venezuela en route to Mexico. Just 2 days later, another plane was caught. 
This time originating in Argentina. I used the N-number on the aircraft to 
trace it back to the U.S. This is important, I suggest you all look at the link 
yourself. 
The plane was registered using the address of 1712 PIONEER AVE STE 
1461 CHEYENNE WY. Stop reading now if you don't want to dive deep 
into the rabbit hole. The address is currently home of HoopNHollar, Inc. 
The "business" has no website, and provides no services I can find. 
The tiny building is home to hundreds to thousands of other businesses - or 
should I say front companies? Reuters did a piece on it back in 2011. Lots 
of shady shit going on in there. 
The same building is home to FORD ELECTRIC CO. The company used 
the same suite as HoopNHollar in the past. Again, no website. No services. 
But they somehow managed to own several jet aircraft. The very same type 
of aircraft recently caught trafficking cocaine. It's sure a coincidence that 
they happen to be registered under the same address as the 2 narco planes 
caught recently, which triggered the new War on Drugs, and possibly will 
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lead to an invasion of Venezuela. Currently, FORD ELECTRIC CO has 2 
registered aircraft, including a Gulfstream jet. 
The same address of 1712 PIONEER AVE STE 1461 is home to TWA 
International. Another front company. As you can see, the website is full of 
nothing but stock images. They supposedly sell aircraft, but none are 
available. TWA International are the proud owners of 29 other aircraft, 
including the very same model as the narcojet caught in Mexico. It's also 
such a coincidence that they happened to be registered to the very exact 
same address. Now isn't that strange? 
The president/CEO/owner is Carlos Villaurrutia. He also is the sole owner 
of FORD ELECTRIC CO. Many of the FORD ELECTRIC CO and TWA 
International registered planes have been deregistered. Many being 
exported to Mexico, some being sent to other shell companies, others 
seemingly vanishing. His name is also listed under 4 deregistered aircraft, 
including the same model of Gulfstream jets and a twin engine prop plane. 
That's not even where it gets interesting.... 
Our little angel Carlos also happens to be the nephew of Mexican drug 
kingpin Christian Eduardo Esquino Nunez. His tío also happened to be 
the owner of the plane that crashed and killed Mexican singer Jenni Rivera. 
Apparently Jenni and Eduardo had a feud. Jenni would regularly perform 
private concerts for the narcos and got into a fight with Eduardo during one 
such performance. During Jenni's last concert, a man screamed out "HOY 
LA MANTAN"YouTube, or "TODAY THEY KILL YOU". A few hours 
later, her plane crashed with no survivors. Eduardo Nunez was 
also investigated by the DEA for trying to smuggle Gaddafi's son into 
Mexico. Eduardo is convicted felon, but somehow managed to own his 
own front company along with several aircraft. The authorities eventually 
found out and deported him. Now lets get back to Carlos. 
Carlos was involved in a case over Eduardo's planes once the DEA found 
out about the scheme and arrested him. 2 of the planes were "transfered" to 
FORD ELECTRIC CO, and ultimately ended up in Carlo's possession. 1 of 
the planes ended up deregistered and ended up being exported to the 
Dominican Republic. I'm sure you can figure out what the plane is doing 
today. 
Now I'm getting tired of writing. I hope at least one of you decides to look 
into this matter further. Look into all of the shell companies, the mysterious 
planes, and the people behind it all. Once the U.S invades Venezuela, I 
hope you'll remember how it all started. I hope you'll remember this post." 
edit - gimmie a minute, I'll copy hyperlinks 
edit 2 - original links inserted 
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GEORGE news site has the watch from Q 3231 and 3456 as 
background image! And they seem to have priviledged access to the 
USNS Comfort and to the USNS Mercy. 
That's their website: https://george.news/ 
and a screenshot from the site: https://files.catbox.moe/uqsza1.PNGPNG 
That background is made of the image of the watch from in Q drop 3231 
and 3456: 
https://qmap.pub/read/3231 ("Marker[1] Set.")  
https://qmap.pub/read/3456 (redrop, "Worth remembering")  
Their youtube 
channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvWaed3WWfMKtau4i1PU
wnQ/videos 
Their twitter account: https://twitter.com/TheCollectiveQ 
The GEORGE magazine was founded by JFK 
jr.: https://www.esquire.com/news-politics/a27031243/john-kennedy-jr-
george-magazine-true-story/ 
That proves nothing but I think it's a good idea to watch for new revelations 
on their accounts.  
Like the mysterious picture in the interesting 
thread https://twitter.com/TheCollectiveQ/status/1246483842652913664 
Edit: rah1420 showed in his comment here that the picture has been public 
shortly before. But GEORGE was the only news site where I found this and 
many more from these ships. They at least seem to be very well informed 
and interested in coverage of these topics. 
 
 
 
President Trump moves to clean house on his Inspectors General In 
the wake Michael Atkinson's termination, president has nominated 
five new inspectors general to various agencies. 
https://justthenews.com/politics-policy/all-things-trump/president-trump-
moves-clean-house-his-inspectors-general 
 
 
 
POTUS TWITTER:  “Joe Biden wanted the date for the Democrat 
National Convention moved to a later time period. Now he wants a 
"Virtual" Convention, one where he doesn't have to show up. Gee, I 
wonder why?” 
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Tribunal Watch @tribunal_watch: 
WOW! Gates , Bin Talil AND KASHOGGI ALL MEETING 
TOGETHER! We are the news now! 
https://mobile.twitter.com/tribunal_watch/status/1247206124379660289 
 
 
 
OUTRAGEOUS!... Top Experts Used by CDC Move Total US 
Coronavirus Deaths From 2.2 Million to 200,000 to 81,766 in Only 8 
Days! 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/outrageous-top-experts-used-
cdc-move-total-us-coronavirus-deaths-2-2-million-200000-81766-8-days/ 
 
 
 
"I never heard of gas chambers as a kid, it wasn't until the late 60's 
that this Hollywood started putting out movies" 
https://files.catbox.moe/7b5ym1.mp4 
 
 
 
ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE (files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/0n0v1q.jpg 
 
 
 
A letter from my brother. 
I've posted before about the debates I am having with my brother. He 
emailed me this note which I received this morning. I'm sure many of you 
to one degree or another have had similar communications your friends and 
relatives. My brother is retired attorney, a liberal, lives in an affluent 
neighborhood of a mid western city. He's an avid reader of main stream 
publications and follows world events daily. His friends are all educated, 
liberal, affluent. I am none of these. I'm middle class with a complete 
disdain for the media. **** We are living in 2 realities. The only and I 
mean ONLY thing that will heal our rift is if Q predictions start happening, 
ie mass arrests and an explanation by Trump as to the reality of Q, the 
reason for the Plan that goes beyond Joe M's videos. Over the past 6 
months I've sent him links to those things he would never see on MSM and 
it doesn't help. 
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I must admit that at times I wonder if I'm losing it since our realities are so 
diametrically opposed. I would appreciate some thoughtful comments and 
advice after you read his note to me... 
"I could accept two different points of view. But actually we have two very 
different realities and that worries me. Your reality consists of a supreme 
leader with superhuman mathematical skills who speaks in code to a select 
few Americans including yourself. Only you and that select few really 
know what is actually happening in the world. Your reality is replete with 
complex conspiracy theories and complete distrust of many institutions, 
organizations and world leaders. All of them are your enemy. And you 
emphatically (all CAPS) deride journalists because none of them are 
enlightened enough to ever ask your supreme leader if Q is real. You have 
been lured into believing that some prophecy is about to be realized around 
Easter and that an elegant and masterful conspiracy will become uncloaked. 
No, that is not simply a different point of view. In all seriousness, please 
talk to your shrink about all this. But leave me totally out of it. I have no 
desire to hear more about it." 
 
My parents barely speak to me. Any previous efforts to challenge their 
views ended badly. Like your brother, they are very educated liberals, 
living smack inside the swamp. Both career cogs in the DS machine. I've 
stopped having any conversations with them which could accidentally veer 
off into politics. I ignore the little jabs by my father and keep on going. 
Once we start to see very public actions - like arrests - things will change. 
Their world view will collapse. 
My cousin, who was/is like my brother, stopped speaking to me 3 years 
ago. I can only assume it was over Pizzagate/Qanon, but he never had the 
balls to even let me know what I did wrong. 
These people do live in an alternate reality. Facts do not matter to them and 
they go nuts if you attempt to drop new information in their echo chamber. 
At this point, it's best to let friends/relatives go about their own business 
and lives. Avoid any discussions unless they bring it up. There will be an 
appropriate time in the the near future for "I told you so" or counseling. 
On a separate note, I bumped into a guy I see about 1-2x/week. He started 
by telling me he though I was a bit nuts when he overheard me talking 
about prepping and black swan events and Deep State activity over a year 
ago. He was pretty sure I was crazy when I switched to fist-bumping last 
Nov. This time he told me I was absolutely right about the things he heard 
me say and do. It's people like this who can be awoken. People like your 
brother and my parents, may or may not ever come around (4-6%). 
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Tuesday April 7, 2020 

 
 
 
 
Hydrochloroquine will miraculously cure UK PM Boris Johnson. Place 
your bets. 
The clowns and Gates will love that. MSM will struggle to control the 
narrative with high RPM spin. 
 
 
 
BOOM Confirmation that human traffickers are getting taken out 
during this coronavirus pandemic! OAN's Chanel Rion asks the right 
question. (streamable.com) 
https://streamable.com/nmkjic 
 
 
 
Illegal Border Crossings Fall To Zero In 
Pandemic (washingtonexaminer.com) 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/illegal-mexican-border-
crossing-at-a-standstill-as-coronavirus-pandemic-rages-in-us 
 
 
 
President Trump sniffs out a Chinese Communist Party "reporter" 
and calls her out. She lies and says her company isn't owned by 
China. (streamable.com) 
https://streamable.com/e53dyl 
 
WHCA bans an Asian American reporter (Chanel Rion) from attending 
these press briefings, but sneaks in a CCP network in to push China's 
talking points and propaganda. 
Phoenix TV is CCP owned and operated. 
https://twitter.com/elliosch/status/1247300029271941121 
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LA Doc talks about Hydroxychloroquine + Zinc --- "Every patient I've 
prescribed it to has been very, very ill and within 8 to 12 hours, they 
were basically symptom-free" (abc7.com) 
 
 
 
State Department refuses to back Hillary Clinton attempt to avoid 
deposition. Hillary Clinton and Cheryl Mills are seeking to avoid 
depositions ordered by a judge earlier this year (justthenews.com) 
https://justthenews.com/accountability/state-dept-and-judicial-watch-do-
not-support-clinton-mills-attempt-avoid-depositions 
 
JW is doing ALL the heavy lifting in my opinion.  
I support them. They have been the tip of the spear in many cases. 
 
 
 
"You Have Blood on Your Hands - It's All Going to Come Out" - 
Steve Bannon Warns Henry Kissinger his Ties to the CCP Are About 
to be Exposed. 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/blood-hands-going-come-
steve-bannon-warns-henry-kissinger-ties-ccp-coming-video/ 
 
 
 
MSM Knives are out for OAN --- John Oliver takes on OAN: 'Fox 
News with even less shame and even fewer scruples' (theguardian.com) 
https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2020/apr/06/john-oliver-oan-
one-america-news-fox-with-even-less-shame 
 
The MSM has already proven that they are the enemy of Donald J. Trump 
and the American people. 
They disgust me so much that I can barely get through the their articles. I 
am not at all good at swimming in bullshit. You know that "everything" 
they print, do or say is a lie. 
 
Oliver Is Asshoe! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zIiq7qqk1M 
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My mother is a nurse in local hospital here in Ireland.. 
Hydroxychloroquine is being used in the hospital, and it is curing patients 
within 1-3 days. They don't have enough of it to use on all covid patients, 
only the very sick, and its commonly known throughout the hospital among 
staff that this drug works. She came in this evening with big open eyes and 
greeted me with "you were right about that hydroxychloroquine!" because 
she only found out today. Was a lovely moment because she doesn't believe 
much of what I say. It works. Hope my input helps. 
 
 
 
Breaking911  @Breaking911 
BREAKING: Trump says U.S. "putting a hold" on money to the 
@WHO 
 
Now take us out of the UN! 
 
 
 
Pain coming: U.S. appeals court hands win to Trump plan to resume 
federal executions. 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-court-deathpenalty/u-s-appeals-
court-hands-win-to-trump-plan-to-resume-federal-executions-
idUSKBN21P2LN 
 
They argue about which drugs to use in lethal injections. Don't be silly. Ask 
Bill Gates what he uses in his vaccinations. 
 
 
 
HRC trapped like a rat: "State Department refuses to back Hillary 
Clinton attempt to avoid deposition" (justthenews.com) 
https://justthenews.com/accountability/state-dept-and-judicial-watch-do-
not-support-clinton-mills-attempt-avoid-
depositions#.XovP1jmCBu8.twitter 
 
Pray for divine protection over the entire Judicial Watch team, their 
families and all of their homes and offices! 
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Construction-anon *update* 
I started work in a temp hospital being built in an old venue in the UK and 
will share what I've found out so far. It's just started really so not that much 
of interest to share I'm afraid. There will be 900 beds fully equipped to deal 
with patients. Tried taking a coupleJPGof picsJPG but they don't do justice 
to the size if it. Just row after row of cubicles in every hall. Feels weird 
looking at it. I was hoping to get access to the old tunnels that run through 
the city but the ones I'm working in are service tunnelsJPG that run the 
length of the venue (again the pics don't do justice). I've been in three and 
none have any obvious access to anything deeper. From what I can tell no 
work is being carried out in the old tunnels, sorry to disappoint! (though 
technically you could still access this building from the old tunnels...)  
So, considering that every hospital around here is empty, the general 
attitude of the contractor is that the hospital is just being built as a 
precaution (an expensive one at that!) and they don't actually expect it to 
get used. The media would have you believe the complete opposite.  
Doctors and nurses were starting to arrive today so I'll take any opportunity 
to find out what they know. I'll also watch what kind of equipment is being 
brought in and report back with anything of interest. 
 
 
 
Ruth Bader Ginsberg cured of cancer ... with Hydroxychloroqine? 
Ruth Bader Ginsberg, basically an 85-year old bag of bones, gets 
pancreatic cancer.  
Survival rate of pancreatic cancer is 9%. 
https://health.usnews.com/conditions/pancreatic-cancer/survival-rates-for-
pancreatic-cancer 
RBG survives. 
Why? 
"Hypoxia (low level of oxygen) is an emerging determinant of pancreatic 
tumor malignancy." 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5045059/ 
The recent COVID-19 issue is pointing to hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) as a 
mechanism to raise the oxygenation of the body. 
http://web.archive.org/web/20200405061401/https://medium.com/@agaizi
unas/covid-19-had-us-all-fooled-but-now-we-might-have-finally-found-its-
secret-91182386efcb 
What about brain cancer? 
"Glioblastoma multiforme is the most common and the most aggressive 
primary brain tumor. It is characterized by a high degree of hypoxia." 
Trump said he expects to cure cancer. 
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HCQ is the cure. 
There are people in this world who have known this for a long time ... and 
kept it secret. $$$ 
 
I think you are mostly right. Otto Warburg a German scientist won a nobel 
prize, i believe it was in 1928 for his discovery the the difference between a 
cancer cell and a normal cell was that all normal cells achieved energy 
through oxygen, however all cancer cells relied on glucose respiration. 
He found that the primary cause of cancer was a reduction of oxygen to a 
cell to the point that it reverted to glucose respiration. Once reverted to 
glucose respiration the mitochondria of the cell shuts down and can not 
trigger appoptosis. 
Of course he was attacked by the pharma shills, but by the 60's lab 
equipment had reached the point that his theory was proven. He tried many 
ways to inject oxygen into the cells to bring them back to oxygen 
respiration, theorizing the cancer cell could then kill itself by appoptosis. 
Our cells are constantly dividing and we have a system to get rid of bad 
cells and it is called apoptosis, or cell suicide. When a cell splits the 
mitochondria or brain of the cell looks at it's self and decides if the cell is 
good our bad, if it sees itself as a bad cell the mitochondria triggers 
apoptosis and it is expelled from the body. 
So as much as they want you to think that brain cancer is different from 
kidney, or lung cancer, it is a different cell with the same problem. 
An accidental discovery at the University of Alberta, in 2008 found a 
simple compound called DCA, sodium dichloroacetate. Worked in the 
same way. Cheap, non patentable. The University tried hard to raise funds 
for clinical trials, but eventually had to abandon or lose funds for other 
programs. 
It has been a while since i last dug on the subject but this could very well 
be the cure for cancer, if it can increase the oxygen in the cancer cell so it 
can trigger appoptosis. Cancer would be as simple as a sore throat. 
Hope this makes sense, it has been years since i did the dig on this topic. 
 
 
 
OAN's Chanel Rion hashtagged Q back in 2018. Could she be the one 
to ask the Q? 
 
Chanel Rion OAN  @ChanelRion: 
Jun 15, 2018 
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Decimating the #DeepState one #MAGA strategy session at a time -- 
Comey, Mueller, John Brennan, Hillary leftovers -- their days are 
numbered. #Q #draintheswamp #SendSykes  
@Trump 
International Hotel Washington, D.C. 
 
 
 
I decided to go out today. Huge fucking mistake.  
My mom and I went looking for outdoor lights at Lowe’s, Menards, and 
Home Depot. 
Everyone who works in those stores, including the customers, have gone 
full retard. 
They make you walk in only one entrance, and then they count you as you 
walk in with a simple counting device while communicating via walkie 
talkie as to how many people have walked in and how many people have 
left. Everyone is crammed together at the check-out isles, and yet no one 
seems to see the hypocrisy of these two things. 
Roughly half of the humans are wearing masks and gloves. I even saw two 
girls driving in the same car and both were wearing a mask.  
I’m convinced that the mask wearing is for people who really like 
Halloween. They love to play dress-up, and this is their new opportunity. 
While in Menards, (and no, not “my nards”), the PA system was playing a 
robot recording of a voice telling everyone to wash their hands, cough into 
their elbows, stay home if sick and respect “social distancing.” 
I’ve officially lost my mind. It’s not a “Virus” that is driving me mad. It’s 
the stupid people that are coming out of the cracks during this time of 
unbridled social engineering. 
Sheeple. The whole fucking lot of them. 
Ps....We even saw one guy on his front porch, by himself, wearing a mask. 
Are you fucking serious?!?!?!?! 
It also seems to be bringing out the meth-heads! They are everywhere! One 
gal was riding a bike, while sipping on her slurpy, and her entire face was 
covered in meth scabs! No joke. Now that was one person who should have 
been wearing a mask. 
 
 
 
Buy American. 
If there is any silver lining to this Chiner Virus thing, I hope its a huge 
movement by Americans to "Buy American" again, as much as possible, 
and as Americans, to do what we can to tap our Can Do attitude to bring 
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companies and products back to America from Chiner and other countries 
and once again provide quality products at affordable prices to ourselves, 
and the rest of the world, in a way that we used to when we had the ability 
and reputation for being able to do so.  
Years ago, there was a pronounced "Buy American" campaign. It seems 
like over the years it got pushed down out of our collective consciousness 
by the globalists effort to build up other countries like Chiner against the 
USA. It's gotten to the point where you can't find hardly buy any day to day 
stuff that isn't imported from somewhere else, especially Chiner. I 
appreciate POTUS efforts to promote American Products, but he can't do it 
by himself. It will require all Americans - Top down & bottom up - to 
participate in the effort.  
I've always tried to support American products whenever possible, I don't 
mind paying more for a similar or higher quality product made in the USA, 
but its been harder - if not impossible - to do that, and it pisses me off. 
Often I find product made in the USA labels, only to look at the fine print 
and find some, if not all of it actually comes from Chiner. These are "US 
companies" trying to bullshit us. Shame on them. I assume they are US 
companies owned, or operated, or supported by Chiner in some way, or 
maybe they are just traitors out for all the almighty $ and they don't care 
about America and Americans and so they think everyone else here in 
America can just fuck off, they have no problem selling out America. If 
they were honest Americans, they would say something like, "Hey, we're 
trying to provide these products, but we just can't get what we need from 
the USA to provide this end product to you, so we have to source this part 
from anywhere else, but we're trying to find an American source and have 
let the government know we can't find an American source so they need to 
help spin one up or help us produce one ourselves ASAP." Like Chiner 
would do. But nah, they just want to hide or obfuscate the fact that they are 
on the cheap Chiner downward spiral train with the rest of the globalists.  
We need to bring this stuff home. There needs to be a concerted effort here 
in America to do this. I don't know how to get that momentum rolling, but 
it needs to happen if we are going to survive as a country. We can't be held 
hostage by Chiner or any other country for products we can only get from 
other countries, it's unacceptable and suicide if we let it continue. 
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Wednesday April 8, 2020 

 
 
 
 
We need to change our laws, NOW, so these people can't take over the 
country every cold season.  
It is going to take a massive effort and dogged persistence to strip away all 
these laws that are giving them such unfettered & uncontrolled power over 
us. 
 
 
 
Deep State POS Jack Dorsey is Laundering $1 Billion in a Bogus 
Coronavirus Donation // Following Gates and Bezos' $100 Million >> 
Hydroxychloroquine is the CURE, faggots. YOU KNEW THIS. 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/07/twitter-ceo-sets-aside-1-billion-in-
square-equity-for-charity-coronavirus-relief.html 
 
 
 
Birx says government is classifying all deaths of patients with 
coronavirus as 'COVID-19' deaths, regardless of cause - you mean 
people aren't dying of pneumonia anymore?? (foxnews.com) 
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/birx-says-government-is-classifying-all-
deaths-of-patients-with-coronavirus-as-covid-19-deaths-regardless-of-
cause 
 
 
 
Those are some nice freedoms you got there ....... Be a Shame if we 
tricked you into giving them up. (theconservativetreehouse.com) 
https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2020/04/07/los-angeles-makes-face-
masks-mandatory-services-refused-for-non-compliant-citizens/ 
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Laura Birx works for Bill Gates Foundation (relation to Deborah 
Birx?) 
Has this been posted/researched? Laura Birx at the Gates Foundation. 
—Laura Birx 
Deputy Director, Strategy, Planning and Management, Agricultural 
Development 
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/TheOptimist/2019-year-in-
review/agriculture 
Plus, Deborah Birx worked at the Global Fund, founded by Gates. 
Birx is not a common name. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deborah_Birx 
 
Laura Birx is Deborah Birx's daughter. She is directly connected to Bill 
Gates. Check out Amazing Polly's latest video. 
Web pages come and go, make sure you archive as needed. 
 
 
 
(No Coincidences) Boris Johnson orders Investigation into George 
Soros - Days Later PM Johnson is in the Hospital. 
From Neon Nettle:  
Soros, known globally as "the man who broke the Bank of England," is 
facing a probe into almost £3 million ($3.85m) that his foundation pumped 
into an anti-Brexit campaign aimed at bringing down PM Johnson.The 
Conservatives have called for an urgent Electoral Commission probe into 
George Soros's American organization Open Society Foundation 
(OSF).The move follows a report by The Mail on Sunday that uncovered a 
paper trail revealing that OSF funneled vast sums of money into a 
campaign seeking to block Brexit at the ballot box. Soros' New York-based 
foundation sent the money to the pro-EU group Best for Britain (BfB).The 
funding was sent to the group via a London outpost, circumventing a ban 
on foreign donations to political organizations. 
READ MORE: https://neonnettle.com/news/9419-boris-johnson-orders-
investigation-into-george-soros-over-anti-brexit-campaign 
© Neon Nettle 
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"People In Wisconsin Waited In Line For Hours To Vote Despite 
Fears Over The Coronavirus" demon-crap governor's fear porn didn't 
work (tathasta.com) 
http://www.tathasta.com/2020/04/people-in-wisconsin-waited-in-line-
for.html 
 
I live in a tiny town about an hour from Milwaukee and voted this morning 
with no trouble. The three poll workers were gloved and had on masks. 
There were clear instructions: one person in the hallway into the town hall 
at a time. Use the provided hand sanitizer when instructed to come in by 
one of the poll workers, grab a pen, then onward. The poll workers were on 
the other side of plexiglass. I showed my ID through by holding it up to the 
plexiglass. Marked my ballot. Put it in the machine. I was the only one 
there when I went around 11 a.m., but an elderly gentleman went in right as 
I was leaving. I was the 125th person to vote in our little township at that 
point. POTUS tweeted 3 times in less than 24 hours about the need to go 
cast our vote for Dan Kelly for Supreme Court to protect 2nd amendment 
rights. I wasn't about to miss voting. When I got home, I saw that James 
Woods had also tweeted about the Wisconsin vote re: Dan Kelly. 
COVID19 wasn't going to stop me or anybody I know around here. 
Wisconsin is full of responsible gun owners. 2nd Amendment is sacrosanct 
around here. 
 
 
 
Amazing Polly Has Linked Even MORE Dots!! - GATES BRIX 
FACCI SOROS MAEVE McKEAN (who died). 
This woman is such a brilliant researcher - she shows that all roads lead to 
BILL GATES! (The Gates of Hell imo) 
These evil people at the top insert their children/family memebers in top 
business positions to continue syphoning off billions of $$$$ at the expense 
of all of us via vaccines, many times causing injuries in the process, then 
swooping in with their big pharma 'cures'. Continuing to top up their cycle 
of their wealth. 
This is another excellent video from Polly, please share far and wide, the 
more we do, the more people will wake up and hopefully stand up against 
this evil in greater numbers. 
Please comment and discuss :)  
'Lets Get Them All! Gates Birx Fauci Soros all of them'  
https://youtu.be/NX_6Meo9QFYYouTube 
by Amazing Polly 7 April 2020 
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Trump will never forgive Obama for what he did to the Military.  
Take Captain Crozier's compromise of a Carrier Task Force, Naval Ships 
colliding with commercial vessels, a Predator Drone hijacked and landing 
in Iran, the forced landing of a Navy EP3E and the Seal Team's Chinnook 
getting shot down in Afghanistan. This was the work of the Kenyan 
usurper, firing experienced commanders for political appointees 
(Vindman), misappropriating and diverting funds, leaking secrets, ignoring 
concerns. Looks like Obama was particularly fond of fucking up the Navy. 
He's a traitor. 
https://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-says-hell-never-forgive-obama-
what-he-did-our-military-made-1209358 
 
 
 
Appeals court rules Texas can continue banning abortions during 
pandemic. 
From Life Site: 
April 7, 2020 (LifeSiteNews) – Texas’ suspension of elective abortions 
during the nationwide coronavirus crisis will remain in effect for the time 
being, according to a ruling Tuesday from the US Fifth Circuit Court of 
Appeals. 
US Surgeon General Jerome Adams and the federal Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) have advised healthcare facilities to reschedule non-urgent 
appointments and elective procedures, both to limit the spread of the 
coronavirus and to free up time and resources to focus on infected patients. 
Compliance with this guidance has been mixed, leading numerous states to 
mandate that facilities temporarily halt “non-essential” medical procedures. 
Among them, Texas has declared that elective abortions will be held to the 
same standards as all other procedures during this time, leading to a lawsuit 
demanding exemptions for Planned Parenthood and other abortion centers. 
Last week, Judge Lee Yeakel of the Western District of Texas issued a 
temporary injunction against the suspension, which was quickly stayed by 
the Fifth Circuit. Now, that same court has issued a ruling that the 
emergency measure is constitutional, CBS News reports. 
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/appeals-court-rules-texas-can-
continue-banning-abortions-during-
pandemic?utm_source=LifeSiteNews.com&utm_campaign=674327caa7-
Daily%2520Headlines%2520-
%2520U.S._COPY_735&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_12387f0e3e-
674327caa7-405194625 
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Fauci Signals his Alignment with the Resistance! We are at 
War! (youtube.com) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eglF0BFkkrQ&feature=youtu.be&app
=desktop 
 
 
 
Signs the Virus Crisis is Nearly Over: Schiff & Pelosi are Ramping Up 
Impeachment. 
 
McConnell needs to stand up and tell the House that the Senate will 
immediately shelf any such impeachment documents deficient on their face 
and start investigations into Schiff, Schumer and Pelosi if they start their 
bullshit again. 
I'm tired of constant defense. President Trump is playing the long game so 
he cannot be seen as acting like a dictator (a trap in and of itself) but this 
has gone on long enough. 
 
 
 
NO REFUNDS!!!!!!! Bernie Sanders suspends 2020 presidential 
campaign 
 
 
 
"The Plan" has one huge part, we must not forget and keep in mind 
while watching. 
Yes, "they have it all." And yes, we all know the crimes these people have 
committed. But can they use all that evidence they have? Why is there such 
a delay in justice? One reason we know is to awakening as many 
Americans as possible as it is very important to keep the post-arrest 
transition as smooth as possible. But we all admit to thinking, "come on, it's 
taking so long, arrest them already."  
But we must not forget: Hussein issued lots of sealed presidential pardons 
prior to leaving office. What are these sealed pardons? We can guess. They 
must allow the guilty to walk. It must be their fail-safe. But, if you string 
along the DeepState via Q and a circling DOJ for years, leaving them 
thinking: "this is the day," or "here it comes." All-the-while tracking them, 
listening to them, investigating them, collecting evidence based on new 
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info. What happens? You get evidence on new crimes, new conspiracies 
that are not covered under the sealed presidential pardons. Think about it: 
Why does Hillary not want to testify now (Judicial Watch) regarding her 
servers? Because whatever she says, truth or lie, either convicts her or she 
perjures herself.  
The initial arrest event must "BRING DOWN THE HOUSE" so that all the 
crimes can be used as Hussein's pardons will then be null and void. 
Bottom of Form 
 
There is another way around those pardons. And that would be if it comes 
to light that Barry was not qualified to be a president in the first place. That 
would make everything he did null and void. 
 
 
Q!!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: d6f0e1 No.8722377  (3909) 
Apr 8 2020 11:02:45 (EST) NEW 
Read in order. 
1. https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/04/06/gop-gears-up-for-next-
relief-fight-democrats-want-the-federal-government-to-take-over-elections/ 
2. https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/coronavirus-elections-wisconsin-
democrats-harmeet-dhillon 
3. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1247861952736526336 
Why did WHO make several strong recommendation NOT TO impose a 
travel ban? 
Why did select [D] govs ban the use of hydroxychloroquine [key]? 
Why does FAKE NEWS push anti-hydroxychloroquine [fear tactics re: 
use]? 
Why was impeachment pushed through H fast? [did they count on R’s 
blocking new witnesses?] 
Time sensitive? 
Why? 
When did [BIDEN] become the front runner? 
Why was this critically important? 
What happened directly after? 
WHO BENEFITS THE MOST? 
EVERYTHING AT STAKE. 
When everything else FAILED…. 
DO YOU ATTEMPT TO CHEAT? 
Welcome to the [D][People’s Republic of China] party. 
The Silent War continues.. 
[6+] 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: d6f0e1 No.8722549  (3910) 
Apr 8 2020 11:16:00 (EST) NEWSilentWar_.jpg 
https://www.nationalreview.com/2019/11/john-durham-last-trusted-
prosecutor-in-washington/ 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/8219763.stm 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: d6f0e1 No.8722788  (3911) 
Apr 8 2020 11:36:02 (EST) NEW 
Have you ever witnessed the media, Hwood, [D] party [full], [F] leaders, 
[F] media, etc. push so much hatred towards a sitting US President? 
Why are 'division' tactics necessary? 
Coordinated? 
Define propaganda.  
Infiltration instead of invasion. 
They will stop at nothing to regain power. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: d6f0e1 No.8722797  (3912) 
Apr 8 2020 11:36:50 (EST) NEW 
Read and discern for yourself. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: f4f117 No.8722933  (3913) 
Apr 8 2020 11:49:22 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/chrisbergPOVNOW/status/1247680994821509121 
What is the primary benefit to keep public in mass-hysteria re: COVID-19? 
Think voting. 
Are you awake yet? 
Q 
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Bill Gates is a eugenics madman. He and Henry Kissinger need 
military trials and quick executions (before they execute all of us). 
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation contributed almost $327 million to 
the WHO’s General and Fiduciary Funds, making it the second-largest 
donor overall. The only donations to these funds higher than those of the 
Gates Foundation came from the government of the United States. 
Bill Gates, participant in Bilderberg 
At the TED2010 Conference, in a speech titled, “Innovating to Zero!” 
along with the scientifically absurd proposition of reducing manmade CO2 
emissions worldwide to zero by 2050, approximately four and a half 
minutes into the talk, Gates declares, “First we got population. The world 
today has 6.8 billion people. That’s headed up to about 9 billion. Now if we 
do a really great job on new vaccines, health care, reproductive health 
services, we lower that by perhaps 10 or 15 percent.” 
His friend Henry Kissinger said, "Depopulation should be the highest 
priority of foreign policy towards the third world, because the US economy 
will require large and increasing amounts of minerals from abroad, 
especially from less developed countries". 
Genocidal Maniac Henry Kissinger and Eugenicist Psychopath Bill Gates 
Call For Mass Vaccination and Global Governance 
 
 
 
Analyze the Q drops from today. Think Flu Outbreak in Russia. Think 
Bolshevik Revolution. Think overthrow of government. 
They cannot wage an open war on US soil because most own guns, and the 
US Mil would side with the citizenry. POTUS has readied our troops in the 
event that they were actually going to to be stupid enough to try something. 
Think Spanish Flu -> Bolshevik Revolution. 
Think COVID-19 -> US Elections by mail.  
Trump is sending a VERY CLEAR SIGNAL on what this is all about. 
Flu and HIV are RNA viruses. Hydroxychloroquine inhibits RNA 
replication. Birx and Fauci are leading "experts" in HIV. Birx and Fauci 
both have ties to Bill Gates. Bill Gates is taunting a vaccine for COVID-19. 
POTUS is pushing Hydroxychloroquine. Who are you going to believe? 
Are you going to side with Drs that specialize in HIV (still no cure!), or 
POTUS who has demonstrated an understanding of how RNA works in the 
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human body, and the proper CURE (even preventative) in pressers re: 
COVID-19 each and ever day since the pressers started? 
Think Spanish Flu ->Bolshevik Revolution. 
Think COVID-19 -> US Elections by mail (too many armed people for 
revolution). 
 
Hydroxychloroquine doesn’t just ruin their wuhan flu plans for this year. It 
ruins big Pharma’s grip on flu vaccines going forward. 
Influenza/Pneumonia come around every year to claim victims. Now we 
know that hydroxychloroquine treats most of these flu type illnesses we 
don’t need the annual flu scam shot. Ever again. 
 
 
 
The same political party (D) that recently "lost" 33,000 emails now 
wants mail-in voting. Let that sink in. 
 
 
 
The WHO is the eugenics arm of the Globalist criminal world order 
and slush-fund of the Deep State. Patriots had always planned to use 
this biowar as the pretext to choke the life out of it. (twitter.com) 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: b7fcc5 No.8724925 (3014) 
Apr 8 2020 14:54:03 (EST) NEW 

 
The world will soon understand. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 14b8b3 No.8725298 (3015) 
Apr 8 2020 15:28:59 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1247977509091774467 
Why was it fast-tracked in H? 
Why did [Pelosi] hold until Jan 15th? 
[what was the 'release' marker?] 
Public: time to neg Senate witness/process? 
What if 'impeachment' was meant to fail? 
What if 'impeachment' was meant to distract from overseas developments?  
What did ALL US MEDIA focus on during 'impeachment' process? 
How do you TERM POTUS rally(s)? 
How do you TERM POTUS econ gains? 
How do you TERM POTUS unemployment gains? 
How do you TERM POTUS-CHINA trade neg? 
How do you TERM [BIDEN] debates? 
How do you TERM [BIDEN] public appearances?  
How do you TERM [BIDEN] live interviews? 
How do you TERM [H-BIDEN] Ukraine/China MSM coverage? 
HOW DO YOU CHANGE THE NARRATIVE? 
WHO BENEFITS THE MOST? 
How do you ALTER POTUS-[BIDEN] P_debate structure? 
How do you HOLD HOSTAGE PUBLIC AID in exchange for National 
'ballot harvesting' law adopt? 
How do you appease radical left 'knowing' SANDERS drop out coming? 
HOLD HOSTAGE PUBLIC AID in exchange for GREEN NEW DEAL? 
THE TRUTH WILL SHOCK THE WORLD. 
Regain power by any means necessary. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Linda Tripp, the Clinton sex scandal whisteblower who secretly 
recorded private phone calls with Monica Lewinksy, is dead at age 
70 (dailymail.co.uk) 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8201623/Monica-Lewinsky-
tweets-wishes-Clinton-sex-scandal-whisteblower-Linda-Tripp-
dying.html?ito=push-notification&ci=12526&si=1701616 
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Rules for THEE, not for ME --- Illinois Mayor Calls on Police to Crack 
Down on "Stay-at-Home" Violators - Then 48 Hours Later They 
Catch His Wife at a Bar(thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/illinois-mayor-calls-police-
crack-stay-home-violators-48-hours-later-catch-wife-bar/ 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 14b8b3 No.8725847  (3916) 
Apr 8 2020 16:06:17(EST) NEW 
The Silent War continues.. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 856327 No.8726249  (3917) 
Apr 8 2020 16:37:40 (EST) NEW 
[out of order_insert important] 
https://twitter.com/MonangeSauvi/status/1247988574642978816 
Did you think 'spirit cooking' was just pretend? 
http://cannibalclub.org/index.html 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Educating Liberals @Education4Libs: 
The Cabal released COVID-19 to:  
-Distract from their illegal coup  
-Distract from Biden/Ukraine  
-Distract from impeachment fail  
-Ruin the economy  
-Hurt Trump’s image  
-Fear-monger the public  
-Push vaccine$ & microchips  
-And switch to voting by mail  
The NWO is on its final breath. 
 
 
 
 
POTUS just now at Covid presser, "It does amaze me that Obama 
hasn't supported Sleepy Joe. He must know something that you don't 
know... and I think I know, but you don't know. It'll be interesting." 
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Thursday April 9, 2020 

 
 
 
It's SPIRIT COOKING! That is what the shills fear. That is the 
lynchpin with proof in the Podesta emails. That is why they are out in 
force. Trigger them, spread spirit cooking all over the net!  
It's clear as day now. And with everyone on lockdown, spirit cooking is 
what we need to teach the normies about.  
Not pizza gate! Pizzagate (directly) is not found in the WikiLeaks emails, 
and lacks an empirically provable connection to anything.  
But Spirit Cooking IS found in the Podesta emails. The shills can't deny 
that, nor can the normies. THIS is why they are freaked out!  
Spread Spirit Cooking 
Bottom of Form 
 
Excellent point... The WikiLeaks Podesta emails are the kind of facts we 
need to be sharing now that people are questioning what spirit cooking is. 
 
 
 
Twitter flipping the f*ck out! SCARED?! They are almost real-time 
censoring accounts and tweets about Spirit Cooking/Pizzagate after 
Q's post!! They killed a thread mid-posting by 
@Sun_Q_Tzu... (mobile.twitter.com) 
 
Over the target. 
 
 
 
The cannibalism FB page Q linked to has been deleted. 
https://qmap.pub/read/3917 
https://www.facebook.com/pg/HumanFarmingProject/photos/?tab=album&
album_id=1461271014198459&ref=page_internal 
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On April 19th, 2013, Trump declared public executions would fix a lot 
of what is wrong in the world. And here he is as POTUS, capable of 
making that happen 7 years later. (i.postimg.cc) 
 
SAUCE: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/32539979505114726
4 
 
 
 
The media war on hydroxychloroquine has many accomplices from the 
medical world. When it is proved to be the best cure, we all need to be 
merciless in outing those naysayers.  
I will make it my life's mission to shit all over everyone who participated in 
trying with all their might to malign hydroxychloroquine. 
 
 
 
Kamala Harris On Trump Touting Hydroxychloroquine: 'We Don't 
Want A Drug Pusher For President' (so sick of these demons)  
https://dailycaller.com/2020/04/08/kamala-harris-donald-trump-
hydroxychloroquine-drug-pusher-president/ 
 
 
 
John Podesta quiet on Twitter. No tweets since 3/13. 
Look through his timeline for the past year, and that is very unusual. 
Especially in quarantine in election year. I think it does become public 
Saturday that he is arrested. Likely already in custody. 
 
 
 
When the Lockdown is Over, Give All Your Business to Small 
Business, Not Corporate!!! 
The only way to destroy every bit of Deep State is to starve them out while 
feeding our own. When we get back 'normal', we need to continue to act 
against the monopolizers. 
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Whoa - is Q saying that China, the WHO and Democrats colluded in 
bioterrorism? 
Three of today's drops explicitly deal with COVID-19 and the election: 
https://qmap.pub/read/3909 
https://qmap.pub/read/3913 
https://qmap.pub/read/3915 
I was thinking about these drops and then it hit me: Is Q saying that the 
Democrats colluded with the Chinese, the WHO and others in an act of 
bioterrorism in order to steal the election? 
The 'release' marker occurs on January 15th - was this an intentional 
bringing of the virus from China to America? 
The WHO then makes strong recommendations to NOT impose a travel 
ban (to encourage the virus spread) 
Democratic governors ban the use of hydroxychloroquine (to prevent the 
cure and keep the shutdown going) 
Minnesota Department of Health encourages the inflation of reporting of 
deaths by COVID-19 (to keep public in mass hysteria) 
Democrats push for changes to voting methods (to encourage vote-by-mail 
and steal the election) 
If I'm understanding what Q is saying, then wouldn't this be bioterrorism, 
treason, and an act of war? 
 
Its bigger than stealing the election. Its about the planet. Boris infected, US 
elections, Asia all of it give to china as a toy. About the NWO, and the 
enslavement of humanity. Its the whole enchladia. 
 
 
 
CDC Removes Some Information About Hydroxychloroquine From 
Website. A federal health agency removed several paragraphs of 
information about hydroxychloroquine from its website, including 
dosing amount (theepochtimes.com) 
 
 
Paul Sperry  @paulsperry: 
BREAKING: FEC records show the husband of State Dept Dr. 
Deborah Birx, coordinating COVID-19 response, is a Democrat who 
gave at least $8,100 to Hillary Victory Fund & Hillary for America in 
2015 and 2016 and served as deputy assistant & director of advance 
for President Clinton. 
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Luke Goldberg @LukeGoldberg4: 
Preview of pt 2 Barr interview with Ingraham: “What happened to 
POTUS was one of the greatest travesties in American history, no basis 
for this investigation, what’s even more concerning is what happened 
after the campaign, a whole pattern of events... to sabotage the 
presidency” 
 
 
I think it's clear we're fighting an enemy that ISN'T human...  
Spirit cooking? They hate us enough to cook us alive, cook the spirits out 
of us and then feast on us? 
They hate us, with a fierce passion. At first I thought it was about control 
and power, which is a part of it, but it's much more than that. They think 
they're better than us.  
Remember the story of how the nephilim came about? Fallen angels 
fucking daughters of men. They see us as beasts that walk the earth with 
other animals, like pigs and cattle.  
Q keeps saying God wins. Is this God vs Satan? Did Satan create these 
people were up against? The truth would put 99% in the hospital, so it has 
to be something pretty crazy.  
Go read the Book of Enoch. That book was written for our generation. He 
knew the truth would be hidden from us, he even explained to us how the 
earth is set up and works and where the portals are.  
Q said they won't be able to walk down the streets. If everyone found out 
they were Satan's minions, pitchforks, guns, bats, chains, and every other 
weapon would be grabbed and their entire existence would be exterminated 
from the earth, just like God had done before, he even asked for our help in 
the old testament before. 
To finish, these people are not better than us. We're God's chosen ones. We 
will enjoy the afterlife, sin or not. These nephilim descendants will not be 
in heaven, or on the earth during the 1000 year reign.  
This will be Biblical! 
 
POTUS called it The Beast in yesterday's presser. 
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Hospitals are getting PAID to say deaths are caused by Covid19 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/AAETEQamOba3/BitChute 
 
The good news is there is no pandemic 
The bad news is there are scumbags. 
Bad people thrive when good people do nothing 
 
 
 
IMAGINE THAT!! Key Ingredient in Effective Chemo Drugs >>> 
HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE 
This is why Chloroquine has become part of many clinical trials, in 
combination with chemotherapy and other form of cancer treatments. The 
results are promising: “The results are very encouraging — striking, even 
says senior author Ravi Amaravadi, MD, an assistant professor of Medicine 
at Penn’s Abramson Cancer Center. Temsirolimus by itself has little effect 
in this patient population. Tumors laugh at it, with response percentages of 
just zero to 5 percent. But by combining it with hydroxychloroquine, we 
found that 14 out of 21 patients had stable disease after treatment, including 
five out of six melanoma patients.” 
Its anticancer properties are relevant for most cancers. Therefore, this drug 
can be part of an anti-cancer drug cocktail and I would consider it as an 
addition next to chemo and/or radiation treatment. However, whenever 
considering to add to a chemo treatment just perform a short google check 
of the specific chemo and Chloroquine combo to make sure there is no 
study indicating antagonism. 
Update April 22nd 2018: Another anti-malaria drug called Amodiaquine, 
seems to be even more effective than Chloroquine/ 
Hydroxychloroquine https://www.nature.com/articles/cddis2017416 
Update August 1st 2019: Due to it’s antithrombotic, vascular protective, 
immunomodulatory, improved glucose tolerance, lipidlowering and anti-
infectious activity, Hydroxychloroquine will be used in French hospitals to 
possibly induce prevention of recurrent miscarriage (Ref.). 
Update March 12th, 2020: Hydroxychloroquine has been shown to be 
effective against Coronavirus. 
 
Big Pharma pissed that word is getting out but just wait at how pissed the 
public gets when they find out Big Medicine's been intentionally harming 
them and killing off their loved ones while denying us all access to real 
cures because it's not profitable. 
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Cruise ship raided, black box seized?? Over 90,000 cruise ship crew 
members still stuck at sea? Watch the water!!!!  
Australian police raid cruise ship linked to 600 coronavirus cases, 15 
deaths 
Over 90,000 cruise ship crew members stuck at sea amid coronavirus 
outbreak 
Think about it goats. Where does most of this illicit behavior (pedophilia, 
cannibalism, etc.) take place? We know the Caribbean is infested with red-
shoe-wearing perverts and their islands. They wouldn’t do this shit in 
territorial waters, they would do it on their islands or in international 
waters. I’m sure there are entire cruise lines that cater to this sick shit, 
invitation only. And what better way to keep them isolated than to station 
some Navy cruiser off the bow, there’s probably not enough prison space 
for these assholes. Trump is running drug/human trafficking operations 
right now using US Military in the Gulf, etc. WATCH THE WATER. 
Hahaha, suicide weekend coming soon you sick fucks! 
 
 
What if the problem with Hydrochloriquine and Azithromycin is that 
it cures AIDS HIV HSV1 & HSV2. 
If this is true....it would mean Gates, Fauci, Birx and all the global funds 
and organizations have been collecting billions for a cure that already 
exists. 
When was the last time you heard about a famous person dying from 
AIDS? 
Bottom of Form 
 
 
 
BREAKING: Cuomo shuts down Dr Oz's trials on 
Hydroxychloroquine. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cuuFfk0HkR4 
 
 
 
WHO bites the hand that feeds them, US top contributor of funds, 
threatens POTUS with body bags. 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/08/as-trump-attacks-who-warns-against-
politicizing-coronavirus-if-you-dont-want-many-more-body-bags.html 
Trumps called their stupidity out. 
They send threat. 
There you have it.  
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DS puppet agent, muh China shill, buddies with Fauci. 
WHO exposed and done for. 
Trump 2020 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 48c106 No.8734913  (3918) 
Apr 9 2020 12:52:31 (EST) NEW 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/ag-william-barr-disappointed-by-
partisan-attacks-levied-at-president-trump-says-media-on-a-jihad-against-
hydroxychloroquine 
Difficult to imagine media [D party] attempting to squash all hope of a 
cure? 
Difficult to imagine media [D party] wanting public to remain in fear [re 
COVID-19] up until the election? 
Difficult to imagine media [D party] willing to sacrifice lives in order to 
regain power?  
ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE. 
Difficult truths will soon see the light of day. 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 48c106 No.8734998  (3919) 
Apr 9 2020 13:00:25 (EST) NEW 
How do you hide the truth? 
Ex: create a website and label it fake? 
How do you hide the truth? 
Create a public 'trend' re: term 'conspiracy' to humiliate [typecast as 
'mental' 'crazy' 'looney'] anyone who opposes the narrative? 
How do you hide the truth? 
Control majority of media to project [echo] a controlled message re: a 
desired topic? 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0f75ee No.8735349  (3920) 
Apr 9 2020 13:33:28 (EST) NEW 
What happens when state actor(s) [assets] are removed? 
How does a state actor gain leverage over a person in power [re: 
blackmail]? 
Define 'Traitor'. 
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Data exchange(s) can be very dangerous. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0f75ee No.8735398  (3921) 
Apr 9 2020 13:37:17 (EST) NEW 
FISA INDICTMENTS = START 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: ca069e No.8735530  (3922) 
Apr 9 2020 13:44:10 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/LukeGoldberg4/status/1248091038310432768 
Q 
 
 
 
Q!!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: ca069e No.8735695  (3923) 
Apr 9 2020 13:54:04 (EST) NEWEVLtyQ1UMAA0Zhb.jpg 

 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2020/mar/23/invisible-enemy-
trump-says-he-is-wartime-president-in- 
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coronavirus-battle-video 
Compare and contrast. 
Dates are important. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: ca069e No.8735867  (3924) 
Apr 9 2020 14:04:38 (EST) NEWEVLvqVtWoAES8hN.png 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 110248 No.8736051  (3925) 
Apr 9 2020 14:21:27 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1208873492025925632 
Do people really believe the biggest scandal in modern US history will go 
unpunished [Scot-Free]? 
Backchannels are important. 
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Patriots stand at the ready [shills whine]. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 110248 No.8736266  (3926) 
Apr 9 2020 14:35:57 (EST) NEW 
https://www.breitbart.com/the-media/2020/04/09/cbs-news-caught-
broadcasting-fake-hospital-footage-second-time/ 
THE TRUTH IS RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: fc53f3 No.8737351  (3927) 
Apr 9 2020 16:01:33 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/QTheWakeUp/status/1248352053468020737 
We are UNITED in this FIGHT. 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
On April 9th 2020 the Prime Minister of Canada Justin Trudeau 
announced that "this will be a new normal until a vaccine is 
developed (minds.com) 
https://www.minds.com/media/1095091789644726272 
 
This pickle smoker can say what he likes. 7/10 ppl I talk to here in Canada 
are refusing to take this bullshit! This won’t end well here. There’s gonna 
be chaos. I'm a little worried. I hope ppl stick to their word here and stand 
up for themselves. 
 
 
 
If someone posted about this, I didn't see it. Did anyone else notice 
what the Hunters Become the Hunted poster says?  
On the poster that Q posted, it says in small print, "Below the Depths of the 
D.C. Swamp, The Hunt is On." BELOW the depths? Hm... 
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Just fucking arrest Bill Gates and then make the fucker and his family 
take every vaccine he’s ever had a hand in pushing.  
FUCK THIS !!! 
 
Reportedly from Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.'s Instagram today 
From Robert F Kennedy Jr's Instagram post today: 
"Vaccines, for Bill Gates, are a strategic philanthropy that feed his many 
vaccine-related businesses (including Microsoft’s ambition to control a 
global vac ID enterprise) and give him dictatorial control over global health 
policy—the spear tip of corporate neo-imperialism. 
Gates’ obsession with vaccines seems fueled by a messianic conviction that 
he is ordained to save the world with technology and a god-like willingness 
to experiment with the lives of lesser humans. 
Promising to eradicate Polio with $1.2 billion, Gates took control of India 
‘s National Advisory Board (NAB) and mandated 50 polio vaccines (up 
from 5) to every child before age 5. Indian doctors blame the Gates 
campaign for a devastating vaccine-strain polio epidemic that paralyzed 
496,000 children between 2000 and 2017. In 2017, the Indian Government 
dialed back Gates’ vaccine regimen and evicted Gates and his cronies from 
the NAB. Polio paralysis rates dropped precipitously. In 2017, the World 
Health Organization reluctantly admitted that the global polio explosion is 
predominantly vaccine strain, meaning it is coming from Gates’ Vaccine 
Program. The most frightening epidemics in Congo, the Philippines, and 
Afghanistan are all linked to Gates’ vaccines. By 2018, ¾ of global polio 
cases were from Gates’ vaccines. 
In 2014, the Gates Foundation funded tests of experimental HPV vaccines, 
developed by GSK and Merck, on 23,000 young girls in remote Indian 
provinces. Approximately 1,200 suffered severe side effects, including 
autoimmune and fertility disorders. Seven died. Indian government 
investigations charged that Gates funded researchers committed pervasive 
ethical violations: pressuring vulnerable village girls into the trial, bullying 
parents, forging consent forms, and refusing medical care to the injured 
girls. The case is now in the country’s Supreme Court. 
In 2010, the Gates Foundation funded a trial of a GSK’s experimental 
malaria vaccine, killing 151 African infants and causing serious adverse 
effects including paralysis, seizure, and febrile convulsions to 1,048 of the 
5,049 children. 
During Gates 2002 MenAfriVac Campaign in Sub-Saharan Africa, Gates 
operatives forcibly vaccinated thousands of African children against 
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meningitis. Between 50-500 children developed paralysis. South African 
newspapers complained, "We are guinea pigs for drug makers" 
Nelson Mandela's former Senior Economist, Professor Patrick Bond, 
describes Gates' philantropic practises as "ruthless" and immoral". 
In 2010, Gates committed $10 billion to the WHO promising to reduce 
population, in part, through new vaccines. A month later Gates told a Ted 
Talk that new vaccines "could reduce population". In 2014, Kenya's 
Catholic Doctors Association accused the WHO of chemically sterilizing 
millions of unwilling Kenyan women with a phony "tetanus" vaccine 
campaign. 
Independent labs found the sterility formula in every vaccine tested. 
After denying the charges, WHO finally admitted it had been developing 
the sterility vaccines for over a decade. 
Similar accusations came from Tanzania, Nicaragua, Mexico and the 
Philippines. 
A 2017 study (Morgensen et.Al.2017) showed that WHO's popular DTP is 
killing more African than the disease it pretends to prevent. Vaccinated 
girls suffered 10x the death rate of unvaccinated children. 
Gates and the WHO refused to recall the lethal vaccine which WHO forces 
upon millions of African children annually. 
Global public health advocates around the world accuse Gates of - 
hijacking WHO's agenda away from the projects that are proven to curb 
infectious diseases; clean water, hygiene, nutrition and economic 
development. 
They say he has diverted agency resources to serve his personal fetish - that 
good health only comes in a syringe. 
In addition to using his philantropy to control WHO, UNICEF, GAVI and 
PATH, Gates funds private pharmaceutical companies that manifacture 
vaccines, and a massive network of pharmaceutical -industry front groups 
that broadcast deceptive propaganda, develop fraudulent studies, conduct 
surveillance and psychological operations against vaccine hesitancy and 
use Gates' power and money to silence dissent and coerce compliance. 
In this recent nonstop Pharmedia appearances, Gates appears gleeful that 
the Covid-19 crisis will give him the opportunity to force his third-world 
vaccine programs on American children." 
This guy needs to go ^ 
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Did you know that Trump released a 1964 FBI memo regarding 
Kennedy's assassination that says JFK was hit by two bullets from two 
different directions, confirming that two shooters were 
involved? (globalresearch.ca) 
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-one-paragraph-you-need-to-read-from-
the-jfk-assassination-files-that-may-change-everything/5615681 
 
Yes, Americans were lied to back then. Cabal coup. I hope the cabal enjoys 
their lifetime vacation to the lake of fire. 
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Friday April 10, 2020 

 
 
 
It is now 4/10/20 = D.J.T... What now?  
COVID 19 is essentially fear porn, a neutered attack that was foiled by 
Trump (Spiked data, HCQ, limited impact in transmission w/ or w/o "Shut-
In") 
DECLAS could drop in hours, days, weeks or months, they have no idea 
Arrests? Tomorrow? Maybe. Maybe not. 
Federal flip on death penalty 
Hollywood + Elites freaking out and acting very strange 
HRC forced to testify soon re: Emails 
Flynn Freedom drums beat... lawyer mentions Weiner laptop 
Impeachment failed 
Russia failed 
Moar judges 
Moar EO's 
Cutting funding to slush funds 
Improvements in Mid-East peace 
Shut-down, locked down with military deployed domestically 
Travel limitations to prevent rats from abandoning ship 
So... will anything happen on 4/10/20? I don't know.  
Will any arrests come on 4.11.20? I don't know.  
What I do know is that we are winning. The Left is on life support. No one 
trusts the media. Q is posting. It's feeling mighty comfy... personally? I'd 
love for the hammer to begin to drop tomorrow.  
But I will not lose an ounce of resolve if it doesn't. 
WWG1WGA 
 
 
l E T 17 @Inevitable_ET: 
The controversial foreperson in the Roger Stone trial, Tomeka Hart, 
works for the Bill Gates Foundation. 
https://heavy.com/news/2020/02/tomeka-hart/ 
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Health communities will be voting for Trump and Republicans in 
November Election, thanks for restricting HCQ treatments governors, 
you really pissed us doctors off!  
 
Amen doc. God bless you sir. We will stand victorious. Even in commie 
NYS. We will take this state back. We will take Washington, 
commiefornia, Oregon, Illinois.... All of it. You have been evicted. 
 
 
 
 
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump: 
Democrats are blocking a 251 Billion Dollar funding boost for Small 
Businesses which will help them keep their employees. It should be for 
only that reason, with no additions. We should have a big 
Infrastructure Phase Four with Payroll Tax Cuts & more. Big 
Economic Bounceback! 
 
 
 
 
Bill Gates Accused of Starting Ebola Outbreak in African Village by 
Putin. 
https://www.globaltradexchange.com/mobile/blog.html 
Putin reportedly warned that Bill Gates was "experimenting" on poor 
Congolese villagers, infecting them with a rare strain of the Ebola virus, as 
a research and development project of Ebola as a "bioweapon".  
The Bill Gates Foundation conducted vaccine campaigns on tens of 
thousands of young girls throughout India back in 2009-2010 in order to 
help protect them from cervical cancer. It was revealed that the vaccines 
were allegedly cloaked vaccine trials involving two highly controversial 
vaccines with devastating health effects affecting nearly 30,000 village 
girls. 
 
 
 
"17 Retweets by @realDonaldTrump to begin 4/10/20 Followed by a 
'normal' tweet at 45 minutes into 4/10/20 17=Q 4/10/20=DJT DJT=45th 
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POTUS of the USA DO YOU BELIEVE IN COINCIDENCE? 
" (mobile.twitter.com) 
 
 
 
India Holds Bill Gates Accountable For His Vaccine Crimes. 
As Bill Gates faces a lawsuit for the illegal testing of tribal children in 
India, it appears that his crimes against humanity have finally caught up 
with him... 
A recent report published by Health Impact Newshas reported that the 
Gates Foundation has found itself facing a pending lawsuit, due to an 
investigation that is being carried out by the Supreme Courts of India. 
Health Impact Newsstated: 
“While fraud and corruption are revealed on almost a daily basis now in the 
vaccine industry, the U.S. mainstream media continues to largely ignore 
such stories. Outside the U.S., however, the vaccine empires are beginning 
to crumble, and English versions of the news in mainstream media outlets 
are available via the Internet. 
One such country is India, where the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and 
their vaccine empire are under fire, including a pending lawsuit currently 
being investigated by the India Supreme Court. 
Read. 
https://vactruth.com/2014/10/05/bill-gates-vaccine-crimes/ 
 
 
 
Mike Pence Bans Coronavirus Task Force from CNN Until Network 
Broadcasts Full Briefings : BREITBART. 
https://www.breitbart.com/the-media/2020/04/09/mike-pence-bans-
coronavirus-task-force-from-cnn-appearances-until-network-broadcasts-
full-briefings/ 
 
Better solution: Use the emergency funding to start a state of emergency 
news broadcast network that broadcasts all the things the MSM doesn't 
want to show. Run it 24/7. 
 
 
 
Three tubs of ballots discovered in mail processing center after polls 
closed in Wisconsin(msn.com) 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/three-tubs-of-ballots-discovered-
in-mail-processing-center-after-polls-closed-in-wisconsin/ar-
BB12laJO?ocid=st2 
 
 
 
Hospitals paid up to $39,000 per COVID-19 patient. No Wonder They 
Count As Many as Possible! 
Listen to the doctor in the video: 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/AAETEQamOba3/BitChute 
 
 
 
WatchingAlways2 @WAlways2: 
Remember Comfort and Mercy are physically blocking the escape 
routes out of the tunnels to the ports. Military and security protect the 
boats...and will see anyone emerge. 
 
 
 
 
President Trump, please send armed forces to Canada to arrest PM 
Trudeau. He has committed treason against his own country and its 
people. 
The reasons that Trump should help us remove Justin Trudeau from office 
by force: 
Trudeau wants to keep Canada on lockdown until a vaccine is developed 
He is a pedophile Boy lover symbols in Trudeau Foundation document 
His very close personal friend was convicted of child porn Justin Trudeau’s 
Best Friend Jailed After International Pedophile Ring Bust 
Trudeau gives convicted al Qaeda killer Omar Ahmed Sayid Khadr 
$10,500,000 of taxpayer money 
Trudeau has bought a corrupted MSM in Canada Canada's $600 million 
'media bailout' 
Trudeau broke rules in SNC-Lavalin affair 
Canada as a member of Five Eyes participated in gathering of intelligence 
that would damage Trump and bolster the Russian hoax narrative 
Trump calls Trudeau ‘two-faced’ over video 
Billionaire George Soros, Justin Trudeau, And The GLOBALIST 
SEDUCTION Of Canada 
Trudeau and George Soros 
Take Trudeau to Gitmo and hang him with George Soros 
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While we were distracted. Final Report concludes WT7 was controlled 
demolition.(ae911truth.org) 
https://www.ae911truth.org/wtc7 
News that will never make it into the mainstream. Lots of interesting and 
important articles and studies never make it to We The People, because of 
benign (or malign) neglect by the MSM. They get to determine the 
narrative, and if it doesn't appear on the 6 O'Clock news, it didn't happen. 
 
 
 
Ad for a 'fictional' board game was part of The "Kentucky Fried 
Movie" (1977). Things that make you go "hmmm". (media.8kun.top) 
https://media.8kun.top/file_store/416e25e263bd3f0a1493f2efb2be437b486
13f448e00643403a02aca857c8e51.mp4 
 
 
 
Not only can Oprah boil water and make pasta, but she also keeps her 
cigarettes in her sock. (files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/cu53dx.png 
 
 
 
Ron Paul calls on POTUS to fire Fauci, claiming he's a fraud and 
wants total control over the people of the United States. (mol.im) 
https://mol.im/a/8206895 
 
Ron Paul is right.  
hmm. deja vu. 
 
That is coming. Fauci and Birx have been dragged on the world stage 
unwillingly. I think they have already been indicted. Trump looks at them 
like they are worms. I find it entertaining. I'd like to see a Bombard video 
on her crazy blinking. She frequently looks terrified. They've been caught 
and they know it. And the world is about to know it. 
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Trump just went off about human trafficking, "You think of it as an 
ancient thing, it's not ancient. It's bigger now than it's ever been 
before... We have a big Naval force that are stopping it." 
https://youtu.be/c5F9vPFphmQ?t=8545YouTube 
 
Notice how the press have no questions about that.... "mmmmkay, and 
about those hospitals the Democrats want money for...." 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 766698 No.8746373  (3928) 
Apr 10 2020 11:20:04 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/AbdullahJanfawi/status/1248645249364303873 
Together we will win. 
WWG1WGA!!! 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 766698 No.8746625  (3929) 
Apr 10 2020 11:42:54 (EST) NEW 
Patriots: be cautious in your interpretations of info posted. False 
expectations [& push] based on 'speculation' will only weaponize those 
who attack us [MSM]. 
Why does [MSM] expend resources [daily] attempting to discredit? 
Do you provide the playbook to the enemy w: specific dates? 
Logical thinking. 
FISA INDICTMENTS = START (public_justice) 
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/start 
Future proves past [events unlock]. 
Think CEO departures. 
Think FBI departures. 
Think DOJ departures. 
Think State departures. 
Think WH departures. 
Think DIA departures. 
Think Pentagon departures. 
Think Senate departures. 
Think House departures. 
Think Amb departures. 
Think IG departures. 
Think Judge install. 
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Think SC install. 
Think WH install. 
Think FBI install. 
Think C_A install. 
Think DOJ install. 
Think US ATT install. 
……………. 
Game theory. 
If you look you can see. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q 3929 Addressing the datafags. 
Thank God Q addressed the people who have been datafaging. STOP IT! 
When it happens, it will happen. All you people who are datefaging are like 
people who claim Christ is coming back on X day. “But concerning that 
day and hour no one knows, not even the angels of heaven, nor the Son, but 
the Father only” Mark 13:32 
 
The only date that any of us need to be ‘Faggin’ is November 3rd - Election 
Day.  
If we don’t get ourselves and everyone else we know out to vote, none of 
this matters anymore.  
If the Dems cheat, like we all expect... they will be caught. They are the 
dumbest fucking criminals I have ever seen in my life and they will never 
be able to hide their crimes. 
Patience & Vote 
 
 
 
Hey, Q. FUCK. YOU!!! You've had over 18 months to call out April 
2020 datefagging hype. bit late to bitch if u didn't want us "providing 
ammunition".. 
If Team Q is going to drop ambiguous shit like "you have more than you 
know" and "if you look you can see", they can't fucking bitch if the group-
mind goes off on some tangent or in a direction Team Q doesn't want us to 
go. It's the number of Q proofs that defies coincidence and justifies Q, not 
the proofs' individual clarity.  
Team Q spends over 2 years training us to look for connections and hidden 
meanings then gives us shit for getting it wrong? It's total bullshit to set up 
a system of comms that relies on making non-linear connections and 
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symbolism then give us flack for getting it wrong when Team Q has had 
months to redirect. 
There's alot of people who've been following this shit since Seth Rich and 
were familiar with alot of the pedogate material years or decades before 
pizza gate became a thing. Team Q thinks they're the only ones hurting 
over this shit? Team Q thinks they're the only ones who've seen or lived 
this ugliness? Literally hundreds of MILLIONS of Americans have been 
affected to varying degrees by the Cabal of satanists. Team Q, while you've 
been "setting the stage", Americans were suffering and kids were dying. 
Team Q, you have no fucking right to set yourselves up as some sort of 
beacon or light, tell us to "trust the plan", then complain about the narrative 
we come up with when you don't communicate for days or weeks at a time. 
Right after posting the twitter link in #3931, you go on to drop "one must 
only look to see"? Ya'll literally encourage "free thought" in #3905 and 
then admonish us for thinking freely? That's cult leader bullshit.  
Team Q, you're not the only ones invested in seeing the Cabal wiped off the 
planet or who have been harmed by the Deep State. Get off your high 
fucking horse. Ya'll on Team Q should be honored to still have our trust 
and ya'll on Team Q need to respect what it takes to just sit here, enjoying 
the show and trusting the plan when alot of us are watching our lives 
collapse.  YOU came to US. You. NEED. Us. Authority and position 
doesn't make you infallible. It's on YOU, Team Q, to earn OUR trust. And 
so far, it's been pretty much all hat and no horse. Where we go one, we go 
all, but are we bloody fucking going anywhere??? 
And before any of you give me flack about disrespecting operators or the 
military, it's because operators and the military and law enforcement let this 
shit go on for decades that we're here now. I've been onboard the Q train 
since the first few drops and thru all the ups and downs and false hopes and 
justifications and even got evicted partly over Q. Even now, with all my 
personal doubts, I bring up Q with people simply because the overall Q 
premise best explains what's going. So any of you want to give me flack for 
not having enough faith or being a shill or whatever can kiss my ass. Free 
thought and skepticism are a helluvalot more patriotic than blindly 
following someone just because they say what our hearts want to hear. 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 766698 No.8746707  (3930) 
Apr 10 2020 11:49:59 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/llmcl/status/1248589990545760261 
HAPPY GOOD FRIDAY!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: ba29f9 No.8748891 (3931) 
Apr 10 2020 14:53:58 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/SeekretAgent/status/1248681547827417093 
The credibility of our institutions [Constitutional Law that governs our 
Great Land [Our Republic]], and our ability to regain the trust and faith of 
the American people, all depends on our ability to restore [EQUAL 
JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW] by prosecuting those responsible [Blind-
Justice].  
Treasonous acts [sedition] against the Republic [the 'People'] of the United 
States [START - LEAD-IN]. 
Infiltration [rogue] at the highest levels of our gov, media, corps, etc. 
Planned & coordinated [D/ F]. 
This is not about politics. 
Something far more sinister [evil] has been allowed to flourish through all 
parts of our society.  
It has been protected and safeguarded. 
It has been camouflaged to appear as trusted. 
It has been projected [normalized] by stars. 
[CLAS 1-99] 
One must only look to see.  
[Symbolism will be their downfall] 
This is not another [4] year election. 
"Be on your guard; stand firm in the faith; be courageous; be strong." 
You are not alone. 
We stand together. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: ba29f9 No.8749177  (3932) 
Apr 10 2020 15:12:44 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: a5306f No.8748876  
Apr 10 2020 14:53:10 
(EST) NEWScreenshot_2020_04_10_Techno_Fog_on_Twitter_Declassific
ation_of_IG_Report_footnotes_Crossfire_Hurricane_Team_had_multiple_
r_.png 

 
https://twitter.com/Techno_Fog/status/1248698740053065731 
>>8748876 
The public will learn the truth. 
The media will attempt to spin as a partisan attack. 
The House will push for Barr removal. 
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The House will open investigations into Barr-Durham [lack of confidence]. 
FULL DISCLOSURE [DELCAS] PROVIDES TRUTH. 
FOREIGN CORROBORATION PROVIDES TRUTH. 
What happens when corp media 'knowingly' pushes false [propaganda] 
information? 
What happens when corp media can no longer be trusted? 
The Silent War continues.. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 069818 No.8749496  (3933) 
Apr 10 2020 15:41:49 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/greggers4usa/status/1248701382166798342 
(Greggers @greggers4usa: 
BREAKING!  
Even though we all expected it, John Solomon just confirmed, seconds 
ago on Sean Hannity's radio show, that multiple DC Grand Jury 
subpoenas have been issued on behalf of US Atty John Durham.) 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 No.109   (3934) 
Apr 10 2020 16:10:12 (EST) NEW 
[Placeholder - Indictments Tracking > Non_Civ] 
[Set 1] 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
[Placeholder - Indictments Tracking > Civ] 
[Placeholder - Acts of Treason + support Articles] 
[Placeholder - Foreign Acts_pub] 
[Placeholder - FISA_pub] 
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On this Day, Good Friday, I want to Thank one person, that Would be 
Jesus who Died on the Cross for Our Sins.  
With all the evil we see in our world today, I realize my relationship with 
our Lord and Savior could be better. 
With the revelations we have witnessed recently I think a personal 
relationship with our Lord should be on everyone's mind. 
I find it hard to imagine the level of depravity out there without praying for 
things to get better. 
We put a lot of hope and faith in our President and Q, In turn they place a 
lot of their hope and faith with someone higher, our Lord. 
On this day I pray for our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, bless all good 
souls on this planet and give us the strength to build a more beautiful 
tomorrow.  
Without President Trump and his strong faith, we would be a lost nation. 
The pain and suffering would not be felt by our invisible enemy, it would 
be felt by us, human civilization. Everyone please pray for the one man 
who has spearheaded the cleansing of our planet, he is doing Gods work 
and he needs our prayers of safety and strength. 
WWG1WGA, Amen 
 
 
 
Breaking! Footnotes From FISA Report Set For Declassification and 
Release is "Imminent" (dailycaller.com) 
https://dailycaller.com/2020/04/10/fisa-report-footnotes-declassification/ 
 
 
 
Analysis of Partially Unredacted FISA Footnotes: FBI Knew that 
Chrisopher Steele Had NO Reliable Sources for the Trump 
Dossier(twitter.com) 
Undercover Huber @JohnWHuber: 
NEW: Partially declassified IG report footnotes, quick side by side analysis 
h/t  
@CBS_Herridge 
 
 
 
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump: 
The Invisible Enemy will soon be in full retreat! 
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Fauci leaked to NBC..... Woah! (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/KevBoat44/status/1248684823981559809 
HOLY SH!T Deepstate Fauci just got caught leaking info to the 
mockingbird & trump knows. The Sham is up! 
 
WTF! 
I love how Fauci says he hasn't seen the report that NBC has....... 
 
he didn't see it, but he did leak it. 
 
 
 
Smugglers ferrying Chinese from Bahamas to South Florida, feds say. 
They're using yachts. 
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article239325343.html? 
Dozens of Chinese nationals without proper papers have been smuggled 
from the Bahamas to South Florida 
by operators of luxury yachts who are charging them thousands of dollars 
each for the Atlantic journey 
In recent instances, the Coast Guard stopped two vessels approaching the 
South Florida shore, leading to the 
arrests of three men accused of transporting a total of 26 Chinese 
passengers and one Bahamian, court records 
show. The alien smuggling operations were not related. 
Rocco Oppedisano, is scheduled for arraignment in Miami federal court 
Wednesday  
on charges of conspiring to transport aliens into the United States and 
bringing them here for financial gain.  
Oppedisano told a magistrate judge this week that properties he once 
owned in the Northeast have been  
sold along with his Mercedes-Benz, Porsche and Fiat vehicles to pay for 
legal costs over his immigration troubles. 
over the past five years, the Bahamas has experienced an influx of Chinese 
workers flocking to the  
archipelago as part of a push by China to invest in the country’s hotel, 
tourism and trade industries. 
Read more 
here: https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article239325343.html?fbc
lid=IwAR1wihFiPdZnJX1kZt-
DhDe2sUnK6sxxntLXfXpStCPobcb9VsfSY0VhdZo#storylink=cpy 
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We are at war, the coast guard needs to act like it. Search every goddamn 
vessel entering our waters, 24/7. Don't tell me we don't have the resources, 
I watched Miami Vice. Crockett and Tubbs kicked ass. 
 
 
 
Only 150 Americans to Date With No Pre-Existing Conditions Have 
Died From the Coronavirus. 
Why is this Country shut down? 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/numbers-150-americans-date-
no-pre-existing-conditions-died-coronavirus-0-9/ 
 
Because the false flag is being pushed my the MSM hard. To come against 
it would make you seem like an insane person.  
We have to just let it ride, wait for people to come to their senses, and then 
the moment they get fucking pissed when they realize it was all bullshit, 
direct that anger towards the hoaxsters that started this shit. 
 
 
 
Forget the Bunnies, Forget the Eggs, but let's celebrate our Risen Lord 
this year like never before!  
There is no greater signifier of our victory than Jesus Christ rising from the 
dead. Don't let your conscience be defiled by those who insist we call it 
pagan. Evil owns nothing. It only steals, kills and destroys. Take this day 
the Lord has made and shout our victory from the rooftops. This is the day 
of ultimate defeat for Satan and when we celebrate it, we send his minions 
running. This is a spiritual war and there is a very real reason [they] don't 
want us gathering and celebrating His resurrection.. 
God bless the Patriots. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kf9ed6qwlaIYouTube 
 
 
 
God alone is our firm foundation, and we are only worthy of his 
salvation through the blood of Jesus Christ. 
He is waiting for you with open arms. 
I pray that all eyes are opened before it is too late, 
and that when you call to the Lord he would recognize your voice. 
It is a free gift for those who are willing to accept it. 
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Trump definitely knows something we don't, push the 'getting back to 
work' narrative hard every day, mentions needing to 'make one of the 
hardest decision' of his Presidency. 
Trump has signaled his intent to open PART of the country back up. He 
mentions assembling a committee from top biz CEOs, health, governor's, 
etc. to listen to their input and opinions to weight in on what steps he'll 
take. There is something that he's not directly stating but we can sure feel it 
in his tone that something's up.  
Meantime the two health officials, Dr. Fauci and Birx, are requested by 
Trump to defend their position and data with the press all while he observes 
them in action. If you have watched Trump in 'The Apprentice' he has a 
knack at sniffing out BS, strong and weak players, trolls, shills, etc. He 
most likely has identified his Aces and Jokers but will allow them to make 
their mistakes. 
Trump hasn't revealed enough for his enemies or us to completely know 
with 100% certainty his next move. Damn he's good and got everyone 
guessing his next play. Almost as if the virus news and updates takes a 
backseat at times. He IS in control of the narrative and doesn't let SHTF in 
terms of information leaks. 
What is absolutely key is how Trump is on the offensive and forces the 
press to circle the wagon in defense. It's fasinating to watch. There is no 
question about the wolf pack mentality of the press. He shows the public 
how a bear can stand it's ground when attacked, sends a swift swipe and 
this is leadership displayed at it's finest.  
A person goes through these types of attacks because they know how to 
deal with them. It takes skill and patience to do so and he does it like a 
political jujitsu master. He has been doing the daily pressers for the 
American people NOT for the reporters. When the reporters attack him 
they attack us the American people. Yes, they are that stupid. He shifts the 
opponents energy against themselves, boomerang. 
Plan or no plan he's got something crafty, an out of the box idea, that 
maybe more simple and common solution than any press or we can predict. 
Either way he's going to crack back open the economy and it will be more 
fierce than anybody can ever image. The war isn't over and decisions will 
be made by a strong, level-headed and well informed leader.  
Pray for you POTUS on this Good Friday! 
 
Whatever state or city he opens up first will become an instant target. The 
DS will let rip what they can on that target to instill fear and get the 
lockdown back on again. 
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Trump has to be sure that the white hats have it all in control. Even so, he'll 
still be putting a target on a group of civilians. Big decision indeed. 
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Saturday April 11, 2020 

 
 
 
 
Hilarious: CNN town hall accidentally displays viewer's question 
asking whether TDS is deadly (media.8kun.top) 
https://media.8kun.top/file_store/2ba2811a712fa3935d5e4e16572a44f0ed6
88f19541758632154e04fe4dfebe7.mp4 
 
"Is Stage 4 TDS an underlying morbidity?" --brilliant ! 
 
 
 
 
'The CDC is actually a vaccine company' - Robert F. Kennedy Jr on 
RT (youtu.be) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5CfLDXpC324&feature=youtu.be 
 
 
 
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE AND UNDER BUDGET - Texas looking to 
re-open NEXT WEEK! Thank you President Trump for letting states 
make their own decisions! (kvue.com) 
 
 
 
New documentary "Out of shadows" helps connect the dots for 
normies. 
Well produced and entertaining enough to share with your fringe friends. 
https://youtu.be/MY8Nfzcn1qQYouTube 
 
 
 
Things are getting to a boiling point. 
I don't know about the rest of you, but I think the combination of social 
isolation/distancing/quaranteening/lockdown, the loss of jobs and income, 
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the BS being SPEWED daily 24/7 by the Mainstream "News" , and the lack 
of anyone of note being called to account for their crimes has reached the 
beginning of a "boiling point". Some of my family are Trumpers the others 
are BEYOND TDS. They think he is responsible for "killing us". I tried 
some humor with my kid and omg the reaction was so over the top, we 
have stopped speaking. Blew up like a volcano. My family can't be the only 
ones going through this. I pray every day. I help my pro-Trump family 
understand what I believe is going on behind the scenes. If these deranged, 
clinically depressed TDS sufferers don't start to see how badly they've been 
led astray, it's gonna get ugly. PLEASE, POTUS, Q, whomever, I'm 
praying for that Easter Miracle. What else can I do? I don't have a job 
either. 
 
 
 
This is a spirtial war and obviously they know it, Obama gives the 
order for (((them))) to "make sacrafices" Pray more than you ever 
have, ask God to help us defeat these demons,. 
"Speak the truth. Speak it clearly. Speak it with compassion. Speak it with 
empathy for what folks are going through. The biggest mistake any us can 
make in these situations is to misinform, particularly when we're requiring 
people to make sacrifices and take actions that might not be their natural 
inclination." 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/obama-warns-against-spread-of-
misinformation-amid-coronavirus-pandemic/ar-
BB12pLoM?ocid=spartandhp 
 
 
 
POTUS address today - Business Interruption (aka business income) - 
insurance fag here. 
Watching POTUS and he began talking about Business Interruption 
coverage for small businesses, restaurants etc. I work in insurance (no we 
are not all the Devil) and I find this to be huge.  
Currently the insurance carriers are accepting claim filings, and declining 
coverage. Many are declining (commercially) due to the fact that Business 
Interruption (BI) is a property coverage. This means people cannot trigger 
coverage without a physical loss. (think fire, water, hurricane etc. as he 
mentioned) 
He says he doesn't see 'pandemic' as an exclusion. What he's really saying 
is that all of you people that are business owners can/should file Business 
Interruption claims. He's also calling on the Insurance Carriers to do the 
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'right' thing and cover the loss. We already know there's going to be 
legislation on this across the country to afford or deny coverage and set 
precedent for future losses. (we're actively waiting to see what happens) 
If you have friends or family that own businesses that have been affected 
(whether it was to move to laptops to set up a disaster plan, to move to a 
new location etc. They should keep track of any/all incurred expenses 
including loss of income; payroll for key employees; marketing efforts 
once this is all over etc. etc. etc. 
If you keep logs of all of this and you file a claim, they will sift through 
what IS and IS NOT covered. 
My point - this could be a life saver for the Mom & Pop shops. (and it 
should be IMHO) 
No, I am not a lawyer. I have heard that CPA's are recommending filing 
claims even if they decline. I am in insurance, and do my best to keep the 
little guys afloat. (Big too, we're all making the economy work & flourish 
again) This isn't exclusive to restaurants. This is business-wide. 
*Side note - many major USA carriers for personal accounts (think auto) 
are giving discounts back to their clients. 15% so far is what I've seen for 
the 2 months of shut down because people aren't driving; aren't getting into 
accidents etc. Spread the word to your friends. It's not a ton (maybe on 
average $50 or so) but to someone that isn't receiving their normal $$ that 
could make or break things. I wish it was higher, but I think that's fair 
considering they're not required to do so. 
 
 
 
Biden accuser Tara Reade files criminal complaint over 1993 
allegation (businessinsider.com.au) 
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/former-biden-staffer-tara-reade-files-
sexual-assault-complaint-2020-4?r=US&IR=T 
 
 
 
Thread: The good guys have all the evidence. That's a given. No way 
that A G Barr comes out and talks about the greatest travesty in US 
history, unless he is certain that the evidence proves it.  
Thread: 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1248892283203629056.html 
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Spiritual Warfare --- SEEING CLEARLY  
We are experiencing turbulent times; tossed about on a sea of societal and 
economic upheaval. 
Yet those of us who are followers of Jesus Christ are in the ark of His 
protection. 
That doesn’t mean that we can’t be tossed about when the waves are 
roaring. 
It just means that we are protected from drowning in the turbulence 
because we are within the safety of the boat.  
Each of us is strong in different areas (according to our gifts), and are to 
help each other fill in the gaps of weakness.  
“As long as Moses held up his hands, Israel prevailed; but when he lowered 
them, Amalek prevailed. When Moses’ hands grew heavy, they took a 
stone and put it under him, and he sat on it. Then Aaron and Hur held his 
hands up, one on each side, so that his hands remained steady until the sun 
went down.” Exodus 17:11-12 
This is my prayer for POTUS – that mighty angels will hold up his hands 
so that he does not grow weary, and defeats the Amalekites. 
But we don’t only help each other; we also help those who want to get out 
of the turbulent waters and into the safety of the boat. 
Even those who are drowning.... 
To those who “downvote” every post of a spiritual nature, ask yourself this 
— 
WHY do you bristle at the name of Jesus? 
What is it that is filling you with hateful emotions toward the One who 
loves you and wants the best for you? 
That negative influence wants your destruction, and is speaking hate into 
your mind because it doesn’t want to lose it’s grip on you! 
There was a video on YouTube of a tattoo artist being interviewed about 
his craft (sorry, can’t find the link). What he did not know is that the video 
CLEARLY showed a shadowy creature “attached” behind him; not the 
man’s shadow, but a creature. We can’t see them because they have a 
different vibrational frequency; yet that video camera was able to capture 
it. 
We don’t wrestle against flesh and blood, but against dark forces. 
Years ago I met a woman who had been through a nasty divorce, from her 
husband who was physically and emotionally abusive. She couldn’t get 
past the emotional pain and anger; she allowed her life to revolve around it, 
which stole her joy and made her miserable. 
She told me all about it, then said her husband was “the devil.” 
I told her, “Close your eyes and look at him – what do you see?” 
“He’s the devil!” 
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“No he’s not. Close your eyes and look at him again – what do you see?” 
“He’s the devil!” 
“NO HE IS NOT! Close your eyes again and look at him – what do you 
see?” 
GASP 
“What do you see?” 
“There’s something poking him in the back!” 
“Exactly” 
We don’t wrestle against flesh and blood. 
There is a research group (alienresistance.org) who began by interviewing 
hundreds of alien (demon/fallen angel) abductees. When the two founders 
of this group began their research, one was agnostic and the other atheist. 
What they discovered is that when a person being “abducted” called out the 
name of Jesus, the “abduction” ended immediately. 
“Authority” is the right to issue commands according to the laws. 
Jesus has ALL POWER AND AUTHORITY. 
“At the name of Jesus, every knee must bow – those above the earth, in the 
earth, and under the earth.” 
When we choose to follow Him, He gives us that authority. 
Fighting people is shadow-boxing. 
The targets are the ones manipulating mankind. 
It’s a spiritual battle. 
God wins! 
 
I called out JESUS's name when I was abducted at 17. This mam told me 
he was going to rape me, kill me, then cut me into little pieces;and YES an 
Angel was sent and set me free in the most miraculous way. Praise be to 
JESUS CHRIST THE ALMIGHTY SAVIOR! 
 
My husband and I had just had an anniversary dinner and were walking 
back to our hotel when a guy came up to us with a gun and demanded our 
money. We really had just spent all of our cash on meals and a couple of 
drinks. As my husband was talking to the guy, I was praying to God for 
help. All of a sudden, the would be robber said, "Awright man, God bless 
you." and he ran off. We were just a block from our hotel and I think we 
practically flew there we ran so fast. Told the hotel staff what had just 
happened. 1 week later 2 tourists were held up and murdered right across 
the street from the hotel where we had stayed. 
 
I was in the military over a decade ago. Air Force, Space Systems 
Operations. It was the beginning of my awakening. During my training I 
would spend many sleepless nights during my free time going down 
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various rabbit holes and discovering hard truths of this global conspiracy. It 
took its toll after a few months. When Q says "the truth will put 99% of the 
population in the hospital" he is correct. I was one of them. I was diagnosed 
with dementia and sent to the psychiatric ward for a month. And was 
eventually discharged. (Very luckily Not dishonorable) things could have 
played out entirely differently I was facing being sent Ft. Leavenworth for 
a bit. All I can say is that I am glad I had Jesus on my side. I know my 
unwavering faith during my darkest hour played a major role in 
determining a positive outcome. I have been much more effective in the 
fight of Good vs. Evil as a civilian rather than I could have been as a drone 
in the military. 
 
 
Federal Data: 16.4M Mail-In Ballots Went Missing in 2016, 2018 
Elections(breitbart.com) 
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/04/10/federal-data-16-4m-mail-in-
ballots-went-missing-in-2016-2018-elections/ 
 
 
"Virus-Panicked Liberal Gun Buyers Are Getting Angry When They 
Discover Their Own Gun Control Laws" ahhhhh.... (redstate.com) 
https://www.redstate.com/kiradavis/2020/04/10/815520/ 
 
 
Northam signs abortion bill into law on good friday. We are dealing 
with out-and-out Satanists (breitbart.com) 
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/04/10/virginia-governor-
announces-signing-of-extreme-abortion-bill-on-good-friday/ 
 
 
CORONAVIRUS will be proved to be yet another global hoax 
perpetrated on the entire human race to destroy the world economy! 
BRILLIANT!!!  
Ask yourself "Why?" 
Ask yourself "Who benefits?" 
 
 
#RememberInNovember Let's get this trending! Commie Dems - Can't 
buy seeds to grow food, no charcoal 2 cook (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/beachmilk/status/1248971091722330113?s=21 
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MASSACHUSETTS RESIDENTS: Dr. Shiva is trying to get on the 
ballot. Good Dr. (shiva4senate.com) 
https://shiva4senate.com 
 
 
I work for 5 different Hospitals in 5 different states. 
I am a medical transcriptionist and work for a larger contract company. I 
have 5 hospital accounts, I have been out of work for the last 2 weeks. The 
little bit of work that trickles in, none -- but one have any Covid-19 cases. 
These hospitals have canceled all elective surgeries and are only handling 
emergency procedures, like kidney failure, heart attacks, etc. 95 percent of 
them test NEGATIVE for Covid, because that is the first test they do on 
any patient that enters a hospital.  
The Covid-19 positive patients that tested positive were in one state 
(California). The patients were infected at a long-term care facility and had 
extreme immune compromised issues such as diabetes with amputations 
(recent), liver failure, hospice status.  
I have been doing this job for many, many years and we do run out of work 
cyclically, but if we are in a "health crisis" we would be overwhelmed with 
work. However, this isn't the case. So, just wanted to share a little piece of 
insight. God Bless everyone! 
 
Thank you, Anon. A picture is starting to fill in for me. 
The DS, in coordination with the CCP, has apparently sown the virus in 
various places, and in so doing through contact-tracing Patriots are 
beginning to get a handle on their agents and methods. Recent Anon posts 
seem to indicate that the US Navy is interdicting Chinese agents who have 
been infiltrating from the Bahamas to Florida on private yachts. The ability 
of the DS to do so is now largely negated, and with each "sowing" and 
resultant outbreak of CV, it loses another asset (sower).  
Meanwhile, thanks to posts such as yours, the fear and panic is diminishing 
exponentially among the public. Confidence in Trump and his 
administration is growing. Despite Fauci's best efforts to discredit it, 
"Hydroxycloroquine Z-pack Zinc" therapy if proving to be effective in 
treating the virus.  
The MSM fear mongering is proving to be irrational noise. 
I think POTUS' actions during this present attack, which is a 
real attack upon our nation with intent to harm, are uniting the American 
people in a common cause. He is also using the present circumstances as 
cover to destroy the infrastructure of the human-trafficking enterprises by 
going into the D.U.M.B.s (deep underground military bases), taking control 
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of the ports of entry, effectively closing the border, and arresting and 
releasing to house arrest those who have participated in the Adenochrome 
trade (if photos of Ellen Degeneres' "ankle bracelets" are any indication). 
When it becomes evident what has been perpetrated upon us and by whom, 
"there will be hell to pay."  
For now, I have been praying that the Lord not allow our Marines to leave 
behind, unfound, left behind, even one captive of this evil human-
trafficking trade. 
 
 
Bill Gates is not a doctor - he is a eugenics madman that thinks it is his 
calling to de-populate the people of this earth. 
Bill Gates is a satanist, a pedophile, a serial killer and the NWO's Grim 
Reaper. He has a very clear track record of killing people: 
Poisoning millions of Indian children with his "vaccines" Bill Gates Faces 
Trial in India for Illegally Testing Tribal Children with Vaccines 
Bill Gates Henry Kissinger Depopulation Africa: Paralyzing Vaccine 
Deaths 47,500 With 50 More Children Recently Paralyzed With Bill Gates 
Meningitis Vaccine! 
Why Didn’t Bill Gates Vaccinate His Own Children? 
Bill Gates' plan to kill you 
In his own words, de-populationYouTube 
We need to terminate Bill Gates before he kills us all with his lethal, 
mandatory "vaccines" 
 
 
Don't stay inside! They want us all out of the sun to keep the virus 
going, UV and heat kill the virus meaning sunlight kills the virus. 
Atleast walk around your neighborhood or sit in your 
yard! (khmertimeskh.com) 
https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50701725/ultraviolet-light-can-kill-the-
novel-coronavirus-covid-19 
 
 
 
10 Philly cops pull a guy off a bus for not wearing a mask. This is what 
happens when you vote for leftists and communists. (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/phillyTRU/status/1248656214642262016 
 
Notice how he didn't get arrested after resisting. Meaning the cops KNOW 
he had done nothing illegal and therefore couldn't arrest him. MEANING 
they actually assaulted him.  
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This is where the fellow Americans need to stand up and stop them from 
doing that. They shouldn't have sat there and watched, because next time it 
may be them. They are all about jumping a cop when they fucking up for 
real shit, but grab a nigger for no reason and the others stand around with 
their mouth open. Fucking ridiculous. If you ever see another American 
getting grabbed like this for something that isn't law it is your duty to stop 
the assault on your liberty. 
 
 
 
Another Hospital Anon Checking in, Still Looking for Covid Patients 
and Coming up Short, I have Good News Though, The Shutdown 
Seems to be Reversing Their Brainwashed Minds.  
I posted a couple weeks ago, I told you then I work in a ICU in Wayne 
County Michigan, one of the supposed hotspots in the country. 
Back then I told you we had 4 patients that that were tested, test results 
came back negative, the other 2 were still pending. 
Update: They all tested negative! 
Since then we have tested many more patients, all tested negative. 
Every patient that comes through the ER gets tested. Every patient is 
considered a PUI (Person Under Investigation) 
With all this testing I think they have only found 2 patients that tested 
positive. They never came to the ICU and had mild symptoms. 
I have thought long and hard about what is going on. 
We see HHS ordering physicians to falsify death certificates. 
We see Democratic Governors banning the use of HCQ and zinc. 
We see the media calling our President a drug pusher.  
We see Cuomo demanding ventilators he doesn't need while hoarding a 
warehouse full of them. 
We see the WHO and China recommending patients be intubated and 
placed on vents for best possible outcome 
--We find out later all the vented patients have a near 100% mortality and 
WHO gave us bad advice. 
Then there are reports the test kits the WHO donated to UK and the US 
were tainted with Covid19. 
--Were you wondering how Boris Johnson got Covid19, now you know. 
Where I work most of the people are brainwashed. 
I was pulled in to HR one day about a year ago, someone was offended by 
comments I made in support of President Trump. 
I was told to refrain, that we have a zero tolerance policy and I can be fired 
for creating a hostile work environment. 
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Yet, the liberals can say what ever they like about our President, spread 
their CNN lies. 
Over time I saw this behavior succeeded in brainwashing the whole bunch. 
Good news is I see things changing. 
Everyone was living in fear with all this Covid19, never knowing is the 
next patient was going to be a Covid19 patient. 
Not me, cool as a cucumber. 
I used this opportunity to start redpilling some of the staff. 
I began by pointing out we have no covid19 patients even though we were 
in the middle of one of the hotspots. 
We are so slow they cut our staffing levels by 30%, sending people home, 
making them use their vacation time. 
I have a group text with 6 other people in my department, I began sharing 
articles. 
Pointing out the things I mentioned above. 
They seemed unresponsive at first, telling me to stop it, I didn't care, I 
continued. 
With each passing day, I would share more articles that would prove my 
suspicions. 
I didn't hold back anything, I shared the 10 days of darkness and the kids in 
the tunnel, I was brief/concise but shared everything 
I provided links to videos and articles, pointed them in the right direction 
and which comments to read. 
Then each of them started asking questions, not in group text but 
messaging me personally. 
They were not ready to admit to the group they were seeing the light but, 
one on one they were agreeing with me. 
I think this shutdown and covid19 fear mongering incident will do a lot to 
wake up the sleeping masses. 
They all feel something is not right but they can't put the pieces together on 
their own. 
They need help looking in the right direction, that is where we come in. 
As much as you feel it is a lost cause, not worth the effort, trust me you are 
wrong. 
With enough guidance we can undo the brainwashing, we can lead them to 
the truth. 
Because WWG1WGA, it has to be that way. 
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Colorado Anon Here - Brother Works Custodial for one of the States 
Largest Hospitals. 
Brother works in "housekeeping" at a hospital. He cleans the rooms 
(isolations, ICU, operating rooms etc). 
This past week, he's been sent home early several nights because they are 
so slow now. That doesn't even happen during normal operations usually. 
This hospital has seen at least one COVID death.  
When this whole thing started, the hospital originally had their COVID 
patients in the main wing. A few weeks ago the number of patients picked 
up, so they reopened an old wing from the 80's that wasn't being used. 
Last week, he said the number of COVID patients they had was going 
down and their hospital has plenty of room.  
Now this week being sent home early. And sounds like they will be closing 
the old wing again soon. 
 
 
 
It just occurred to me . Trump and his grey hats set a trap. 
Fauci and Birx cabal critter grey hats just helped to out another MSM 
leaker. He was completely outed in the press conference. Was this another 
real news but fake news pushed by Trump and by doing so would result in 
flagging the leaker? He's done this so many times. Love this POTUS. I love 
Q and Q+ and thank God for them and their families! Daily! 
 
Fauci and Brix body language https://youtu.be/ixYBNhbzp5EYouTube 
(Bombards Body Language) 
 
 
 
Man Calls Out CNN, Claims They Used Footage of Him During 
HURRICANE For Coronavirus Segment !!! Stunning Example of 
Fake News (nationalfile.com) 
https://nationalfile.com/man-calls-out-cnn-claims-they-used-footage-of-
him-during-hurricane-for-coronavirus-segment/ 
 
 
 
Democrats would rather send money to the Death to America crowd in 
Iran than to struggling small businesses in the 
US (prairiepundit.blogspot.com) 
http://prairiepundit.blogspot.com/2020/04/democrats-would-rather-send-
money-to.html 
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Covid-19 Disproves The Climate Change Theory And Models. 40% 
Less Oil Use Worldwide, And No Drop In The Co2 Ppm Growth 
Trend - (We) Are The News (wearethene.ws) 
https://wearethene.ws/notable/96552 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 453751 No.8763365  (3935) 
Apr 11 2020 20:53:43 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/ColinSkow/status/1249018424111464451 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 453751 No.8763385  (3936) 
Apr 11 2020 20:54:58 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/DontBeFooledWWG/status/1249136287552069632 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 453751 No.8763517  (3937) 
Apr 11 2020 21:01:12 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Education4Libs/status/1249126292672430081 
Trust and believe in yourself. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 453751 No.8763564  (3938) 
Apr 11 2020 21:03:30 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/HFDeltaDave/status/1249155418326208512 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 453751 No.8763655  (3939) 
Apr 11 2020 21:08:29 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/rochelle_coombs/status/1249156622850707456 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 453751 No.8763691  (3940) 
Apr 11 2020 21:09:53 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Charlie99987483/status/1249156214971301890 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0163d0 No.8763965  (3941) 
Apr 11 2020 21:23:53 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Wilm30451797/status/1249160223304159232 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0163d0 No.8764008  (3942) 
Apr 11 2020 21:25:08 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/SLYUnser/status/1249160215238455299 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0163d0 No.8764045  (3943) 
Apr 11 2020 21:26:27 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/TravisR03869899/status/1249160081570217984 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0163d0 No.8764088  (3944) 
Apr 11 2020 21:28:21 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1249158542944329734 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0163d0 No.8764106  (3945) 
Apr 11 2020 21:29:04 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Mc_Assy_/status/1249159783896289282 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0163d0 No.8764142  (3946) 
Apr 11 2020 21:30:13 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/refrgmstr/status/1249159735418421250 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0163d0 No.8764188  (3947) 
Apr 11 2020 21:31:50 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Hev123truthsee1/status/1249159256823271424 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0163d0 No.8764222  (3948) 
Apr 11 2020 21:33:10 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Tdabz/status/1249159025025056770 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0163d0 No.8764329  (3949) 
Apr 11 2020 21:36:47 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/qthewakeup?lang=en 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0163d0 No.8764367  (3950) 
Apr 11 2020 21:37:58 
(EST) NEWb72263a1ee85bc65b234b80e4a40f9a13d4bd30aeb8fa071e511
6060fa7b8358.jpg 

 
Bigger than you can possibly imagine. 
God bless each and every one of you. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 9e3eda No.8765747  (3951) 
Apr 11 2020 23:00:04 (EST) NEW 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=MY8Nfzcn1qQ 
Best documentary of the year. 
[F] black sites are being closed [MK_active] 
[CLAS 1-99: future] 
Q 
 
 
 
Obama's Kenyan Brother to Expose Family Secrets in book. Let's go 
ahead and get it out there. Malik Obama did not kill 
himself. (kenyans.co.ke) 
https://www.kenyans.co.ke/news/51799-obamas-kenyan-brother-expose-
family-secrets-tell-all-book-photos 
 
 
Winning: Court Rules Louisville Mayor Cannot Ban Drive In Church 
Services.(bloximages.newyork1.vip.townnews.com) 
https://bloximages.newyork1.vip.townnews.com/wdrb.com/content/tncms/a
ssets/v3/editorial/9/e9/9e98e10a-7c29-11ea-af20-
dbdf9b436218/5e9218c98afd6.pdf.pdf 
 
 
 
You think it's bad? Try being in Canada. No Q for Canadian issues, 
non-stop fearmongering over COVID and no one in government with 
any power to help the people.   
If you think canada doesn’t matter. Just remember, we border you to the 
north. All of your corrupt are surely to fall back restrategize here if they get 
out. Canada is a safe haven for those people. Trudeau is their puppet. 
 
You have a point there. Trudeau is a terrible leader because he is weak and 
immature while portraying (poorly) a responsible Prime Minister. He was 
ruined from the start and I’ll bet the puppeteers wish they had someone like 
him to run every country. Canada is beautiful and rugged and the people 
are strong. I hope a rising tide, does raise all boats and that once the truth is 
known that all countries will be forced to change. If everything we’ve 
learned about human trafficking etc. is true (and it seems that it is), then it 
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no longer matters what our governments choose for us. The truth is so 
horrific that without exposure it never will end. It must be exposed. We 
have NO choice! This is what I arrived at today and I know it to be true! 
Too many of us know what’s been going on and you can’t shut something 
this ugly down.  
The truth is like a lion; you don’t have to defend it. Let it loose; it will 
defend itself. 
Augustine of Hippo 
 
 
 
A Picture Is Coming Together. 
A picture is starting to fill in for me. 
The posts entitled “Another Hospital Anon Checking In…Reversing Their 
Brainwashed Minds” coupled with “I Work for 5 different hospitals…” 
helps fill in some gaps. 
The DS, in coordination with the CCP, has apparently sown the virus in 
various places, and in so doing through contact-tracing Patriots are 
beginning to get a handle on their agents and methods. Recent Anon posts 
seem to indicate that the US Navy is interdicting Chinese agents who have 
been infiltrating from the Bahamas to Florida on private yachts. The ability 
of the DS to do so is now largely negated, and with each "sowing" and 
resultant outbreak of CV, it loses another asset (sower). 
The attack is real, with intent to harm. I say this because of the Anon’s 
statement: 
“We see the WHO and China recommending patients be intubated and 
placed on vents for best possible outcome 
--We find out later all the vented patients have a near 100% mortality and 
WHO gave us bad advice. 
Then there are reports the test kits the WHO donated to UK and the 
US were tainted with Covid19. 
--Were you wondering how Boris Johnson got Covid19, now you know. 
Meanwhile, thanks to posts such as yours, the fear and panic is diminishing 
exponentially among the public. Confidence in Trump and his 
administration is growing. Despite Fauci's best efforts to discredit it, 
"Hydroxycloroquine Z-pack Zinc" therapy is proving to be effective in 
treating the virus.  
The MSM fear mongering is proving to be irrational noise. 
I think POTUS' actions during this present attack are uniting the American 
people in a common cause. He is also using the present circumstances as 
cover to destroy the infrastructure of the human-trafficking enterprises by 
going into the D.U.M.B.s (deep underground military bases), taking control 
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of the ports of entry, effectively closing the border, and arresting and 
releasing to house arrest those who have participated in the Adenochrome 
trade (if photos of Ellen Degeneres' "ankle bracelets" are any indication).  
When it becomes evident what has been perpetrated upon us and by whom, 
"there will be hell to pay."  
For now, I have been praying that the Lord not allow our Marines to leave 
behind, unfound, left behind, even one captive of this evil human-
trafficking trade. 
 
Also for those wondering if the virus originated with bats or wet markets or 
whatever, the fact that the actual testing kits were contaminated with the 
virus lets us know that the virus and the testing kits were created in the 
same lab. This alone is enough knowledge for the U.S. to turn China into a 
plate of glass IMO 
 
 
 
I can't stand being surrounded by indoctrinated sheep anymore. Please 
God help me. 
I can't stand it anymore. I'm surrounded by morons and retarded sheep. 
They are everywhere. They are so infuriating in their willful ignorance. 
They believe everything they were indoctrinated with in school, all MSM 
propaganda, and everything any Hollywood pedophile tells them. They 
actually trust psychopaths like Bill Gates and Big Pharma after their 
vaccine programs killed and maimed hundreds of thousands of children. 
They have not one thought that has originated from within their own skull. 
They dismiss any information not from an establishment source solely on 
their opinion of that source even after you point out that they just 
committed the genetic fallacy. Doesn't matter. They laugh, they scoff, and 
think you are the crazy one. They are programmed robots going through the 
motions. Consumer drones as devouring as a plague of locusts. The 
brainwashing is complete and total. Their brains are trapped in cages of 
rigid skepticism and ego attachment. I can't do it, I can't stand them. They 
really are just sheep, and I sometimes understand the total disdain that the 
cabal has for these people. 
God help them and awaken them. Let just one sliver of light into their thick 
heads. 
[Rant over.] 
Edit: Thanks for all the responses, I don't feel so alone anymore. Now I feel 
more bad for them than angry with them. They are traumatized, damaged, 
manipulated and indoctrinated souls. Hang in there patriots, WWG1WGA. 
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You're not alone, anon.  
We really are sheep though. Word is that [they] bred us to be dumb and 
distractable but that's another story.  
I used to take care of sheep, here's a story that seems analagous:  
The sheep were in a divided pasture. There was an opening in the fencing 
between the divisions. One morning I came to feed them, but instead of 
bringing the bucket of grain to the section they were grazing in, I brought it 
to the fence of the next section over. Seeing the bucket, all the sheep rushed 
over toward me, but in the section they were in. So they quickly noticed 
they couldn't get to me and there was a lot of vocalizing among them. I 
stood my ground, hanging the bucket over the fence of the next section 
over to them.  
 
This went on for a couple of minutes and then one sheep, with maybe a few 
more brain cells (they really are dumb LOL), figured out that I was in the 
next section and ran away toward the opening between the sections. Once 
she was through and headed back toward me, the rest of them ran like hell 
for the same opening and they finally got their breakfast.  
Right now we just need that one influential person to do the same for the 
sheep, and that will be the tipping point. 
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Sunday April 12, 2020 

 
 
 
HE IS RISEN. 
But on the first day of the week, at early dawn, they came to the tomb, 
taking the spices that they had prepared. They found the stone rolled away 
from the tomb, but when they went in, they did not find the body. While 
they were perplexed about this, suddenly two men in dazzling clothes stood 
beside them. The women were terrified and bowed their faces to the 
ground, but the men said to them, “Why do you look for the living among 
the dead? He is not here, but has risen. Remember how he told you, while 
he was still in Galilee, that the Son of Man must be handed over to sinners, 
and be crucified, and on the third day rise again.” 
Luke 24:1-7 
 
 
 
I am so sorry Anons. 
Long time lurker and following since Oct 2017 
I am sorry for my complete complacency, my flippant disregard for what 
was always going on right under my nose, and my lack of action and 
seriousness given what they were up to. 
This is not about what you believe at your core. It has been proven beyond 
a reasonable doubt that people in positions of power and influence have 
been pushing their evil views and narrative in all of us; from children to 
adult. 
Today, I realized the extent and sobbed into my hands. I'm an atheist, until 
recently, but lately cannot deny the good vs evil paradigm. 
I dont know anymore what the hell, but I believe we are in a spiritual war, 
and I'm ready to learn, to adapt, to listen an to be all in, if needed, 
God bless you all, the Q anons, the trump team, the whitehats, the patriots, 
I am so sorry. WRWY and WWG1WGA 
Late but determined xo 
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Judge blocks city recording license plates of Easter church-goers 'The 
mayor's decision is stunning. And it is 'beyond all reason,' 
unconstitutional' (wnd.com) 
https://www.wnd.com/2020/04/judge-blocks-city-recording-license-plates-
easter-church-goers/ 
 
 
 
Fully referenced facts about Covid-19, provided by experts in the field. 
Swiss Doctor Provides Verified Facts. IMO It Leads to one Conclusion, 
Treason!!!!  
Facts about Covid-19 
https://swprs.org/a-swiss-doctor-on-covid-19/ 
Excerpts:  
According to data from the best-studied countries such as South Korea, 
Iceland and Germany as well as the cruise ship Diamond Princess, the 
overall lethality of Covid19 is in the per mille range and thus about ten 
times lower than initially assumed by the WHO. 
50% to 80% of test-positive individuals remain symptom-free. Even among 
the 70 to 79-year-old persons about 60% remain symptom-free, many more 
show only mild symptoms. 
Many media reports of young and healthy people dying from Covid19 have 
proven to be false upon closer inspection. Many of these people either did 
not die from Covid19 or they in fact had serious preconditions (such as 
undiagnosed leukaemia). 
Many clinics in Europe and the US have been lacking patients and some 
have had to introduce short-time work. Numerous operations and therapies 
were cancelled by clinics, even emergency patients sometimes stay at home 
out of fear of the virus. 
Professor Klaus Püschel, head of forensic medicine in Hamburg, explains 
about Covid19: „This virus influences our lives in a completely excessive 
way. This is disproportionate to the danger posed by the virus. And the 
astronomical economic damage now being caused is not commensurate 
with the danger posed by the virus. I am convinced that the Corona 
mortality rate will not even show up as a peak in annual mortality.“  
My Synopsis:  
I think based on these findings its easy to see through the lies. The evidence 
is clear. The media ramped up the fear factor trying to push the President in 
to a situation where they hoped he would restrict the rights of the people. 
Corrupt international and domestic organizations/agencies tried to hinder 
President Trump's efforts to mitigate the pandemic. Simultaneously the 
media were doing the bidding of the people who released this virus on 
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society. We have all seen the names of those involved: China, WHO, CDC, 
Gates, Pelosi, Fauci, Brix, Redfield. We also can blame the Democratic 
Governors that were eager to shut down the economy and banned HCQ. 
They demanded vents when they had a warehouse full of vents. This was a 
orchestrated event to destroy Trump's economy, pause his rallies and make 
him look inept. The pandemic would also keep Biden away from public 
scrutiny and set up a financial opportunity for the pharmaceutical 
companies. Pelosi would take hostage financial support for the people with 
a quid pro quo to change voting rules. They fought Trump efforts to keep 
the people safe and then fabricated false statistics when their plan was 
failing. Even as the numbers indicate the worst is behind us, they keep 
pushing the idea we need to continue the shutdown, nothing short of a 
catastrophic economic collapse is good enough for them. They must ALL 
be arrested for acts of treason, including the media talking heads/owners 
and punished in the most severe form imaginable. No appeals 
 
 
 
Texas Democrats accused of mailing pre-filled out voting applications 
to non-citizens(twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/foxandfriends/status/1053271529163755520 
 
 
 
Soon it will be time for Civil disobedience. 
If this Faux pandemic continues to violate the constitution then we will 
need to disregard the local authorities and take our freedom back. People 
are beginning to wake up. 
 
 
 
More crimes against humanity by The Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation. 
https://www.counterpunch.org/2020/03/02/toxic-agriculture-and-the-gates-
foundation/ 
As part of its hegemonic strategy, the Gates Foundation says it wants to 
ensure global food security and optimize health and nutrition. 
However, Rosemary Mason alludes to the fact that the Gates Foundation 
seems happy to ignore the deleterious health impacts of agrochemicals 
while promoting the interests of the firms that produce them, but it 
facilitates many health programs that help boost the bottom line of drug 
companies. Health and health programs seem only to be defined with 
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certain parameters which facilitate the selling of the products of the major 
pharmaceutical companies which the foundation partners with. Indeed, 
researcher Jacob Levich argues that the Gates Foundation not merely 
facilitates unethical low-cost clinical trials (with often devastating effects 
for participants) in the Global South but also assists in the creating new 
markets for the “dubious” products of pharmaceuticals corporations. 
As for food security, the foundation would do better by supporting 
agroecological (agrochemical-free) approaches to agriculture, which 
various high-level UN reports have advocated for ensuring equitable global 
food security. But this would leave smallholder agriculture both intact and 
independent from Western agro-capital, something which runs counter to 
the underlying aims of the corporations that the foundation supports – 
dispossession and market dependency. 
And these aims have been part of a decades-long strategy where we have 
seen the strengthening of an emerging global food regime based on agro-
export mono-cropping linked to sovereign debt repayment and World 
Bank/IMF ‘structural adjustment’ directives. The outcomes have included a 
displacement of a food-producing peasantry, the consolidation of Western 
agri-food oligopolies and the transformation of many countries from food 
self-sufficiency into food deficit areas. 
While Bill Gates is busy supporting the consolidation of Western agro-
capital in Africa under the guise of ensuring ‘food security’, it is very 
convenient for him to ignore the fact that at the time of decolonization in 
the 1960s Africa was not just self-sufficient in food but was actually a net 
food exporter with exports averaging 1.3 million tons a year between 1966-
70. The continent now imports 25% of its food, with almost every country 
being a net food importer. More generally, developing countries produced a 
billion-dollar yearly surplus in the 1970s but by 2004 were importing US$ 
11 billion a year. 
just a small piece of the article (the story of megalomaniac Bill Gates 
continues)...the more you look this Evil , the more you find 
 
 
What Can We Actually Do? Well, For Starters, Let's Knock It Off 
With This Insane, Ridiculous Fucking MASK Bullshit!!! 
Masks/face coverings actually do LESS THAN NOTHING!! 
 
 
 
 
Great thread about Game Theory and the patriot's strategic war 
against the cabal. 
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https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1249054239747342340.html 
 
 
 
 
Is It Time For All People To Go to Church With Their Second 
Amendment Rights, In Order to Protect Their First Amendment 
Rights? 
To those who practice church in your car, in a parking lot or in an area 
where “Authorities” want to infringe. Maybe it will soon be time for all the 
people go to Church with their second amendment rights, in order to 
protect their first Amendment rights? There are not enough corrupt local 
politicians, nor police (not all police are corrupt, there are many, many 
good ones) to write tickets to every church and it’s parishioners who could 
be wielding their second amendment tools? Example... Peaceful Virginia 
Gun Rally 
The supreme law of the land is the constitution and the bill of rights, no 
other law can supersede it, except those who don’t know the law and allow 
themselves to be con’d. If the constitution is not law, then there are no 
laws, except the law of the jungle? 
HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE, AZITHROMYCIN, and Zinc, Items no 
longer under patent, around for years, the combos being practiced by 
1000’s of Medical Professionals for treatment of Covid 19 now, along with 
POTUS and GOD vs. a mythical vaccine ready in a year which will have 
no studies on long term side affects, likely brought to you by a guy who 
could not protect your computer from viruses, who is not a doctor? Who do 
you Choose? 
However, until POTUS directs otherwise, it is probably wiser to stay home 
one more weekend. 
 
 
 
He Knew: Disney CEO Bob Iger Suddenly Stepped Down Feb 25th -- 
Now Disney World Lays Off 43K Workers. 
So Disney is laying off 43K workers in Orlando, which will devastate that 
city: 
https://nypost.com/2020/04/12/disney-world-to-furlough-43000-workers-
during-coronavirus-pandemic/ 
CDAN wrote a post several weeks ago indicating Iger knew exactly what 
was coming: 
https://www.crazydaysandnights.net/2020/03/blind-items-revealed-
1_27.html 
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"When this CEO stepped down, it sent shockwaves through the business 
and entertainment community. It was immediate and unprecedented. It also 
came after a meeting with a global security firm advising him what to do in 
regards to the foreign money makers he was forced to shut down. He 
concluded things were going to hell in a hurry and he didn't want to be 
associated with the company when it crashed and burned. He will be ready 
to be its Phoenix though after it is all over. 
Bob Iger/Disney" 
 
 
 
Spirit cooking Satanist Maria featured in new Microsoft 
commercial (youtu.be) 
https://youtu.be/AXCeyFhn6bw 
Just disliked the video. I don't think it's coincidence that they uploaded a 
video promoting this satanic witch on Good Friday, the day our Lord Jesus 
Christ died for all of humanity. The thumbs up count was around 400 and 
the thumbs down count at 1.1 K in case they start monkeying with the 
numbers. Also found it interesting that the comments were turned off for 
that video. 
 
 
 
Bill Gates appears on British Tv. he says he's a Eugenicist, admits he's 
a world order megalomaniac, calls himself self appointed hero. Seems 
to be very excited!... "I and other health experts" (hooktube.com) 
https://hooktube.com/watch?v=ie6lRKAdvuY 
 
 
 
And There It Is... Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer Bans Buying 
US Flags During Lockdown (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/michigan-governor-gretchen-
whitmer-bans-buying-us-flags-lockdown/ 
 
Under exactly what authority does she claim to make her pronouncements? 
Enough with the Democrats "deeming" this or that while abusing their 
power. Applies to the Speaker of the House too. 
 
Sec. 1 Art. 5 Michigan Constitution, Emergency mgmnt act 17 PA 390 as 
amended MCL 30.401-421 & Emergency powers of governor act 1945, 
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1945 PA 302, as amended MCL10.31-33. Would be the authority for such 
pronouncements.  
I have no clue at this moment if these have ever been used before which 
would be the only time they could have been challenged by someone 
"injured" by them in court as to the Constitutionality of such acts. So 
someone will have violate the order, get charged for doing so then go to 
court and fight, lose there, appeal, lose that appeal again until reaching 
either the Michigan Supreme Court of Scotus. Good luck. 
 
 
 
Happy Easter! Just in: #BorisJohnson is OUT of the hospital. Great 
news for the UK, US and the world. (wsav.com) 
https://www.wsav.com/health/coronavirus-health/uk-pm-boris-johnson-
out-of-the-hospital-says-staff-saved-his-life/ 
 
 
 
Nancy Pelosi Says Congress Will NOT Reopen In April, Warns Trump 
Not To Restart Economy (we are indeed watching the systematic 
destruction of the "old guard") (dailywire.com) 
https://www.dailywire.com/news/nancy-pelosi-says-congress-will-not-
reopen-in-april-warns-trump-not-to-restart-economy/ 
 
The President has the power, under Article II, Section 3 of the Constitution, 
to call Congress into session. Pelosi can't stop it. I hope she turns red and 
blows up over it. 
"...he may, on extraordinary Occasions, convene both Houses, or either of 
them, and in Case of Disagreement between them, with Respect to the 
Time of Adjournment, he may adjourn them to such Time as he shall think 
proper..." 
 
 
FLOTUS, White Rabbits and a STORM. 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=vLicACGbFX0YouTube 
Amazing story. AMAZING++++ First Lady Melania. They're uplifted by a 
breeze in the story, and we're uplifted by our own breath of fresh air, 
Melania Trump.  
May the Wonderful Promise of Easter be with her, her husband and all of 
us - every day of the year. 
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Almost One Million Signatures to Remove WHO Leader. 
Could not happen to a more deserving person.  
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/04/12/just-go-petition-demanding-
resignation-of-who-chief-closes-on-1m-signatures/ 
 
 
 
Bill Gates is funding a seemingly rigged hydroxychloroquine 
study (files.catbox.moe) 
 
Lol, Vitamin C aint no placebo. Vitamin C will eliminate the cold and flu. 
Fuck these people, bunch of liars. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Bill Gates' Instagram account is getting bombarded with with 
comments. He can't delete them fast enough!  
Jim Stone has saved a bunch of the best comments here, because all 
negative comments are being deleted. But he (they) can't keep up, they just 
keep coming. 2020 truly is the year of the Great Awakening. 
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=144399 
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1 week after arrival, 1,000-bed USNS Mercy in Port of Los Angeles 
admits total of 15 patients (rumormillnews.com) 
The thing that bothers me quite a bit is the cops are willing to carry out 
whatever crazy shit that someone says. Cops are on board 100% and I do 
not understand. Hey cops what you do to us is going to happen to your 
kids, you won't live forever you will retire, cops are bringing in the new 
world order and to hell with the community they pretend to serve. Do cops 
think they are going to be saved when they bring all this evil into force? Do 
they think the old "my dad was a cop" story is going to get them across the 
blue line when we are a third world shit hole? 
 
IMO when the virus came out Jan. 15 the ds thought it was the actual 
bioweapon Corona. POTUS knew it had been replaced with a regular flu 
virus but he went ahead and honored the advice of the "experts", sent the 
ships, made the ventilators, ordered the masks, built the hospitals. All for 
nothing come to find out. 
Meanwhile you have Gates and Fauci and Birx out there with their graphs 
and their explanations and now scrambling to explain why all the hospitals 
are empty! Genius!! But oh shit, the plan was to collapse the economy and 
make us beg to work again, we'll even take the vaccine and microchip, 
please let us work.... once again, potus sits back and lets the governors bark 
those orders, which they do, because they don't work for the U.S. they work 
for China.  
They must be shitting bricks knowing that there is no threat, and the public 
is quickly waking up to this fact, but they've been ordered to keep us 
quarantined until the election so they can get their vote by mail enacted.  
As the weather warms up, people are going to start spilling into the streets, 
going back to normal life, and state governments are going to have to 
commit political suicide by sending law enforcement to cite or arrest the 
rebels. Google searches re: basic civics will soar. People who never cared 
before will start proclaiming their constitutional rights and realize that they 
have no voice with the MSM. Their cries are a fart in a stiff wind. Then 
maybe a few will realize that the Trumptards may be on to something: the 
game is rigged against the common person.  
MAGA! 
 
 
 
 
Interdasting Thing In Melania's Easter Tweet (links in 
comments) (files.catbox.moe) 
submitted 7.6 hours ago by 3762791? 
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https://files.catbox.moe/ikv0i4.jpg 
 

 
 
When you see a hidden message in media it's called an "easter egg" 
what are the odds? 
 
 
 
 
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump: 
Sorry Fake News, it’s all on tape. I banned China long before people spoke 
up. Thank you  
@OANN 
Quote Tweet: 
DeAnna Lorraine @DeAnna4Congress: 
Fauci is now saying that had Trump listened to the medical experts earlier 
he could've saved more lives. Fauci was telling people on February 29th 
that there was nothing to worry about and it posed no threat to the US 
public at large. Time to #FireFauci... 
 
It is no accident that the tweet Trump re-tweeted is from one running to 
oppose Nanciy Pelosi. 
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I started this journey over 15 years ago and one of the first things that 
really angered me was MICHAEL AQUINO. A pedophile satanist 
member of the Army. WHEN WILL HE GO DOWN? 
OUT OF SHADOWS reminded me of this pedo.  
I pray to God on this Easter for JUSTICE against all crimes against 
children... ESPECIALLY that Michael Aquino be taken down. He has 
gotten away with this for FAR too long... He went to court and had over 50 
children witnesses who said he raped and tortured them yet he walked 
away... His crimes would make even Jeffrey Epstein blush... 
Someone PLEASE take this asshole down!  
http://exposinginfragard.blogspot.com/2014/02/the-case-against-michael-
aquino-satanic.html 
 
 
 
 
Professor Didier Raoult Releases the Results of a New 
Hydroxychloroquine Treatment Study on 1061 Patients (covexit.com) 
http://covexit.com/professor-didier-raoult-releases-the-results-of-a-new-
hydroxychloroquine-treatment-study-on-1061-patients/ 
The authors conclude that: 
“The HCQ-AZ combination, when started immediately after diagnosis, is a 
safe and efficient treatment for COVID-19, with a mortality rate of 0.5%, 
in elderly patients. It avoids worsening and clears virus persistence and 
contagiosity in most cases.” 
 
 
 
Stunning FLOTUS Melania Trump reads an Easter Story about 
rescuing little white bunny through a storm (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/FLOTUS/status/1249321372469395463 
 
"Follow the white rabbit." Anyone else think Melania is more than just 
FLOTUS? 
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